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a aeograpber and historian, has devoted
twenty yean to research on the West Indica. He has taught at
Vassar College and has been visiting professor at a number of
univenitiea in the United Slates and at the Univenity of the
West Indies, where he was Fulbright Research Fellow at the
IDItItute of Social and Economic Reaean:h (1956-57). During
1961-62 he worked in the Lesser Anti1lea with the assistance of
a Rockefeller FoUDdation Research Grant and later received
a Guggenheim Fellowship. Until 1972 he waa Secretary and
Research Aaaociate at the AmeriCIIII Geographical Society, and
he ia curreutly Profeuor of Geography at Uniwrsity College,
Loudou. His IIIOIt recent book is Wen Indian Societ/el, a comprdleuaIve ltudy of the non·Hispanic Caribbean.
J IVBRDS COUITAB II Profeasor of Anthropology and Educatiou, Direc:tor of both the Center for Education in Latin America and the Center for Urban Stndiea and Programs, and
Aaaociate Director of the DivialoD of Philolophy and Social
Sciences at Teachen College, Columbia Univenity. He ia also
Aaaociate Director of the Reaean:h Institute for the Study of
Man, an Institution for research and scholanhip of the Caribbean. Mr. Comitas waa awarded a Fulbright Graduate Study
Grant (1957-58) and a Guggenheim Fellowship (1971-72)
and has done field reaean:h in Barbados, Jamaica, Bolivia, and
the Dominic:an Republic. He haa written numerous articles,
waa editor of CtlrlbbellllQ 1900-196$: A Topical Bibliography,
and aerves aa consultant or editor for aeveral publiabing projecta.
Four boob, edited and introdueed by David Lowenthal
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The West Indies. the earliest and one of the most important prizes of Burope" New World and the first to experienco the full impact of the black diaspora from Africa,
were also the most enduringly colonized territories in tho
history of the Western Hemisphere. Here more than anywhere else masters and slaves constituted tho basic ingredients of the social order; here more than anywhere else
class and status were based on distinctions of color and
raco. Yet out of that past, here more than anywhere else
societies with black majorities have emerged as selfgoverning, multiracial states.
This collection of four volumes-Slave.r, Free Men, Cillzen.r; Work IUId Family Ule: Con.requencel 01 C1a.r.r IUId
Color: and The Aftermath of Sovereignty-cbronic)es the
remarkable story. played out on the doorstep of the
North American continent, of transitions from slavery to
freedom, from colonialism to self-government, and from
self-rejection to prideful identity.
The West Indies faco a host of continuing probIemJforeign economic domination and population pressure,
ethnic stress and black-power revolts. the petty tyranny of
local rulers and an agonizing dependence on expatriate
culture. For these very reasons, the West Indies consti·
tute an exceptional setting for the study of complex social
relations. The archipelago is a set of mirrors in which the
Uves of black. brown, and white, of American Indian and
Bast Indian, and of a score of other minorities continually
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interact. Constrained by local circumstance, these interactiona also contain a wealth of possibilities for a kind of
creative harmony of which North Americana and Buropeana are scarcely yet aware. Conaequently, while these
volwnea deal specifically with the Caribbean in all its upec:ts, many dimensiona of life and many problems West
Indiana confront have analogues in other regions of the
world: mOlt clearly in race relations, economic development, colonial and post-i:OloniaI politics and government,
and the need to find and express group identity.
It can be argued that the West Indies is a distinctive and
unique culture area in that the societies within it display
profound similarities: their inhabitants, notwithstanding
linguistic barriers and local or parochial loyalties, see
themselves as closely linked. These resemblances and recopitions, oriJinaI1y the product of similar economic and
soclaI forces baaed on North European teUlement, plantation agriculture. and African slavery, have lubsequently
been reinforced by a widespread community of interest,
along with interregional migration for commerce, employment, maniage. and education. These volumes focua
ma1nIy on these underlying uniformities. Within the Caribbean itself, however, one is more conacious of differences
than of resemblances. While each Caribbean land is in
part a microcosm of the entire archipelago, local conditiona--aize, reaourcea, social structure. political status-a1so
make it in some significant fashion unique.
The range of these essays is the entire non-Hispanic
Caribbean, but most of the material that is not general in
character deals with the Commonwealth Caribbean, a preponderant share of this speclflcaIly with Jamaica and Trinidad. This reflects neither a bias in favor of these territories nor a belief that they are typicaI. but rather the fact
that moat recent acholarly attention baa concentrated on,
and literary expression hu fman'ted from. the Commonwealth Caribbean. Closer understanding of, and expression
in, the amaller French and Netherlands Caribbean and
larger but leu wen-known Haiti lie in the future.
In the Caribbean, a real understanding of any problem
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requires a broad familiarity with all aspects of culture and
SOCiety. Thus the study of economic development relates
intimately to that of family organization, and both of these
interlink with upecIs of political thought, systems of education, and patterna of speech. Conaequently, the IUbject
matter of this collection lies in the domaina of history,
geogr~phy, anthropology, sociology, economics, politics,
polerrucs, and the arts. For example, essays on wort and
family life by economists and anthropologists are complemented by other studies tracing the historical background and sociological interplay of these with other
themes. Throughout these volumes economists and goog_
raphel'S indicate how social structure beaI'B on and is in.
fluenced by economy and land use, and linguists, littlrllleurs, lawyel'S. and local journaIists provide insights OIl the
impact of these patterns in everyday life.
The reader will find here not a complete delineation of
the Caribbean realm but rather a Retch in breadth, with
fuller discuuion of significant themes, given depth and
personality by picaresque flavor. He may gain a sense of
what West Indians were and are like, how they live, and
what problems they confront; he can see how their own
view of themselves differs from that of outsiders; he will
know where to look for general studies and for more detailed information. And if there is such a thing u a regional personality, this collection may enable him to acquire a sense of it
What is currently available to most students of Caribbean dail'S is woefully inadequate by comparison with
many. other regions of the world. A few general histories,
technical analyses on particular aspects of Caribbean aociety or culture, and detailed studies of one or two individual territories comprise the holdings of ail but the beatequipped libraries. Moreover, no boot hu yet been
published that includes a broad variety of material for the
area u a whole, and few studies transcend national or
linguistic boundaries. We therefore aim to make available
a wide range of literature on the Caribbean that is not
readily accessible anywhere else.

;
Editon' Note
MOlt of tbla collec:tion Is the work of West IDdiaoa
tbemIeIvea. for they contribute forty-8ve of the _tytwo lClectionL Seventeen of tbeee are by 1'riDidadiaD8.
Ifteen by J.mapDI, four by OU)'lUlele, three each by
V1JlCCDtiaDa UId St. Luc:iaDs. two by Martiniquaos. UId
ODe by a Barbadian. Non-Welt lDdian writen contribute
tweoty-eeven 1ClectioDs: fourteen by Americana, ten by
British, two by Caoadianl, and ODe by a French author.
Many of the North American and European contributon
either have been permanent residents in the West Indies
or have worked tbere for long periods of time.
Editorill comment has been held to a minimum, but
leaden will find three levels of guidance An introduction
to each of the four volumes I1IIDIJI8ri7a the genenl 1mplicatioDl of the issues therein surveyed. A paraaraph of
topical commentary together with a few linea identifying
the author Introduces each selection. FinIlly, a aeIected
Welt Indian reading lial appean at the end of each volume, and a general comprehensive bibliography is appended to The Aftermath of Sovereignty.
The papen and documenta included here have been
altered only for minimal editorill consistency and ease of
reference. All original titles of articles have been retained,
but where none appear or where book chIpter heacJinss
do not identify the contenta of excerpted material, we
have added descriptive titles, identified by lingle as!erisb
in the !ext. Series of asJerisb alao indicate the few inItanceI where material is omitJed. When reqnired in luch
cuea, we have completed lOme footnote referencea. 0therwise, only obvious typographical and other erron have
been conec:ted. Our own two tranalationa from French
IOurCeI adhere to the originala as c:loaely as pouiblc, within
the Iimita of comprehensibility.
The editorl are grateful to thole who have usiIted
them in tbla enterprise, both in UId out of the Caribbean.
We owe apecial thanks to Marquita Riel UId Caire Angela Hendricb, who helped with the original lClectiODl
UId atyled the references. Mise lUeI alao made the original
tnnslatiODl from the French. We are indebted to the Re-
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IeIn:h lnatitute for the Study of Mua, and Ita DiIec:t«
Dr. Vera Rubin, to the American Geo....phical SodIiq,'
BDd to Teachen CoJIege of CoI111D1U Univenit BDd
tably to their h'hrary ..... for many facIJitiea. T,
Our main gratitude aoea to tho ClOIItriIIaton rep....Dted
in these JII8IIII BDd to their odainaI JIUbBaben. who have
in moat cues freeJy BDd UbCOIiiplaininsly IIIIde aVliIable
their work BDd have heIped to c:ol1eCt errors. We are par~cuIarly obliged for cooperatioo from tho Inatitute of S0cial BDd Economic Studiea and ita Director, AHater McIntyre, and to the Deputment of &tra-MuraJ &udiea,
both. at the Uoivenity of the Welt Indiea, under whose
auspIces a Jarae Dumber of these Itudiea were orfginaIIy
done. We are alao obligated to M. O. Smith for encouragement throughout the courae of aeIectioo and C01iip08itioo.

no:.

David Lowenthal

Lambros ComU..

March 1972
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INTRODUCTION:
The Aftermath of Sovereignty
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"Government is DOt politics," waraed • Triuidadian re-

,
i

former. It is not enough merely to elect leaden wbo reBeet their point of view; Weal IDdianI tbemIoIvea IIlUIt
share in the proceaa of dec:i8ioa makin.. TbiI II • lwei
Jason to learn after four ceaturiel of IUbordiDation to imperial overlords and to local clites, upatriate in feeliq If
not in seopphical fact. SubordinatioD did DOt end with
Weal Indian emancipation in the mid-ainftecndl ceatury;
freedom left !DOlt ex.ves Itill YOteIeu and wiccIea
Not until the mid-tweDtieth CCI1tIIrY did all Welt IDdiaDa
pin the right to vote. let alooe to bold oIDce; 8Dd 001, in
die past decade have larp Dumben of Welt IDdiaDa really
begun to participate in aovemment UId politics.
Popular participation in representative institutions, 0pposed almost every inch of the way by entrenched elites,
was won Jess by mass protest dian by the efforts of tho
middle classes, who had long been deprived of place UId
prestige by racial and ethnic prejudice. ID recent years, an
increasingly numeroua and prosperoua middle class baa
almost entirely IUpeneded expatriate 8Dd local white elites
in sovemment. But popular participation in public affairs.
notwithltUlding local autonomy and nnlvenaI 1Ulfrase.
remains weak UId sporadic, while IDa. clillatilfaction with
the new leaden is as widespread u wid! the old 8Dd II
often more YiolentIy expressed.
Caribbean political forms, transplanted from WesterD
Europe, still formany resemble tboIe of the metropolis but
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Introduction: 'The Aftermath of Sovereignty

have become quite different in function. Most British
West Indian political parties. for example. stem from trade
union bases and avow a Labour Party. working-cl... orientation; but they are also infused by authoritarianism. a
tenacious legacy of the colonial era. Whatever their social
origins and professed aims. moat present-day West Indian
leaden maintain an elitist bias toward their followen.
They welcome m... participation as a route to political
power but discourage mass participation. let alone criticism. in the actuaI process of government. Similarly. most
Commonwealth Caribbean countries maintain legislative
systems with government and opposition parties and a
full panoply of cabinets and shadow cabinets, but there
is a marked tendency toward one-party states. and in several islands the party in power holds every legislative seat.
Thus Caribbean circumstances have transformed the content of colonial institutions while leaving their structures
substantially intact.
The advent of formal self-government has intensified
other atresaea and strains. The small size and weak infrastructure of moat West Indian societies intimately involves
governments in every aspect of local life and make personalism. nepotism. corruption. and tyranny ever-present
dangen. Yet efforts to counteract these risks thmugh regional linkages and interisland coJlaboration cootinuaJly
founder on the sboals of insular rivalries. One need only
cite the short history of the late West Indies Federation
(I9S~2) and the recent (1967) secession from St. Kitts
of tiny Anguilla (population 6.(00). foJlowed by its revenion to colooial status in 1971. Penonal ambitions. local needs. and the demands of regional cooperation are
more apt to put West Indian states in conflict than in
concert.
The ideological consequences of past dependence are
likewise at odds with newly gained freedom. Some West
Indians are now attempting to transform the steeply stratified social systems inherited from the colonial past into
more egalitarian and dynamic forms. But this impulse Is
Iesa locally inspired than it is animated by the worldwide
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thrust toward soc:iaI justice and mua aeIf-determinatloa.
West Indian soc:iaI reform requires CDIIItaDt DOUriabment
from external. sources, undencorina old paUerna of de~ency. Owing to Jack of indiaeDoua modela. the West
Indies, more than other U-coloaial area, reaIIin bound
to ~ habits. And owm, to inherited patterns of pro.
~on and marketing, reinfon:ed by amaIInesa and is0lation, they also remain ec:onomicaJJy and Itrategically dependent on former imperial overlords.
FOrmal self-government and independenc:o,
divide thoee who still wield economic control from
Dow JIOI:'eII poli~ power. Old elites and multinational
~ratio~ .dommate the productive resonrces of West
Indian lOCJeties, whereas formal political control and g0vernmental services are hi the hands. respectively of new
leaden and the old middle
~ves at
odds ~th each. other. The dilemma this poses for ratiOllai
pIanning and IDIplementation was IUCcinctJy put by a
Weat Indian premier who, after electoral victory hi the
late 1950s. noted that "my party is in office but not ,power."
au

=

JIOPIIlu:

cl....
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et a. felt need for self-assertion commensurate with
~litical mdependence drives West Indiana increasingI to
reJ~ the. consequences of these realities and to pres"yfor
reonentations of society as a whole. In this process, 1"0fo~ repudiate the present political leaderIbip as unable, if not unwilling. to transform West Indian states into
self-respecting autonoDlOUl entities. Nationalist impulle
on redresai.ng past IOC:ial and racial imbalances
w . . are seen as both cauaea and conaequencea of
pertaIiam: The local governments themselves, whether
c:mPhaslzinB local cultural forms or African roots, c0ntinually proclaim intentions to nationalize this or that. to
rediscover and elevate West Indian ~ Man:ua
Garvey in Jamaica, a Cuffy hi Guyana-to replace old
ceremonial forma with new onea-a Trinidadian Order of
the BaIisier inatead of an Order of the British Empire.
Such activities. however. are often more symbolic than
substantive. As some West Indians themselves remark, the
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entity to be grounded on reaIiatic economic and --' ••

search for West Indianness today is in many respects quixotic for small islanders whose social ramifications and cultural Ilnkasea span both hemispheres. 11le risks and promises, tho imaginative extensions and practical limits, of
emphasizing what is local or what is West Indian c0nstantly shift. depending on relationships among West Indians and between them and the world outside.
The present volume considers aspects of all these questions under two broad rubrics: government and politics
and national and personal identity. 11le first section,
"Freedom and Power," considers tho institutional dimensions of West Indian government and politics. The opening selection surveys the broad transition from subjugation to independence, with the author-a West Indian
prime minister-proclaiming the end of the bad old days
of master and slave, ruler and ruled, empire and colony.
A detailed account of the growth of electorates and the
development of representative institutions in the various
territories follows. Responding to these opportunities for
participation, and agitating for their extension, West Indians have formed certain characteristic political alignments. "Ibeae are studied in the next two selections, the
first focusing on the origins and traits of parties in the
larger territories, the second examining a case study of
personalistic small-island politics. The stress between majoritarian rulers and administrative cadres is the subject of
tho next selection, which describes lOme of the political
pressures West Indian civil services are subjected to and
how they are fended off. A case study of a Trinidad election casts into high relief the interplay of all these political
forces with race and ethnicity. FInally, four selections deal
with the hopes and disappointments of regional association: first, a critique of tho fonner West Indies Federation by an uncompromising Jamaican nationaliat; second,
an explanation of the causes of its collapse by a Barbadian
architect of tho federation: third, a vivid account of vain
efforts by a St Lucian to salvage a small-island grouping
from the federal ruins; and fourth, a recent plea by a
Guyanese Bast Indian for a greater West Indian political
, t

zvB

premises.

........

•The ~ Bection, "On Beina a West Indian," opena
,!"th a cntique of the West Indian search for racial 'denti~: Frantz Fanon, the beat blown of Caribbean J1Idical
WIllers, scores the new West Indian aUacbmeDt to Africa
~ DO.leas visionary and roDWltic than the old West Indian. tie to Europe. The three followina selectiona focus on
apeciflc aspects of the IIWCh for identity: one by a black
Vmcentian determined to redreaa the pro-European bias
of ~ ~est Indian colored middle cIaa; a IIOCODd by a
Trinidadian Bast Indian determined to resist the submergence of his own ethnic identity in a predominantly black
W~ Indian world; a third by an eminent St Lucian economist Who deplores West Indian xenophobia and argues
that the search for uniquely West Indian traits is a deadend street. The West Indian identity crisia is next seen in
the ~ntext of a specific contemporary event-black-power
manifestations in Trinidad cII'min.tina in a 1970 mutiny
of the anned forces. This story is examinr4 in soci~
DOmic perspective by a local radical leader followed in tho
Dext selection by an eloquent plea OD
of a convicted
ringleader in that mutiny, here portrayed as an idealiatic
dupe of a corrupt colonialiat society. The foUowIng two
articles graphically express the limits and ineffectiveness
o~ protest in societies as small and poor as the West Indies: a Guyanese economist discounts his gnvemment'a
nationalization of the bauxite industry as mere window~.g, and an internatiooally famOUl Trinidadian noveliat Views the West Indian black power movement as a
theatrical substitute for reality. But a creativity that is
uniquely West Indian plays a Valuable role in local ponti~ ~d .8OCial ~e; in proof of thiI. an equally eminent
Trinidadian political activist in the final selection lICCIaima
the coDtributioDl of the most celebrated of contempo....rv

behait

caIypsonians.
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Massa Day Done
Eric Williams

Thia essay by tho Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago

On December 4, 1960, the Trinidad Gumdltm announc::ed
that Sir Gerald Wight had joined the Democratic Labour
Party. The announcement was presented in such a way as
to suggest that this was a feather in the cap of the Dem0cratic Labour Party, and therefore the citizens of Trinidad and Tobago should foDow the lead of Sir Gerald
Wight. Consequently, in my address here in the Uniwrsityf
on December 22, in which I reported to the people the outcome of the Chaguaramaa discussiODI in Tobago, I poured
scorn on the Guardian, reminding them that our p0pulation of today was far too alert and sophisticated to faU for
any such claptrap. I told the GlIIITdian emphaticaUy:
Massa Day Done. In other words it was the GlIIITdian I
attacked for its slave mentality. But if Sir Gerald Wight
and his admirers thought that the cap fitted him too, that

is a classic example of history in the service of politic:e.
Delivered as a partisan tract, with cbaracteristic West Indian invective, it sketches the transition from subjugation

to freedom. Dr. Williams coniraafa the colonial West Indies, dominated by a parasitic master class, with the new
order in which tho West Indian people, thanb to autonomy and responsible government, have in his view come
into their own heritage. The extent to which political
change baa in fact affected underlying economic and s0cial realities is an issue hotly debated in most of tho essays
in this volume.
DR. ERIC WD.LIAJdS is the epitome of the West Indian
scholar-politician. After winning a prestigious Trinidad
Government Scholarship, he took a Fint (in History)
at Oxford, went on to teach at Howard University in
Washington, D.C., and subsequently became the senior
West Indian atalf member of the Caribbean Commission,
established the metropolitan countries to coordinate their
various affairs in the West Indies. In 1956 he resigned to
found and lead the People's National Movement, which
baa governed Trinidad for the past sixteen years. Dr. WIlliams baa served as Pro-CbanceDor of the University of
the West Indies and is the author of numerous books, Including CapltallmJ tmJ Slm>ery, British Historlmu and the
We.t Indltl., The Hi6tory 01 the People 01 Trinidad and
Tobago, and From ColumblU to CQ6tro.

was nothing over which I should lose any sleep.
'The Scribes and Pbariaees had a field day. Someone
wrote to the Guardian to say what a gentleman Sir Gerald
was, ever since he was a boy of eight on honeback. Another one wrote to say that Sir Gerald had got him a job.
Farquhar, that notorious sycophant, called my statement
MAUll /){q DoM: .( MtIIW"- of PoUtIcGl tutd ~
CIIl .(nalyu, Port of SpaiD: P.N.M. PubIicalioG Co., 1961 ....
printed with pennissIoa of the author, Dr. BrIe
t [WilliamI wu referriq to the "UDhenity of Woodford
Square," the _
he pve to regular ptheriDp for apeaUn
BDd audiences in Woodford Square, Port-of-Spain.]
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Eric WUlIamI

Massa Day Done

economic. I bad particularfy referred in my ~ in the
University before 0JJiatmas to a book weU-1mowD to ItIJ.
dents of West Indian History written by an absentee English landlord who visited his plantatioal in Jamaica for
the first time around 181S. The author'l name was
Matthew Lewis. He haa written a Journal of his visits to
Jamaica, and in my addreas I referred to one passage in
the Journal when. as he went around the plantation, the
alaves ran up to him with all sorts of complaints, saying
"Massa this, Massa that, Massa the other". Massa lived in
Bogland off the profits of West Indian labour. He became
a big shot and ostentatiously flaunted his wealth before the
eyes of the people of England. He was a big noise in the
House of Commons in the British Parliament. He could
become a Lord Mayor of LondolL A famous play entitled
"The West Indian", presented in Drury Lane in London
in 1776, portrayed Massa as a very wealthy man who had
enough sugar and rum to tum all the _ter of the Thames
into rum punch. Maasa'. children were educated in England at the best schools and at the best universities, and It
was openly and frequently claimed in the long period of
the British controversy over the abolition of the slave trade
and abolition of .Iavery that Oxford and Cambridge were
filled with the IODI of West Indian M81181. When things
got bad and augar ceased to be king in the West Indies,
Massa simply pulled out of the West Indies, in much the
same _y aa the descendants of M8118'. slaves today pull
out from the West Indiea and migrate to the United
Kingdom.
We haw • record of one such M8118 in the amaJl
poverty-stricken island of Nevis. He anived in Nevis
about 1680 with ten pounds, a quart of wine and a Bible.
He developed into a big shot, became planter, merchant.
and Legislator, and when things turned lOur in the 19th
century, he invested all his wealth derived from the West
Indian soil and the West Indian people in rail_ys and
canals and harbours in Canada, India and AustraliL He
went back to live in the old County of Dorset in Bngland
from which his ancestors had migrated to the West Indies,

mischievous and accused me of responsibility for all the
evil8 of ninidad society which he, from his pulpit, had
not heeD able to exorcise. Ymally the DLP in a statement
which appeared in the GlUlTdian on March S, 1961, called
on me to withdraw what it called the wicked statement
Massa Day Done, and to make an UDqualified apology for
introducing it.
I categorically refuse to withdraw my statement or to
make any apology for it, qualified or unqualified. I repeat,
more emphatically than when I said it the first time, Massa
Day Done. I accuse the DLP of being the stooge of tbe
Massas who atill exist in our society. I accuse the DLP of
deliberately trYing to keep back social progress. I accuse
the DLP of wanting to bring back Massa Day. Tonight I
ahall explain to you fully just what is meant when I say,
Massa Day Done, and by the same token just what the
DLP means and stands for when they not only object to
the statement but even ask me to withdraw it.
This pack of benighted idiots, this band of obscurantist
politicians, this unholy alliance of egregious individualists,
who have nothing constructive to say, who babble week
after week the same criticisms that we have lived through
for five long yean, who, nincompoops that they are, think
that they can pick up any old book the day before a dobate in the Legislative Council and can pull a fast one in
the Council by leaving out the sentence or the paragraph
or the pages which contradict their ignorant declamations
-for people like these power is all that ma.ttera. They have
not the slightest idea as to the constituents of progress in
our society and the elements of our historical evolutiDlL
All that they can see in the Ilogan. Massa Day Done, Is
llICial antagonism. This Is characteristically stupid. Massa
ia not a llICial term. MUSIl Is the symbol of a bygone age.
MUSIl Day Is a aocial phenomeuon: Massa Day Done
connotes a political awakening and a social revolution.
What was Massa Day, the Massa Day that is done?
Who Is Massa?
Massa was more often than not an absentee European
planter exploiting West Indian resources, both human and
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and his biognpber tells 111 that today the same family 00c:upiea the same pew in the same church in the same village. What be does not tell 118 is that it was as if Masaa
had never emigrated to the Weat Indiea. Masaa left behind
Nevis as under-developed as be had found it. The wealth
that should have been ploughed bact into Nevis to save it
from ita present disgrace of being a grant-aided Colony,
went to fertilise industrial development everywhere in the
world except in the West Indies. Today only a beach which
bears his name survives to remind 118 that this partic:uJar
Massa bad ever existed in Nevis. HiI English biographer
lelia 118 that it was as if he had never left his English
County. We tell him it is as if Masaa bad never been in
the West Indian Island.
On his West Indian sugar plantation Massa employed
unfree labour. He began with the labour of lIaves from
Africa, and followed this with the labour of contract worten from Portugal and China and then from IndiL The
period of Masaa's ascendancy, the period of Masaa's domination over worters who had no rights under the law,
the period of Massa's enforcement of a barbaroll8 code of
industrial relations long after it was repudiated by the conscience of the civilised world, lasted in our society for almost 300 JeaI'I.
To his lIave workers from Africa the symbol of Masaa's
power was the whip, liberally applied; records exist showing that 200 lashes were not infrequent, and a tremendoll8
howl was raised by Massa When British law tried to step in
and limit punishment to 39 lashea under supervision. To
his contract workers ftom India the symbol of Masaa's
power was the jail. Massa's slogan was: the Indian worker
is to be found either in the field or in the hospital or in jail
For luch trivial offences as leaving the plantation without
permission, being drunk at work, I18ing obscene language,
encouraging his colleaguea to strite, the Indian worter,
who was paid a legal wage of 25 cents per day, was sentenced to jail by the law of Trinidad and the law of British
Guiana where Indians were employed in large numbers.
Massa's economic programme was to grow sugar and
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nothing but sugar. HiI table, OlIO of the molt alarlna examples of aluttony that the world has ever bowD, was
almost entirely imported, and as a Brazilian sociologist, Gilberta Freyre, baa empbaaiaed in respect of that country, it
was the African slave who tept alive the real traditlOlll of
agriculture in the West Indiea and concentrated on the
production of food for his own lubsistence. The Indian
contract worker went even further than the African slave,
and it was he who brought West Indian society to ita present level in tenDs of the production of such essential
commoditiea as rice, milt and meat. Masaa'i economic: pr0gramme represented the artIftc:iaI ltunling of Weal Indian
society, and a powerful 1loyaI Commisaion lent out from
Britain to the West Indies in 1897 condemned the emphaais put on a sinale crop peculiarly vulnerable in the martets
of the world, attacked Massa for making it difIIcult for the
West Indian peasant to get land of his own on which to
grow food crops, and advised that there was no future for
the West Indies which did not put in the forefront of the
programme of economic development the settlement of
the landless labourers on the land as peasant owners.
Massa's day should have been done then. But It waa
very easy in those daya for Britain to ignore the recommendations of a Royal Commission and Massa was allowed to
perpetuate his uneconomic and anti-soc:ial activitiea until
1938 when another Commission ftom Britain, at the height
of the world depression, repeated the condemnation of the
1897 Commission almost in the identical language used by
its predecessors. Maasa'. long economic domination of the
West Indies reduced the population of the west Indies,
whether slave, contract or free, to the drudgery of the
.implest and most unedifying operations, almost unfitting
them tota\Iy for any intelligent agricultural activity, and
giving them a profound and almost permanent distaste for
agricultural endeavours.
Massa was able to do all of this because be had a m0nopoly of political power in the West Indiea which he used
shameleslly for his private ends as only the DLP can be
expected to emulate in our more modern times. He used
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this political power ruthIeaaly to import workers for his
IIlgar plantations with no rapect either for elementary
economics of his limo or of population problema of the
future. MUla's economy was distiupished by perhaps the
DIOIt IICaDdalOIll waste of labour the hia10ry of tho world
has ever known. Forty hoUlle slaves in a 1amaican slave
hOUllehold was not unusual, and tho domestic female lIavo
who carried the cushion for Massa to kneel on in church
in Surinam, or kept Massa', cipra li&hted while he was
being shaved in Brazil, typifies not ODIy Massa', total contempt for the human personality but also his pathological
unconcern with the most elementary consideratioDl of coat
of production. It was the same with the Indian workers
brought in on contract. 1bey were brought in without any
consideration whatsoever as to the supply that was really
needed, if any was needed at all, and a Commission from
the Government of India which visited the West Indies and
Surinam in 1915 condemned as an unwarranted waste of
labour the importation of four workers to do work which
would have been light labour for three.
Massa was able to do all this becaUIIe he controlled p0litical power in the West Indies and could UIIe state funds
for his private gain. Whilst he imported African lIaves
out of his own penonal resourcea, he dug into the purse
of the West Indies Treasuries for public ftnancing of Indian indentured miaration to the tune of about one-tbird
of the tota1 cost of introducing the worken. Tbia went on
throughout the 19th century on Massa', insIateDce at the
very period when, as thousands of Indiana came to Trinidad and British Guiana, thousands of Barbadians and
1amaicans went to build the Panama Canal, or miarated
to the United States of America to do unakiIIed work, or
went to Cuba to work on the sugar plantations in that
lIIand.
As far as Massa was concemed this organiaation of
West Indian economy, this dispensation of political power
was one of the etemaI verities. He developed the neceaaary
philosophical rationalisation of this barbarolll system. It
was that the workers, both African and Indian, were in-
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ferior beings, unfit for self-government, unequal to their
superior masters, permanendy destined to a status of perpetual subordination, unable ever to achieve equality with
Massa. It was there in all the laws which governed the
West Indies for generations-the laws which denied equality on grounds of colour, the laws which forbade DOllEuropeans to enter certain oceupations and professions,
whether it was the occupation of jeweller or the pr0fession of lawyer, the laws which forbade intermarriage, the laws which equated political power and the vote
with ownership of land, the laws which, c:onaciOlll1y or
unconsciously, direcdy or indirectly, attempted to enaure
that the non-European would never be anything but a
worker in the social scale, the improvement of whose standard of living depended, as a British Secretary of State once
told the workers in 1amaica in 1865, on their working on
Massa's plantation for wages. That was why, when slavery
was abolished in 1833, and Massa was afraid that the
emancipated slaves would DO longer accept the drudgery
and exploitation of the IIave plantation but would work for
themselves on small plots, Massa in Barbados and M8S18 .
in British Guiana destroyed the gardens and food plots
which the slaves had been permitted to cultivate during
slavery in order to force them, out of the threat of starvation, to accept starvation wages on the plantations.
Massa was determined to UIIe his political power for his
own personal eoda. He had no sense of loyalty to the community which he dominated or even to the community
from which he had originally sprung. When M8S18 in Haiti
found that the French Government was ready to abolish
slavery he offered the island to England. When Massa in
1amaica found that the British were ready to abolish IIavery he entered into conspiracy with planten in the
lOuthem States of America. When Massa in St. Croix in
the Danish Virgin Islands found that it was too diftlcu1t
to deal with the emancipated IIaves, he tried to IIelI the
island to the United States of America. When M_ in
Cuba on his sugar plantation found himself confronted
by a combination of abolitionist forces representing pro-
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cocoa, the price of coffee and the price of sugar. Massa ill
Trinidad in the early 20th century asked sarcastically of
what use would education be to the children of the plantation workers if they bad it. He stated unambiguously in
the Trinidad Legislative Council of 192.5, In the aae of
Cipriani, that as long as Trinidad was to remain an .,ncultural country, the less education the chi1dren of the
plantation workers had the better. As ODe of the abolitionists ill the Colonial Oftlce recogniIed a century and
a quarter alO, there was no civilised society on earth 10
entirely destitute of learned leisure, literary and scieDtifte
iIltercourse and liberal recreations.
This was Massa Day. This was Musa-the owner of a
West Indian sugar plantation, frequently an ablentee, deliberately stunting all the economic potential of the aoc:iety,
dominating his defenceless workers by the threat of punishment or imprisonment, usiDg his political power for the
most selfish private ends, an uncultured man with an illiberal outlook.
But not every white man was a Massa. Las
the
Roman Catholic Bishop, condemned ill Cuba, ill Santo
Domingo and in Mexico the iniquitous exploitation of the
aborigines by the Spaniards. Thomas Clarkson, the humanitarian ill England, and Victor Schoelcher, the radical
politician ill France, dedicated their entire lives to a relentless crusade against slavery. It was Clarkson who, 170
years ago, made one of the finest defences of the African
against charges of inferiority, before modem sociological
research and modem proJreasive ideas. It was Victor
Schoelcher who provided the abolition programme in
France ill 1848 with the resounding peroration that the
French Republic could not compromise with slavery and
tarnish its immortal formula, "Liberty, Equality and Fraternity". It was the white Cuban philosopher, Luzy Cabellero, who coined the famous aphorism that "the blackest
thing ill slavery was not the black man." It was the white
Cuban philosopher, Jos~ Martf, who educated Cuba ill the
view that man is more than white, more than Negro, more
than mulatto. It was the white Spanish planters ill Puerto

pessiw metropolitan opinioo, free white planten in Cuba
growin, tobacco and not sugar, and the slaYeS themselves.
he too turDed his eyes to the United States of America and
plunged the coUDtry iIlto civil war. When Musa in Jamaica
ill 186.5 recopilod that it was DO lon,er po.ibie to hold
back the tide of COIIStitution reform and deny the vote to
the emancipated slaves, he brutally suppressed a revolt
alDOI1I the Jamaican worten and peasants and penuaded
the British Go¥enUDeDt to IIUIpeDd the IeU-goverDiDg Constitution of Jamaica and iIltroduce the CrowD Colooy system. ADd wbeD Massa In Barbados in the 1860'. feared
that West lndian federation milbt iIlvolve a large redistribution of his land IIIIIODi the worten of Barbados, Musa
made official overtures for joiDiDJ the Canadian Federation. Musa was always oppoied to Independence. He welcomed political depeDdence 10 10DI as it guaranteed the
economic depelldence of his workers. He was for IeUlOVemment 10 long as it was leU-JIOVI'IllIDODt for Musa
ODly and left him free to aovem his workers as he pleased.
Our whole ltnJaale for 1eU-lOvermDent and independence.
therefore, is a struaaJe for emancipation from Massa.
That was the West Indian Massa. There has been alavery
and unfree labour ill other aoc:ietiea. ADcieDt Greek s0ciety, precilely because of slavery, had been able to achiew
intellectua1 heights that 10 far baw had DO parallel in human history. The ownership of a larae slave empire In the
West Indies did not prevent the ftoweriDg of iIltellect and
the evolution of politics in the metropolitan countries of
.Europe. But the West Indian Musa constituted the most
backWard ruIiDJ class history has ever known. Massa in
Jamaica had a contempt for education and the profession
of teachiDg which scandalised even the commentators of
the 18th century. A traveller in Haiti before its independence commented caustically on Musa's anti-intellectual
outlook. He described the converaation of Musa as follows: It beJins with the price of sugar and then gGes 00 to
the price of coffee, the price of cocoa, and the laziness of
Negroes; and then it retraces the same JOOUDd beginning
with the laziness of N egroea, and going on to the price of
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Rico who themselvea demanded the emancipation of the
llaws. It _
a white Dulish Governor who on bia own
iDitiative aboHabed llavery in St. Croix aDd returned home
to be impeached for ucerd1na bia instructiOlll. It was the
white MiIaionary, John Smith, who died in impriIonment
in Massa'. jail in British Guiana becauae he insisted on
educatina the Nesroea and teachina them to read in order
that they could read the Bible. It _ the white Rev. Wdliam Knibb who orpniaed in Falmouth, Jamaica, a tremendoUi movement apinat Massa and aware that he
would not rest until he aaw the ODd of llavery, and who,
onc:o llavery was aboliahed, spent the rest of bia life in
providins achoola for the c:hildren and in tryina to secure
land for the people. It was the white Rev. Jamea Pbillipa
in Jamaica who, as far back as 1845, put forward propoaaIa
for the eatablishment of a Univerlity Collop in Jamaica
which. if the British Government of the time had had the
foresi&ht to accept and to promote, would have changed
the whole courao of Welt Indian History in the past 100
yean.
Here in Trinidad it was people like the Granta aDd Mortons who first undertook the education of the children of
the Indian indentured worken on Massa', plantation. It
was namea Jiko Lange which advocated the vote for
Maaaa', worken. It was the Alcazan aDd the StoJlmeyera
lIIIIOIII otben in Trinidad who fought Maaaa on the quea..
tion of Indian indenture; it was Sir Henry AIc:azar who, in
a memorable phraae in a memorandum to the Royal Commillion of 1897, IlIIted that the effect of indian indenture
_ to keep the rulina c:laaa of Trinidad at the moral level
of slave owners.
U Massa was generally white, but not aD whites were
Maaaa, at the aame time not all Masaaa were white. The
elite amona the llavea were the hoUle llavea. Always better
treated than their colleasuea in the field, they developed
into a new caate in West Indian lOclety, apIna the fasbion
of their IDIIIteII, wearina their cast-off clotbin& and daneina the quadrille with the beat of them. To auch an extent
did Massa', society penetrate the conaclencea of these pea-
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pIe, that Haitian Independenc:e, which besan with a flsht
for freodam for the llavea, ended up with a ricIic:uIouI
Imporlal court of a Haitian deapotlam with ita caf6-au-lait
lOclety and ita titloa, ita Dub of Marmalade aDd ita Count
of Lemonade, uploiting the Nearo poaaantl. Tho Marooot
in Jamaica, runaway llavea who toot refuge in the m0untains from the horron of the plantations and who bec:amo
the spiritual aneaton of the Rastafarian movement of our
time, after waaina a auc:c:esafuI war epinat Maaaa aud forcina Maaaa to recopise their iodopendenco and to CODStilute them a veritable atate within a illite, accepted a peace
treaty which required them to help Maaaa to put down
any other llave rebelliOllL EmaDcipation of the uvea Jed
in the amallor Weat Indian Islanda to a anduaI transfer of
ownerahip of property to the point where, in lUCIa iaJands
as Grenada aDd St. V_to wbiIst Maaaa remained, bia
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complexion became darker.
Tbia, then, _
Maaaa In the Welt India. Tbia was
Massa Day.
The moat aavase condemnation of Maaaa In Trinidad
i:ame from the evidence of an Bopahman who made
Trinidad bia homo. Mr. lecllDMn Guppy, Mayor of San
Feroando, before the Royal CommiIIion of the Franchi80
in 1889. Guppy related to the Comm....... a coawnation
between hImaeIf.aDd a IUpr planter with whom he had
IeIIIOIIItrated about the conditioa of tho hoi-. proyidod
for tho Jndi8n Immfaranta. "Tho people ouabt to be in the
fIeld ail day". tho planter aaicI. "I do Dot build c:ottapI for
lcDera". Wbea tile Mayor ,.....Indod him that there mfsht
be ak:knea or children or prepant women, the planter
anawered, "Oh my dear Guppy, what do you talk to me
about Jyina-ln and nuralna women; I only want wortina
banda". To which Guppy retorted, '"Iben you will never
have a aett1ed population of Iabourera on your eatatea"• "A
settled population", aaid the planter: "I want two yeara of
aood crops and load pricea, and then I will aell my eatatea
and SO to live in Europe".
Guppy voIc:ed tho arowIna nadonai and liberal c:ouac:iouaness when he unaparing1y c:ritidaed the Jndi8n indeD-
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ture system as a selfish expedient pursued by a few Massas
to the detriment of the community at large. Their chief
aim by the policy, he emphasised, was to keep down the
rate of wages, to force down anificially the price of
labour and to confine it to the cultivation of the sugar cane.
This they did "by importing labourers at the public expense to be indentured to plantations; by taxing the necessary food of the labourer; and . • • refusing to grant
Crown lands to smaIl settlers; by inequitable labour laws;
by encouraging the unjust administration of the laws by
Magistrates devoted to the wishes of the sugar planters; by
refusal of practicable roads other than those required to
convey the sugar planters' produce to the shipping place,
and minor means tending to the same end. During aU this
time no men could be more grandiloquent about their intention, in aU they proposed to do, being the development
of the resources of the island; no men could be more determined, as shown by their measures, to do no other thing
than bolster up the more or less nominal owners of sugar
plantations" •
Life with Massa was summed up by me in a formal
statement I made to an international conference in Geneva
on October 20, 1955, when I acted as spokesman of the
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions at a
meeting of the Committee on Plantations of the International Labour Organisation. In my statement I concentrated particularly on a reply on sick pay for plantation
workers submitted by the Government of Trinidad and
Tobago through its representative at the Conference, Mr.
Alben Gomes. Tbe reply of the Government of Trinidad
and Tobago was as follows: "The sugar employers do not
consider it possible to provide sick pay to plantation
workers".
My formal statement at the Geneva Conference on this
question reads as follows:
Let me emphasise in some detail the significance of
this statement from the Government of Trinidad in the
light of the views which have been expressed from time
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to time by the sugar employers of the Caribbean area
00 IOCial questions aud the CODditiOlll of tho worten.
I Iha1I gift some specific exampIea:
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1. In 1896, the British OoftrnmeDt appointed a
Royal Commission of Inquiry to investipte the
diffic::nltlea then being CDCOUIItered by the British
West Indian lugar industry. The principal sugar
employer in Trinidad gave evidence before the
Commission to the effect that tho plantation workers could live comfortably on 5 cents a day.
2. In 1910, before another Royal CommissIon of the
British Government, this time on the commercial
relations between Canada and the British West Indies, Canadian manufacturers aud Trinidad merchants and employers indicated how it was pc»sible to subsist on this low wap. 'They stated that
what was rejected as ltockfeed in Canada, was imported into Trinidad as flour, which was bought
up like hot cakes by the plantation workers.
3. In 1915, a Commission of the Government of India was sent to various Caribbean territories to Investigate the conditions of the indentured Indian
immigrants. The Commission leported that tho
protection of tho plantation workers against malaria by providing mosquito Dell and against hookworm by providing shoes, would only involve unnecessary expenses for the lugar employers.
4. In 1926, in Trinidad, in evideuce before a committee of the Legislative CouncD on the restriction
of hours of labour designed principally to prohibit
the labour of children of school age during lChool
periods, one of the principal sugar employers .tated
in the most emphatic way that if they educated the
whole masa of the agricultural population, they
would be deliberately ruining tho country. After
this he proceeded to ask, of what use would education be to the children, if they had it?
5. In 1930, on a visit to British Guiana, a weD kDown
BritIsh PhiIantbroplst, a cIOIo friend of the late Mahatma Gandhi, was told unamb1JuousIy by one of
the angar employers that tho London dln:c:tors of
hia company would not provide any money for tho
elimination of the dlagraeeful worken' bouaeI,
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thougb tbey would readily spend money for the
installation of new machinery.
6. A Commission of Inquiry, wbicb investigated
widespread disturbances in Trinidad in 1937, was
advised that sugar employers thought it unnecessary to provide adequate sanitary facilities for tbeir
employees, because the workers would not use
them.
7. In Barbados in the following year, one of the
sugar employers assured the members of the commission of inquiry investigating similar disturbances in that island that tbe plantation worker in
Barbados did not take milk in his tea because he
did nOl like milkl

I just leave to your imagination the conditions which
would prevail today in the Britisb Caribbean territories if
the views of the sugar employers had received the consideration which they thought should be attached to them.
The Second World War meant the end of Massa Day.
Wendell Willkie, the unsuccessful Republican candidate in
the 1940 American Presidential Election, issued a general
warning in his book One World, written at the end of a
world tour. Willkie warned the world:
Men and women all over the world are on the march.
physically, intellectually, and spiritually. After centuries
of ignorant and dull compliance, bundreds of millions
of people in eastern Europe and Asia bave opened the
boob. Old fears no longer frighten tbem. They are no
longer willing to be Eastern slaves for Western profits.
They are beginning to know that man's welfare throughout the world is interdependent. They are resolved, as
we must be, tbat there is no more place for imperialism
within their own society than in the society of nations.
The big bouse on the hill surrounded by mud buts bas
lost its awesome cbarm.

1bey marched everywbere, during and after World War
ll-in India, in Burma, in Indonesia, in Nigeria, in Ghana,
in the Philippines, in Puerto Rico, above all in the United
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Kingdom. The counterpart of Massa in the West Indies
_
the squire in the United Kingdom. The welfanl state
has been super-impoeed on the class society. The aae of
aweated labour in the factories has been abolished by the
British trade unions. Oxford and Cambridge DO longer
serve exclusively the IOns of the ruling class, and Parliament and the diplomatic service are DO longer the exclusive preserve of their graduates. Massa Day Done in
the United Kingdom too. Here is an advertisement from
the ObserHr, one of London's principal Sunday papen, on
February 12, 1961:
BUSINESSES FOR SALE

AND FROM KENYA, NIGERIA, CENTRAL AFRICA, MALAYA, INDIA and Other Comers of What
Was 'The Empire' of Sahib, Boss And Master, come a
host of sadly disillusioned one time 'Empire Builders' to
face the necessity of providing home and Income for
self and family-And to this problem tbe most certain
answer Is the purcbase of A Villaae Store with maybe
an appointment as Sub-Postmaster, or the purchase of a
'Pub, Filling Station, Tea Room or some IIICh buaineas.
TbeIe is DO better thought.
Musa Day Done, Sahib Day Done, Yea Sub Boss Day
Done. All decent American public opinion is nauseated by
little Rock. The horrors of the Congo, deplorable though
they are, represent the struggle between Massa and
Musa's former exploited subjects. Massa is on the run
right now in Portuguese Angola. The pressure from india
and Ghana, Malaya and Nigeria in the Commonwealth
Prime Ministers' Conference has forced the South African
Massa out of the Commonwealth.
Musa Day Done everywhere. How can anyone in his
_ _ expect Massa Day to aurvive in Trinidad and Tobago? That. however, is precisely what Sinanan and the
DLP atand for. Bec:auae for them to ask me to withdraw
the statement, Massa Day Done, and, adding Insult to
injury, to demand that I apologise for it, Is to identify themselves with all the forces of reaction which have been over-
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thrown or are at bay in all the other countries of the world.
What they seelt, Sinanan and the DLP, is actually to restore Maaaa Day. For Maaaa Day Done in Trinidad and
Tobago, too, since the advent of the PNM in 1956. Let
us assess the position in Trinidad today.
Massa's racia1 complex stunted the economic development of our territories. Today, with the PNM, the canefarmer, the small farmer growing cane, pitting his puny
weight against the large plantation, is receiving a recogni.
tion that he never anticipated, and is coming into his own,
a man with a stake in his country, with the legal right to
refuse his labour if he wishes to and to work his own land.
The sudden and dramatic growth of industry, producing
fertilisers, furniture, miIIt, textiles, paints, cement and a
hundred other essential commodities, is vastly different
from the monoculture society of Massa Day. In Maaaa
Day the West Indies produced what they did not consume
and consumed what they did not produce. Today, under
the PNM, the slogan is, "Made in Trinidad".
Maaaa stood for the degradation of West Indian labour.
PNM stands for the dignity of West Indian labour. 'Ihe
symbol of Massa's authority was the whip, his incentive to
labour was the lash. Today, with the PNM, the worker's
right to establish trade unions of his own choice and to
bargain collectively with his employers is recognised by all
but the obscurantists who atill regard Trinidad, as Maaaa
did, as a place to which the ordinary conventions of human
society ought not to apply. Massa passed laws to forbid
non-Europeans from being jewellers or lawyers. Today,
under the PNM, the right of the West Indian to occupy
the highest positions in public and private employment is
axiomatic and is being increasingly enforced.
Massa stood for colonialism: any sort of colonialism, so
long as it was colonialism. Massa's sole concern was the
presence of metropolitan troops and metropolitan batt1.,.
ships to assist him in putting down West Indian disorders.
Today, with the PNM, those who were coniidered by Massa
permanently unfitted for self-government, permanently reduced to a status of inferiority, are on the verge of full
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control of their internal BffaiD and on the threshold. in
their federation, of national independeoce.
Maaaa believed in the ineqnality of raca. Today, as
never before, the PNM has held out to the popu1ation of
Trinidad and Tobqo and the West Indies and the wodd
the vision and the practice of interracial solidarity which,
whatever its limitations, whatever the e1forts still needed
to make it an ordinary convention of our society, stands
out in sharp contrast as an open challenge to Massa'. bar.
barous ideas and practices of racial domination.
Massa was determined not to educate his society. Massa
was quite right; to educate is to emancipate. That is why
the PNM, the army of liberation of Trinidad and the West
Indies, has put education in the forefront of its programme.
If Maaaa was entirely destitute of a liberal outlook and
learned leisure, the PNM. come what may, will go down
in history as the author of free aecondary education and
the architect of the University of Woodford Square.
The DLP statement of March S Ieflec:ts the hostile forces
which still exist in our 1Ociety. There are still Massas.
Massa still lives, with his backward ideas of the aristocracy
of the akin. And Massa atill has his stooges, who prefer to
crawl on their bellies to Massa, absentee or resident, Maaaa
this, Massa that, Maaaathe other, instead of holding their
heads high and erect 88 befits a society which under the
PNM is dedicated to the eqnality of opportunity and a ca.
reer open to talent Farquhar is one outstanding example
of this contemptible backwardness and this a1ave mentality.
The DLP is another. When they ask me to withdraw my
banner, Maaaa Day Done, they are in fact telling the pe0ple of the West Indies that they want Massa to continue
in social control, monopo1ising political power, stultifying
economic development, disciplining the worbra. They are
In fact telling us that they are as mnch the stooges of the
Massa of the 20th century as the house slaves were of
Massa's 18th century counterpart.
We of the PNM, on the other hand, have been able to
incorporate into our people'. national lDOftIDent people of
all races and colours and from all waIb of life, with the
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COII1IDOIl bond of a national community dedicated to the
pursuit of national ends without any ,pedal privilege
being granted to race. colour, class, creed, national origin,
or previous condition of aervitude.Some of our moat
ac:tive and moat loyal PNM members are indistiDguiabable
in colour from our Massa. In n:c:ent weeks I, with aeveral
top leaders in the PNM, have had the opportunity to meet
privately with many representatives of businesa and the
professions in our community, and we have aU been
atruc;k, notwithstanding a little grumbling here and a little
dissatisfac:tion there, with the large reservoir of goodwill
and admiration which the PNM is able to draw upon. You
members of the PNM must understand once and for all
that you misunderstand your Party and you do a great
disservice to your national cause if you think that every
white person or every Indian is anti-PNM or that every
black person is pro-PNM. You shaU know them not by
their colour or their race but their fruit.
When, therefore, I categoric;a1ly repudiate the DLP's impertinent suggestion that I should withdraw a historical
analysis which is the product of more than 20 years of
assiduous resean:h on the problems of the west Indies In
the context of the international community, I unhesitatingly condemn them for betraying, not for the fint time
and not for the last time, the vital interests of our national
community. I ac;c;use them of an inteUec;tual dishonesty
whic:h is prepared to ac;c;ept any bribe and to commit
treason to their country in order to grasp politic;a1 power
for themselves. They serve to remind aU of us here in the
University, which like all reputable Universities must remain dedicated to the pursuit of truth and to the dispaasionate disc;ussions of public issues, of two important c0nsiderations which are fundamental in PNM's conception
of the national community and in PNM's crusade for the
interracial solidarity-fint, not every white is Massa, second, not every Massa is white.
If Sinanan attacks me for the statement Massa Day
Done, where then does Sinanan stand on the question of
the canefarmers of Pointe-a-Pierre, Naparlma and Caronl
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whom PNM has just recognised as a vital foree In our
society, these canefarmers of today who were Massa', indentured Indian workers yesterday? If Sinanan attacb me
for the statement Massa Day Done, where then does
Sinanan ,tand on PNM's programme of houain. for sugar
workers and canefarmera which has ac;c;elerated the elimination of the disgraceful barracka In which Massa housed
hia indentured Indian workers against all the Invectives of
the Bnglishman, Lechmere Guppy? If Sinanan attacb me
for the statement Massa Day Done, where then does
Sinanan stand in respect of the Indiana who. as Indentured
workers, adopted the slave terminology of Massa and were
forced into the social and economic status which Massa
carried over from the regime of slavery?
I must ask Sinanan and the DLP to answer these que.tions In view of their alleged conc;ern with the problem of
the small farmers. The DLP has just published a plan for
agriculture with the photograph of Stephen Maharaj; In it
they ask for a sound credit system for farmer&. Bryan and
Richardson led last Saturday an agricultural demonstration from the Eastern Counties demanding aid for the
farmera.
Let us recognise immediately the right of any group of
people to demonstrate peacefully in our community. Let
us recognise immediately that the agricultural demonstration was itself a tribute to the political awakenin, and the
national spirit generated by PNM. But when all is laid and
done, the question remains: Who is the farJllfll' these pe0ple have In mind? Massa? It is precisely Massa who has so
far directed the operations of the Agricultural Credit Bank
set up in 1945 and dominated the fac;iJities extended by it
to farmers. Here are some examples of the operations
of that Bank:
I. A loan of $10,000 in 1955 for the development of
cocoa and citrus; two years later it was uc:ertained
that the estate had a large area in anthuriums,
orchids, African violets and roses.
2. A loan of $25,000 in 1954 to payoff a bank over-
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draft and for development; this was followed by
another loan for $35,000 a year later again to pay
off an overdraft.
A loan of $6,000 in 1955 to extend an estate
dwelling house; the applicant already owed over
$30,000 on two previous loans.
A loan of $43,500 in 1955 to an employee of the
Bank to purchase an estate.
A loan of $13,000 in 1956 to purchase an estate
which was sold two months later.
Loans of $50,000 and $68,000 in 1955 and 1956
to a large planter who used the money in part to
make payments to the press and the church, and
to pay dividends, income tax and auditon' fees.
Loans of $150,000 in each of the yean 1955 and
1956 to a large industrial and commercial concern.

As against this emphasis on large scale agriculture and
the big planter who bad sufficient security to approach an
ordinary commercial bank, the small farmen and agricultural societies were pushed into the background by the
Bank. The average loan made to farmen in this category
varied between $110 and $175 from 1950 to 1959. Thousands of dollan were left unutilised each year which could
have been allocated to small farmen. Small farmen waited
months and yean for attention, whilst the big farmer was
attended to in a matter of days. One luch large farmer,
who received a loan of $40,000 in August 1957, made his
application in July; there were several applications there
pending. A large loan of $26,000 was approved in two
months in 1956; a small loan of $600 took eleven months.
What is the explanation of this system? It is fourfold-{ 1)
the lack of any precise policy laid down by the Government for the guidance of the Bank; (2) the insufficient
liaison between the Bank and the Ministry of Agriculture.
which is the organ of Government responsible for agriculture in the country; (3) the composition of the Board
and staff of the Bank; (4) the latitude given to all such
statutory bodies to function in independence of the GovernmenL
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Bryan must have known all of this; if not, why did be
not know? The PNM had to learn iL Yet Bryan did not
one single thing to correct iL The PNM has bad to tab
the necessary steps. Fint we transferred the Agricultural
Credit Bank to theMiniatry of Finance where, as a finaDcial institution, it properly belongs. Second, as lOon as the
transfer bad been effected, the Minister of Finance instituted an investigation into the operations of the Bank.
Third, on the basis of that investigation, we proceeded
recently to alter the composition of the Board of the Bank.
Fourth, we are proceeding shortly to amend further the
Ordinance governing the Bank to make available to it for
loan purposes additional capital of $11f~ million provided in
the Five Year Development Programme and to enable it
to make loans to fishermen out of a sum of $500,000 earmarked in the Development Programme for this purpose.
Finally, we have made available subsidies in many forma
to the small farmen, and we are concentrating particularly
on the prospects and problema in the world market for our
export crops, wbilat we have already taken large and positive steps to stimulate a greater production of local foodstuffs and fruits. A new market is now being built on the
Beetham Highway to improve the distribution system.
while, with the active encouragement of PNM'a G0vernment, a large new factory, Pacmarine, will abort1y be in
production on Wrightson Road canning local products and
so providing an additional market for the fannon.
Bryan was Minister of Agriculture for six yean and did
none of these things. Now, as a member of the Federal
House with not enough to do, be wanta me to agree to a
radio debate with him on agriculture. He bad six yean of
radio time; now he wants a little lagniappe. Stephen Maharaj and Ashford Sinanan 8at in the Legislative Council
for six yean before the PNM and did nothing to help the
canefarmer or the cocoa farmer over whom they now sbed
crocodile tean. Richardson was a member of PNM General Council. Apart from lobbying to get a seat in a fanning area, none of us in the 0eneraI Council had any suspicion, either from his participation in the work of the
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General Council or from his silly articles in the GUlUdian,
that be bad any affection for the farmers at all. Now be
wants a SmaIl Farmers' Association. Will be please tell the
smaIl farmers how much money be baa been able to borrow from the Agricultural Credit Bank, 10 that they can
compare the Bank's tenderness to a doctor of medicine
doing part-time agriculture with its disregard of the genuine agriculturists of the country? To avoid all further misunderstanding on this question of credit, I shall publisb
forthwith the investigation of the Agricultural Credit Bank
which I was, for various reasons, reluctant to make public.
Then the smaJI farmers will be able to judge for themselves.
Wby this sudden recognition by Bryan, Richardson, Maharaj, Sinanan and DLP of the existence of the smaJI
farmer, when in years gone by they never uttered one single word of condemnation of the Bank's neglect of the
small farmer? All that is left for them to do is to blame
PNM for the faIl in world prices. You know the explanation. Ladies and Gentlemen, as well as I. It is election year,
and for guya like these, anything goes. They lack brains,
perspective and principle. So they reeort to confusion, Intrigue and of course the Guardian, our old Public Enemy
No. I, wbom we sent straight to hell on April 22, 1960.
It baa recently been announced that the Guardian is to
change hands and will bereafter form part of international
chain. It is obviously impossible for us to anticipate the
line of action that will be taken by the new Canadian owners. We can only wait and see. We note in the meantime
that Monday'a Guardian could find a lot of space for a
report on the opening of a DLP office in Gasparillo on
Sunday, no spICe at all for a PNM raI1y in Morne Diable
on the same Sunday, and insufficient space for a truncated
report of a monster PNM meeting in San Juan on Saturday night. We can only conclude that the explanation lies
in the fact tbat the DLP function wsa attended by 125
persons (whicb no doubt explains the Guardian'/I photognph that suggested a death rather than a birth), wbile
there were at least 5,000 present at PNM'. Morne Diablo
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raJly. Monday'. Eve1lin6 Newll reduces the estimated 8,000
at PNM's San Juan meeting to 1,250; I .uppoae the reporter got tired of c:ountin.. We note a1eo that Gomes
today writea on everything under the IUD except PNM.
that Farquhar did not appear last Sunday, that we beve
been spared for some Sundays Forrester's idioc:iea, and that
the voice in the wilderness of Caasandra _
to beve .
been atrange\y ailent in recent weeks. We watch with interest to see bow long the absurd review of the week"
news will continue to disgrace the Sunday news. For the
rest, as I have said, let us wait and see what the new Canadian ownership will produce. But whilat we wait and
see, the danger of a preas monopoly continuea, with all
the eviIa that that brings in its train even in the advance
and diversified United Kingdom society, still more in Trinidad with its legacy of four and a balf yeara of dishonest
reporting, deplorably low intellectual standards, and pardIan prostitution of freedom of the prell. We abaU c:ontinue
our e1forta to appraise and to counteract this monopolistic
pattern. In these e1forfl our own Party organ, Th4 NtIIIon,
baa an important role to play as the intelligent voice of
the national community, the trumpet of independence, the
jealous protector of West Indian interests. In the impending revision of the Canada-Weat Indies Agreement of
1926, for example, wbose side will the Canadian-owned
Guardian take? 1be West Indies? or Canada? Now that
the principal obstacle to a daily issue of Th4 Nation haa
been removed from the scene, PNM bas ita own c:ontribution to make to the protDOtion of political education
through the preas and to the maintenance of the preaI from
monopolistic controL
Let the DLP know tber'efore that no amount of attacb
on the PNM by Sinanan or the GUlUdian wiD in any way
atop the onward march to national independence and c0mmunity dignity. No amount of atalls in the back from PNM
renegades will stop 111 either. After all, aa a new party, nine
months old wben we won the 1956 elections, faced with
ever-increasing pressures in four and a half yeara in power
as a Government, it was inevitable that acampa and vaga-
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bonds and Individualists should hop on the band waggon
and seek to corrupt the party for their personal ends. We
are now finding out those who pretended to support us on
Chaguaramas bec;ause they thought we would not succeed
in our declared policy to tear up the 1941 AgreemenL
They applauded loudly when I said that I would break the
Chaguaramas problem or the Chaguaramas problem would
break me; they saw me broken already. Now that I have
broken the problem. 10 and behold, all the scavenger birds
of the PNM suddenly suggest that I have changed my direction and they don't like us West of the Iron Curtain.
All those who see in Castro a precedent for a few persona lusting for power to take control suddenly begin to
attack us for not emulating Castro; they forget we toot
power peacefully and did not take it from a fascist dictatorship. All such who wish to confuse, who seek to climb
on PNM's backs to achieve their own mental aberrations,
who want to abuse me bec;ause I refuse to condone corruption in any quarter, all these imps of Satan will be dealt
with in due course. C.L.R. James' case has been sent to our
DiscIplinary Committee for action; when, it is no longer
",6 judice I shall deal with it fully and publicly, and with
all those who seek to use him in their struggle to defeat the
PNM and to destroy me.
We go on our way, confident and undaunted. We stand
here tonight, we the PNM enormously proud of the confidence the vast majority of the people have in us. We have
ICeD it recently for ourselves, in 1'unapuna, in Fyzabad, in
Point Fortin, in Princes Town, in Sangre Grande, in San
Juan, and on Sunday in Morne Diable. If the people wish
to abandon that confidence in us, bec;ause they don't have
a secondary school in Fyzabad, bec;ause they don't have
price supports in Sangre Grande, because they don't have
rental mortgage houses in Princes Town, because they
have a dirty drain in San Juan, bec;ause the oil companies
are reducing their labour force in Point Fortin; if the pe0ple want to sell their identification cards to the enemy, or
refuse to take their photographs bec;ause they have to go to
a fete or play cricket or wappie, or can't be bothered to
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vote, if the people want to eell themselYel back into tho
llavery from which PNM baa emancipated them; if the
peo~le ?refer Massa to PNM-then they have the democratic nght to make a history that will be unique in tho
world. History is full of instancea where a1ave 0WDel'I rostore or try to restore a1avery. I know of no instance when
!he s1av~ themselves, once emancipated, return voluntarily to their former chains.
y~u wish to do that, Ladies and Gentlemen, you mUlt
It Without the PNM, certainly without me. We ahaU c0ntinue on the road of national dignity and national independence. It is we of the PNM who brought the United
States GOVernment to you to renegotiate in Tobago a treaty
negotiated for you in London twenty yean ago. It fa we
of the PNM who gave you your Bag and ran it
up at ~ to do tho "saga ting" everyday in the
breeze. It IS we of the PNM who will ahortiy renegotiate
the b~is of yOur relations with Venezuela with a view to
remOVIng the discrimination against you that is sixty years
old. It is we of the PNM who brought the Secretary of
State f~r the Colonies for the fint time in your midst to
appnectate at fint hand that the future destiny of the West
Indies depends on you. With the new Agreement on Cha~aramas, we of the PNM have even been able to welcome
Sir WlDSton Churchill to Trinidad. It is we of the PNM
who will take the United Kingdom Prime M"mister around
when he comes on Friday on his historic visit, and I hope
hundreds of you will be at Piarco to welcome him. It fa
we of the PNM who will show him around some of our
develo~ment projects, Who will tab him to Chaguaramas,
who will take the lead in making representations to him in
respect of West Indian migration to the United Kingdom.
protection for West Indian pnoducta and economic aid to
the West Indies, in order to assure economic stability as
the foundation of our political democracy.
It is only left DOW for Her Majesty the Queen to visit 111.
After all we are an important part of the Commonwealth.
and if Her Majesty can go to Australia, to India and to
Pakistan, to Nigeria and to Ghana, she can come aJao to
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tho West Indies. There will shortly be an appropriate 0ccasion for 10 distinguished a visiL Her Majesty's sister,
Princess Margaret, inaugurated the Federal Parliament on
April 22, 1958. The Federation wiD arrange for its independence at a conference in London ldIeduled to begin
on May 31. I now publicly propose that Her Majesty the
Queen be invited to inaugurate the first Parliament of
the Independent West Indies on April 22, 1962, at 11
o'clock in the morning.
And 10 we stand ready to meet the challenge of this
year's election. The chaDenger cal1s himself the DLP but
he goes under many aliases and has no fixed abode. He
stands for nothing in particular; he poses as the champion
of labour and the amaD farmer but worships at the shrine
of Massa. He has been repudiated by Britain and America
and the Guardian has sold out under him. He has offices
but no party. Like ancient Gaul, he is divided into three
parts.
Defending our title is the PNM, the party of principle
and not of wealth, the party of the people and not of
Massa, the voice of the national consciousness and not of
individual or sectional privilege, the mass movement of the
national community and not the divisive tendency of an
unassimilated splinter group. With our new electoral procedure we eliminate corruption, protect the living from
the dead, identify the individual, and ensure free, honest
and unperverted elections. With our free secondary education we safeguard equality of opportunity and a career
open to taIenL
With the Univenity of Woodford Square in the lead, we
have caUed upon the many rather than the few for financial assistance for our cause, to enable the Party as luch
not the individual candidate to finance the election campaign. By 10 doing we ensure greater discipline of and
control over the elected representatives. The population is
contributing magnificently. I have here with me tonight a
doUar turned over to Dr. Solomon as a contribution to
our Public Appeal for Funds by a young man, a member
of the PNM, who was given it by an Opposition Member
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whom he assisted with changing a flat lyre in the early
hours of one morning after a late litting of tho Legislative
Council. Once again therefore, tonight, our Women's
League will, with the permiaaion of tho Police. solicit your
contribution in our official receptacles. Tonight of all nights
I call on you to help us, for tonight of all nights Massa
Day Done.
And so we proceed to the election bearing aloft proudly
our banner of interracial solidarity, with tho slogan inscribed thereon, Massa Day Done, and below it the immortal words of Abraham Uncoln who dealt Massa in
the United States of America a mortal blow:

With malice toward none; with charity/or all; with firmness In the right, as God gives us to see the r/,ht, let us
strive on to finish the work we are In.

2.

British West Indian Society and
Government in Transition 1920-60
Jesse Harris Proctor, Jr.

1be British Caribbean territories achieved lelf-government
piecemeal and over a long period of time. Since the F"mt
World War, in stages outlined in this essay, the colonies
have pioed broader suflrage, more eIccted representatives
in their Iegislatum, and greater local autonomy. 1be rise

There are two principal aspecta of the constitutional development of the British West Indies during the period from
1920-60: the advance toward lelf-government and the
achievement of federation. Each is related not only to the
other but also to the changes in society which were taking
place during these years.
By 1960 each territory had attained "internal lelfgovernment" or was only a step away from it, and all the
islands except the British Vtrgina were united into The
West Indies Federation which stood on the threshold of
independence.
Four decades earlier, the only inter-territorial constitutional links were those which bound Antigua, SL KittaNevis, Dominica, Montaerrat and the Vtrgin Islands into
the unpopular Leeward Islands Federation, and those
which associated the Windward· Islands of Grenada, SL
Lucia and st. Vincent under a common governor.
At that time the "pure" Crown Colony system prevailed
generally. In moat of the islands there were unicameral
legislatures which contained a majority of ofIlcial members, controlled by the governor, and a few unoftlcials
nominated by him. British Honduras varied from this pattern in having an unofficial majority.
Only three of the colonies had elected members in their

of West Indian trade unionism and labor 1lDJ'est in the
1930s, foDowed by the cataclysm of the Second World
War, measurably hastened the process. Most present West
Indian leaden were born and schooled during this period,
when a small number of nationalista exerted conatant anticolonial pressure but before popular feeling had crystallized into mass political action.
.JJ!SSII IIAUJS PROCTOR, .JR., is an American political
scientist with degrees from Duke University, the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy, and Harvard University. He
is presently Professor and Director of Graduate Studies
in Political ScIence at Duke University, Durham, North

Carolina.

Social and Eco"omlc SllIile" Vol. n. No. .c, December 1962,
pp. 273-304. Reprinted with permiasion of the author and the
Institute of Social and Ecoaomic Research, University of the
West Indies.
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legi.slatures, and these were chosen on the basis of a restricted fnmchiae in elections which attracted little interat.
There were fourteen elected members in the Lesislative
CouIIdl of Jamaica, but they were outnumbered by the
oflidal and nominated members who voted topther when
Mbd to do 10 by the governor. These elected members
did ~ a limited negative power, for opposition by any
Dine of them on financial matters or by all of them on any
other queation could be overcome ooly if the goveroor doclanlcl the decision to be "of paramouot importance to
the public interest." In Barbados a10ae the Old Representative System still survived; there was to be fouod a bicamerallegi.slature with an entirely elected House of Assembly
and a nominated Legi.slative Couocil. The elected element
wielded a more effective veto here thaD in Jamaica since
the governor possessed no reserve power to override ita
opposition. but money billa could be initiated only by the
Executive Committee and the Assembly could not secure
the enactment of measures it favoured without the approval of the Legislative CouociI and the governor. British
Guiana had a unique system with two partially elected
legislative bodJes. neither of which contained nominated lIDofficial members. The Court of Policy, which had power
over non-flnancial matters. contained a majority of omciaIa whlch could be thwarted, however, if seven of the
eight elected members absented themaelvea and thus prevented a quorum. The Combined Court had an elected
maJority In which resided the power to raise and appropriate money 10 long as they did not increase the estimates
prepared by the Governor in Executive Council. The goveroor did not posBesS reserve powers. but the initiation
of all money votes and legislation was vested in him.
Bverywhere the executive bodies contained an official
majority and were responsible to the Crown. OoIy in Barbados were elected legislators required to be included,
but there they were in a minority and were not responsible
to the Asaembly.l

The transition from this conatitndoaal order to that esiatJog in 1960 was accomplilbed in an evolutionary fuIdoa.
.. the coloDiea progreaed through • campilm __ of
Jotermediate stages. Gradually the proportioo of elected
members Jo the Iegi.slatures was eo1arJed, the quaHftcatJoaa
for voters and candidates were lowered, the elected oJ&.
mont Jo the executive councils was atrengtheoed both In
numbers and anthority, the power of the oftIciaIa was reduced, and the executives became Increasingly raponaible
to the legialatures. The geoeral trend was clearly toward
the British model of cabinet govemment. but the rate of
advanu varied and in ODe case there was • temporary
retrogression. The detaned features of each .... were DOt
preciaely the same for aILs These 'ftI'iatioaI In PICO and
fonn teJIected in large measure cIiffereaceI In the IIOCia1
environment. There seemed to be • deliberate dort OIl
the part of the United Kingdom to correlate COIlItitutional development with aociaJ c:hanp, to II'8Dt poIi1bI
CODcesSiona wbco the particular loeal lOdety ICeIIIed ripe
for such an advance.
The creation of • federal govemment involved reachIng agreement first on the principle of federation and, then.
on the provisions of the federal constitution. Thia, too, was
an evolutionary movemeDt, for the aentiment in favour
of federatioo IRW gradually over the years and the c0nstitutional draft had to be a1gnlflcaotJy reviJed twice before

1 For a detailed diac:oleioa of the c:oDStitut1ona at tbia time,
_ IL Home Wrong. Government of the Wen IlldJu (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1923).
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Goverrunent (Londoo: A1Ien and Uawin, 1960); ItonaId V.
Sires, "Government III the BrItish West Indiea: .Au HistorIcal
0atUne." SocIIII GIld Economic StIIdlG, VoL 6 ( 1 - 19'7),
pp. 109-32; c. M. M.cInnea, "Coaatitatlooal Developmeut of
the Brltfah West 1Ddia," III Developmm,. TOWIII'tb SellGovernment in the Cflribbetnt (The Hague: W. van Hoeve,
1955), pp. 3-19; B. W. BvaDI, "A Survey of the Present CoDlltiwtional Situation III the British West Indies," Ibid., pp. 23-31;
Colin A Hughes, "Power and ReapoaaIbUity: A SodoIOJical
Analysis of the Political Sitnalion III the Britlab West 1Ddiea,"
Ibid., pp. 95-107; Colin A HuBbes. "Semi-rapouslble G0vernment in the British Weal Indies," PoIItkal &:knee 0-1'17.
Vol. 68 (September 1953), pp. 338-53.
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being finally accepted. s Neither the West Indian reaction
to the idea of federation nor the form of the constitution
itself can be understood without reference to the changing
aocial environment in which these developments occurred.
There were signs of growing discontent with the constitutional order during the early 1920's, particularly among
the small coloured middle class which was then emerging.
Representative Government Associations sprang up throughout the area in the immediate post-war period, often under
the leadership of returning servicemen, to press for the
addition to the legislatures of members elected on a limited
franchise, and for federation. They organized public meetings and prepared petitions to the Colonial Office which
were supported to some extent by the submerged black
working class, although most of the latter remained rather
apathetic. The predominantly white upper class was generally not In favour of such changes for they enjoyed
political supremacy under the existing system due to their
close contacts with officials and their hold over the nominated seats, which were generally occupied by lawyers,
businessmen and planters who were white or who sought
to identify themselves with the elite.
In response to the demand for reform, the Parliamentary
Under Secretary of State for the Colonies, E. F. L. Wood
(later Lord Halifax) was dispatched to the Caribbean at
the end of 1921 to make a comprehensive investigation
and to formulate policy recommendations.
His proposals, which were to serve as a guide to constitutional development during the inter-war period, apI For surveys of the federal movement, Bee Lloyd Braithwaite, "Progress towards Federation, 1938-1956," Social and
Economic Stlldles, Vol. 6 (June 1957), pp. 133-84; S. S.

\
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RampbaI, '"The West Indies-ConstitutionaI Backsround to Federation," Public Law (Summer 1959), pp. 128-.51; J. H. Prootor, Jr., '"The Development of the Idea of Federation of the
British Caribbean Territories," Revi.rta de Historla de America,
No. 39 (June 1955), pp. 61-105; J. H. Proctor, Jr., '"The Framing of the West Indian Federal Constitution: An Adventure
in National Self-Determination," Ibid., Nos. .57-58 (Jan.-Dec.
1964), pp. .51-119.
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peared to be based primarily upon his IIIflJment of IOCiaI
conditiona in the area.
Responsible government be regarded .. altogether out
of tho question within the foreeeeable future. DOt OIIIy
because there _ as yet no demand for it, but abo becauee
West Indian aociety was of luch • nature .. to make it
too hazardous. He was impresaed by the sharp di~DI In
the population along lines of colour and reJiaion and by
the fact that lubstantial aections were "badtward and ~
Iitically undeveloped."i The level of educatioll was 10
low and interest In politic:s was 10 little diffused that only
• small proportion of the electorate could be expected
to exercise the franchise. The absence of • dau with auftlcient leisure to be politically adive meant that respODlible
government might well only open the _y to the eatablishment in power of ". financial oligan:hy'" wbic:h would
proceed to promote its JWTOW cIaa intereat. There did not
yet exist leadership of lUflicient "impartiality or integrity"
to which the CroWD conld in aood COIIICience relinquish
its responsibility. The chief bunten of goyernment must
therefore continue to be bome by ofIic:iaIs wIIo poaemd
the necessary detachment. Thus there did not seem to
him to be sufficient change in the West Indian lIOCial order
to render Invalid the classic defence of the Crown Colony
system.
He was favourably disposed to the idea of Introducing
• degree of representative government. howevw, and a~
cordingly proposed that a few membel'l of the legislative
council should be chosen by direct e1ection in Grenada
(where such an advance had recently been approved),
Sf. Vincent, St. Lucia, Trinidad and Tobago and possibly
Dominica. Room for lOCh new elected members should
be made by reducing the number of nominated unoflk:ials.
Tbe oIIIclaIa must remain in the majority 10 that the governor would have the votes to override the UDanimous
• "RePOrt by the Hon. E. P. L Wood 011 hill Vlait to the
West Indies and British Guiana (December 1921-Pebruary
1922)," Great Britain, ParlUunelllll1'7 Pa~'I, Cmd. 1679, 1922,
P. 7.
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objection of the unofficials when necessary to enact those
measures which he considered essential to sound administration. Mr. Wood did recommend, however, that when
faced with luch unanimous opposition, the governor
should delay implementing the measure until it had been
referred to the Secretary of State.
Such modest concessions were favoured partly because
of his belief that the demand for elected representation
would prove ultimately irresistable. He considered its
strength to be presently much less than might be suggested
by the mBII meetings (for many attended these without
really understanding what was at issue), but he predicted
that it would grow substantially because the spread of education had produced a coloured and black intelligentsia
whose democratic sentiments had been stimulated by the
war and by travel abroad and who were now prepared
to engage in propaganda among the people.
A further reason for recommending such reform now
was that there were among the coloured element "not
a few individuals of somewhat exceptional capacity and
intelligence, who play a prominent part in the public life
of their communities."5 He evidently felt that the coloured
middle clBII had now developed to such an extent that it
would make good use of the opportunities provided by
the addition of a few elected seats, and the partially representative institutions would not rest on too narrow a social
basis.
Mr. Wood was not prepared to recommend such
changes at this time for Antigua, St. Kitts-Nevis, and Montserrat where be felt that the social foundations for the
healthy growth of representative government did not yet
exist. There was strong opposition to the introduction of
the elective principle in those islands on the part of the
large planters and most prominent merchants. This he
attributed to a more pronounced class cleavage which resulted from the existence of great sugar estates and a
numerous agrarian proletariat, in contrast to the large
Ilbld., p. 6.
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number of small holdings and peasant proprieton in tho
Windward Ialanda and Dominica. He wu rather reluctant
to recommend such conceaaions for Dominica. however,
because of the high degree of illiteracy, the primitive state
of internal communicatiolll, and the fear that the demand
for the same advance would be stimulated in the other
Leeward Islands.
Social conditions in Trinidad were said to be such u
to make the problem of representative govenunent more
diflicult there than elsewhere. Ita population wu exceptionally COIIIIOpolitan and tho East Indians, who constituted about 36 per cent of tho total, were not effectively
integrated. "Socially it is divided into all kinds of groups
which have very few relations with ODe another," be reported' Although change wu opposed by tho Cwnber
of Commerce, the Agricultural Society, and lOme of tho
East Indians, all of whom argued that tho system of nomination was necessary to safeguard their interests. the majority seemed to favour lome repreaentation, and Wood
was impressed by the argument that education was rapidly
expanding and that "the existence of a considerable clBII
of peasant owners afforded a guarantee of stability." He
therefore included it in the group for which DeW constitutions were proposed.
These islands, he suggested, would eventually advance
to the next stage of constitutional development at which
the elected and nominated members together would hold
a majority of seats in the legislature, but tho eleeteds alone
would remain In tbe minority. He considered it likely that
the ofHcials would be voluntarily supported by tho nominated members since they would be representing "tho ralponsible element in the community"1 but the governor
should be empowered to enact measures essential to good
government with the votes of the official minority alone
to assure tho necessary control by the Crown.
Jamaica, which already had an unofficial majority, now
seemed to him ready for a more advanced type of con'Ibid .• p. 23.
IIbid., p. 8.
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stitutional structure. Interest in politics was more widespread there than elsewhere, the press was more efficient,
the electorate consisted primarily of coloured or black.
smallholders, and the elected members had behaved responsibly. 1bere he proposed that the number of officials
in the legislature be reduced 10 as to place the elected
members in a majority. Moreover, the complete liberty of
nominated unofficials to vote as they liked should be definitely established. This would free them of the "stigma"
that they were merely "dummies" of the governor, and
should make it possible to secure the services of better
men for these positions. Power would have to be reserved
to the governor, however, to secure the passage of a bill
essential to the good government of the colony even if
supported only by the officials. In an effort to give the
elected legislators a sense of responsibility, he proposed
that a minority of them be included in a new advisory
executive council and that the governor be directed to
refer a bill opposed by all the elected members to the
Secretary of State for decision. Such an advanced constitution might possibly be anticipated for the other territories in the future, he suggested; but he warned that
"the conditions of Jamaica may be said to be exceptional,
and proposals to meet those conditions may not necessarily
be the best for universal application."S
Wood envisaged, then, a cautious constitutional advance
over an indefinitely prolonged period during which delicate adjustments would be made in the composition of the
legislatures and eventually of the executive as well, in
response to appropriate changes in society, but with Crown
control of the governments remaining complete.
As for federation, he concluded that it would be advantageous but that the difficulties in its way were such
as to make it impracticable. Some of the obstacles which
he cited were social in character, particularly the absence
of any real desire for it and the strong "centrifugal tendency" which was deeply rooted in the "astonishing diSibld., p. 9.
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versity of • • • language, religion and historical tradition"
as _II as patterns of land tenure.I He therefore felt that
"the estab1ishment of West Indian political unity is litely
to be a plant of slow and tender growth"10 and that a
move by Britain toward federation at present would only
prejudice the development of that local demand which
would be essential for its succeas. He could recommend
merely that consideration be given to the early association
of the Wmdward Islands and Trinidad and Tobago under
a common governor.
At the request of the Secretary of State. the governors
of those Wands explored that proposal with their unofBcial
legislators and with each other, but they concluded that
local conditions were such that it could not possibly be introduced for several years, and the idea was dropped.
The Wood proposals concerning the reform of the unit
constitutions fared better. Provision was made in 1924 for
the addition to the leglalative councila of Trinidad and
Tobago, the Windward Islands, and Dominica of members
elected on the baaia of a restricted franchise, the ofBcial
majority being retained. The representative element was
not strengthened in Jamaica, but the nominated members
there were encouraged to assert their independence.
No change in the constitution of British Guiana had
been recommended by Mr. Wood. but in the yean following his visit that system became almost unworkable as
the Government increasingly encountered opposition on
the part of the elected members which it was unable to
overcome. Such a development resulted in part at least
from the growth of the coloured middle c1aas element in
the legislature due to the extension of the franchise and
the rising political consciousness of the coloured and black
population. In 1928, therefore, the old constitution was
abolished, and a Crown Colony type of legislative council
was created with nominated unoflicials and elected members together constituting a majority over the olIk:iala but
with the elected members in the minority. The governor
IIbid•• p. 31.
p. 32.

10 Ibid..
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in executive counc:il was given the power to certify tho
enactment of bills rejected by the legislature.
Such ch8DJes were recommended by a commission a~
pointed by the Secretary of State as appropriate for the
kind of lOclety- which now existed in British GuianL It
reported that the population consisted of "a congeries of
races from all parts of the world, with different instincts,
dilferent standards, and dilferent interests," the great majority of whom were "too indilferent or too ignorant to
exercise their political rights."ll Elections provided such
inadequate representation for certain sections of the community, particularly "the small but extremely important
European class which still controls the principal agricultural and commercial activities of the Colony" 12 and the
agricultural population, that nominated seats should be
added for their benefit. The elected members of the Combined Court protested that such changes would place the
colony once more under the control of the plantocracy.lI
This was a constitutional change similar in some respects
to that experienced by the islands during the nineteenth
century, but the protection of Crown Colony government
was now invoked for a dilferent element of the population.
Its effect was to bring British Guiana into line with the
pattern which now prevailed everywhere e)[cept Barbados,
and to start it up the same ladder the others were climbing.
The Governor, Sir Cecil Rodwell, argued that the old constitution did not offer a path to political advance. ''1bey
were really in a cui de soc," he said, "and it would be better
to back out and enter the main road to responsible government through the various degrees of Crown Colony government."l.
U"Report of the British Guiana Commission (April 1927),"
Great BritsiD, ParUamentary Papers, Cmd. 2841, 1927, pp. 8,

'1.12lbld., p. 55.

11 "Memorandum Prepared by the Elected Members of tho
Combined Court of British Guiana in reply to the Report of
the British Guiana Commission," Great BritsiD, Parlianun-

taT1 Papers, Cmd. 3047, 1928.
14 Quoted in Sir Cecil Clementi, A Constitutional Hula,.,
of BritLsIa Guiana (London: Macmillan, 1937), p. 397.
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Meanwhile, it had become apparent that the advocates
of representative government in the Lesser Antilles were
not satisfied with their new constitutions. Elected legislators were for the most part coloured, moderate representatives of middle-dass opinion who found the permanent
official majority available to the governor quite frustrating.
Little comfort could be derived from the fact that the governor was required to report the matter to the Secretary
of State when his majority was opposed by all the unofficials or from the fact that Governments sometimes dropped
or revised measures which encountered such opposition,
for the nominated members were not often inclined to vote
solidly with the elected element. The new representatives
could only offer advice, and there was no assurance that it
would be acc:epted. They demanded therefore that more,
if not all, of the nominated legislatoR should be replaced
by elected memben and that there should be at least an
unofficial majority in the legislatures.
There were also indications of growing Interest in federation. 1be unofficial members of the executive and legislative councils in Antigua petitioned the Colonial Office in
1929 to combine Trinidad and Tobago, the Windwards
and the Leewards under one governor and legislature, and
the foDowing year the unofficial legislators in Grenada and
Dominica pressed for the union of the Leeward and Wmdward Islands.
The Secretary of State was prompted by these develo~
menta, as weD as by representations from officials in the
West Indies and members of Parliament, to send Sir
Charles Fergusson and Sir Charles Orr to the Caribbean
in 1932 to examine the possibilities of closer union between
Trinidad and Tobago, the Wmdward Islands and the Leeward Islands.
To formulate an agreed policy for presentation to this
commission. seventeen unofficial legislatoR and other poIilicalleaders from Trinidad, Barbados, Grenada, St. Vincent, St. Lucia, Montserrat, Antigua, St. Kitts-Nevis and
Dominica met at Roseau, Dominica, for a aix-day conference beginning on October 28, 1932. They agreed that
the federation of all the islands represented should be
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effected, and proceeded to draft and approve a set of constitutional proposals. These provided for a unic:amerallegisIature composed of twenty-seven elected members and six
officials, the former being chosen anoually by and from
the elected members of the islaod legislatures; an executive
couocil coosistiog of the governor-general, three officials,
and six members elected by and from the federal legislature and responsible to it; and a goveroor-general who
would act upon the advice of the executive couocil. As
for the isIaod constitutions, the conference agreed that
the nominated element should disappear from the legislatures and that the number of elected members should be
increased 80 as to give them a majority. In case of a c0nflict between the Government and the legislature on a matter of primary importsnce, tbe issue should be referred
to the governor-general. Finally, they proposed that a flnance committee should be appointed by each legislature
to assist in the preparation of estimates and money votes.1I
A. A. Cipriani, representiog the Trinidad Workingmen's
Association which consisted, he said. maioly of "barefooted men," urged that the conference go on record in
favour of universal suffrage, but the moderate, middle-class
orientation of the others was reflected in their opposition
to this idea, and a compromise was reached according to
which the definition of the franchise would be left to each
local legislature. What they seemed to want was essentially
more middle-class representation in the legislatures.
The Fergusson.()rr Commission spent three months in
the area in an effort to ascertain local opinion regarding
closer union, but they fouod that most witnesses wished to
discuss reform of the island constitutions. Many of them
clamoured for a larger voice in the management of their
own affairs and complained about the extent to which
local opinion was overridden by the official vote, while
others were opposed to any change.
Tho commission concluded that a combined system of
1I1be West Indian Conference, Rosesn, Dominies, B.W.I..
October-November 1932, Proceeding. (Castries: Voice Print-

ery, n.d.).
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nomination and election was "best suited to present conditions."l' Elected members should now be introduced
into the legislatures of Antigua, St. Kitts-Nevil and Montserrat, lest the mass of the people remain politically apathetic there; but nominated members should be retained
everywhere to secure the services of wen qualified men
who would not be willing to etand for election and to guarantee representation of those interests which might not
secure seats through the elective process. The number of
nominated members might be reduced in some casea, they
suggested. The proportion should vary according to local
conditions, being lower where there had been more experience with elections and where "political consciousness"
was more developed. Everywhere the nominated member
should be entirely free to vote as he wished.
It was also proposed by this commission that the number
of officials in the legislatures be reduced to throe or four,
leaving an unofficial majority. Tho necessary control could
be maintained by authorizing the governor to certify the
enactment of measures declared by him to be "necessary
in the public interest" over the objection of a majority,
subject to approval by the Secretary of State. This would
be "more straightforward" than relying upon an official
majority in such cases, and would free the officials to dovote more time to their departmental duties. 1T
Tho slightly more liberal franchise which existed in
Dominica should be extended to the other islaods in the
Leeward and Wmdward groups, but universal suffrage
should not be introduced uotil the level of education had
been greatly improved. for the masses were presently unfit
to judge political issues and demagogues might come to
power.
As for the executive councils, the commission considered
retention of the official majority essential. but proposed a

I'

"Report of the Coler Unloo Commlaion (Leeward &IIlIKD, W"md_rd Island&, Trinidad and Tobqo) (April 1933),"
Great Britain, ParlitunellllJry Paper., Cmd. 4383, 1932-33, P.
17.
.
1T Ibid., P. 19.
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substantial increase in the number of unofficials chosen by
the governor so that the local community could participate
as much as possible in the framing of policy. It was hoped
that this would engender a "sense of responsibility" and a
more c:o-operative attitude on the part of the people, especially Iince some of tbe unofticials might be chosen from
the legislature.II
These islands seemed no more ripe for federation to
Fergusson and Orr now than they bad to Wood eleven
yean previously. They, too, were Impressed by the "deepseated differences" in religion, lansuage and "mental outlook" aa well aa in geography, economy, and history. They
atated:
Each cheriahea its own individuality, the product of its
history and tnulitions • • • To discover a common denominator is a baflling problem. With these differences
in view it is email wonder that each community is interested solely in its own affairs and payslCaDt attention to
those of ita nei&hbour. 18
It waa true that the islands "pay lip-service to the general
idea of federation," but little real enthusiasm was found
for it except in Dominica, and it was clear that such a
union would be aa:eptable only if it produced economy in
administration and did not threaten the "individuality" of
each unit. 1bcre waa strong opposition to the idea in Trinidad not only because of the fear that it would involve a
financial burden, but also because "in the curious amalgam
of races which comprises its population, of which East
Indians form a third, it haa its own problems, and requires
time to settle down into a co-ordinate community."2O
A "real federation" of the Leeward and Wmdward Islands waa also impracticable because of difficulties of
communication among them and because they were quite
II/bld., p. U.
lelbld., p. 3.
20 Ibid., p. 6.
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unwilling to relinquish control over tarII& or to pool their
customa receipts. The commission could therefore rec0mmend for those two gr'OU)lI only a common governor who
should convene annual advisory COIIfereoceI of deleptea
from each unit to ctiBeaaa matten of common c:oocern. It
hoped that from auch a foundation. there might eventuaJIy
grow a West Indian federation.
Discusaiona of this propoaaJ in the West Indian 1egiaJatures as well as outaide the council chamben revealed c0nsiderable opposition. primarily on. account of the estimated
costs, and the Secretary of State concluded that it would
not be practicable to press It.
The proposals for the reform of the island conatItutiona
were implemented within the next few years, however. By
1936 provision had been made for the introduction of
elected members into the legislatures of Antigua, St. KittsNevis and Montserrat, as well aa British Hooc:Iuraa. The
franchise waa generally patterned after that ulstin, in
Dominica. The official and nominated memben were !educed so as to establish an unofBciaI majority but
an elected minority, thus enabJinr these terrItorIea to lkip
the irst stage of constitutional advance proposed by Mr.
Wood and proceed directly to semi-representative aovernment. SImultaneously. eIec:ted memben were increaaed and
the ofticlals reduced in Dominica and the Wmdward lslands so as to give them the same status.
With the paasing of the official majority in the legislative
councils, the governors gained reserve legislative powera.
Decisions would be left to the elected lind MIIllnated majorities aa far aa possible. but the governors remained able
to secure the enactment of billa which they conaIdered to
be in the interests of public order and good JOVeI1IIDeId
against their unanimous opposition.
Meanwhile. as constitutional evolution thus proceeded
rather leisurely. social changes were taking pJac:e which
resulted in a series of "disturbances" throughout the area
during the years from 1934 to 1939. These strikes and riots,
which frequently involved the violent destruction of lives
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and property, were to mark a major turning point in the
history of the British West Indies.
The upheaval seemed to repreaent essentially a protest
on the part of the black lower classes against their living
and working conditions. They had, of course, long lived in
poverty; but their situation bad worsened recently as a consequence of the rise in unemployment and underemployment, which resulted from the fall in the world prices for
West Indian exports, and of the sharp increase in the rate
of population growth after 1921 due to declining mortality.
There bad also been a marked increase in urbanization
recently. Many of the unemployed drifted to the towns
where they were often unable to find work or decent housing and where they, as well as other new townspeople, became more acutely aware of the disparity between their
standard of living and that of others. A further explosive
element was the substantial number of returning emigrants
who had been forced to come back home from the United
States or Latin America by the depression and/or discriminatory practices after 1931 and who were particularly
conscious of the contrast between West Indian conditions
and wbat might be. The working class generally was also
Increasingly affected by the spread of education and the
mass media of communications which not only increased
their knowledge of the outside world but also raised in
them hopes and ambitions which could not be fulfilled. For
these reasons the apathy which had characterized their
attitudes previously now gave way to a demand that somothing could and must be done.
This growing dissatisfaction erupted into violence partly
because there seemed to be no channels through which it
might find peaceful expression. Not only was there no
recognized collective bargaining machinery, but also the
existing governments seemed quite unresponsive to
working-class interests.
This proved to be much more than merely a blind and
ineffective outburst, for there quickly sprang up trade
unions and lahour parties throughout the area with leaden
who articulated the grievances of the masses in such a way
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as to give the movement a positive content and direction.
They pressed the workers' interests through political action
as well as trade union activity. The submerged majority
was now at last politically activated and mobilized. W.
Arthur Lewis bas described this as a "rewlutlon." In 1939
he wrote, "The major issUCI discussed today DO longer
revolve round the aspirations of the middle classes, but
are set by working-class demands. • " Initiative bas
passed into the hands of trade union leaden and the new
working-class bodies •••"11 Similarly, H. W. Springer
has written, "It would be bard to overestimate the profound cbanse of outlook in this period. For the lint time
the people as a whole were politically awakened."111
Some of the new labour leaders emerged from the
ranks of the black working class; othen were coloured
professional people. Whether because they appreciated the
great potential political power of the masses or because
they were resentful over the discrimination which provented them from securing the higher positions in society
for which they felt qualified, the middle-class leaders now
increasingly identified themselves with the black masses
rather than with the predominantly white ~lite.
The new working-class movement demanded not only
higher wages, better working conditions and social reconstruction generally, but also radical reform in the constitutions, for they blamed their distress in large measure
on the Crown Colony system Itself. The existing governments seemed to be too much under the influence of the
propertied interests which were well represented in the
nominated seats. The addition of a few middlo-class reprolentatives elected on a narrow franchise bad not been
enough to produce measures needed to improve the work11 W. Arthur Lewis, IAbo", III the Wat India: The Birth
0/ a Worker$' Movemellt (Fabian Society 1lesearcb SerIes, No.
44; London, 1939), p. 33.

I I H. W. Sprinaer, "l'be West indies EInerJent: Problema
and Prospeo..-u,"1n David Lowenthal, cd., TIw Wat Indin Fed.
eration: Perspectivel oJ a New NaJlon (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1!161). p. 3.
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en' conditiona. Paradoxically, .. W. A. Lewis baa put it.
the Crown Colooy system w.. now "detested by thoac
whom It _ supposed to protect," and W8I being defended
by "thole whom it was supposed to attack."23 Labour
leaders felt that they would have to control the government
in order to aecure the necessary legislation, and for that.
much more was required than simply an increased number
of elected members. Their cry was for universal suffrage,
entirely elected legislatures, executive coUDcils respoDSiblo
to the legislatures, and drastic reductions in the governors'
powers.
These developments also operated to strengthen the support for federation. The occurrence of "disturbances"
throughout the area demonstrated that the several territories shared commoo problems and interests and constituted a single economic and social community. Moreover,
the new labour groups established and maintained contact
with one another. 10 1938, representatives of organized
labour from British Guiana, Barbados. and Trinidad assembled in Port of Spain for a meeting of the B.G. and
West Iodies Labour Congress and approved a draft constitution for a federal government embracing all the British
Caribbean territories. It provided for a federal executive
coUDcil with an official majority and a unicameral legislaturo composed of fifty-two members elected 00 the basis of
UDiversal suffrage.
Meanwhile the strikes and riots had 10 alarmed London that a strong ten-man Royal Commission UDder the
chairmanship of Lord Moyne was directed to investigate
social and economic conditions and related matters in tho
area and to submit recommendations for action. It took
evidence in each of the colonies from October, 1938, to
April, 1939. and submitted its report at the end of the year.
The Mayne Commission hoped to meet the unrest primarily by bold economic and social measures. It recommended tho establishment of a West Iodian Welfare Fund
to be fIoanced by an annual grant from the British Govern21 Lewis,

op. cit., p. 40.
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ment of one million pounds and to be administered by a
special organization independent of the local governments.
The money should be used to finance schemes for the improvement of educatioo, public health services, housing,
and social welfare facilities. Moreover. steps should be
taken to encourage the growth of trade unionism, the pr0motion of agriculture, and the settlement of people on the
land as smallholders.
The Commission recognized, however, that conatitutional development W8I directly relevant to the problem
of social reform and that the latter could not be effectively
IOlved if the former were held back. It stated:

I

I
I
)

j

I

Rightly or wrongly, a substantial body of public opinion in the West Iodies is convinced that far-reaching
measures of social reconstruction depend, both for their
initiation and their effective administration, upon greater
participation of the people in the buaioeas of governmenL .•• Moreover, we are satisfied that the claim 10
often put before us that the people should have a larger
voice in the management of their affairs represents a
genuine sentiment and reflects a growing political c0nsciousness which is sufficiently widespread to make it
doubtful whether any schemes of social reform, however wisely conceived and efficiently conducted, would
be completely successful unless they were accompanied
by the largest meuure of constitutional development
which is thought to be judicious in existing circumstances.lI4I

I

On the other hand, Lord Moyne and his colleagues believed that too great a constitutional advance might hinder
the social reform effort. Thus it rejected the demand for
self-government primarily on the ground that continuing
control by the Crown over the finances of the colooles
would be necessary If they were to receive the substantial
assistance from the U.L which was needed to support
development and welfare. The problem, .. the Commissioo
24

"West India Royal Commission Report," Great Britain,

Parliamentary Papers, Cmd. 6607, 1944-45, p. 373.
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it, was to define those constitutional changes which
would facilitate and not impede improvements in social
condition&.
AI:cordlDaly it proposed lOme variation in the composition of the executive and legislative organs, but no fundamental change in their func:tions or powers. The number
of officials in every legislative coanc:D should be reduced to
three. but the multing vacancies abouId be filled by nominated rather than elected members. It waa important to
make the legislature:a "more fuDy representative of all important aectioDs of the community," and this, it thought,
could be better accomplished by wise uae of the power to
nominate than by the establishment of elected majorities. 21
The eJected element itself should be made more truly representative by moving toward univeraal adult suffrage. Some
members of the Commission felt that this should be introduced immediately, but others opposed such precipitate
action lest it dangerously accelerate the rapid change which
waa already underway. They agreed, therefore. that the
electorate &bouId be enlarged "to as great an extent as
local. conditiooa mw poIIiblo or prudent," and that fully
representative local. committees should be set up to c0nsider reducing tho present qualifIc:atiODI for voters and
c:andidates.1e It waa clear that ODO reason leading the
Commission to favour an extension of the franchise was
that this would expedite the enactment of the necessary
soc:lallegislation. This point was explicitly stated with reference to tho one colony whero the eIec:ted element had
enough power to be obstructive if it wished-Barbados.
The reserve power of tho governor must be retained to
~ effective control as the unofticial majority developed.
Public opinion, the Commission asserted. would provide a
safeguard against its arbitrary or frequent use.
As for the executive counc:ib, it was proposed that nominations be made in such a way as to broaden their basil
and to provide better representation for all important In-
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terests (the Commission having found that in onJy ODO
of them was there a representative of labour) and that,
wherever possible, lome elected members of the legislature
should be appointed. In the larger colonies there should
be instituted a system of consultative committeel for each
of the major branches of administration. They abouId contain the Department Heads and a majority of members
chosen by and from the elected legislatora who would thus
gain some education in the prac:tic:a1 detaiJa of government
and be in a better position to offer advlc:o. 1beee efforts
to associate the elected legislators more clOlCIy with the
work of the executive would remedy, it wu hoped, what
seemed to the Commission to be the greatest weakness of
the Crown Colony system-the almost constant opposition
existing between the Government and the elected legislators.
As for federation, the Commission reported that interest
in the idea had grown in the past few yean, with some
groups-particularly labour organizations-now advocating
the union of all the British territories in tho Caribbean
area, and it predicted that support for such a Itep would
increase with the extension of the franchise. The CoDUDlasion concluded, however, that West Indian opinion wu
not yet ready to accept the principle; "local. pride" and
"insularity" were still too strong to make an attempt at
general federation advisable.2T
The Commission was strongly in favour of federation as
a goal however, and proposed that a step might be taken in
that direction by federating the Leeward and Wmdward
Islands. Its support for federation was motivated in large
measure by the belief that "monies available for soc:la1
services can be better and more wisely controDed If those
services in a large number of islands are made to work to a
uniform plan under common direc:tion."H Its attitude on
this question, too, seemed to be guided by • COIIIideratioD
of what would best promote an improvement in soc:la1
conditioDi.
2T Ibid.• p. 327.
18lbid., p. 328.
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Social welfare and development measures were implemented In accordance with the Mayne CommiaIion's teeommendationa, but the constitutional reforma wb1ch it propoled proved far too modeal SubseqUOllt political change
In the West Indies was much more rapid and radical than
miaht have been anticipated from reading its report. Within
a f_ yean. each of the teIritories had much more advanced constitutions than it recommended and the effort
to federate the Leeward and Wmdward Islands had been
overtaken by the march to a general federation.
AI the progress toward self-government and federation
quickened, it became apparent that these two movements
were related to each other in several ways.
The strongest argument in favour of federation so far as
many West Indian nationalists were concerned was that it
provided the best means for reaching the aU-important goal
of self-government. No one of the territories could really
hope to achieve full independeoce on its own, they felt.
Others were afraid, however, that federation might impede tIle attainment of self-government. Some were susplclous that it was an imperialist device to divert West Indian energies into an endless wrangle among themselves
over the details of the federal 1I)'IIem. 1bose in the more
advanced colonies were afraid that their further progress
might be delayed until those units lower In tIle constitutional acale had caught up with them, or that if federation
were achieved in the absence of constitutional uniformity,
the federal government itself could be no more representative and responsible than that of the least advanced unit.
There was therefore a demand in some quarters for postponing federation until unit self-government had been at-

tained.
In these cIrcumatances it was clear that a federal constitution which provided anything lib a "glorified Crown
Colony" would be unacceptable and that further reform of
the unit constitutiona must proceed concurrently with
progress toward federation. Such a COllClllreDt movement
was dangerous, however, for if the units advanced too far
before being united, the difficulty of securing agreement
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on federation would be aerioudy lDcreaaed
not only
to the 1011 of ita principal inducement but alao to the further growth of vested interests and IocaI DatiooaIiam within
each unit.
Although the two lines of development _
thus intertwined, their reiationahip to the changing West Indian s0ciety can be best examined by tracing the furtbea- evolution
of the teIritorial constitutions before turning to a consideration of the movement toward federation.
The official element in the legialaturea was speedily reduced in those colonies where it was atilI substantial, as
the Moyne Commission had recommended, but the demand for representative. government was too great to be
met merely by the addition of nominated memben. In
Trinidad and Tobago a large decrease In the number of
officials in 1941 was accompanied by a alight Increase in
the elected element and no change in the number of
nominated members, thus giving that island at last
an unofIicIaI majority but an elected minority. In accordance with the prevailing pattern, its governor DOW alao
gained reserve powers. In British Guiana, two nominated
members were added in 1943, but this was 10 much less
than the number of officials removed that the elected members there were DOW actually in a majority. When the nomInated officials were dropped from the British Honduras
legislative council in 1945, both the elected and the nomInated unofficial elements were increased.
Meanwhile. Jamaica had taken a different path to representative government, for in 1944 it sec:w:ed a bicameral
legislature in which the dominant body _
an entirely
elected House of Representatives. All the official and D0minated members were concentrated in a aec:ond chamber
mown I I the Legislative Council which could only delay
by one year bills passed by the House. Barbadoe foDowed
that lead in 1947 when the leaislative authority of ita D0minated uppel' chamber, which had previously been equal
to that of the aU-eJected House of Allembly. was reduced
to a one-year suspensory veto.
Elsewhere elected majorities were soon eatabIiabed In
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only that the voter be able to write bla name BDd the date.
As a result of these changes, political power pused IUbltantially to the black workers. Large numben of them
exercised the newly-won franchise. BDd labour leaders, frequently themselves black and of working-dau oriain. increasingly filled the legislatures. Most of the old, relatively
moderate middle-class representatives were swept out of
the elected seats. They, as well as the upper-class spokesmen of the planting BDd commercial interests. could find
refuge only in the nominated seats which remained at the
SOftrnors' disposal
The retention of nominated members everywhere, either
In weak upper chambers or as minorities in unicameral
bodies, was justified as a necessary means to provide representation for those sections of the community which were
important but could not hope to win &eats In an election
conducted on the basis of universal auffrap. Such assur_
ance of minority representation was said to be particularly
important in a society 8uch as that existing In the West
In~ies: where class and colour cleavages were 80 deep that
maJonty tyranny was a greater danger. This remnant of
the Crown Colony system was now to be uaed, curiously
eoough, as a safeguard for the Interests of that VWJ cIau
against whom it had been originally directed. The rationale
for l~ remained the same, however-to protect the interests
of those who would not be weD represented through eIectiona.
There was an anachronistic quality about the nominated
seat however, and in 1956 a significant transformation of
that device began. At that time the governor of Trinidad
and Tobago was authorized to make his nominations In
such a way as to assure the party which had won most of
the elected IOBts an effective majority of the totaIlesislative
councll. It was agreed in 1959 that nominated members in
the Leeward and Windward Islands would be appointed
after consultation with the leader of the majority party
and if necessary in auch a way as to eDlure a working majority for him. A aimiIar provision was made the foDowing
year for two of the five nominated members in British

mixed unicameral legislatures. This fOm! of representative
government was provided for Trinidad and Tobago in
1950; for Grenada, St. Vincent, St. Lucia, Dominica, Antigua, St. Kitts-Nevis, Montserrat, and the Leeward Islands
Federation in 1951; and for British Honduras and the
British Virgin Islands in 1954. The last of these had received a legislative council with an unofficial majority in
1950 after having been without a legislature since 1902.
British Guiana secured in 1953 a bicameral system in
which the predominant House of Assembly contained
twenty-four elected members and three Officials, and onethird of the nominated upper chamber was chosen on the
advice of members of the Assembly; but this was suspended
within a few months in favour of a unicameral body composed entirely of official and nominated members. Its
recovery from this retrogression was rather prompt, however, for a new constitution in 1956 provided for a legislature consisting of fourteen elected members, three officials and not more than eleven nominated members, and
after the 1957 election the governor chose to fill only six
of the nominated seats thus giving it an elected majority.
In Trinidad and Tobago the size of the elected majority
was raised further in 1956, and three years later the legislatures of the Leeward and the Windward Islands were
similarly reorganized. In 1960, moreover, agreement was
reached on the establishment of bicameral legislatures for
Trinidad and Tobago and British Guiana, thus permitting
the complete removal of nominated members from the
principal legislative body in those territories.
Such increases in the strength of the elected element
were accompanied by an extension of the franchise and a
lowering of the qualifications for candidates. Universal
adult suffrage was established first in Jamaica in 1944 and
next in Trinidad and Tobago the following year. Property
and income qualifications were reduced in Barbados in
1943 and in British Guiana in 1945, and the former as
well as the Leeward and Windward Islands advanced to
universal adult suffrage in 1951. British Guiana followed
suit in 1953, and the next year British Honduras required
_'ft",
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Honduras. Thus the device of nomination was coming to
be used at least in part to make party government effective.
But mere "representative government" was not the goal
of West Indian politicians in tbe post-World War II period.
An elected majority in the legislature made it possible to
frustrate the Govemment-or at least to force the governor
to use his reserve powers-but it did not enable the elected
members to play a constructive role since they could not
take the initiative in the framing of policy. Their opposition
would become not only permanent but also irresponsible
unless tbey could be placed in tbe position of having to
devise practical alternatives.
Nor were tbe rising labour leaders now prepared to settle for the appointment to the executive council of a few
elected legislators chosen by the governor. The Trinidad
and Tobago constitution of 1941, which required him to
appoint, in his discretion, two elected and three nominated
members from the legislative council, did represent a step
forward, as did also the British Guiana constitution of
1943 which stipulated that five legislators must be so selected, for in each case the unofficials thus became a majority. The elected members were, however, in a minority
and as such were often unable to fulfil their promises to
the electorate and were tempted to evade responsibility for
unpopular measures approved in executive council. Moreover, they ran the risk of becoming so identified with the
official and nominated members as to lose the support of
their followers. FinalJy there was no guarantee under such
an arrangement that those chosen by the governor actually
enjoyed the confidence of the majority of their elected colleagues in the legislature.
What most West Indian political leaders now wanted was
for the executive councils to become responsible to tbe
representative legislatures rather than to the Crown. Such
a transformation in the relationship between the executive
and legislative organs began with the Jamaican constitution of 1944 which was the first to provide for the introduction into the executive council of persons elected from
and removable by the legislature. It was to consist of five
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membera chosen by and from the aII-e1ected HoUle of
Representatives, two members nominated by the governor
from the Legislative Council, and three oflk:ials. The
elected membera were therefore in a minority, and the governor remained in firm control despite tho UDOfIIc:ial majority becawe he could suspend those chosen from tbe
Legislative Council at wilL
Two years later an element of responsibility wu introduced into executive-legislative relations in Barbados without any formal change in the written constitution. The
governor announced that the four members whom he was
requiml to nominate to the ExecutIve Committee from
the aI1~lected HOUle of Assembly wouJd be those recommended to him by tbe person best able to command a
majority in that House. Such a change wu prompted there
by the need to resolve tbe deadlocb which had developed
in its Old Representative System as a conaequence of the
inability of the executive to maintain the confidence of tbe
Assembly following tbe extension of the franchise and the
growth of political consciousness. With this advance Barbados surmounted the difficulty which bad produced a reduction in tbe power of tbe elected element in B.O. in
1928.
The Trinidad and Tobago constitution of 1950 represented a somewhat different step in this direction, for it
permitted a majority of tbe executive council to be chosen
from among the elected legislators by the legislative council as a whole. They could be removed by a two-thirds
vote. In view of tbe fact that eight of the twenty-six members of the legislature were either nominated or official,
there was still no assurance that those chosen would be the
ones preferred by most of the elected legislators, particularly in view of the underdeveloped state of parties there.
Owing their seats to the votes of official and nominated
members, their responsibility would be somewhat compromised.

In 1951 each of the W'mdward and Leeward Islands
(but not the Virgins) and tbe Leeward Islands Federation
were brought into this line of development with new con-
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ernor from the legislative council. The foDowIn, year it
was provided that the member from the legislative council
would also be appointed on the premier's advice.
In 1956, each of the executive councils of the WiDdward
and Leeward Islands gained an elected majority. to be
chosen by unofficials in the legislature, and three yean
later it was agreed that they should be selected by the member of the legislative council coosidered by the Administrator (who was to become the top official in each island
with the abolition of the joint governonhips) most likely
to command a majority in that body. By 1960, British
Honduras had an executive body containing a majority of
elected members chosen by the unoflicials in the legislature and led by a First Minister.
The advance of British Guiana toward IIICh a semIresponsible system was delayed, partly at least on account
of British concern over the deeper racial cleaYllgel and
slower economic progress there. Not until 1953 did it secure a constitution wbich permitted the legislature to name
lOme of its members to the executive council. The Waddington Commission which recommended such a step
found that racial tension had Increased there due to the
growing East Indian demand for equal participation in
Guiancsc life, but argued that racialism and other un"holesome tendencies would be reduced by the grant of a
measure of political responsibility.2t The new executive
council, which contained a majority of elected members,
was abolished after a ahort time, however, as the leaders
of the majority party seemed determined to subvert the
constitution, and was replaced by a temporary one conlisting of three officials and seven unofficials nominated by
the governor. The Robertson Commission of 1954 urged
a delay in the return to representative institutions because
the social environment did not seem to be one in which
they might be expected to function successfully, citing particularly the increasing racial hostility, the widespread dis-

stitutions which provided for the addition to the executive
councils of a minority of elected members chosen by the
legislatures and removable by them. Such an arrangement
was established in the Virgin Wands and British Honduras
in 1954. In the case of the latter, the legislature was also
authorized to name two of its nominated members to the
executive and these together with the elected members it
chose constituted a majority of that body.
Meanwhile Jamaica had set off a further wave of advance when in 1953 it combined the more progressive
features of the Barbados and Trinidad experiments to create an executive council with a majority of elected legislators who would be appointed and removed on the advice
of the leader of the majority party to be known as the
Chief Minister. By 1957, the Chief Minister was presiding
over this body which then consisted of ten members from
the House of Representatives chosen by him, two from the
Legislative Council appointed by the governor on his advice, and no officials. Finally, in 1959 the council became
a cabinet and the Chief Minister a Premier.
The executive council of Trinidad and Tobago was rendered more responsible in 1956 when the last nominated
member and one official were dropped and the legislature
(in which the elected element had been substantially increased) was authorized to name eight (rather than five)
of its own memben, one of whom they were to designate
Chief Minister. F'ma11y, in 1959, the governor was directed
to call upon the elected member most likely to command a
majority to form a Government. Removals as well as appointments would be on the advice of the premier, and he
would normally preside at cabinet meetings. The two officials were retained as non-voting members, but the following year agreement was reached on their total elimination.
The elected members on the Barbados Executive Committee were increased to five in 1954, and in 1958 the
general direction of government in internal matters passed
to a aub-committee of that body, to be known as the cabinet, consisting of the premier, four members appointed on
his advice from the Assembly. and one chosen by the gov-
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satisfaction and frustration, the lack of an informed public
opinion and of strong independent voluntary associations,
and the absence of that "diversity in the electorate which
in Great Britain inevitably provides for the existence of at
least two parties of differing outlook with distinctive programmes appealing to different sections of the community
and each with a reasonable prospect of power."80 That
Commission recommended therefore marking time for a
while, and exprased the hope that during this period the
economic and social development of the colony would be
vigorously carried forward and that "the gradual improvement of social and economic conditions would help to
briog about a change in the political outlook of the e1ectorate."·1
Within two years, the Secretary of State announced that
democratic institutions would be restored, and following the election of 1957 British Guiana was weD back on
the road to responsible government. The governor named
leaders of the majority party to occupy all five of the seats
which the new constitution required him to fill from among
the elected legislators, and he refrained from making appointments to the two positions for nominated members
which had been authorized, thus placing the elected element again in the majority.
Meanwhile, the increasingly numerous elected members
of the executive c:ounciIs gradually gained power over the
initiation and administration of policy as they evolved into
ministers. In lOme cases, the committee system rec0mmended by the Moyne Commission assisted in this development. In British Guiana in 1943 and in the Leeward and
Wmdward Islands in 1951, elected members on the executive councila were appointed chairmen of committees
which discussed and offered advice on the activities of
various departments. A similar arrangement was establiahed in the Jamaica House of Representatives in 1944,
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the difference being that the chairmen were not executive
councillors; more significant in that colony was the authorization, at the same time, of the various elected members
in the executive council to represent certain departments
in the deliberations of that body and of the legislature.
They were quasi-ministers at this stage, as they bad no real
authority over the departments, but they were able to gain
valuable experience. This was also the situation in Barbados in 1946 and in British Honduras in 1955. Ministerial
status was achieved by the elected members when they
were given effective administrative control over their departments and began to exercise genuine executive functions. The ministerial system was introduced in Trinidad
and Tobago in 1950, in Jamaica in 1953, in Barbados in
1954, in the Leeward and Windward Islands in 1956, in
British Guiana in 1956 (after an abortive experiment with
it in 1953) and in British Honduras in 1960. Originally,
only a few of the less sensitive subjects were assigned to
the quasi-ministers or ministers, but gradually more and
more portfolios were transferred to their hands from those
of the officials until eventually they were in administrative
charge of all-or almost all-internal matters.
At the same time, the executive council was evolving
from an advisory body vis-ll-vis the governor into a cabinet
With effective power over the initiation of public policy.
The 1944 Jamaica constitution provided that it should be
"the principal instrument of policy" and gave it control
over the introduction of money bills and bills to implement
government policy. Similar terms were used to descn'be
the position of the executive organ in Barbados in 1946,
Trinidad in 19S0, British Guiana in 1953, British Honduras
in 1954, and the Leeward and Windward Islands in 19S6.
The governor gradually moved toward the status of a conBtitutional monarch guided by the advice of his tninisters
in most cases, and eventually lost his power to certify the
enactment of laws rejected by the legislature. He remained
able to reserve for the significatinn of Her Majesty's
pleasure only those bills likely to prejudice the Royal

10 "Report of the British Guiana Conatitutional Commission," Great Britain, ParUomentary Paperl, Cmd. 9274,
19S3-S4, p. 67.
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prerogative or inconsistent with the constitution or with
international agreements. Such a gain was made by Iamaica in 19S9 and was agreed to that year for the Windward and Leeward Islands. It was promised the following
year to Trinidad and British Guiana.
As intemal self-government was thus attained, or
brought within reach, power and responsibility were transferred almost entirely to West Indian politicians who represented the working classes. Although opinions differed as
to whose interesta the Crown Colony system served, it had
in any case, as D. G. Anglin has noted, "carried the West
Indies through a critical period when premature constitutional reform might have meant restoration of power to
the European minority, with resulta similar to those in East,
Central, and South Africa today."11
It is possible to establish a rough correlation between
aoc:ial progress and constitutional advance during the
period under examination. One can point to certain aspects
of West Indian aoc:iety in the 19SO's which indicated that
it was now better able to support democratic political institutions than it had been previously. A somewhat more
integrated aoc:ial order was emerging. There had developed
a variety of asaoc:iations which were drawing together
hitherto disjointed elements. Class divisions were becoming
less rigid and colour was becoming less significant as a
determinant of status. The illiteracy rate was falling and
the masses were becoming increasingly well informed. The
middle class was growing, and becoming less eager to dissociate itself from the masses and from ita West Indian
heritage. More people were being drawn into the towns.
and the rural-urban dichotomy was lessening. The University College of the West Indies was turning out graduates
well equlpped to fill positions of leadership in politics and
the bureaucracy.
On the other hand, however, most West Indians continued to live 10 near the subsistence level that they were
I I Douglas o. Anglin, "The Political Deve\oplllent of the
West Indics," in Lowenthal, op. cit., p. 37.
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not prepared to take an active or responsible part In the
political process. The growth in population seemed to cancel out every effort to raise their standard of \ivina. 1benI
was still a substantial proportion of illiteracy and many
of those who could read were easy prey for dema80guea.
Many educated West Indians remained quite alienated
from the masses. The middle class was not yet substantial
or secure enough to function as an effective stabilizing
force. Classes were stil1 separated by great cleavages, In
terms of social organization imd values as well as Income.
and colour had not by any means lost ita importance. Tension between the East Indians and the Negroes aeemed to
be growing as the former became Increasingly self-asaertive
and the latter felt Increasingly threatened.I I
It could hardly be argued, therefore, that the ideal social
prerequisites for democracy had been satisfied or that West
Indian aoc:iety was 10 clearly ripe for self..gowrnment
that the transition to that status could take place without
misgivings.
Actually constitutional advance in the West Indies cannot be interpreted simply as a response to aoc:ial advance,
particularly in the last decade or two. The desire to
synchronize tho two, which was expressed by successive
8S For diacuaaions of recent and contemporary West Indian
eociety, see Oeorp B. Comper, The Social Structlln 01 I.
maJca and The Social Structun 01 the B,ltilla Caribbean (ezeluding lamaica) (Mona, IamaIca: University Colle811 of tbe
West Indies, n.d.): T. S. Simey, Wellare and P/luuWlg In •
Wen Indlu (Oxford: Clarendon Preas, 1946): H. W. SprInaer,
"On Being a West Indian," Caribbt!QIJ QlIII11e,Iy, Vol. 3 (Docember 1953), pp. 181-83: Mary Proudfoot, Britain and tM
Unltt!d Statu In tM Carlbbt!tm: A Comparatille StlIdy 01 Mt!thod" 01 D"""lopIMnt (London: Faber and Fawr, 19.54), OIL
4, 9-12; the collection of papers ed. by Vera D. Rnbin, published onder the tit1e "Social and Cultural P1anJism In the
Caribbean," AIUIIIU of the Nt!W York ActId""'7 of ~ncu,
Vol. 83 (Iannary 1960), pp. 761-916; A. P. 1bomtoa, "AIpocts of West Indian Society,- InterlllltlonDl IOIUMI, VoL IS
(Spring 1960), pp. 11~21: aDd David Lowentb", "Ibe Soc:Ial
B.u:kground of West Indian Federation," in his The Wut 1.
diu Federation, pp. 63-96.
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but that it came too late • • • Either 0110 holds back
overything-wbich is no lonaer possible in • British colony-or one holds back nothing."

commissions and Secretaries of State, could not be fully
realized. There were so many other facton operating to
force the pace that political concessions could not be withheld until all the desired sociaI foundations had been well
laid. Tho demand for self-government on the part of organized labour grew too insistent to resist without creating
a situation in which nothing constructive could have been
accomplished in either the constitutional or the social
realm. The various intermediate forms of rule did not provide effective solutions partly because they did not satisfy
the West Indian nationalists but served rather to increase
their frustrations by giving them a taste of power but denying them its reality. In addition some of these arrangements
were not entirely successful instruments of imperial tutelage; they tended to produce permanent and irresponsible
opposition rather than the habits needed for successful
self-govemmenL The pace of constitutional change in tho
West Indies was also accelerated by the pressure for more
liberal colonial policies in the U.K. and elsewhere in the
world, as well as by progress in other parts of the empire.
It cannot be argued, however, that democracy II
any less likely to succeed than it would have been if selfgovernment had been delayed until a more democratic s0ciety had come into existence. Indeed, further delay might
well have decreased the chances for democracy. There are
those who believe that this II the great lesson to be learned
from the experience of British Guiana-the one place
where things went wrong. Dr. Rita mnden. who was a
member of the commission which recommended the farreaching concessions of 1953, stated after they had opened
tho way to power for a party which displayed such undemocratic tendencies that the constitution had to be suspended:

"Rita Hinden, '"Ibe Cue of British
Vol. 2 (January 19S4). p. 22.

What then does one conclude? Is it that there should
not be adult suffrage and responsible government until
all the economic and social conditions predispose to it?
My conclusion is just the opposite. Tho trouble in British Guiana was not that self-government came too soon,
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A Note on Some Characteristics of
West Indian Political Parties
Morley Ayearst

The beginnings of mass political participation are outlined here in an essay written before the quickening of
British West Indian federation, defederation. and independence. Political parties formed on the British model
were used by their leaden to advance themselves rather
than to promote any particular credo. Indeed. most parties
were alike in opposing colonial authority. in parading radical bona fides, and in their loose organization and modes
of electioneering and recruitment. The relationship between political leaden and followen described here is
dated, but contains the seeds of much present~y West
Indian political behavior.

Political parties. like other institutions. are conditioned by
the society in which they emerge and develop. The characteristics. and indeed the significance of West Indian p0litical parties cannot be grasped without some undentanding of the West Indian social milieu.
It is beyond the scope of this note to attempt any real
social analysis of the West Indies but a few brief observations may be made. It should be kept in view that in the
islands and the two mainland colonies there exist societies
based primarily. now as formerly. upon the exploitation of
export crops requiring an abundant use of low-<Olt labour;
that the Government has always been identified with the
land-owning class or the British colonial officials or both;
that the land-owoing class historically has been selfidentified with the "home" country rather than the colony.
In some colonies absentee ownenhip (especially by companies) of the larger estates has become a common situation. As a result of these conditions and of the fact that
labour has been provided almost entirely by Africans or
East Indians whereas Europeans have owned most of the
land and occupied most of the principal official positions,
a "plural" society developed; one in which the Negro and
coloured majority felt themselves to be less than full mem-
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bers of society. Loyalty was often divided, the political
loyalty of the masses, in so far as any existed, belonging to
the colony, and that of the owning class, white and
coloured, primarily to the British connection. It should be
noted further that this society was an acquisitive one, devoted almost exclusively to monetary gain. unconcerned
with local cultural matters and one in which none of its
institutions was organized democratically. The typical institutional pattern was hierarchical: decision and direction
at the apex. submission and obedience at the bottom and
with no machinery whereby the mass could exert influence
upon, much less control over, the leadership. This was
true not only of government under the typical Crown
Colony system, wherein the Crown-appointed Governor
occupies a position somewhat analogous to that of the British monarch after 1689, but aiso of such popular religious
bodies as the Pocomaoia groups of Jamaica and the Trinidad "shouters". Local government remained under the
control of the central colonial administration and provided
no real opportunity for the development of self-government
at that level.
It was under these adverse circumstances that the postwar changes occurred. The autocratic forma of the
Crown Colony system were modified to allow of more and
more popular participation in government. These changes
came with almost bewildering rapidity considering the inexperience of the newly-enfraochiaed masses, the considerable amount of illiteracy and the complex linguistic and
racial situation in certain colonies, particularly Trinidad
and British Guiana. Full adult suffrage in Great Britain
was IIChieved only a few years ago as the climax of a mov~
ment going back to the Middle Ages. In the United States,
the existence of a plural society in the South meant the
much slower development in that area of a complete mass
democracy. Today, nearly three generations after emaocipation, the Negro and coloured population in the South
is not everywhere enfranchised in fact, although rapid
progress in this direction is being made. These facta are
in sharp contrast with the West Indian situation. Here the
enfranchisement of the black and coloured majority has
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proceeded rapidly under pressure exerted by local politicians, often identified with labour organizations, and lie>
quiesced in by British governments anxious to avoid political and economic dislocation. The smal1 minority, white
and coloured, chiefly interested in 1arge-scaIe agriculture
and commerce, could not oppose this treud euccessfuIIy.
Another important difference between the West Indies
on the one band aod Great Britain and the United States
on the other, is that the latter are industrialized and started
to become so simultaneously with the development of
mass democracy. Further, this mass democracy was
founded upon a long tradition of earlier semicmocracy.
Industrialization meant the growth of a 1arge and influential middle class of technical, professional, managerial, salaried personnel and numerous small entrepreneurs. This
has had a stabilizing effect upon politics and has made the
two-party system workable. Both parties must find support
in all social ranks to be successful. Even the present
Labour-Conservative division in British politics by no
means represents a separation of the electorate on strictly
class lines. There are always a considerable number of
voters who are not pennaoent supporters of any party and
who are susceptible to political argument based upon policies. These voters can swing an election and must be wooed
by both partie!.
In the ·West Indies, on the other hand, the middle class
is numerically important only in a few towns and cities.
Broadly speaking the only parties that can win an overall
majority based upon universal adult suffrage are those that
can appeal to the desires and emotions of the low-income
voter. It is hardly astonishing, therefore, to find that most
West Indian parties are connected in some way with a
labour union or a federation of unions. It is aiso a fact that
the labour unions, another relatively recent West Indian
institution, has provided the African or East Indian workman with his only important mass organization. His society
is conspicuously lacking in community-wide organizations
that he can identify with his needs and aspirations. M BOOn
as labour unions came into being he tended, therefore, to
regard them as the general defender of all his interests.
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Such a general representation is essentially political, and
union leaden were compelled either to play up to this
demand or to give way to those who would do 80. In certain cases, political leaden came forward fint as politicians but lOOn found that union leadenbip was the only
road to permanent political importance. In Barbados, for
example, both the Progressive League and the Congress
Party anteceded their labour unions. In both cases the
moving spirits were educated middlo-c:iass coloured men
who saw the colony's problems primarily in political terms
but found out that the problems which interested the
muses were economic. The only way to achieve a mass
appeal. necessary because of universailllffrage, was to organize a labour union and identify the party with iL In
Jamaica, Manley's People's National Party was compelled
to organize a union base in reply to the Jamaica Labour
Party and its Bustamante Industrial Trade Union.
The question may be raised as to why religious organizations have not played a more important part in West indian politics, for the West Indian is almost always a member of some religious group. The main reason would
appear to be the fact that in many colonies the sects are
numerous and that even within a particular sect there is
little or no administrative or other co-ordination. The
Church of Bogland is more or less identified with the
Government and baa only a moderate following among the
African population in most places. The Roman Catholic
Church is important in some areas hut its leaden have in
general exercised a discreet reticence in political dain. It
is by far the most important church in British Honduras
where about 90 per cent of the colony's education is undertaken by church schools, chie1ly JesuiL In that colony the
inlluence of Roman Catholic doctrine is strongly evident
in the announced policies of the People's United Party. It
is aaid that in 1iinidad the Hindu pandits can inlluence
the votes of their congregations and in some cases are
willing to sell this inlluence to candidates for the LegisIature. In Jamaica there is alleged to be competition between
candidates and parties for the approval of the Pocomania
pastors.
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All of this is of relatively minor importance and is chieOy
a matter of small-scale corruption likely to be found in a
politically primitive society wbere a locally inlluential person can command a price for delivering a few votes. The
exception is in those areas where Roman Catholic adherence is widespread Here there is no question of corruption
but rather of a potentially important inlluence upon Government policies. This is still potential rather than actual.
The successful West Indian political party, therefore, is
typically a labour party, in many cases paying Iip-service
to socialism and always stressing the "Nationalist" ideal:
more self-goveroment for the colony and a rapid advance
to political independence, either within the British Commonwealth or otherwise. Thill it is pledged to satisfy the
two most urgent demands of the West Indian voter: that
his economic status be improved and that he become a full
member of his society. That these demands are based upon
emotional needs rather than any impartial economic analysis, means that the effective political argument is the emotional one. Party leaden therefore use highly charged
emotional language in their electioneering speeches, while
at the same time they recognize the practical necessity of
compromise and moderation in actual policies. Judged by
their deeds, their socialism is very moderate. They can
remain as leaden and continue to be elected 80 long as
they voice the emotional demands of their followen and
appear to be the people's champion in the struggle against
colonialism and capitalist exploitation.
This verbal behaviour is usually combined with a
readiness to accept advice from official and conservative
sources and to make compromises except in cases where
the compromise would flagrantly display subservience to
the colonial status. An outstanding exception is provided
by the People's Progressive Party of British Guiana. In
this case the leadership is avowedly Marxist and, when in
office, refused all compromise and even refused to discuss
policies in the Executive Council meetings.
Another characteristic of moat West Indian parties Is
that they are very loosely organized All are provided with
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constitutions iDcluding arrangements for local party
groups which are to be represented at party conferences
which in tum are supposed to pick leaders and decide high
policy issues. In most cases these constitutions remain
partly or entirely of the "paper" variety. Local party
groups are generally few in number and inactive except
immediately before elections. The accepted party leadership decides candidacies and the party structure is
hierarchical, with the rank and file voter playing very little
part other than by voting at elections. The party structure
is demagogic rather than democratic.
This is not peculiar to West Indian parties, of course,
but there is no such close and wor1ting organization for
the re-aasessment of leaders and the deciding of issues on
a broad party basis as is provided by the structure, for example, of the British Labour Party and the French S0cialist Party. Obviously, such organization is the result of
time and education. As a broad generalization it may be
hazarded that the more outstanding and unchallenged the
\eader, the less he is disposed to accept direction from his
colleagues and the more he depends upon his own charismatic appeal to the electorate.
There is some danger, under these circumstances, that
an unusually popular party leader may succumb to the
temptations of ambition and seek irresponsible power. In
view of the rapid advance of mass democracy in the colonies and the fact that emotional appeals have provided the
key to politicaI victory there was the possibility that West
Indian political history might reflect the civil-war-todictatorship pattern of the ex-Spaoish republics and Haiti.
The first stages of such a development actually occurred in
British Guiana. U it be fair to assume that, all things CODsidered, a slower, more orderly advance to self-government
is preferable, the West Indian colonies are more deeply indebted to the restraining Influence of the colonial officials
than some West Indian nationalists are yet ready to admit.
Apart from the enforcement of public order, what part
have the British colonial officials played in the development of West Indian parties? It is difficult to give a simple
answer to this question. Most Governors, it may be as-
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concerned chiefly with the quiet development
of the colony" economic and political life and are iDcIined
to co-operate with their elected legislators aa far aa possiblo
within the limits set by their instructions from the Secretary of State. They assume an appearance of neutrality in
the local political atruggle. Nevertheless, they would be
displaying a more than human self restraint if they did not
in various ways try to further the political fortunes of the
leader or party they consider most swlable for power. The
methods employed are seldom overt, although in rare cases
Governors have engaged in what might be termed electioneering. (One is reminded of Sir Charles Poulett Thomson, later Lord Sydenbam, who as Governor nf Upper
Canada over a century ago ran a successful election campaign.) Clearly a public affiliation between the Governor
and a party leader would be disastrous for the latter, in all
probability. Covert aid has been furnished in certain _ ,
even to the extent of allowing one party to break up the
meetings of another without police interference. Public
condemnation of a party is rare. A recent example is provided by the attacks on People's United Party leaders carried in the official news bulletin of British Honduras as well
as the investigation ordered by the Governor. The attempt
to destroy the People's Progressive Party in British Guiana
is also overt. Both of these instances emphasize the p0litical ineffectiveness of such open action. Neither the
P.U.P. nor the P.P.P. has appeared to Buffer any loss of
popu1arity as a result. Indeed, the contrary may wen be
the case, as the official action taken seema to prove the
siDcerity of the parties' c1aima and makes martyn of their
leaders.
The most effective Influence by Governors upon party
leaders has been private. It takes the form of modifying
ill-advised or extreme policies by private converaation and
by argument in Executive Council. This is the more effective when the Governor is able to win the personal confidence and friendship of local politicians. The discreet
distribution of Itnighthoods and lesser honours among eminent colonials is another device which can be useful in securing the identification of the local elite with the official
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Government and the British connection. This was particularly useful at an earlier period when the struggle for social
status within the colonial society was more important than
the independence drive. With the coming of mass voting
and the strong nationalist, anti-(:Olonial movements of the
post-war years the distribution of honours has lost some of
its point, although still useful in colonies where radical
movements are not dominant.
Indirectly, the colonial governments have done something to provide leaders for the new political parties by
granting scholarships for study in England. A majority of
the party leaders in most of the colonies have enjoyed such
opportunities, with or without scholarship aid.
The presence of the ex-officio members in legislatures
militates against the development of the party system. It
is noteworthy that the oldest and strongest of the West
Indian parties have developed in colonies with bicameral
legislatures, the primary chamber containing elected members only. When officials are present they are likely to carry
the chief burden of introducing and defending legislation
and thus to rob the party leaders of an opportunity to
shine as legislators. The existence of nominated members
also may have the effect of removing certain outstanding
figures from party activity. Certain of a dignified place in
the colony's political life, they are the less likely to enter
party politics. Of course many could not or would not do
so in any case, but others might make a valuable contribution to party development were this the only road to
political eminence.
The problem of maintaining leadership and party discipline is one which West Indian party leaders must face
almost daily. Here again, this situation is not exclusive to
the West Indies. To a greater or lesser extent it exists everywhere. All legislators are, at least in their own view, p0tential Prime Ministers. Their loyalty to the party chief
is more likely to be conditioned by political necessity than
by anything else. Strong party leaders are those who can
maintain their own position in the public eye as the unchallenged and dominating figure in the party and who are
also adept at intra-party management, particularly the dis-
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tribution of posts and other political rewards. party discipline can be maintained firmly only when the leader is
able to control the political future of his supporters. Where,
as in Trinidad, the party system is not yet well developed,
legislative leadership depends upon personal qualities, the
ability by force of personality to dominate an argument
and shrewdness in the art of parliamentary intrigue.
Electioneering techniques are similar throughout the
area. There is much dependence upon the street meeting.
This is characteristically long, with speeches by several
party leaders interspersed with singing. The outsider is constantly amazed at the West Indian capacity to endure, and
seemingly enjoy, vast quantities of political oratory. Nearly
all parties have one or more newspapers to present their
viewpoint on current issues. With a mass electorate containing a large number of illiterates one may doubt the
effectiveness of the printed appeal Nevertheless, the party
leaders feel the necessity of this medium (and they may
well be right) although it is relatively costly.
In general West Indian parties have very limited funds.
Their electorates are small, by comparison with the industrialized countries, but they cannot depend upon any financial support from most of their rank-and-file members.
Their unions are poor and consist of a high proportion of
"free riders" except in times of crisis. Some parties are
alleged to enjoy secret gifts of considerable size from merchants or others who are interested in the good will of the
party leaders. Occasionally a wealthy candidate will finance
his own campaign generously. This is especially true in
Trinidad and Tobago where parties are ineffective in most
areas.
The question of corruption in connection with West
Indian political parties is one of considerable current interest. Certainly, corruption among politicians is no novelty
anywhere. Political or official power of any degree gives
the holder the ability to distribute favours or withhold
them. Even the petty official may delay action which he is
legally required to take until a amalI "present" is forthcoming. This has not been unknown in both European
and American countries. Greater power means greater op-
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portunities for the giving or withholding of favours which
may have important financial aspects. Certainly the West
Indian politician is no exception in being subjected to considerable temptation to accept bribes-the greater in that
he has, or expects to have, a higher standard of living than
can be maintained on his official income. That local p0litical leaders are corrupt is a belief universally held in the
West Indies. In so far as this belief is founded upon fact,
the reason for the corruption may be due in some measure
to the absence of any considerable well-to-do, publicspirited class with a tradition of political service, as in the
United Kingdom. Even in Britain this development is fairly
recent. It may be noted that English politics and many
English politicians, before the passage of the nineteenth
century electoral reform legislation, were notoriously corrupt. Certainly, it would be very rash to assume that such
corruption as may in fact tarnish West Indian politics is
proof of the inability of West Indians to govern themselves.
One result of a mass electorate has been the emergence of
a new type of elite (to use Pareto's term). This consists of
Negro, coloured and Bast Indian barristers, teachers, union
officials and others, some of them not higbly educated,
and unskilled in the niceties of parliamentary behaviour.
The displaced colonial elite, white and coloured, quite naturally is quick to characterize these upstarts as demagogues and rogues. Perhaps the most disquieting feature
of political corruption in the West Indies is the relative
indifference of the mass electorate to its exposure.
A word about Communism. The only effective
Communist-led party in the area is the Guianese People's
Progressive Party. Needless to say, the rank-and-file members are not Marxist, although ready enough to display red
banners and other symbols of the Communist fraternity.
This party differs sharply from most others in the excellence of its party organization and the tight control over
party activities exercised by the five-member "Politburo"
through the network of local group secretaries. The appeal to the voter is the one almost universally effective in
the colonies; political independence and freedom from
the economic controls of the colonial system with a prom-
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iae of rapid improvement in the atandard of Jiving undoleered by crude economic facts. The leaders of tbiI party
are all young. energetic and in IOIlle cases, tbonlosb-aoiDl
fanatics who give the movement immenee driw. AI tbiI
party was the first in the colony to bit upon the by appea.I
and as it was able to get the support of both the Georsetown Africans and the Bast Indian estate wotten. it was
naturally unbeatable at the polls. The dictatorial ambitiOlll
of the party leadership and their determination to secure
party domination of all branches of the administration bocame evident after a short period in 01Jice. The P. U.P. of
British Honduras is not Communist-led, although the
fanaticism of its leaders on the antio<:olonlal issue might
produce a crisis in the colony's politics.
Other Communist and crypto.Communist parties in the
colonies are small and ineffective and could be a danger
to the orderly advance toward self-government only in the
event of a serious economic collapse. BIsewhere than in
British Guiana the key appeal has been made already by
non-Communist parties which have become well established.
Irresponsible demagogues preaching non-Communist but
general radicalism based on the universal appeal have had
relatively little success. In the politically primitive island
of Grenada some electoral strength was shown by "Uncle"
Gairy at the last elections, but he was quite unable to preserve party discipline, or loyalty. His chief weapon, strikes
accompanl¢ by intimidation and violence, could be auccessfuJ only in a near-revolutionary situation.
Up to this point our attention has been directed maln1y
to the parties a1Iied with trades unions and with a mass
appeal. How about other parties, notably conservative 0pposition parties? Some of these are parties which, so to
speak. exist under protest. The old dominant land-ownins
and commercial cJasa, which had fought with the Governors and enjoyed near autocratic power under the old
colonial system, finally established a mod/U vivendi with
the Governor and his officia1s under the Crown Colony
system. This was done by using all necessary pressures to
secure legislative representation by nominated memhera,
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who, acting in concert with the officials, could block ra~
cal legislation and preserve the status quo. As the franchise
was broadened and the number of nominated members reduced, the old dominant class found itself less and less able
to govern directly. Even so, the conservatives considered
parties premature in colonial politics and were relucta~t
to form one of their own. They preferred as long as POSSIble to operate as political independents appealing to the
voter simply as citizens of repute and standing. The advent
of universal adult suffrage made this hazardous in most
places where the union-based party with its mass appeal
was too strong to be overcome by any but exceptionally
popular independents. It is under these circumstances that
the National PartY in British Honduras and the Electors'
Association in Barbados were fonned. Both represented a
middle-class business interest Neither has any trades union
support Under the old restricted franchise in 1950 the
Electors' Asaociation won 10 out of 24 seats in the House
of AslIembly. Under universal suffrage its strength dwindled. It is tagged as a white man's and employer class PartY·
This, rather than conservatism in policY, is the reason
for its collapse. It has been unable to remove the curse of
colour identification. possible coloured candidates include
a number of civil servants who are automatically disqualified. Those who do identify themselves with the party are
charged with being the tools of the "Broad Street Bims".
This PartY displays to perfection the problems that beset a
middle-class, white-led PartY in West Indian politics. It is
fair to say that white candidates find it difficult to secure
election. under universal suffrage, anywhere in the West
Indies. Under these cin:umstaDCes the business community
refuses financial support to such candidates and prefers to
invest its political funds in the winning partY regardless of
its radical programme. This, the business men are co~
dent, is the best way to protect their interests. Conservative
parties also find it very difficult to organize local groups to
work among the voters. Conceivably at lOme future date,
the cJass.colour question may be resolved 10 as to eliminate
it as an important political factor. Until then, the P'?litical
talents of the white colonial seem doomed to remam un-
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used for the most part, except when made available in
nominated memberships.
An unusually active party of this IOrt is the PartY of
Political Progress Groups in Trinidad. As its cumbersome
name indicates, it began as a political pressure group rather
than a party and still retains an element of this. It is primarily a "clean government" organization but is essentially middle class and conservative in philosophy. While
coloured members are welcomed, it remains chie1ly a white
party. It does not intend to present candidates everywhere
but will support worthy candidates of other parties. Partly
because of the primitive party situation in Trinidad, the
P.O.P.P.G. has 10 far enjoyed a measure of success and is
currently active in the attempt to extend its in1Iuence with
the voters beyond Port of Spain where it has had most of
its followers.
This note would be incomplete without lOme notice of
the African-East Indian struggle for political dominance
in Trinidad and British Guiana. In both of these colonies
the Africans enjoyed an ascendancy until recently, based
upon the fact that they had achieved freedom and a degree of financial and educational advance while the East
Indians were still indentured labourers suffering under a
system but little removed from slavery. In recent years
the East Indians have emerged as a rival group of rapidly
increasing numbers. They have become important landowners and business men and have entered the professioDS
and civil service in considerable numbers, thus breaking
into what was formerly an African and coloured preserve.
At the same time they have become politically active and,
because of the tendency of the East Indian elector to vote
only for one of his own race, have had a considerable
success.
At present this issue is partly hidden in Trinidad, and in
British Guiana is eclipsed by the P.P.P. which has united
the East Indians under lagan and Lachmansingb with the
Georgetown Africans under Burnham and Chase. This racial rivalry exists however, and in the future may prove to
be a seriously complicating factor in the party politics of
these two colonies.
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St. Vincent: A Political Kaleidoscope
Kenneth John

The political saga of a small island in the eastern Caribbean exemplifies the problems inherent in attempts to realize the benefits of self-government under economic and
social conditions that have little changed since emancipation. The author, himself a Vincentian, shows how smallisland circumstances exaggerate the defects of party structure outlined in the preceding essay. Intense personalism,
fannily vende~ a desperate dependence on government
jobs and favon, and the lack of any difference of principle
between warring factions are all symptoms of a broader
problem: in the absence of basic economic and social
cbange, universal suffrage and internal self-government
avail little.

In this article I want to deal with the political situation as
it exists in St. VincenL More particularly I want to stress
the unstable nature of the party system, such as it is, and
to suggest that the dismal state of the island's political condition will persist so long as we are afilicted with the twin
perils of a failure of leadership and the political illiteracy
of the masses.
In an article of this sort one is hard put to know where
to begin; so many present-day events seem to stem from
the past, determined, conditioned, or at least inftuenced by
what went before. The mainstream of my discussion spans
the period 1951-66, and there is a reason for this. I
want to deal specifically with fifteen years under adult
suffrage when, to put it clumsily, VlDcentian politics became "nationalized," when the roles of the nascent p0litical party and emergent trade union movement became
the most prominent features of the social landscape. But
this will not be done to the exclusion of some treatment of
the preceding era which has evidently cast a shadow on the
present situation. To begin with, political development and
constitutional advancement tend to go hand-in-g1ove and
for this reason it will be necessary to give a graphic picture
of constitutional development. as background knowledge
for a better grasping of the subtleties of today's political
trends.
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St. Vmcent: A Political Kaleidoscope

St. Vincent became a British Colony after the Seven
Years' War, a claim which was confirmed by the Treaty of
Versailles 1783. The imposed constitution was a pocketedition of the British with a Governor, Council and Assembly standing as miniature versions of King, Lords and
Commons. But whereas in the British circumstance the
separation of these three organs of Government was more
apparent than real owing to the evolution of a two-party
system and the force of convention, in SL Vincent each
body was sealed off in virtually water-tight compartments.
The hand-picked council was merely advisory to the Governor who ruled as well as reigned. The assembly, like the
Council representative only of the White Planter class, remained a largely ineffective debating society save where it
obstructed in its control over finance. To think of becoming a member of the assembly one first had to own 50
acres of land or a lot in town valued at £50 per annum,
while to exercise the vote one had to own 10 acres of land
or a lot valued at £ 10 p.a. in the country or £ 20 in
town. This political system was the handmaiden of colonial
slave society then enjoying its heyday, but it developed
a momentum of its own which spilled over and persisted in
its fundamentals far into the post-emancipation period.
From 1763-1838 Vincentians existed under a very repressive regime dominated by a sprinkling of White Plantocrats. The slaves, far and away the bulk of the population,
had few rights. They were not human beings, legaIly speaking; they were mere chattel. After the Emancipation Act
(1838) quite a few of the ex-slaves bought out mountain
lands and by their industry and resource began to qualify
for the franchise. It was this prospect of eventual government by the free Blacks placed against the backdrop of the
Haitian revolution and Morant Bay Rebellion in Jamaica
which prompted the White overlords to surrender the constitution and opt for pure Crown Colony rule in 1877. Thus
a trend which might have developed peacefully into democratic institutions was stunted at its birth; hence the significance of 1951. The new council was wholly nominated
and, not unnaturally, it was constituted of the island',
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moneyed men-John Hazell, Cheesman and Kennedy
Porter were the unofficial members. It needs no great per_
ceptive mind to observe that political parties bad no raison
d't!tre in the prevailing climate. Primitive Crown Colony
Government held sway for nearly fifty years. During this
period progressive ideas from the large world began to eeep
through the colonial curtain, news of the proletarian revolution in Russia broke through, and many Vincentiana
were imbued with libertarian and egalitarian ideas to which
they were exposed during overseas fighting in the First
World War. Indeed George V himself bad declared piously
that the successful termination of the war "manifests the
victory of the ideals of freedom and liberty for which we
have made untold sacrifices." But many colonials were
tempted to take the King seriously. In Trinidad Oprianl
formed a Representative Government Aaaociation with the
slogan "Crown Colony rule must Go" and all the smaller
islands followed soiL It must be emphasized that the Vmcentian counterpart was not a really radical movement. It
was for the most part the dissentient voice of a disgruntled
middle class which believed that it had mastered all the
cultural shibboleths and political idiom of the mothercountry to qualify for some measure of constitutional advance. Little thought was directed to the condition of the
man-in-the-streeL Featuring in the Association were the
"nouveaux riches"-C. D. McDowall, F. A. Corea, H. M.
Haywood, Alex Fraser, O. D. Brisbane, and intellectuals
like George McIntosh and Robert Anderson. The upshot
of all this agitation was the Wood Commission of 1922In his report in 1924 Wood made that famous statement
which the British have forged into a handy weapon for uae
at constitutional conferences, "that democracy is a plant
of tender growth," as a fitting preface to the grudging concessions which he recommended. An elected element was
reintroduced hedged in by property and educational qualifications. In any event there were to be only 3 elected members who even with the unlikely support of nominated
members could be outvoted by the official bloc. As if
elected members \ike Alex Fraser, Walter Grant and Jo-
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seph Gray, all men of economic substance, would need
curbing in the legislature I The second term under this constitution was dominated by the same stamp of men.
Arnold Punnett was nominated in place of Elliott Sprott
who had died and A. B. C. DaSantos was returned when
J. M. Gray had retired on grounds of ill-health. At its third
term the old pattern, as it was DO doubt anticipated, persisted with only a slight change in personnel. Agostino DaSilva and Frederick Corea being the new elected members.
Obviously some bold break-through was needed lest the
system harden into a constitutional dead-end which might
frustrate the political aspirations of the great majority of
the people. The cue was taken by a group of Windward
Islands liberals, spear-headed by Grenada's Marryshow,
who clamoured for a self-governing West Indian political
community. The SL Vincent Representative Government
Association was superseded by McIntosh's Workingmen's
Association to which was attached a political wing known
as the SL Vincent Labour Party (1932). As a direct outcome of pressure tactics Which climaxed at the Dominica
Conference at which SL Vincent was represented by Eb.
Duncan, a further liberalisation of the constitution was
effected. Frankly, it was not much of a muchness, the
elected members went up from three to five and the nominated from one to three. It was glowing testimony to the
passion of the British for piece-meal, gradualistic, constitutional grants. It meant only that the elected members could
now hold the official bloc in temporary deadlock once it
had been assured the co-operation of the nominated elemenL Once again it is necessary to emphasize that with
the exception of George McIntosh. who tended to radicalism, the other elected members were conservatives who
could reasonably be expected to be cautious in their approach and accommodationist in their outlook. They were
Newton Nanton, A1pheus Allen, and Herbert Davis.
George McIntosh virtually fought a lone battle in the
House championing the cause of the disfranchised class
which he tried to shock out of its lethargy and supineness. When economic hardship during the 1930's depres-
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sion married with political suppression and social degradation the message lot through, and the result was the
1935 civil disturbances durinl which George McIntosh was
jailed. The British Colonial Office which believed only in
."negotiation after crisis," sent in the celebrated Moyne
Commission to investigate and make recommendations.
The Moyne Commission Report was revealins. It provided documentary evidence which read like an indictment
against British Colonial policies that exploited a people living in sub-human conditions. It was dynamite and the British withheld its publication until the end of the Second
World War. In fact Moyne flattered to deceive, for although he saw clearly the cause for most of the discontent
he was diffident in coming up with the real answers. But
radical problems need radical solutions, Moyne or no
Moyne, and his advocacy of constitutional reform that was
~judicious in existinl circumstances" only begged the question. By the time of the implementation of his report much
water had flowed under the bridge and it was clear that
nothinl short of adult suffrage with an unambiguous timetable leading up to eventual autonomy would suffice. 1be
new constitution came in force in 1951. The illiterate
masses were for the first time made political animals. And
there was an elected majority in the House-eight as against
three nominated and two officials. A quasi-Ministerial system was set up with three elected members serving as chairmen of various committees which were responsible for
the running of the relevant Government departments. It
in fact offered a period of apprenticeship for potential
Ministers and, given the plums of office offered by the new
governmental structure. the idea of the formal political
partywasbom.
With the advent of the universal franchise in 1951 our
main story begins. The flood-gates of pent-up frustrations
were uniocked and the people channelled all their released
emotions into politico-economic movements. Everyone had
to be a party man and a unionist in a fashion bordering on
the fanatic. A political vacuum was created which sucked
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in the charismatic leader to offer a "Father figure" image
to a people still aflIicted with the slave mentality of Massa
Day. Political meetings spiced with meaningless sloganising
and empty promises became the chief form of entertainment in a culturally benighted region. Following their local
hero to whom they were often bonded by the spell of persuasive oratory and social identification or by the more
compulsive strangle-hold of economic dependence, the people shifted their support with every move he made. And
the politician, newly arrived, and bewitched by the intoxicant of freshly-won laurels, gyrated between parties,
crossed the floor, and performed all sort of incredible political gymnastics in the haunting desire to consolidate his
acquisition of power. Thus has the political situation in
SL Vincent remained fluid, even amorphous. The game of
party chairs and music has become commonplace and
makes a mockery of the political process; tbe obstinate
conservatism of an inefficient Civil Service aggravates the
problem; and the intransigency of the Employer-class in
dealing with irresponsible Trade Unions adds to the troubles. When it is recalled that all these problems are located
in a small, backward island, with no clear-cut future, the
political situation seems very bleak and to admit of no
ready answer.

• • • •
The first factor which strikes the eye of any casual observer is the political intensity of present-day St. Vincent.
In the light of what was said before regarding the protracted political suppression of the people this is not surprising. Precisely because they had been denied a place in
the political process the people got themselves to believe
that politics held the key to all problems and offered the
panacea to every ill. And they were encouraged in this
belief by some political aspirants who regarded the capture of the seat of government as the passport for acceptance on the higher rungs of the social ladder as well as by
those who saw politics purely in terms of job opportunity
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and looked upon election campaigns as a veritable lifeand-death struggle. Further, the face-to-face relations of
~ur very inti~te. and compact society has led to the practical personalisation of politics. In this context one can
understand the painstaking research which goes into tho
probing of family histories and private lives of election
candidates. Feuds and quarrels as well as personality problems are hammered out and settled on political platforms
when not in the Council Chamber. In this way a most
vicious circl~ h~ been. set up, for the people, fed so long on
the empty diatribe of Irrelevant mUdslinging, have acquired
a taste for the sordid and the base. The net result is that
anyone with pretensions to introducing a rationalistic and
intellectual approach to St. Vincent's problems is more
~ely than not to be hounded out of the political arena, as
lDdeed was the fate of "son" Mitchell when he threatened
to launch a third Force and revolutionise politics. Mitchell
has had to do some serious rethinking and pool resourcea
with the Labour Party. And it is difficult to cut a path out
of this barren political wilderness if only because of the
paucity of talent in our midst. Teachers and Civil Servants
are rigidly debarred from taking any active part. To tho
major business houses and commercial banks politics is
dirty business, and the message has clearly been transmitted to their staff. This means that a few professionals,
Trade Unionists and political careerists share the field of
politics along with a handful of professionals some of
whom find it difficult to establish an affinity with the masses.
The traditional hostility between the Press and the PPP
Government began way back in 1951 when, Instead of
sympathising with political advance and educating and InfOrming, tho Press stood as a cold prophet of doom in tho
face of changes it was powerless to stay. Indeed the Yincentian self-righteously greeted the early political crisea
in the tone of a "We-told-you-ilO" editorial, and called for
an electors' association of the old, respected, conservative
politicians who dominated in the days of pure Crown
Colony rule and its several variants. With the liheraliaation of the constitution. it was symptomatic of the cbangiD,l
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times that tho self-made coloured businessmaD. Marksman,
would be preferred on the nominated benches to a mulatto
Planter enriched with inherited interests; and it is understandable that the PPP Government was adamant in its
Btand for a unicamera11egialature in tho new coostitutional
arrangements lest tho established interests beat a glorious
retreat and CDBCOnce themselves in the aanc:tuary of a
Senate.
II we retrace our historical development we can easily
account for aome of the inter-party animosities and personality conflicts. The parties are based on no ideology or, in
so far as they Btand for anything, they Btand for the same
thing. Since one side cannot attack the other side's programme in as m~h as manifestoes all preach the same
story, personalities are assailed. The country is a poor agricultural community divided between the small group of
"haves" and a large undifferentiated mass of the "have
nots." Since any serious-minded party must minister to the
needs of this large category of working (and unworking)
people all parties will necessarily use the same basic approach. And sinco the parties stand for more or less tho
same thing, and since gainful employment is so hard to
come by, it is not surprising (though we might find it distasteful) to find men jumping from one side to the other to
get a salary and, incidentally, to get something done for
their constituency. For the national cake is so small that
the Government in power always sees to it that their supporters are guaranteed at least a small slice.
This very real temptation to change sides is aggravated
by the disproportionately strong bargaining power of the
IndividuaI. In our small legislature of 9 seats a single politician might easily hold the balance of power and can determine the composition of the Government. Campbell
held such a position in 1959 when the PPP made overtureS
to Young. But Clive Tennis went over and tilted the balance in the Government's favour. In 1965 it was Young
who went over to tip the scales once more on the side of
the PPP. And if Slater bad resigned with Haynes from the
PPP in 1962 (as some folk were led to expect) the Govern~'
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ment would have collapsed. The politicians are empowered
to do these feats of political somersaulting because for tho
most part they are not indebted to the Party for their seats,
though the results of the South Leeward constituency in
the coming election may well prompt a revision of this
statemenL It is of more than passing interest to note that
five members of the present legislature-Ioshua, Young,
Slater, Tannis and Latham have survived four elections under varying labels. After the old 8 Army came tumbling
down like the pack of cards it was, Mr. loshua fonned his
PPP in whose saddle he has since remained unchallenged.
Young went over to PPP in 1954, joined the Labour Party
in 1955, departed to lead the PLM in 1957, merged it with
the Labour Party in 1957, and defected to become a top
brass in the ruling PPP in 1964. Slater has been fairly
constant. After the short honeymoon with the 8 Army he
remained an Independent until 1957 when he went over to
the PPP to whom he has ever remained faithful. After the
demise of the 8 Army Tannis also remained fiercely Independent until 1958 when he joined forces with Labour,
only to go over to the PPP during the '59 political crisis.
Mr. Latham, too, was an Independent member of the
House who joined the PPP in 1956, quarrelIed with the
leadership, and enlisted in the ranks of the Labour Party
in 1958. Added to these are George Charles and Aftlick
Haynes who also share colourful political careers. Charles
led the 8 Army in 1951, ran as an Independent in 1954,
contested under the PLM banner in 1957, ran on a Labour
ticket in 1961, and appears to be a PPPite at the present
time. Haynes, on the other hand, was an Independent in
1954, a member of the PPP from 195~2, a Labourite
from 1962-64, and seems to be a PPP supporter at the
moment of writing.
There is a lot of talk in St. Vincent that the parties are
divided on class lines. This is sheer nonsense. In terms of
educational qualification, shade gradation, or economic indices, the country is about eighty per cent lower-class. And
since both parties share the country evenly it is obvious
that both are supported by a substantial portion of the
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working class. But it is true that the foundation membership of the Labour Party was dominated by middle-class
folJc, and though that party has come a very long way in
terms of organising and winning support at the grass-root
level it has never been completely absolved of its original
sin. In any event it has been easy for its rival to capitalise
on its leadership by a professional elite and project a
bourgeois image on it. Equally, on the other hand, because politics in a country as poor aa St. Vincent is a relatively costly business, even tbe supposedly lower-class party
has had to compromise itself and seek support from certain
middle-class business men wbo welcome the opportunity to
exploit the political situation for their own economic ends.
In any event the Planter class always looms in the background to hand out sufficient funds to either side to curry
favour, safeguard their interests, and ensure that neither
party has an overpowering mandate to effect any real radical aeherne.
The most frightening thing about the artificial division
of the fonowers of the two parties is that people living in
squalor, suffering the same stark hunger and economic
distress, will tear each other to pieces and sacrifice each
other on the altar of an ephemeral party differonce. Trade
Unions fighting for the same category of workers become
hopelessly splintered and a fractured cooperative and credit
union movement cannot get off ground floor because the
people involved are blinded to their community of interest
by this fictitious concept of different party orientation. All
the while the vested interest in the community back«at
drive and play the parties off against each other like marionettes dangling on a thread. The trouble is that the reactionary element from which both parties derive their financial sustenance is able to force them away from the
masses spiritually and get them to toe the line of the conservative interests. It is a tragic illustration of "who pays
the piper calls the tune." In the meantime the parties in
their frustration tum inward and engage in dirty infighting, character assassinate, and burn themselves up in
hate accompanied by a studied evaaion of the real issues
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that confront. the society. With no clear objective in sight
but at the whim of one of the major political actors mock
political battles are staged with demonstrations, counterde~onstra~ions, placards and highly emotional speeches
which dram away the energies of the people apparently to
no end. When this phenomenon has been developed into
a fine art-and it is fast becoming one-we will have
reached a political blind-alley; there will be no move to
effect social and economic reconstruction, but manifestoes will continue to parade all sorts of grandiose projects,
and all sorts of glittering promises will be made (and belie~ed) but the more things vary the more they will rema.m the same. Politics will still be of the gutter variety
dominated by mudslinging, acts of naked treachery, corruption and posturing, and political life will continue to be
fought in a veritable jungle. In Hobbesian language political life will be "poor, nasty, solitary, brutish" if not short.
As it is now. Unless there chances some dr:unatic tum in
the current trend of events.
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Government. are run by civil servants as well as by elected
officials. In small territories like the West Indies, the civil
services have a transcendent importance. Traditionally a
major avenue for middle-class advancement, the West Indian civil service is apt to contain a large proportion of
local secondary school and university graduates. When
local elected rulers succeeded colonial officials, relations
between the legislative and administrative branches of government came under increasing stress, with civil servants
and political leaders each jealous of the power and perquisites of the other. In this article, a Guyanese scholar
and administrative authority describes the steps taken by
civikervice commissions to regularize recruitment, training, salaries, and other conditions of employment. In the
final analysis, however, such regulatory mechanisms do
not prevent coercion and politicization in newly independent societies where political and administrative leaders feel
they represent clashing interests. Many a civil servant has
been summarily dismissed, many a politician subtly dostroyed, as a consequence of such rivalries.
B. A. N. COLLINS took his undergraduate degree at the
University Cellege of the West Indies, later studied at the
Institute of Political Studies of the University of Paris, and
received a doctorate in political science and public ad-
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One feature common to the political institutions of four
new nations in the Caribbean-l amaica, Trinidad, Guyana
and Barbados-is the entrenchment in their constitutions
of independent Service Commissions which deal with the
civil, police and judicial services. These Commissions were
instituted by the former ruling power, in the West Indies
as elsewhere in the British Commonwealth, in anticipation
of independence, in order to secure the careers of members of these services from the control of future political
leaders. This paper deals only with the first one of these
institutions, the Public Service Commission. The purpose
is to comment on the adaptation of the original concept of
the P.S.C. to the particular environment of these Caribbean territories, noting in particular those circumstances
accompanying independence which compel re-examination
of the machinery of government, and raise doubts about
the adequacy of the P.S.C. for serving the purposes of
good public administration in these new states. Indeed the
experience of Iamaica, Trinidad and Guyana already suggests that the terms of reference and consequent procedures of the P.S.C., which seemed appropriate for actual
and anticipated conditions wben these were British coloSocial and Economic Studies, Vol. 16, No. I, Marcb 1967,
pp. 1-16. Reprinted with permission of the author and the Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West
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nies, might prove quite insufficient for dealing with the current situation in the public services.
The P.S.C. in the Caribbean came about after the British Government had, in keeping with post-war colonial
policy, decided to prepare all its territories for eventual
independence within the Commonwealth. The Colonial Office White Paper on "Organisation of the Colonial Service"
(19~6) recommended that in discharging his duties of selecting and appointing candidates to the local service each
colonial Governor should be advised in these matters by a
P.S.C. "so composed as to command the confidence of the
~",!ce .an~ the public." 1 It seemed necessary to create
~s lDlItitutlon because it was the official view that political
mde.pend~nce for the colonies might prove dangerous for
the IDtegnty of the public services. The public was only to
be assured of civil service neutrality by entrusting the control of careers to a body as non-political and in as high
pUblic regard as the judiciary. For, as the report of the
1950-51 British Guiana Constitutional Commission later
put it, expressing positive British conviction: "A democratic form of government cannot be sustained unless both
the judic~ and the civil service function independently
of the LegISlature. • • Not only has the civil servant a right
to IJrotection against discrimination. but he should be
assured that any disciplinary action against him should be
tak~? on the ~dvi~ of a tribunal, to which no suspicion of
political partisanship could justifiably attach." Moreover,
the Report added, future Ministers themselves should "as
far as possible be protected from the possibility of pressure
by ~crupulous pe?"os demanding places or promotion
for friends and relatives as the price of their political support." So they recommended a Public Service Commission
for British Guiana whose membership "should be entirely
outside political activities," as a pre-requisite of internal
self-government and eventuall.ndependence.•
1 <?reat BritaIn, Colonial 0IIice, Orgtlllbation 01 til. ColonItIl
ServICe, Col. No. 197 (London: H.M.s.O 1946) p II
• British Guiana, Report 01 the
Co;"";1uIo1I,
1950-1951. Col. No. 280 (Georptown: OovemmeDt Printer).
p. 33.
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The P.S.C., then, was born of mistrust of politicians and
their friends and the paradox appears of Whitehall agreeing to give the Colonies political independence while revealing the continued distrust for local politicians which
had marked the attitude of British officials under the c0lonial system. English Governors could be entrusted with
the care of the civil service, but not local elected Ministers.
This view of course was shared by many leaders of local
opinion in colonial days. The Correspondent of the "West
India Committee Circular" (May 1951) noted a "general outburst of messianic faith in Governors," wben Sir
Hugh Foot arrived in Jamaica. The Bishop of Jamaica
wanted the Governor to know that "in spite of constitutional changes. . • the ordinary Jamaican. . • still expects
the Governor to govern . . • and . . . to protect him from
the unwise and sometimes unworthy manoeuvrings of
party politicians."'
It should also be pointed out that in creating the P.S.c.
Whitehall was also passing on the benefit of experience of
past British politiCians. The notorious effects of party patronage on the public service had been criticized in the
still influential 1855 Northcote-Trevelyan Report. This Report led to reforms which eventually resulted in the establishment of a Civil Service Commission which preserves
the British public from unfit appointees, by testing the
qualifications of persons who seek appointment in the Civil
Establishment. Not the least of the benefits that Britain
could give the young nations, therefore, was the lesson
from her historical experience that politicians, unless explicitly prevented by legislative provision, would seek to
"interfere" in the public service and that this tendency
once developed could be difficult to eradicate.
Another purpose of a P.S.C. which was not equally
stressed in Reports, was to offer equality of opportunity
and treatment for all public servants on the basis of merit.
To emphasize this would be to imply that this was not the
case under the system by which the Governor, through
• Quoted in H. V. Wiseman, TM Cabinet In
wealth (London: Stevens, 1958), p. 313.
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his Colonial Secretary, controlled appointments, transfen,
promotions and disciplipe in the local aervice. But there
had been local criticisms of public service appointments.
The pre-war Moyne Commisaion noted the reaentmeut frequently caUled by the appointment of white senior officiaIa
from elsewhere to the public servicea in the Weat IDdiea..
This resentment seemed to have been strongest in Jamaica.
The Jamaica Progressive League called, in the late thirties,
for the Jamaicanization of the civil service. One of the
League's leaders, W. A. Domingo, called "a breach of the
Constil1l:tion" the "fIa~nt discrimination" represented by
a ~10D1a1 Office advertisement in a London paper for a
Medical OfIicer for Kingston, requiring that the applicant
be a "person of European parentage."'
Though government servico was more open to all talents
than many areas of the private sector the civil servants in
many West Indian territories were not always convinced
that government was an utterly impartial employer and
asked for some institutional arrangements to deal with pr0motions in particular. For example the Report 01 the Commlnee on the Public Service in IturUllca, 1939-1942, had
put forward the SUggestion of the Civil Service Association
for the appointment of a "Promotions Selection Committee," but recommended that such a body should act
only in an advisory capacity•• ID fact throughout the major
West Indian territories the Governor's Deputy, the Colonial
Secretary, was his one-man Public Service Commission
assisted by Secretariat or departmental boards. The a~
proach of independence did not mean, however, that the
Colonial Secretary's function passed to his civil service successors, the Permanent Secretaries at the head of Ministries
or, as in Britain, to a Civil Service Commission composed
of civil "rvants. Local civil servants were Dot to be en• Oreat Britain, W~8t Indill Royal CommlulOft R~port Cmd.
6607 (London: H.M.s.O., June 1945), p. 60.
'
G
A. Domingo, "A Breach of the Constitution," Public
Oplmon (AUgust 6, 1938).
• Jamaica, Report of tM Committee 011 the Public S~",lce I"
l_iCII, 1939-1942 (Kingston: Oovenuneat Printer 1'''2)
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trusted with these penonnel functions any more than local
Ministers. Even the appointment of a senior establishment
officer to the early P.S.C. was only a temporary expedient.
The civil servants in general favoured, it seemed, a noncivil-service P.S.C. to deal, not only with recruitment, but
with discipline and promotions as well. (In Jamaica, for
largely administrative reasons, "discipline" remained with
the Jamaica Privy' Council until 1956.)1 The absence so
far of powerful departmental traditions governing these
matters justified the transfer of such powers to a P.S.C.
The public service was so small that no single department
could offer a full career to all its members, and none
seemed adequately equipped to deal justly with disciplinary
matters. An additional reason for a non-civil service P.S.c.
was adduced later by the Trinidad Civil Service Association-to protect civil servants from other civil servants. "It
is a well known fact that a Civil Servant is much more
ruthless and cunning than any Politician could be, when
he is in a position to exercise authority arbitrarily and with
any degree of finality."1
Finally, in commenting on the genesis of the P.S.C. it
must be noted that nowhere does one lind, as in American
writings on Civil Service Commissions, any extensive discussions which indicate the inftuence of scientific management theories. There is no view expressed that a P.S.c.
would lead to more scientific selection and placement, or
more precise job classifications, or the application of other
modern penonnel management techniques. Metropolitan
inftuence had brought such teachings to the American
Philippines but the P .S.c. in the British Caribbean, like its
model in London, made small pretence about furthering
scientific penonnel administration. Objectives were limited
to ensuring that candidates met minimal educational standards, to preserving the public service from politicians, ~d
to looking after particular cases by applying and extendmg
T B. Hamilton, Problems of A dmlnlstratlon In an Emergent
. .
Nation (New York: Praeger, 1964), p. 97.
8 Trinidad, Civil Service Association, "Draft CommiSSIon foe
Trinidad" (Unpublished Memorandum, 1962), pp. 3-4.
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the elaborate penonnel jurisprudence which had developed in the Colonial Secretariat. It was largely, in fact, •

system of civil service Protectionism.
In due course the P.s.c. was established, either by Public Law passed by the local Legislature. as in Jamaica in
1951, or as part of. newly granted Constitution as in British Guiana in 1953. Initially the P.s.c. was in each territory merely advisory to the Governor, appointed by him
in consultation with the Chief Minister, and was assured
of the Governor's backing. It got the support of the Staff
Associations, which were also consulted on its members'
appointment, and had the privilege of access to it. (1be
Officers of the Barbados C.S.A. were sent copies of the
Commission's agenda.) It had a good opportunity to build
up its penonal prestige, for at this stage public conceru
about locaIization increased and the P.S.C. gained credit
for appointing "the first local man" in a number of high
offices. Conventions had time to form-such as the one
forbidding Ministers to deal directly with Commissioners.
The Governor remained the intermediary between Cabinet
and the Chairman of the P.S.c. Of course the Governor
maintained control over the "Secretary of State appointments" -generally the Eng1ish civil servants whose conditions of lervice were not to be controlled even by an independent local commission. Indeed the P.S.c. never became
"executive" until satisfactory arrangements about careen
and compensation for possible loss of service were agreed
between Britain and each local territory. 1be second and
executive stage came when the Governor appointed the
Commission on the advice of the Premier, and when the
Governor's power to reject the recommendations of the
P.S.C. was removed, normally (as was the case in every
territory save Guyana) previous to the final Independence
Conference. Thus the years before independence gave the
Commission valuable time to gain experience, to settle OD
routines and procedures, and to become accepted generally
within the community as • normal and essential feature
of self-goverument. Indeed, on the whole it gained much
personal prestige for itself, as well as acceptance of ill pur_
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public service. Other members would be "dignitaries"_
persoDS of high social standing. Often there was a IICholar
(schoolmaster or university staff-member) who could be
helpful in detennining academic qualiJJcatjons. The author
knows of hardly any case where their integrity was quationed but IeVera.I when their capacity as judges of men
was sceptically regarded. In any case it neecb to be added
that these paragons of integrity were DOt euiJy availabl&businessmen were reluctant to tab on the job because of
pressure of time and, of course, politicaJJy-minded persona
were to be excluded. In Guyana, this caused the Governor
some difficulty in selecting CommIssioners-"a non-political
being in Guiana ill almost a prehistOric animal" the Leader
of the Opposition is reported to have said at the 1962 independence Conference. lo
The Commissioners were assisted by a Secretariat
headed by a civil servant Secretary sometimes tided Chief
Personnel Officer (Jamaica) or Director of Personnel Administration (Trinidad). No doubt the ideaI choice would
have been a civil servant with formal qualifications in per_
SOnnel management or industrial PSYChology in addition
to wide administrative experience. The job classification
for Britisb Guiana had explicitly, but in vain, required
certain formal academic and professional qualifications.
Persons in the service with such special qUalifications
proved bard to find. The Public Service Commissions still
do not always have academically-trained personnel specialists as secretaries, nor do they employ staff inspectors. But,
II stated before, the P.S.c. considered its duties to be
quasi-judicial, not managerial.
The Staff Associations were DOt too dissatisfied by these
arrangements and in any case had a right of appeal to the
Governor. This sort of P.S.c. could protect them from consequences of their own apparently political behaYiout•
Thus there could be little OPPOrtunity for victimiatioD by
POliticians, even after civil aetvBnts went on strike in 1962
and 1963 in British Guiana. Oenerauy too, this P .S.c.,
10 British Guiana IndeJlCDdeDce Coufereuce, lDndon, 1962.
RlpoFl, Cmd. 1870 (London: H.M.s.O., 1963), p. 12.
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very much Inftuenced, it was felt, by its Chairman and its
civil servant Secretary was Inclined to give due weight to
seniority In estimating merit, seniority being an objective
and egalitarian criterion much favoured by civil servants
and elt.avil servants. Whatever doubts there were about
the ColDllliaaion's competence were expressed discreetly.
The biases of Commissioners (In favour of evident social
adjustment or love of sport or of old boys of a particular
secondary school) became quickly known, and as the
writer can attest from experience as a Commissioner civil
servants soon learned the appropriate kind of "Commlssionmansbip" to be employed. The willingness of the C0mmissions to fill all possible vacancies with locals, or as a
Colonial Office Report put it, "the need to give expressions
through the Public Service to the new constitutional statui
of the country"u pleased civil servants as well as the public, even though many were not unaware that this policy
could leave lnsu1llcient places open for other local candidates (such as university graduates) who became available
In later years. Some civil servants may even have bad tho
good luck (from their point of view) of being promoted
beyond their capabilities.
FlDaIly since tho Oovernment was one of the biggest
employe~ In each country, the P.s.c. system of impartial
selection and promotion became an inftuential eltBMple for
private firms to emulate. To help eltteDd the merit principle
in Caribbean society, in however imperfect a form, was
undoubtedly a great contribution, and gained for tho
P.S.C. the favour of enlightened public opinion.
When the time came to prepare draft constitutions for
the Independence Conferences the P.S.c. was already a
positively established feature of self-rule. In the drafts pr.
pared and presented locally (at Queen's HaIl, Trinidad or
Queen's College, Guyana) an Independent P.S.c. was always featured. There was general agreement on its functions· there were only dilferences on the procedure for
seJec:dog P.S.c. members. It is to be noted that little
11 Oreal

BritaiD, Colonial 0fJlce, Serv~ wit" O"eruQ/I

emnwlt, Cmd. 1193 (London: H.M.s.O., n.d.), p. 10.
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was said even at this stage about the qualiflcationa of C0mmissioners as management uperts. The Trinidad c.s.A.
Paper referred to earlier would have further limited tho
choice by eltCluding not only serving oOic:ers but those who
had retired less than three ,ears previously. "OviI Service
eltperience is not a neceaary requirement for appointment
to the CoDlJllission and in most cases constitutes a hindrance • • • Although persons of integrity could be found
within the civil service, there are many more outside of it
who should be given the opportunity to serve the country
on this very important body. Any risk of converting the
work of the P.s.c. to that of a pensioner'. job should be
removed."12 It was not made plain ~ this view
stemmed entirely from principle, or from di-«jst.Mion
with an ex.avil service member or memben. However,
the rule geoera1ly establishod was that an ex-civil servant
may serve, but, as in the case of other members, cannot
bold any other public o8ice for a fixed time thereafter
and, judging from tho IisD of CommisIionen appointed It
seemed that civil servants remained more concemed with
Integrity, than with managerial expertise. LocaIIy-born
management eltpertl were in any case rather hard to 0btain.
The London Independence Conferences con1IrmecI the
functions of the P.S.c. and enshrined the p.s.c., as dewloped 10 far, in the constitutions of tho four territoriel.
?be importance of the P .s.c. was safeguarded by makina
Its powers generally unalterable saw by constitutional
amendment Two thin,. seemed to contribute directly to
this state of affairs. FirstJy, the two-party system emured
that an Opposition played the role of guardian of freedoms
at Independence Conferences. To tate one example: at the
Barbados conference, 1966, the opposition parties wanted
to make constitutional provision for C.S.A. representation
on the P.S.c. u Thus, In effect, political riva1ry helpod preII "Draft CommiIsion for Trinidad," loco cit.
II Barbados ConetitationaI Confereace, Loudoa,
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tho ItIlllU quo ante independence of the P .S.C. Such
dispute as there was in London centred on the new method
of appointment of the Commissionen. This, it was generally agreed bad to be by the Govemor.()eneral "on the
recommendation" of the Prime Miniator. Tho attempt to
limit this ourdIo of political power took the form of ensuring that I0IIIO recommendatiODl be mado by the Prime
Minister in Jamaica and Guyana, "in consultation with"
tho Leader of the Opposition. Thus impartiality was to be
lOught through some measure of hi-partisanshiP· Furthermore, lOme of the Commisaionen were to be selected by
the Prime Minister from panels of names put up by Staff
Associations, as in Guyana, where the Prime Minister was
only allowed to recommend one penon without consulting
anybody. Tho ninidad CoDltitution alono does not require
the Primo Minister to consult with anyone, though he may,
by convention, consult with the Leader of the Opposition.
Secondly, tho dynamics of the Conference situations also
aided the entrenchment of powen and independence of
the P.S.C. after appointment, for Britain, in the last exercise of her authority, was not going to yield the principle
of an independent P.S.C. Knowing this, the governing
parties concentrated on other matten (electoral systems
for example), which were negotiable. Thus the Independence Conference marked full agreement by local political
leaden with the original concept of the P.S.c. The P.S.c.
system received its accolade at its 1Ource. Whitehall.
After Independence Day the P.S.C. becomes an important part of the coDllitutional life of the new nations. Tho
question that now arises is: How adequate is the P.S.C. today for the purposes of the new states? To answer that we
must fint look very briefly at lOme of the new circumstances obtaining which were not clearly envisaged before
Indopendence or which, though perceived earlier, did not

IIOl"VO
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Confereaco. The view of the ru1in1 party (wbicb prevailed)
... that "ill pnctice there would contiDue to be c:onsultatloo
with IUCh representatives of public empJoyeea as mi&ht be appropriate and practicable."
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l1IfIiciently alter mattora to the point whore fresh thinking
about the duties of a P.S.C. seemed called for.
Let us CODIider flnt the scope for recruitment. Hiatodcally, government bad been an attractive employer becaUIe
of its opportunities offered to all c:omen and because of
fringe benefits such as ~ leave and a DODcontributory pension. Earlier governmont reports had
seemed to assume that these things would long constitute
an exclusive advantage.U But, in fact, after Independence,
commercial and industrial orpnizatlODl competing with
the governments and each other for good local recruita
have been offering better remuneration, apeedier opportunities for reaching posts of real responsibility together with
good training, pension and health schemea. Some flrms
even offer generous oveneas leave facilities, at a time when
the states, partly because of the expense, are cutting back
on the leavo provisiODl which bad been among the most
appreciated of civil service perquisites. "!be needs of modem industry have compelled local and foreign-owned flrma
to recruit in a more univenalistic manner than before;
talent is purchased wherever it could be found, at a c0mpetitive price. Government is no loDger the only employer
which recruits from
classea and shades of West Indians.
Even the Commercial banks are beginning to place public
advertisements in the papen (something never done before) to attract qualified national applicanta, with no reference to lOciaI background. But the general .recruitlnl
style of the P.S.C., to judge from its adverlisemonta, IemaiDS that of a body which atilI seerDI to believe that its
duty is to preserve the service from bolita of patronagehungry applicants.
Furthermore, government policy in the new ltates bas
been to discourage, by work permit and other types of
legislation, the importation from abroad of ataff for the
private sector. Tho purpoae bas been to "naturalize" the
management of foreign-controUed firms in harmony with

an

14 R.
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the spirit of national independence, and to secure more
employment opportunities for local people. A consequence
bas been the reduction in the potential reservoir from
which governments draw their own staff, and also a marked
tendency for highly qualified civil servants to resign from
public service in order to enter pri~ate enterprise.
.
The creation of public corporations and other quastgovernmental institutions (for example, the National
Bank) bas also resulted, in Barbados, Trinidad and Guyana
the loss to the central government of senior staff.
Fo; to make a beginning these have had to recruit some of
the ablest people in government service. The Bank of Guyana secured the services of the Head of the civil service
(the Secretary of the Treasury) as well as a number of
other senior penons. The further point to note here is that
these stalls were recruited without recoune to the P.S.c.,
and this aIforded an opportunity for "political interference," in the career opportunities of civil servants.
A particular threat to the merit system came in Guyana
when the opposition party complained of "racial imbalance" in the public services. A Commission of Enquiry
sent by the International Commission of Jurists absolved
the P .S.c. of any charge of racial bias, and rejected any
suggestion of applying remedial quotas to the recruitment
of public servants. But in a perhaps justified breach of the
merit principle the International Commission recommended recruitment by racial quotas for a limited time to
the police and security forces, as well as an Ombudsman
for the investigation of complaints of racial discrimination.1I The situation did not arise in Guyana and Trinidad
where racial or communal quotas had to be initiated In
the civil service as in Malaya or Ceylon, but an attempt to
allay suspicions may have explained the tendency in these
poly-elbnic societies to appoint Commissioners who were
themselves representative of the principal racial groupings.
A more general circumstance accompanying independ-

u:

l

11 See International Commission of Jurists, British Guiana
Commiuion of Inquiry, R~porl: Racial Probknu in lhe Public
Service (Geneva, 1965), pp. 115-21.
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ence was the creation of a foreign service. Because of the
special nature of this civil service activity a DeW method
of recruiting ataIf was adopted in Trinidad and Guyana
which, in fact, delimited the authority of the P .s.c. In
Guyana, the PrIme Minister and the Minister of State for
ExtemaI Mairs and the Permanent Secretary of that
Ministry ait on an Advisory Committee which recommends
candidates for appointment by the P.S.c.l I Whatever the
advantages of this arrangement the fact remains that p0litical persons DOW have a greater say in careers in a part
of the public service. The case in TrInidad is similar. Of
course it is accepted practice everywhere that senior diplomatic sta1f would, like Permanent Secretaries, be posted
by the PrIme Minister.
Even in the discharge of duties which came lIOIely within
itI purview, the P.S.c. found itself aIfected by unanticipated restraints. When governments accept the idea of a
p.s.c. to remove the public service from politica, the reasonable quid pro quo is that the P.S.c. would assure the
governments of sufficient services of public officers to implement government policies. The P.S.C. had consequently
to bestir itself to find sta1f, often in a situation where manpower studies showed serious local shortages. Thus the
Barbados P.S.c. had recently to instruct the Chief Personnel Officer to employ part of his leave in the U.Ie. in recruiting Barbados-born nurses resident there for service at
home. An insuIIicient number seemed to have applied In
the normal course. Likewise the Guyana P.s.c., shortly
after Independence Day, sent ita Deputy 0Iairman to the
West Indies, U.S.A. and Great Britain to recruit docton of
Guyanese and foreign nationality. Some atandard procedures for recruitment and appointment had to be modiJied
to allow the mission to succeed.
18 Guyaua, Foreisn ServIce, Drafl R~gulallonl and Rule.
(Georaetown: Government PrInter, 1966), P. ,. Indeed the
Trinidad Constitution (vuu Sections 94 and 9') in effect l i the Prime Minister wide powers of appointment and transfer,
not only to the forelsn lerva, but to the Ministry of External

Affairs.
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The P.S.c. was also under pressure from within the
service to basteD or modify its procedures for appointments
and promotioos. Many department heads had accepted the
idea of leaving to the P .S.C. the responsibility of promoting
and transferring staff, for this freed senior civil servants
from the allegations of or pressures for favouritism which
are only too possible in small or transitional societies. But
DOW the pressure on civil servants came from Ministers
anxious to get on with their plans. The P.S.C. often appeared to be a bottleneck-slow to recruit, or to "process"
urgently required staff. Delays in appointing the best graduate applicant often ensured his loss to a more swift employer. The elaborate personnel rules which were designed
as safeguards often proved to he a hindrance when the
accent was on action. Care taken. for example, to preserve
the rights of seniority may lead to delayed and eventually
unsatisfactory appointments. Ministers, less interested in
the control aspects of the P.S.C. and more in the service
aspect, cannot but notice these sbortcomings and are
tempted to seek ways of circumventing the P.s.c., sometimes with the aid of senior civil service advisors. The
author has heard in each of the new states of P.S.c. matters that seem to exemplify the triumph of process over
purpose. The fault often lay, it must he added, with the
,taff of the Commission, and their secretariat-styled routines, rather than with the Commissioners themselves.
Direct pressures on the P.s.C. by politicians are of course
hard to document. The President of the Jamaican C.S.A.,
when challenged publicly to prove the allegation that
he had made, "of too much ministerial pressures on Service Commissions," did not do so.1f But interviews with
civil servanta in all the four territories, not to mention
cbarges by opposition parties, indicate that the services
are not always as free from "political interference" as civil
servants would wisb. Thus as early as July 1963 the Civil
Service Association of British Guiana had to bring to tbe
attention of the P .S.C., complainta which it had received
If Hamilton,

op. cit., p. 190.
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that Ministers of Government "were concerning themselves with sta1ling matters," as the C.S.A. 's Annual Report
later put it.lI The Report continues: "We pointed out
that (a) particular Minister concerned himself with the
selection, appointment and transfer of penonneI at all
levels. We advised them (the P.S.C.) that we understood
that some of his selectionl for appointmenta were later IUbmilled to the Public Service Commission merely for formal
approval." Despite reminders there was DO reply from the
P.S.c. which was, at that time, .tiIl "advisory" to the Governor.
A suspicion that govemmenta felt that all was DOt weD
with civil service performance seemed justified by the fact
that the first three territories to gain independence inaugurated, shortly after freedom day, major ItUdies con.
ceroing tbe efficiency of the public services. In dUomjng
these reports we are concerned, here, only with what was
said in direct or implicit criticism of tbe P .s.c.
Within two years after Independence Trinidad set up a
Working Party, cbaired by a former bead of the civilservice and consisting of civil servanta and representatives of
the Civil Service Association (it was somewhat of an inside
job) which reported on "The Role and Status of the Civil
Service in the Age of Independence." In an important section of their Report the Working Party found it necessary
to consider "to what extent should the politician interfere
with the administration of the Civil Service." Evidently this
was no dead issue in Trinidad. In answer to the question
the civil servants chose a quotation from Laski reiterating
the view that "the welfare of the alate is best served if
permanent officers are free from control from politicians."
Otherwise, among other regrettable consequencea, "a
favourable climate is created for that breed of men who
seek to obtain preferment by political patronage without
possessing in the majority of cases the necessary training
or competence. To achieve their ends they indulge freely
in lobbying, newa-carrying and Iycophancy and tbe stage
18 British Guiana, CivO ServIce Aaociatioo, A",,/UII Report,
1963-1964 (Georaetown: O o _ t Printer, 1964), P. 23.
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then becomes set for the wholesale destruction of efficiency
and morale." ••. "From what has been stated above,"
the authon conclude, "there can be easily deduced this
cardinal principle-that appointments to the public service
should be free from political patronage to any degree whatever." The working party felt this principle still needed to
be stressed, especially in view of what they described as
"the conflict of understanding and outlook between
politician and civil servant which still prevails in our
country."lt
The 1965 Report on the public service in Jamaica was
written by outside advisers (recruited through the U.N.)
and dealt in part with the subject of personnel administration. The experts first paid proper compliments to the "integrity and impartiality" of the P.S.c. whose members and
statI "carry out their constitutional office with great
thoroughness and care."20 However, the experts perceived
failings in the performance of standard duties, and tile
need for the P.S.C. to playa larger part in staff developmenL Indeed the experts noticed "throughout the ministries a general sense, sometimes vague sometimes quite explicit, that the P.S.C. moves in a sphere more remote from
day-to-day activities than is consonant with the pressures
of current business. It operates mainly in what is for practical purposes a judicial or magisterial capacity upon. requests submitted to it by individual Ministries. It has little
opportunity of initiating bum- or playing a generally
creative role in the civil service." • • • "True impartiality,"
the Report aoes on to say, in rather oblique criticism, "depends not 80 much on remoteness or lack of involvement
In whatever issues are in question, as on a passionate Benae
of justice armed witll all the relevant information possible.

\

1

It "Firat Report of the Working Party, 'On the Role ~
Slatns of the evil Service In the Aae of Independence
(TriDidad: 1964), pp. 28-29.
20 Jamaica, Report on Public A.dmlnhtration In 1~1J:
Prepand tor the Government of ltllllllica (New York: Urutod
Natiolll, 1965), pp. 18 et seq. QuotaIions are from the "a.
BtriI;ted" Report iIIued April 6, 1965. The final Report was to
be published subsequently.
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an intimate grasp of the context and a lively concern for
tile public interesL" A remedy lies in creating a full-time
Commission-but tile experts, relYing on information received, no doubt, tI10ught it unrealistic to expect men of
the correct calibre and prestige to undertake full-time asignments. (When the author challenged this _umption at
a public forum called by the Jamaican C.S.A., anotller
speaker, tile Editor of the Daily Gleaner. better informed,
warned tile audience tI1at Jamaica could hardly field luch
a full-time team. The meeting seemed to agree witll his
view.)11 However, the U.N. experts agreed tI1at it was
desirable and quite witl1in the constitutional powers of the
P.S.C. to enlarge.its role to permit it to become, not merely
a point of judicial reference, but a source of creative c0ntribution to the civil service. Since the Commissioners
could not work full-time, tile experts recommended an increase of tile Commission's senior statI to whom, under its
statutory authority, could be delegated a considerable
amount of day-to-day activities in tile field of statI development, for example, training. personnel supervision and
continued research on man-power needs. The P.S.c.
should also delegate much autllority to Ministries to promote staff. The P.S.c., freed from minutiae such as the
transfer of typists or tile formal approval of pensions already computed by the Pensions Branch and audited by
tile Accountant General, could concentrate on really important issues of policy. Evidently tile experts would not
hesitate to charge the staff of the P.S.C. witll most of the
duties of the central penonnel agency of tile Government
Service, and witll functions exteoded "to Include the central administration of the whole range of policies and practices regarding general conditions of service (witll the important exception of matten relating to pay) which are
now under the Ministry of F"mance."
The reaction to tI1ese wide-ranging proposala from the
.1 Symposium, The Role of the eVIl Service In lUI IDdependent Jamaica, Holy ero. Church Hall, Half Way Tree,
March IS. 1966, reported In tile Civil Servlc, Outlook. VoL 7,

No.2, pp. 15-17.
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C.S.A. members at this meeting seemed to include some

concern about delegating a great deal of power to civil

I

servants. One is reminded of tho comment by the Trinidad
C.s.A., quoted earlier, about the CUIIIIing of the civil servant in authority. It seemed to be the view in Jamaica too
that "each junior officer is in need of adequate protection
from his seniors and it is in the interest of the service that
such protection be given."22 In tho past one could direct
appeals through the Governor to the Secretary of State.
This external safeguard passes with independence, the
P .S.c. takes its place, and the high degree of mistrust
evident in West Indian society continues to give the noncivil service P .s.C. a raison ,Utre. However, tho Jamaican
recommendations have not been implemented in so far as
they deal with this extension of P.S.c. power. Meanwhile
some of the shortcomings this enlarged P .s.c. was meant
to remedy must be presumed still to prevaiL
Guyana, as always, seems to offer an extreme case, or
rather the same case carried to extremes. Another U.N.
team (consisting of two experts with wide experience of
Commonwealth countries) was asked a few months after
Independence (Inter alia) to recommend any changes
it might consider necessary in the Government's personnel
recruitment, promotion and training policies, including the
powers, duties and functions of the relevant Service Commissions.1I In discussing the performance of tho P.S.C.,
their report was as critical as that of Jamaica. They noted
"grave dissatisfaction was evinced on all sides at the prolonged delays in disposing of personnel business." Such
delays were "laid to be a serious source of inefficiency
12 "Draft Qwnm1aion for Trinidad," Ioc.

cit.

It should be DOted at this point that, according to the Report of the Britiab Guiana Independence Conference, 1965,
tho Constitution "wi1l make It clear that tho CommiIIions will
DOt be subject to direction or control In tho exen:iIo of their
U

1

fIInctioas •••" British Guiana Independenco Conference, London, 1965, Report, Cmd. 2849 (London: H.M.s.O., 1965),
p. 16.
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throughout the Service."I' In effect, this was a charge
that the P.s.c. procedures could be SOmetimOi dyIfunctiona) to eflicient government. Part of the blame, of course.
could be attributed to past government policy. Tho C0mmission, as fu1ly acknowledged by all interests, was faced
with a formidable task when it acquired exccuthe power
on Independence Day, May 26, 1966. Almost a total ban
had been imposed for two years (1962-64) on the fiI1ing
of vacancies and a serious backlog had accumulated by
December 31, 1964. The vacancies had been unusually
numerous too, it appears, because of tho high number of
resignations from the Service in recent years. Tho Report
of the P.S.C. for 1961 bad commented on the tendency
for civil servants, especially junior staff, to "look outwards"
to other more remunerative employment.- There is evldence, too, that the disturbed political c:in:umstances in
Guyana-io 1963 and 1964 in partic:uW-Ied to a Iosa,
through early retirement or resignation, of a high number
of senior and middle-grade oftic:ers. However, the current
delays atem in part from tho administrative procedurea of
the P .s.c. "Parsimonious delegation to Permanent Secretaries is one of the root causes of the delays about which
so much is beard-from Ministers, Permanent Secretaries,
staff associations and citizens."'Difficulties also atem from the constitutional position of
the P.S.C. Basically the p.s.c. in Guyana, as in other countries, is separate, even aloof from departments performing
other management functions, and its unique constitutional
position makes the co-ordinating of these functions more
Draft Report 011 Pllbllc AdmlnbtrtUlon 111 GII7(Georgetown: Government Printer, November 16, 1966),
pp. 'Ol!.
I I British GuIana, PubUc Senice CommlJaIon, A,.,.1IlIl R..
port, 1961 (Georgetown: Oovemment Printer, 1961), p. ,.
2e Report 011 Pllblic .A.dmlllbtratioll In Grq_. p. .... Yot
when the p.s.c. recently (December 1966) delegated to PerDIBDeDt Socretories in Trinidad the power to mate actina appointments and to transfer otIIcers within MinlatrIea, many
feared (the author was told) that this could faci1itato "poUtll:al
interfereoco."
IN Guyana,
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awkward. The U.N. experts on Guyana do not advocate
the Jamaican recommendation--enlarging the scope of the
P.S.e.-but one already adopted in the other new states
of India, Ceylon and Ghana. They proposed creating a
Public Service Ministry, preferably under the Prime Minister, which aimed at bringing together all the DOn-P.S.C.
personnel functions-Establishments, Training, Management Services-in a single agency. Indeed, Trinidad by collecting many personnel functions together (in the Ministry
of Home Affairs), in a post-election re-shufDe of Ministries
in November 1966, seems also to be moving in this direction.21' Meanwhile, in Guyana the P.s.e. will maintain its constitutional responsibilities, being serviced by a
small stall of its own.
The author recalls that his similar suggestion for Jamaica, made In the address to the Jamaican C.S.A., referred to earlier, did not arouse general enthusiasm. However, it is too early yet to see if civil servants in Guyana
would welcome the idea of this new Ministry, though it is
predictable that the centra1ization of these functions under
the Prime Minister would be viewed suspiciously by the
Opposition.
This proposal challenges some previous arguments for a
Public Service Commission. For the view that to have an
efficient civil service it is desirable that politicians be excluded from personnel functions, is replaced by one which
sees the efficiency of the public service as a function of the
effective centra1ization of control under political leadership. The P.S.e. remains, of course, and not merely as
an anomalous constitutional relic. From what has been
Indicated before, it Is evident that the watchdog function
In the West Indies Is not archaic. But modem manage-

1

27 There seems to be In any case strong opinion among civil
eervanll In the CarIbbean that management functions should
be removed from the cost-conscious Ministry of Finance. Hamilton recommends the Ministry of Home Affain (Hamiltoa,
op. cit., P. 162). But TrinIdad's Finance Ministry still controls
atl matten relating to pay and numben of atslf, and deals with
disputes between the Government and civil servants. Disputes
may be referred to the Industrial CourL
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ment practices seem to require either its enlargement (as
proposed for Jamaica) or its being supplemented (as proposed for Guyana). The di1Ilculty of constitutional amendment appears to make the latter the easier
However, While vigilance continues, all bodies concerned
~th the efficiency as well as the integrity of the civillOfVIce must nowadays be, in the discreet phrase of the U.K.'.
Plowden Report, "increasingly conscious of the importance of management."28 The concerns of public service
~nage,?ent, as the Plowden Report succinctly puts it,
mclude 'the preparation of material on which decisiOlll
are ~en; the te.c~ni~ efficiency with which large
operations of admJDJStration aro carried out; the costconsciousness of stsff at all levels; the provision of apeciaI
skills and services (scientific, atatiatica1, accounting, O. a:
M. etc.) for handling particular problema. and the awllOness and effectiveness with which these can be used· the
training and selection of men and women for poe~ at
each level of responsibility."
Where else but from a Public Service Ministry is this
~rive for improved "management" to come? The P.S.C.
IS already fully occupied with its special duties. In any
case the view is pervasive that the improvement of administrative capacity will be slow, unless, as La Palombara
thinks, those in favour of lOCh changes secure "the overt,
continuous and single-minded support of central political
leadership."" West Indian Governments are not unwilling
to offer this leadership, within coDititutional limits. Con.titutional entrenchment protects the P.s.e. from changea,
but in any case the ideu and recommendatiOlll of U.N.
experts do tend to reinforce the P.s.c. CODcept, while at
the same time offering supplementary means of attaining
efficiency in the public service. Certainly no support

coone."

lI8 Wbether or not these propoaaJl are to be carried out remains nndecided at tbe time of writiDg (December 1966).
lItI Great Britain, Control of Pub/it: EzpendlhIN, Cmd. 1432
(London: H.M.s.O., July 19(1), p. 17.
-Quoted In Ferrel Heady, "BweaDCrllCles in Developlq
Countries," • paper prepared for the Coufereuce of the
puative Admlnistrative Group, Maryland, April 1966, p. 15.
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is given to the view that the P.s.c. is outmoded, and that
Ita functions of recruitment and discipline could now be
entrusted to MInistries and Departments. The principle
behind the system is reinforced, even as its practical shortcominp are noticed.
It is Interesting to note that these reappraisaia of tho
personnel function in the West Indies are occurring practically at the same time as in the Mother Country, and for
practically the same reasons. Much of the evidence heard
in 1964 and 1965 by tho House of Commons Committee
on Estimates In preparing its Report on "Recruitment to
tho Civil Service" is echoed in the comments now made
about the P.S.c. in the Commonwealth Caribbean. The
great difference is that in recent years hardly any authoritative person in the U.K. expresses fears about political
favouritism after initial appointment by the C.S.C. (According to a former Civil Service Commissioner there is
no mistrust, because "at the higher levels where political
influence might be expected to enter in, the tradition of
non-interference by Ministers seems to be sufficiently
firmly rooted to ensure that, with rare exceptions, it does
not.") 11 But the problem of recruiting and holding good
staff is similar to the Caribbean. "Part of the difficulty the
(U.K.) Commission face when attempting to adapt themselves to a comprehensive situation is what Professor
Mackenzie described as their 'administrative style,''' reported the Estimates Committee.82 "It appears to Your
Committee that the Commission's procedures still concentrate on keeping people out rather than attracting them."
In the U .K., too, it seems, the merit system sometimes
frustrates the merit principle and methods designed to improve the public service by eliminating improper inOuences
on appointments may, in the process, hamper efficiency.
Perhaps it is of comfort to know that some of the faults
of the P.S.C. in the West Indies are inherent in the merit
11 A. P. Sinker, "What Are Public Service Commissions
For?" Public JtdmlnLrtratlon. Vol. 31. Autumn 19S3, p. 209.
II R""rultmt!nt to tht! Civil St!rvlu. Sixth Report from tho
Ilatimates Committee (London: H.M.S.O., 1965), p. xi.
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system and do not represent a failure on the part of ita
membership, or a reOection on the society it aervea. The
experience of other new states, auc:h .. the Philippines.
where merely "formalistic" merit systema seem frustrated
by locally accepted patterns of nepotiam and favouritism.
offers West Indians a wryly gratifyinJ coatraat.1I
The evidence confirms that the P .s.c. remains one of
the valuable institutions which have been preaerved from
pre-Independence days. It bad been, whon created, a modem institution in colonial lOCiety, and one with which tho
Mother Country therefore insisted that new Commonwealth nations must besln their "start in freedom." It
survives, because the new nations have learned to accept
the virtues of a public service relatively insulated from
political influence. After Independence Day therefore, the
P.S.c. continues to recruit, appoint, promote and discipline persons within the public service in sole and punctilious discharge of these important parts of the personnel
function. But its now constitutionally aacrosanct forms
of organization and sets of procedures may sometimes
hinder the objective of putting the best men In place quickly
and with utter impartiality. Indeed, chanslng circumstances
outside the public service, .. well as tho complexities in
its relations with government departments, increase its ditIIculties and make it now appear somewhat reactionary.
Governments, and, it needs be added, Public Service Commissioners as well, clearly realize that there is a larger
problem than keeping out spoilsmen. The over-riding concern is the development of the existing civil service to cope
more adequately with the enlarged objectives of Government. Further recommendations have had to be made.
and will doubtless continue to be offered, which seek to
reconcile the constitutional functions of tho P.S.c. with
the need to develop the efficiency of the civil service, tho
emphasis being now at least as much on perjormJ1llCe as
on intt!grity.
The experience of the Caribbean Commonwealth cauDI I F. W. Riggs. Tht! &010,., 01 Public AdmlnLrtratlon (London: Asia PubIishing House, 1961), pp. 92-143.
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tries, particularly Guyana, wbich has bad to endure the
greatest internal stresaes, helps to enlarge the body of evidence justifying on balance of advantages over disadvantages the application of the merit principle in the public
service by means of an independent P.S.C. But the same
experience already indicates that the P .S.C., as constituted today, might be inadequate for dealing with the
modernization of the public service. Inefficiency in the
public service will not long be tolerated, because for practical even more than moral reasons, governments cannot
afford it. The P .s.C. will either enlarge its functions, or
yield in some part to a more effective administrative body.
Either way the P.S.C. is involved in the diagnosis of the
ills of Caribbean administrations, and will be affected by
the cures.

1

---

6.

The approach of independence in the ~est Indies ~ght
into sharper focus local social, economiC, and ethnic nvalries. Trinidadians, like Guyanese, were divided by ethnic
loyalties aa well aa by partisan philosophies, aa shown h~re
by a British political scientist long resident in the Carthbean. The emergence of Eric Wt1liams and his People's National Movement gave extra impetus to Trinidad's transition out of colonialism; the PNM contraated with other
political parties by emphasizing public education, economic
rationality, mass participation, and an intellectual app~ach
to politics. Nonetheless. in tbe electoral battle descnbed
here the intensity of individualism and racialism showed
that the old order waa by no means dead.

I
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00IUl0N L LBWIlI, born in Wales and educated in history
and political acience at Cardiff, Oxford, and Harvard,
taught at Chicago, the University of California (Los Angeles division), and Brandeis before becoming professor
of Political Science at the University of Puerto Rico,
where he haa taught since 1955. His major works on tbe
area include Puerto Rico: Freedom and Power in the
Caribbean and The Growth of the Modem West Indies.

The Trinidad and Tobago General
Election of 1961
Gordon K. Lewii
The Trinidad and Tobago election of 1961, like that of
1944 in Puerto Rico, coofirmed the earlier f8lDOlll victory of a Caribbean nationaliat reform mowment and consolidated its power; for just aa in 1944 the Puerto Rican
PopulaTu were released from an embarrassing 1egialatne
situation in which they bad been dependent upon the three
votes of an otherwise insignificant political grouping, so,
in 1961, the People'. National Movement (PNM) replaced
a legislative situation in which they had been able to accept the responsibilities of government only by means of
the support of nominated members of their own choosing
in the old Legislative Council with a new alignment of
forces that gave them an overwhelming majority (20 out
of 29 seats) in the House of Representativea of the new
territorial constitution. In both cases, respoasibility was at
last matcbed with the commanding power appropriate to
the demands of responsibility. It is still too early to "y, of
course, that Dr. Wtl1iams now stands, aa did Governor
Muiioz-Marfn in 1944, on the threshold of • generatioo
of uninterrupted power. But everything points in that
direction, not least of all the presence, in the Trinidadian
Caribbean StJUlle.r 2, no. 2, (July 1962), pp. 2-30. Reprinted
by permission of the author and the Institute of Caribbean
Stndiea. Copyrisht by The Institute of Caribbean Studies, UDivenity of Puerto Rico.
1 Dr. Lewis baa written on both tbe Hispauic and nonHispanic Caribbean. See Pueno Rico: Freedom and Power In
tire Caribbean (New York: Monthly Review Prea, 1963).
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case, of a thoroughly demoralised opposition fau to face
with a government and a party characterised by vigor, diJ..
cipJine, driving purpose and intellectual higbmindedness.
Other elements of the election were, of course, indigenous to Trinidad. The constitutional framework WIll novel,
in that the new 1961 constitution brought the institutions
of local parUamentary government-the office of the Premier, the Governor's office, the new popular chamber abolishing the old colonial device of "nominated members",
the new Senate (giving Trinidad for the first time a bicameral legislature) -into line with constitutional advances
elsewhere in the former British Caribbean areL It also
laid down the constitutional prerequisites for the expected
grant of full Independence within the near future, following the Jamaican lead. This modernisation of the old
Crown Colony institutions was accompanied by (1) the
rationalisation of the territorial constituency boundaries
by means of the legislation pushed through earlier by the
PNM government and (2) a unique voting and registration system, enacted earlier in 1961, the main features of
which were the replacement of the ballot box with the
mechanical voting machine, a photographic voter registration system believed to be the world's most modern of its
kind, and therefore (unlike the British system) a permanent registration process based on the issuance of personal identi1lcat1on cards. Trinidad thus became not only
the first country In the world to be fully equipped (as
the United States is not quite) with voting machines, thus
cutting down the bazarda of electoral fraud, but also p0ssessed of the world's most modern permanent peraonaI
voter registration system. The Puerto Rican system, by
comparison, utterly archaic as it is, breeds large-scale
fraud, as the post-electoral legislative investigations into
the registration of the Partido Accion Crlstiana amply
show. The revolution thus acbieved in the Trinidad electoral mechanism, so noteworthy as it was, even attracted
the attention of the United States Senate, Senator Humphrey reading a h"beral encomium of it into the Congreuionm Record. Nor should sight be lost of the fact

1
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that an elaborate procedure of enumerating, photographIng and documenting a tota1 of some 3n,OOO or more
voters, throuabout a period of some five montbs, providod
an occasion for a remarbbIe demonstration of national
civic pride, granting, indeed, to the awrap Trinidadian
voter a sense of participation In the pre-electoral proeesa
never before offered to him. Not the least Interesting of all,
perhaps. was the education of the rural voter In the use of
the strange voting machine by means of a simple educational film exhibited by mobile projection nnits. The 0pposition's attempt to charge that the machines could be
"rigged" (much of it based upon an inaccurate article
contained In the Reader. Dlge.') did not aeriouaIy diminish the aigni1lcance of all this. As the event turned out,
Indeed, the failure of tho polling stations to deal aufIlciently rapidly with a heavy tumout WIll due to human
rather than to mechanical factors; the Shoup Company
expert who headed a team of experts sent down to usist the Government in launching the innovation opined
that the voting was slowed down mainly because of unnecessarily complicated procedures at the poll clerks' tables
rather than in the polling booth proper. All In all, both
from an organisational and a moral viewpoint, tho election was a remarkable achievement The very turnout
itself showed that much: 88% of all VoteR on the electoral list, soaring to over 90% In constituencies like San
Fernando West, Fyzabad, Pointe-a-Pierre and Tobago
Bast The achievement takes on added meaning when it is
recalled that, nntil only yesterday, the corruption and "hohoI" of Trinidadian politics were an infamous byword In
the region, so much so that the Federal Capital Site C0mmission of 1956 had refused to accept Trinidadian clliml
on tho ground, partIy, that the society's easygoing toleration of corruption in ita public life would be a "disquieting augury" for the future of a federal capital located
there. Trinidad at that time, In terms of political maturity,
was at the bottom of the West Indian ladder. She standa
today, incontestably, at the top.'
, For General Election returDl, _ The EYe"'". New. (Port
of Spam, Trinidad), December S, 1961; and The NatIo", 0I"1IIl
"'- .
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The PNM, both as a party and a government, thus
emerged from the election in unassailable control of the
Trinidadian situation. Their 1956 victory, coming as it
did only a brief nine months after the very birth of the
party, had in some sense been premature, for it had thrust
power upon a body of men who, with exceptions like Dr.
Pat Solomon, were newcomers to politics. By 1961, however, they had become an effectively coordinated team. As
a Cabinet, they were in secure control of the legislature.
They no longer required the support of nominated members-the "King's Friends" of the old regime-in the popular house; for although their party lost the later election
in the Siparia constituency-deferred because of the death
of the Democratic Labour Party (DLP) candidate, Mr.
Ajodhaaingh, the "gentle masseur" of South Trinidadtheir solid majority was enough as it stood. In the new
Senate, likewise, their constitutional power, through the
Premier, to nominate 12 of its 21 members guaranteed
executive ability to curb that body should it ever decide
to behave like the United States Senate rather than like the
British House of Lords. There were 16 newcomers to the
House, thus granting the Premier much needed room for
manoeuvre in appointments, as the list of his new Cabinet
appointments later made evident. The democratisation of
the machinery of government, finally freed of the trappings of British colonialism, was thus matched by the
emergence of a matured political movement to put it to
use. Nor was the change politico-constitutionaIist only, for
it was itself accompanied by a real change in the sociology
of the creole politics. That that was so was evident from
the dramatic revolution occasioned by the occupational
background of the 12 PNM Senators. For whereas the
class of nominated members under the colonial scheme
had been drawn, habitually, from the narrow elite of the
white English residents, the plantocracy and the mercantile
oligarchy, their PNM SUCCCS80n included agricultural pro-

1

of the People'. National Movement, Issues of Dec:ember 8 and
Dec:ember U, 1961. For details of the new PNM Cabinet, see
The Nation, issue of Dec:ember 22, 1961.
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prietors, trade unionists, company managers. solicitors and
at least one housewife. The unexpected defeat of Mise
Donawa in the Fyzabad arena, it is true, denied to the
PNM the opportunity to seat In the House an attractive
young woman at once a Muslim Negreaa and the daughter
of one of the old stalwarts of the 1937 oilfield "disturbances"; but the victory of Mrs. Teshea in Port-of-Spain
East and the appointment of Mrs. Crichlow to the Senate
marked well enough the advent of women into politics
via the training ground of the PNM Women's League.
The intrusion of the intel1ec:tual into a politics previously
marked by its absence of trained mind, dramatised In the
meteoric rise of Dr. Williams to power, is, of course, too
well-known to need explanation; it suffices to say, there.
that the election consolidated his own tremendous personal hold over his party, and that much of the enormous
PNM plurality must be attributed to his almost superhuman toil during the election, addressing as be did something like 125 meetings all over the territory within a brief
four weeks. The 1961 election, all this is to say, must be
seen as almost the final culmination of a historical process
from colonialism to independence, in which there has
occ:uned a gradual transfer of power from expatriate c0lonial civil servant to creole political leadership. The process has been maddeningly prolonged-Trinidad did not
elect its first local representative to the old Legislative
Council until 1925. Since 1956, however, the process has
been accelerated under the new impetus given to it by
PNM nationalism (it has been a myth of British Colonial Office thinking that Independence is always willingly
"granted" to patient colonial peoples, whereas In fact it
is secured by impatient colonial freedom movements, with
much anguish and frustration). So, in the Trinidad case,
there is now full internal self-government, the creoliaation,
in the figure of Sir Solomon Hochoy, of the local governorship, the modernlaation of the civil service, the establishment of a new constitutional framework designed for West
Indian needs. Much, of course, remains to be done. The
1961 constitution still retains important imperial reserve-
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powen that could be used-as in the Canadian constitutional crisis of 1926-against a local popular government.
The proper lines of jurisdiction between government and
party. and the rules governing their connection. especially
when the party. like PNM since 1956, is the government
party, have yet to be worked out satisfactorily. That problem, indeed, has worried many in the PNM. and it is a
safe prophecy that within the next five yean the PNM
ranks win witness a debate similar to that within the British
Labour Party within recent yean concerning the basic problem of effective party control. through the device of the
annual conference. of the legislative party group. Then,
too. the society ,tin awaits the full growth of a tw~party
system. Inter-racialism, again, is ,tiD a consummation devoutly to be wialled rather than an achieved reality. For
the whole society is one-as the quality of the opposition
literature during the election showed-that stiU Jacka cammon standarda rooted in the cement of common aocial
ideals. In all of these respects, 1961 ia the promise of
things to come rather than their final arrival. But it is,
assuredly. an encouraging beginning.
The PNM. naturally. ran on its five-year governmen~
record. In part, the record was one of planned econODllC
development of the public sector. combined with incentiveencouragement of the private acetor. much after the
Puerto Rican model Of a SURty. there was much to be
proud of. as the party's Election Manifesto made abundantly clear: estab1ishment of an Industrial Developme.nt
Corporation and 32 pioneer industries set up under Its
auspices· intensification of the exploration of new sources
of oil, ;xemplified in the agreement signed with a consortium of American companies in respect of the East
Coast high seas; encouragement of small farming in sugarcane and collee. as wen as food crops; a new loan system
for fishermen; the opening up of new and hitherto i?1ICceaaible lands by the construction of new roads, espec1ally
the new North Coast highway; increased security for tenant
farmen through a long overdue Land Tenure Ordinance;
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establishment of a Port Authority to modernise the antiquated Port of Spain dock Iystem; aod so on. In part,
again, the record was one of a burgeoning welfare state
aiming at the social protection of the small man. Captain
Cipriani's "barefoot man". hilherto the sport of the Trinidadian perverse attitudes to wealth and poverty:
Poor man say he rich.
Fabulously rich.
Rich man say he poor.
Wanting so much more.
That included a massive privy scheme for tbe neglected
rural areas; the near completion of the Navet Dam acherne
to provide an adequate water aupply for the growing urban areas; large-scale urban development and alum clearance schemes. hand in hand with • smaller Aided SelfHelp acheme; the establishment of the device of the new
Employment Exchange, calculated to end the wasteful sy.tem of worken tramping from place to place in search
of the odd job and to place labour recruitment on a rational basis; and-among much else-hire purchase legialation 10 protect the poor consumer in an economy traditionally dominated by the aman trader mentality. Two
additional programs seemed to the PNM platform speakers to be worthy of special merit. The fint was the tremendous PNM educational revolution; indeed, all of its
items-the construction of the new Polytechnic Institute,
the provision of some 17.020 new places in elementary
and secondary schools. free secondary education. an Increase of conege exhibitions from 2S5 in 1956 to 1000 in
1960. the phenomenal increase in Island Scholanhips,
hitherto the mark of a small educational eUte, not least of
al\, the search, in the Maurice Report, for an educational
philosophy properly suited to West Indian needa-bespote
the PNM conviction that the Platonic maxim that the
most important minister in the state is the minister of
education has a peculiar meaning for the new colonial
nationalisms. a conviction not unrelated to the f~ of
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course, that Dr. Williams is himself an outstanding West
Indian Oxonian, as his autobiographical sketcb, A ColonIDI at Oxford, sufficiently shows. The second program is
related to all this: the PNM emphasis upon national culture and the active promotion by the state of cultural
activities to counteract the legacy of cultural imperialism.
The building of the new Queen's Hall, to take an example only, has given to Port of Spain a modem center
of the arts that San Juan still grievously Jacks: while, to
take another, the organised improvement of Carnival
through the device of a governmental committee (a graduate thesis, indeed, could be penned on the PNM's audacious usage of the ad hoc committee) has helped at once
to democratise Carnival processes and to give to the calypsonian both a financial reward and a professional status
he has hitherto been denied. And, of course, underpinning
all this, there was the public image of the PNM as the
official custodian, like the PRI in Mexico and the PPD
in Puerto Rico, of the national revolution, embodying the
new national principle which was seen at once as the outcome and the executioner of British colonialism in the
territory and, beyond the territory, in the West Indies as a
whole.'
Much of this sort of program is, of course, a natural
development in colonial-nationallat modem politics. Because the new nativist leaderships do not inherit a matured industrial system, as did, say, British Socialism in
1945, they confront problems of capital accumulation,
investment capital and economic productivity unknown to
Fabianism. The classic weapon of the metropolitan socialist, therefore-the nationaIisation of basic industries-is
denied to them because, in Governor Mufioz-Marin'.
phrase, you cannot share what you don't have. Not only
this, but they are also the vnices of a natinnaJism q~te
alien to the internationalist ethic of metropolitan SOCIalism. The British Labour party has never had the problem
before it of welding together the disparate elements, ra-

cial, religious, ethnic, of a colonial pluralist aociety into a
sense of harmonious community; yet that is the main tas1t
of the new movements of contemporary Caribbean progressive parties. All this explains why, in the Trinidad eleotion, there were "no enemies on the Left" foe the PNM,
for it is good Marxism to insist, as did Lenin, that the national question must precede the social question in its Iesolvence. Nothing illustrated that better than the dismal
fiasco of the attempt by the ex-PNMite Mr. Co L R. James
to inject the language and strategy of Trotskyite Communism into the Trinidadian debate after his open break with
Dr. Wtlliams earlier in 1961. A reading. indeed, of the
curious document put out, in characteristic cloak-anddagger fashion, by Mr. James, PNM, Go Forward: A
Critique 01 PNM'. interlUll Party Politic., shows how much
its author was out of place in a constitutionaJist-refonnist
movement, for it bespeaks throughout the outlook of the
professional insurrectionary concerned with the organisation of an underground movement dedicated to the forcible overthrow of a repressive and autocratic regime.
Only such an outlook. for example, could so distort the
inner PNM struggles as to see a mild middle-class party
functionary like Mrs. Beckles as the Rosa Luxembourg.
as it were, of the movement or to see himself as the Lenin
who, at the appropriate moment, would supplant the
Kerensky-role of Dr. Wt11iama. To speak. again, of a
"revolutionary energy" of the Trinidadian masses that
would be channelled into a party organised along lines of
military command was completely to lose sight of how
much the defiant individualism and the raucous flamboyancy of the Trinidadian character-structure made such a
possibility extremely unlikely. The James thesis, indeed
committed the cardinal error-as did orthodox Soviet
thought after 1917~f trying to impose an absolute ~eory
of action upon all progressive mnvements Irrespective of
whether local conditions made the theory applicable.4
That it was alien enough to the whole PNM outloolt-

a People's National Movement, Elect/on Manifesto: General
Elections 1961 (Port of Spain, Trinidad: PNM Publishina
Company, 1961).

4C. L R. James, PNM, Go Forward: A Critique of PNM'.
Internal Party Polltlcz (mimeo; Port of Spain, Trinidad, 1961).
Pta. I, 2, and 3.
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apart from its unpleasant aroma of personal vanity-was
evident enough from the fact that the document's surreptitious cin:ulation among the membership produced, not
the factionalist debate Mr. James's polemical spirit clearly
anticipated, but a loud silence. So much so was that the
case that not even an Opposition frantically in search
of issues felt it was worth using as a stick with which to
beat the PNM; and apart from tho reading of a few provocative extracts by Mr. Sinanan in the federal Parliament the document passed unnoticed. As a consequence
of all this, policy, not doctrine, dominated the electoral
debate. The PNM alliance of political radicalism and socioeconomic liberalism made it difficult for its detractors to
denounce it as dangerous collectivism. The DLP machine,
indeed, could do no better, here, than to advance as
"proof" of a collectivist bias the reproduction, McCarthylike, of an old photograph of Dr. Williams welcoming Dr.
Castro in the latter's brief stopover at Piarco Airport. It
is true, of course, as all Caribbeanists know, that Dr. Williams is the author of a minor classic in Marxist historical analysis, Capitalism and Slavery. But, for good or ill,
his party's program is no more the Marxism of that volume than, to take a Victorian analogy, Disraeli's program
of 1874 was the romantic Tory Democracy of Sybil and
COningsby.
But if the modem nationalist movement in the West
Indies makes it difficult for the creole Left to find a niche,
equally so is it the case with the creole Right. Because
the middle class is small in the society a rightwing party
cannot obtain many votes. A white skin is a political liability, although the prejudice is visibly declining, as the cases
of Mr. Cargill and Mr. Densham in the Jamaican federal
election of 1958 showed; conservative fears about tho
consequences of adult suffrage have not been realised;
Froude's pessimistic prophecy, early on, that independence would witness the exodus en masse of the white
population has not materialised; while the identification,
in the popular mind, of the local ruling claaaea with British colonialism-cleverly exploited in Dr. Williams' election
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slogan, "Massa Day Done"-makes it difficult, as yet, for
those classes to organise their own political expression on
native grounds. Once again, the Trinidad 1961 election
gave new proof of those genera\iastions. A creole white
like Mr. Bermudez, coming, as he did, from an "old"
Port of Spain business family of Venezuelan origins. could
become a PNM candidate, and, indeed, make himself
personally popular in the proletarian Belmont section, but
could not have launched a party restricted to his own
ethnic or class group with any success. It is true that the
forces of traditionalist Trinidadian society, the white
English enclave, the French, Portuguese and Chinese creoles, the Chamber of Commerce, were solidly anti-PNM.
But it is equally true that they clearly felt it would have
been inexpedient to have openly opposed the ruling party.
So, the Chamber of Commerce contented itself with a
press release announcing its political impartiality and uraing both parties not to alienate overseas investors by any
condoning of political violence. The Cane-Farmers Ass0ciation did likewise, adding a warning to its members that
all attempts of politicians to divide their organisation must
be resisted. The press, in the form of the Trinidad G/Ulrdian, and under its new Canadian ownership, also adopted
a pose of political neutrality, at least an improvement upon
its vicious anti-Williams campaign of 1956. The earlier
animosity of the Catholic Church to the nationalist movoment was also muted, mnch of it due to the hierarchy's
conviction that the Church-State Concordat of 1960-unlike the neighbouring case of British Guiana-adequateIy
protected the interests of the Catholic parochial schools
in the territory. Thus, there was no Trinidadian repetition of the gross tactica\ mistake of the Catholic Princes
of the Church in the Puerto Rican election of the previous
year. That fact no doubt contributed somewhat to the
PNM victory in the heavily Catholic Arima constituency.
The hostility, or the latent hostility, of all of these groups,
this is to lay, had no place, politically speaking, to go.
That the hostility was there admitted of little doubt. MOlt
of the Trinidadian social weU-to-do-in the St. Clair area,
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for example-evinced, In private, a quite paranoic hatred of Dr. Williams, founded, psychologically, upon their
resentment at being dispossessed of the image of prestige and leadership hitherto theirs, as they saw it, almost
by a law of natural prescription. Yet they had no mass
lOcial base that could be used as the foundation of an
openly conservative movemenL They were obliged, consequently, to tum to the predominantly East Indian DLP.
In one way, naturally so: the quoted remark of one of
them-that he would prefer to eat grass with an East Indian
rather than be ruled by a Negro-shows how, as a ruling
group, they have preferred East Indians because the Indian "coolie" has been more "manageable" than the
Negro. Even 50, a DLP movement could hardly he a
real home for them. As socially respectable citizens, they
could support the party clandestinely yet cavil at accepting, socially, a DLP "boll" like Bhadase Maraj with all
of his dubious lOcial connections and questionable reputation as an Indian political CtlCique. And even if they went
10 far as to become DLP-sponsored candidates, they were
caught in the trap of being dependent upon an Indian
racial base in its own turn deeply auspicious of them. That
was the pathos, altogether, of the candidacies of men like
Mr. Rostant and Dr. Forrester. And it is only necessary
to read the long, sad story of Mr. Gomes's relationships
with his former Indian colleagues to realise how much racial animosities make it difIicuIt for the Trinidad creole
politician to live amicably with the Indian political seL
The best illustration of this political frustration was to be
seen, of course, in the patent difliculties of the DLP opposition in producing any IOrt of public policy as an impressive alternative to the incumbent administration. For
one did not have to be a self-righteous PNM aficioruulo
to agree that the DLP manifesto, Guide to Policy, was at
once inconclusive, vague and insubstantial Bearing all
the marks of a hurried response to the PNM platform, it
was a collection of odd recommendations held together
by no clearly defined public philosophy. Its suggested national insurance acheme--based, its critics said, upon per-
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functory visits to Britain by DLP draughtamen-made no
effort to examine the financial implications of a scheme
the likes of which not even the federally-supported pn»perity of the Puerto Rican Commonwealth has yet been
ready to propose. It spoke of makina agriculture the ftrst
industry of the economy; but since, by agriculture. It obviously meant the traditional export crops, It laid Its authors
open to the charae that they wished to continue the "Colonial Pact" system in which West JDdian agricu1tw'iats have
played the role, in the phrase of the Moyne Corom;pion, of
the tropical farms of the British nation. 011 the public
platform, it is fair to say, Dr. Capildeo. the DLP leader,
had lOme things to say about the uasae in Trinidad of
the eleven-plus school examination, presently under fierce
criticism in the United Kingdom itself, that rang true.
Yet his party manifesto advocated the adoption of a
technical education program which would ensure, in its
words, that migrants to the United Kingdom "are aklIIed
persons, not only labourers", thUl putting Trinidad into
the position of being merely a tropical supply-point for a
cheap labour-force in British indUltry; and not the least
grossly anomalous aspect of that proposal was that It was
advanced at the very moment when the British Government and Parliament were moving not to accelerate but to
curtail West Indian immigration by means of their immigration control hilL Combined with all this there went the
astonishing suggestion, as a contribution to the economics
of the tourist industry, that a tunnel be built connecting
the capital to Maracas Bay on the north coast: although
it was perhaps appropriate that a party that conducted
much of its campaign underground should also have
wished to drive the American tourist underground. In foreign affairs maUers, there was a cryptic declaration that
the party was not satisfied with the present United StatesWest Indies Leased Bases Agreement, controlling the local
Chaguaramaa US naval enclave; but the manifesto did
not advance reasons for the disagreement nor propound
any alternative terms. That went baud in baud with the
jejune suggestion that the Federal capital be removed
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to Tobago, "Robinson Crusoe's island", thus ignoring all
the persuasive arguments of the Capital Site Commission

I

I

1

report advocating the "twin city" concept with the existing
Port of Spain urban complex as its base. To end it all,
there were alarming lacunae in a manifesto purporting
to serve as a guide to the legislative program of a modem
government. There was nothing about bus transport-an
absolute top-priority task in Port of Spain as in all the
leading Can"bbean cities-, finance, population, an ec0nomic development program. The civil-service vote, on
the other hand-always so important in colonial societies
where there has occurred an artificial growth of administrative as distinct from economic institutions-was courted
with the retrograde suggestion that the old colonial system of foreign leave travel for civil servants should be
restored. Altogether, it was hardly a program calculated
to appeal to the surprisingly sophisticated Trinidadian ~
Iitical audience. For many of its critics, indeed-as a reading of "letters to the Editor" suggested-it seemed an
insult to the general inteUigence; and their feelings were
reinforced by the report during the campaign that, requested by a San Fernando audience for his party's manifesto, Dr. Capildeo bad replied that he had it with him
but that the crowd were too stupid to read it.1
All this, naturally enough, is not to say that, thus absolved from the necessity of fighting either a doctrinally
leftwing or rightwing opposition, the nationa1ist liberalism
of the PNM style does not face its own intrinsic difficulties.
Its leading ideas-economic development, party discipline,
a Periclean civic pride, the reorganisation of social institutions, interracia1ism, an Afro-Antillean nationalism-have
been well thought out, not merely as ends in themselves
but as means towards the utopia of the new society its
members envisage. But their translation into appropriate
institutional forms remains still in its infancy. The elecIDemocratic Labour Party, Know Your Party (Port of
Spain, Trinidad: Rahaman'. Printery, 1961); Democratic Labour Paryy, Guide to Policy (Port of Spain, Trinidad: TriColor Printery Ltd., 1961).
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tion manifesto promise, for example, to set up a new
Planning Board after the fashion of the Indian model in
New Delhi suagests present inadequacies, as indeed was
dramatised by the flood disaster in the Diego Martin valley
suburban area some weeks before polling day; for to say,
as did the Premier, that that disaster was due to indiacriminate and unplanned private development by unconscionable hnusing contractors was to overlook the fact
that, if that were so, it indicated at the same time an absence of effective governmental control over the anarchy
of the private profit-motive in a notOriously apeculative
field. The PNM emphasis on agriculture, apin, is welcome, especially in the light of the pronouncement of the
Caribbean Congress of Labour, during the campaign, that
no strengthening of the West Indian economies could
be expected unless it included a bold program of agricultural rationa1isation. Yet it is as yet an open question
as to whether that end can best be reached by policies
that reinforce the petit proprietaire system of West Indian
agriculture and that revolve around the idea-which was
the leading recommendation of the report of the British
Royal Commission of 1897-of the location of landless
labourers as small peasant farmers growing their own
food and thus diversifying an economy based on sugar
monoculture. The various Caribbean agrarian reform programs based upon the idea have not been conspicuously
successful, and they now face the competition of the more
radical Cuban program. A great deal, again, of Dr. Williams' campaign oratory criticised the Trinidad upper
classes and their social privileges. Yet there is DO surety
that the PNM official policy of bringing in expatriate business corporations by meaDI of pioneer industry and taxexemption legislation will not itself create new privilege,
or that absentee wealth in new industry will be any more
sympathetic to West Indian interesla than, previously, it
has been in sugar or banking or commerce. The white
planter or creole merchant "maasa" may simply be replaced by the foreign business "massa". The danger is all
the more real in the absence of any sort of international
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code to govern the behavior of private capital in overseas ventures; and, as a matter of fact, the Swiss Bank
affair during the Trinidad election itself, an affair that at
times read like a chapter out of a Rafael Sabatini novel
of international intrigue, was an ominous warning about
the risks that the governments of "underdeveloped" nations run at tho hands of the more unscrupulous elements
of the American and European business classes. What is
more, tbe recent debate on the hazards of absentee ownership unleashed in Puerto Rico by the speech of the PopulDr Leader of the House of Representatives warning against
tho mushrooming of continental supermarkets in the economy suggests that within ten or fifteen years the Caribbean
economies that an: eagerly following the Puerto Rican
"Operation Bootstrap" model may themselves he compelled to face up to similar socio-cultural consequences
of too heavy a dependency upon foreign private capital
sources. Those consequences, perhaps, an: in the short
run unavoidable so long as thoSe economies cannot turn
to an international public economy for the aid that they
need; and certainly, Dr. Jagan has yet to prove that, in the
case of British Guiana, a local socialist austerity program
will be able to generate sufficiently high rates of internal
savings and capital investment to offset the exclusion of
outside business firms. The dangers are there, nonetheless.
Dr. WIlliams may discover, as Governor Muiioz-Marin has
discovered, that the reconciliation of the business profitmotive with the establishment of the good society may be
a Gordian knot that no sword can sever.
The election campaign proper was in many ways characteristically Trinidadian. Por not even the PNM espousal of
sophisticated party discipline and machinery could prevent the electoral evocation of the general culture-traits of
this racy, cosmopolitan and Byzantine society. It would be
wrong, of course, to call December 4, 1961, a Caribbean
version of the Eatanswill election. Yet there waa much in
It, even so, of that Dickensian farce. There was the steelband. There were the organised parades; sportsmen and
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housewives, amoog other groups, arranged pro-PNM
marches. There were the party emblems, the DLP torch
and the PNM balisier, the latter decorating colorful party
Ihirts and ties. There was the open-air mass meeting, fast
disappearing in the United Kingdom, where raucous heckling, sometimes accompanied with bell-ringing, at other
times with egg-throwing, made platform speaking a real
hazard. There was the torchlight parade, once, like the
Pourth of July picnic, a standard feature of American p0litical campaigns. There was the religious touch: the Baptist church paraded for Miss Donawa in Pyzabad. There
was the "small island" touch: the Grenadian colony in
Grenada Alley in Laventille voted solidly PNM. Both aides
used the street-corner meeting, the motorcade, the poster
and the handbill. There were the amateur touches, like
the home-made cardboard slogans-"PNM is our help in
time of need", "Dr. Williams is our bright light", "We
want PNM biscuit, not DLP roti". The calypso note, naturally, was ever-present, for the Trinidadian man in the
street, like the king-calypsonians who are his real popular
heroes, will "turn ole mas" under the slightest of pretences.
There are few Western societies in which at some point
God does not become, during election times, a candidate
at large; so, the PNM Women's League at one point called
for a day of prayer. The West Indian talent for natural
oratory, so much like the Welsh, was there, too: to hear
the platform chairman, for example, of one meeting in
the oilfield area invoking the sonorous Amerindian names
of South Trinidad villages waa to be reminded, in its moving magic, of Whitman's roll-<:all of the States of the
Union. Above all, there was the frenetic popular enthusiasm, so markedly in contrast to the apathy that has seized
the British voter since the nineteen-fifties. It must have
been like that, the English observer is tempted to wonder,
with British Labour in the early Clarion days when socialism was still a passionate religion for its working-<:lasa
devotees. Por there must be few places in the modern
democratic world where crowds of thousands will jam a
meeting place, like the "University of Woodford Square-
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in downtown Port of Spain, and listen with an attentiveness worthy of a univenity classroom to their Political
Leader lecture them, in the most rigorous Oxonian fashion,
on the most abstruse aspects of their national economics
and politics for hours on end.
But there were less attractive features about it all. The
bad habits of Trinidad politics, described in Mr. Naipaul'.
novel, The Suffrage 01 Elvira, were perhaps too strongly
entrenched in local culture and personality to disappear
completely under the PNM spell. The spirit of acquisitive
individualism, nicely Bummed up in the remark of Macaw's
column character that the Government "dey gimme de
Las Cuevas Road, is a pity dey din gilDDle a car too so ah
could go an see it", still motivates many voters who have
joined the PNM bandwagon as the winning side. The old
charge of "bobol", of making money out of politics, was
resurrected in the DLP effort to prove that Government
Ministers had Btored away their spoils in Swiss bank accounts. The vulgar technique of "exposing" the private
lives of political opponents was also invoked, although it is
doubtful if the DLP attempt to "smear" Dr. Williams by
publishing in their party organ United States court documents relating to his Nevada and District of Columbia
divorce proceedings could much influence a West Indian
public that has always taken a Rabelaisian view of marital
difficulties. Tempers fiare violently in these circumscribed
societies where people live on top of each other: it was
reported that the Minister of Home Affairs had threatened
to destroy one businessman socially, politically and economically, while it is on record that the DLP leader pubHcly promised to remove the territorial Governor, Sir
Solomon Hochoy, should his party be victorious. The worst
offender in all this was easily the DLP. But it is only fair
to add that, on at least one occasion, the PNM propaganda
technicians sought to spoil Dr. Capildeo's standing with
the religiously-minded voter by circulating a report of an
Oxford Univenity Debating Union meeting in which, as a
youthful undergraduate, he had allegedly defended an
atheistical position (it would not have been diftlcult, after
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all, to have held up certain PNM chieftains as lapsed
Catholics).
This sort of thing is easily the prelude to phyUc:al violence, which in fact finally erupted in the Trinidad cue in
fatal shootings in the EI Socorro-Aranguez area and the
Govemor'a declaration of a alate of emerp:ncy in four
electoral diatricts. The newspaper coverage of the election
being unpardonably inadequate and amateurish, it was
difficult to determine exact responsibility for the violence.
It is probable, however, that DLP agent-provocateur.
themselves slashed the lyres of their own members' automobiles while a private house meeting was in aeaaion in
the Woodbrook district, and equally probable that PNM
rtUll'abunttu from the Laventille billa molested East Indian
traders at the early morning market in Port of Spain. Be
all that as it may, it is certainly beyond question that the
public utterances of Dr. Capildeo, unlike those of the
Premier, constituted aD open and reckless incitement to
civil disorder. There could be no other construction put
on his widely publicised invitation to his followers to "come
forward on e1ectiOD day and &mash up a thousand voting
machines", or to "get ready now to march on Government House"; and of his threat that ''the day we are ready
we will take over this country and not a thing will stop us".
"The only remedy", he told a private house meeting, "is
to adopt the South American method of bloodshed and
riot and revolutioD or civil disobedience until you grind
governmeDt operations to a full stop and you theD get pasaession". It is small wonder that many of his own colleagues became thoroughly alarmed at their leader's temperamental outbursts and that, according to report, many
of the Indian pundits turned against him. Only the notorious credulity of the colonialiat mentality, perhaps c:ouId
persist in acclaiming the author of such irresponsible vituperation as an "iDtellectual". The PNM adherents who
saw in all of this a deliberately calculated strategy to provoke disorders that would in tum provoke British military
intervention, after the fashion of the 1953 British Guiana
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electricity that is at work between KtJJe Doctor" and the
masses. There is always the danser that the "cult of per_
sonality" of this sort can clash with the PNM ideology of
party loyalty; the gradual metamorphoaia, after all, of Mr.
Manley in the Jamaican case from the Fabian intellectua1
of 1940 to the "Man of Destiny" in 1960 is symptomatic.
Yet it has to be said that, so far at least, the mass adulation
of the Political Leader has been kept within the limits of a
formidable party organisation. strikingly at variance with
what has bappened with the role of Governor Muiioz,.
Marin in the Puerto Rican Populllr party. The group oathtaking of party candidates to party ideals; their required
attendance at a pre-election party school; the control of
both their platform mannen and their speech-content by
a firm party code: all bespoke a tight grip on one of the
leading Trinidadian traits, a defiant attitude toward any
kind of authority.
The D~, by contrast, although technically a party, was,
in behaVIor, nothing much more than an assorted group
of old-style political individualistl. One of the most telling
of PNM campaign bulletins consisted of a damning collection of quotations, both within the Legislative Council
and outside, in which DLP members laid bare their uncomplimentary opinions of each other in a vein of gross
scurrility; Mr. Simboonath Capildeo's charge that his colleagues Mr. Maharaj and Mr. Seukeran were seeking to
"divide people against people. race against race, and with
the evil. malignant, wicked, ainfuI, vile, despicable and nefarious newsmongering they are trying to divide brother
a~t brother" was typical AI a party, again, the group
had little of the respect for the public that a genuine party
should surely possess. and not the least fantastic aspect of
a genera1ly fantastic election was the fact that, using violence as a pretext. its candidates refused to hoid a single
public meeting for the last three weeks of the campaign.
All this, of course, sprang from the irrepressible adventurism and individualism still rampant in certain sections
of the Trinidadisn political mind. Its anti-party psycbology
showed itself, also, in the figure of the political iodepend-

case, might bave been taking a melodramatic view. Yet the
calling in of British armed forces into the IeCOIld Guiana
crisis, in February 1962, in response to a general strike
organised by the opposition forces to Dr. Jagan shows,
indeed, that there are still powerful elements in West Indian society that are ready to use outside metropolitan aid
in the cause of destroying governments they cannot defeat
by constitutional means. And even had there been no violence at all, it would have been di1Iic:uIt for any electorate
to take seriously a party whose leader publicly announced
before polling day, as did Dr. Capildeo, that he himself
would accept no ministry in a DLP government but would
make himself available "to check on all Ministers to see
that they do their jobs properly and efficiently": a curious
concept. to say the least, of public administration in the
modem democratic state and one that died, in the British
case, with the great Prime Ministership of Sir Robert Peel
more than a century ago.Much of the campaign concemed itself with the discussion of party and its meaning. From the beginning, in
1955, the PNM had made itself the champion of party
organisation and discipline. In that field, of course, the
two major parties in Jamaica, to make a Caribbean comparison, are about equally developed. In the Trinidad case,
however, the 1961 campaign strikingly dramatised how
far the DLP lagged behind the PNM pacesetters. Not even
the most rationalist of politics, of course, can entirely
eliminate the factor of personality. So, in the PNM case.
there was the hero-wonhip of Dr. Williams. No one could
have watched the tumultuous reception given to him by
the ordinary folk of New Village as he made his triumphant
entry into Point Fortin during one of the election highlights and bave failed to appreciate the powerful emotional
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Rest", Democratic Labour Party Bulletin, No.1; "Quoted Verbatim from the Sunday Guardian", Ibid., No.4; "We Accuse:
DLP Desipl for Violence", People', NatioMl Movement Bul-
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ent, although his numbers in 1961 (3) were well below
the swarm of 1956 (39). It was there, too, in the independent candidate disguised as "leader" of a "new" party,
such as Mr. Bryan and his United Labour party and Mr.
Broomes and his African National Congress. The behavior
of some DLP candidates-Mr. Lai-Fook's emphasis, in the
Diego Martin race, for example, upon his Catholicism
rather than upon his party affiJiatioo-betrayed the same
independent mentality; while the broadsheet privately put
out by the former Organising Secretary of the DLP, Mr.
Ramaldo Gomes's My Rellltionship with the DLP, and in
which the author came out in support of the PNM, made
much of the fact that, during the time of his appointment,
he had been prewnted by his own leadership from organising DLP party groups. Most pathetic of all, perhaps,
was the lonely figure of the once-great Uriah Butler, "Chief
Servant of the Lord", whose 517 votes in his old La Brea
stronghold underlined 80 harshly what a political anachronism he had become in a new age that had passed him by.
Nor was public respect for him heightened when it was
learned that his two years' absence in England, away from
his legislative duties in the old Council, had been reportedly consumed in the composition of a curious thesis seeking to prove the illegal occupation of the British Monarchy
by the Windsor royal dynasty on the basis of a supposed
deathbed conversion to Catholicism by George III. The
eclipse of the independent, in brief, was one of the permanent achievements of the election. Altogether, eleven independents or quasi-independents lost their deposits. So, if
the highlight of the 1956 victory had been Mr. Ulric Lee's
defeat of the old political warrior, Mr. Albert Gomes, that
of the 1961 conquest was Mr. A. N. R. Robinson's defeat
of "Fargo" lames in Tobago East. From now on, it is safe
to say, the political independent in Trinidad and Tobago
will remain, in Burke's phrase, an unpitied sacrifice in a
contemptible struggle.T
ftI'SDS DLP", Peopl~. NatlotIQl MoveRamaldo Gomes, My R~latloMhlp wilh 1M
DLP (Port of Spain, Trinidad: Cbarbol Pras, 1961) •
T "We
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The Trinidad election, 1hia is to say, must be seen as the
decisive victory of the Burkian idea of party in the territoriallife as, indeed, was the victory, on the very same day,
of the yOUDg Democratic Labour party in the neighbouring
Barbados election. That could be seen in the heavy
pluraIities of the constituency votes: Mr. Wallace (PNM)
polled 80.2% of totaJ votes cast in the San luan constituency, Mr. Hosein (DLP) polled 72.64% of the votes cast
in the Chaguanu constituency. Mr. Granado (PNM) actually poned the utonishing figure of 93.53% of the p0pular vote in the Laventille PNM stronghold. The lesson was
plain that the voter was determined to return a goftI1UDent
with no doubts about its comfortable majority support, and
the lesson was underlined by the fact that there was only
one close contest (80 much a constant feature of American
elections), Mr. Iamadar's narrow majority of 126 in the
Fyzabad district. The era of the private stronghold, Mr.
Butler in the La Brea-Point Fortin oil belt (where the
PNM could not even hold a meeting in 1956), Mr. lames
in Tobago (where there has always been • strong tradition
of political feudalism in the peasantry). Mr. Bryan in the
eastern countries, is almost certainly over and done with,
just as, in the United States, the New Deal welfare state
undermined the economic bases of the "machine boss" In
the big cities after 1933. The process, in Trinidad, Involvea
at the same time a gradual breakdown of the separation
between the rural and urban areas. The old charge, that
the PNM had always been a Port of Spain urban grouping.
falls down in the light of the fact that not only did it win
its "safe seat" areas in the capital and the capital periphery.
but also rural areas like Toea-Manzsnilla, Tobago and
Ortoire-Mayaro; while even in the strongly held Indian
areas like the three Caroni countries the party managed to
obtain approximately half of the total vote polled by the
three successful Opposition candidates for that area. Between 1960 and 1961 the PNM party managers had clearly
taken to heart the criticism voiced in the declaration of a
convention delegate that they had too readily assumed that
the territory of Trinidad and Tobago was exhausted by the
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University of Woodford Square in Port of Spain and
Harris Promenade in San Fernando.

I
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No one can read the reports of the PNM General
Council or of the Annual Conventions without appreciating how much citizen participation in party life baa become almost a new religion with many Trinidadians.
Party politics, perhaps, has worn somewhat thin in the "advanced" Anglo-Saxon societies. But in the newly emergent nations, allied to the new nationalism, it baa become
a veritable article of faith. It promises, too, a new intellectual excitement in societies hitherto characterised by a
dismally low level of intellectual life. It is worth noting, in
that respect, that the new leadership of this worldwide
phenomenon, still essentially middle-class, is being recruited from the new groups of economists and political
scientists rather than from the old groups of doctors and
lawyers; and in the Caribbean that can be seen in the
figure of Dr. Williams himself, as well as in those of Mr.
Errol Barrow in Barbados, Mr. Edward Seaga in Jamaica
and, coming back to Trinidad, Mr. Peter Farquhar in
the ranks of the DLP. The old dominion of the legal mind,
so prevalent still in the small islands, i8 thus replaced by
the new interests of the social-sciences mind. The new
Caribbean parties, again, to take another distinguishing
mark, are post-war in their origins, as distinct from the
pre-war origins of the older parties like the Jamaican PNP
and the Barbados Labour Party. Nor should sight be lost
of the interesting fact that whereas older leaders like Sir
Grandey Adams and Mr. Manley have been nurtured in
the culture of British politics, both Dr. Jagan and Dr.
Williams have had important American experiences. Dr.
Williams, indeed, has cleverly used the dramatic imagery
of the contrast between the New World and the Old (a
theme at the heart of life and thought throughout all the
Americas) to press home the revolutionary scale of the
PNM achievemenL "It is a conflict", he has written, "between those who take to the sword and who will perish by
the pen, a conflict between obscene language and univer-
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sity analysis, a conflict between patois and Latin, between
the mauvais 1lIngue whispered from house to house and
the intelligent mass meeting of the age of political education dispensed by the People" National Movement".
Because of all this, and more, it was difllcult to accept
the official editorial attitude of the West Indian preas that
in the Trinidad election two major parties in a real tw~
party system were locked in combaL The Jamaica Gle_
opined blandly, a thousand miles away, that the "similarity
of temperament" between the two party leaders would
give Trinidadians "some safety in their choice in that,
whoever becomes Premier should give that territory a
thoughtful leadership that contains the minimum of 'old
talk'".8 And not the least comic aspect of the election
was the spectacle of the Trinidad Guardion gravely pontificating on the claims of the two parties in the manner
of the New York Timelr during an American presidential
campaign year. For so to view the election was to embrace a palpable fiction. Dr. Capildeo at no point conducted himself as a responsible politician. Indeed, his unsportsmanlike refusal either to concede the PNM victory
or to congratulate the winner, combined with the curious
fact that it was not he but his lieutenant, Mr. Seukeran,
who deported himself as the defeated statesman by issuing
that usual congratulatory statement, marked him out as
a spirit altogether too jealous to enter a game of politics
based upon the gendemanly conventions of the English
constitution. Dr. Williams in Trinidad, it is not too much
to say, like Governor MuIioz-Marin in Puerto Rico, still
awaits the quality of opposition that he deserves.
Like all West Indian politics, the Trinidad variant has Ita
close associations with race and class. The class-party correlations have already in part been noted. The forces of
property and privilege, with single exceptions, were antiPNM. The social round of the Yacht Club, Government
House receptions and tourist-hotel parties that gets TO8Sunday GleaMr (Kinpton, Jamaica), Dec:cmber 3, 1961•
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ported daily in the social columns of the press remained
stolidly immune to the PNM magic. At the middle-class
level there were clearly con1licting considerations at work
during the election year. For although most middle-class
creoles, by the nature of their place in the society, were
predisposed to PNM, there were discontents working to
disrupt their allegiance. There were the discontented exparty members, the usual human loss in the first years of a
new movement, some of whom, it is said, are old Queen'.
Royal College friends of Dr. Williams peeved at not rising
higher in the party councils. There was the ex-Minister
like Dr. Winston Mahabir, whose veiled hints about the
rise of doctrinal orthodoxy in the party were not neglected
by the Government's enemies. More generally, there were
entire groups, like the Civil Service Association, whose
members were dissatisfied with the procedure adopted by
Government in the current regrading and reclusiflcation
tuks, as was made evident by the paid publication in the
press (an unheard-of procedure in the British Civil Service) of the Association's correspondence with the Pennanent Secretary of the Ministry of Finance. Even more, the
mass protest march staged by the Association during the
election itself indicated that, one, as a self-styled trade
union it did not intend to allow political loyalties to interfere with its professional interests and. two. it was learning
bow to operate u a "pressure group" in a modernising
economy instead of remaining. as it bas tended to remain
in Trinidadian life. an occupational group too timid to
speak out lest its members be victimised as. indeed. was
always a real possibility under the colonial regime.
That new middle-group militancy must be related to
the total class pattern. For although PNM Cabinets remain middle-clus in their composition tbe moat important
lingle phenomenon to emerge out of the election was the
evidence tbat. as a mass party. the PNM was shifting
slowly leftwards in its social class base. That was evident
enough in Dr. Williams' campaign speecbes. It was even
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vote by the ruling party, symboli.sed in the decisive move
of the local National Trades Union Congress to Ideotify
itself formally with the PNM and, u evidence of its good
faith, to organise a mammoth pro-PNM demonstration in
Port of Spain. The new trend-perhaps terminating 0DaI
and for all the unsuccessful history of trade-union attempts at promoting their own political organiaations in
the territory-wu hardly surprising in the light, once again.
of Dr. Capildeo's splendid genius for lighting the wronl
war at the wrong time in the wrong place. For his stem
rebuke that "any trade union mixed with a political party
is a house divided and is bound to fail", coupled with his
ominous warning about "too many strikes", waa bound to
alienate all trade unionists; u in fact it did, with perhaps
the exception of the Amalgamated Engineering and Allied
Workers union. They felt, not unnaturally, that it prelaged repressive anti-union legislation on the part of a
DLP govemmenL To demand that unions divon:e themselves from politics. the NTUC atatement urged, "ia in
fact asking the workers to tie their hands behind their
backs in their struggle, while freeing the hands of the
capitalists"; and it is suggestive that the statement c:aI1ed
in the aid of the American experience by quoting Mr.
Meany's obs4:rvation that American unions are &dive in
politics because they lind that, although the company apy
and the professional strike-breaker bave about passed from
the scene. and although unions have certain protectiolll
under the law, the employer bu decided that the place
to curb the union movement is in the legislative field..
Dr. Williams, naturally. welcomed the new IUpport, not
surprisingly when his own earlier record of adviser to the
Caribbean union movement is called to mind. It remains
to be seen wbether the local union leadership will stay put
with the American labour practice of rewarding political
friends and punishing political enemies, or will move forward, after the British fashion, to formal afBIiation with
the PNM. That this is still an open question sbowI bow
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followed lines different from those of the neighbouring
Jamaican pattem.u
This PNM "opening to the left", of course, is empirical
rather than theoretical. If it promises a tum to socialism
-hardly likely-it will be, at the most, in the French phrase,
a socialisme sans doctrines. Its real motivation, perhaps.
is a growing realisation that, in Caribbean politics, movements with only middle-class bases become rapidly isolated,
as the recent difficulties of the Manley party in lamaica
and the National Civic Union in the Dominican Republic illustrate. To that degree, at least, Mr. lames' severe strictures on the bourgeois stamp of the PNM ministerial
benches (and their wives) ring true. The traits of that
class-social careerism, egotistic individualism, personal rivalry and murderous back-biting (the famous Trinidadian
mauvais langue), the round of social protocol and respectable public service that ends with a citation in the
Royal Birthday Honours list (there must be a sizeable
number of eminent PNM members who look forward to
following Sir Learie Constantine, one of their foundation members, into the ranks of the new West Indian
knighthood c1ass)-make a precarious foundation for a
progressive nationalist movemenL Many of the internal
troubles of the PNM certainly go back to all this. New
blood, by way of wider class recruitment, should be a necessary medicine. It would help to counteract the class
prejudice that so frequently masquerades as "shade" prejudice in the West Indian multi-layered pigmentocracy. It
would help, further, to allay the religion of social respectability that has persuaded too many West Indian middleand lower-class persons that there is a necessary indignity
about maouallabor, and thereby condemned them, as the

\
l

• See, for all this: Dr. CapUdeo, remarb quoted in Tile
Trinidad GUDrdlan, November 8, 1961; Statement of ~be Am.a1pmated Ensioeering and Allied Worken Trade Umon, ibid.,
November 14, 1961; Statemeot of CommUDlcatioos w~r~n
Trade Union, ibid., November 12, 1961; Statement of Trimdad
and Tobago National Trades Union Council, ibid., November
16, 1961; and remarks of Mr. John Rojas, In The Evening
N_s, November 27, 1961.
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pathetic hero-llgure of Mr. Nalpaul's large novel, A Houe
lor Mr. Bi_M, exempli1ies, to empty and incooclusiw
Jives. The recognition of labour 10 the new senatorial appointments in Port of Spain is a step 10 that direction. If
this goes well, the PNM promises a social aIIiaDce between
the socially disinherited and the middle-class groups which

no previous movement led by successive Trinidadian politicians--Cipriaoi, Buder, Rojas, Rienzi, Gomes-has been
able to effect.
The Achilles heel of that promise is, of course, the
ugly spectre of race. Historically, there has been little race
admixture to cement the various ethnic groups-Africans,
Indians, Chinese, Syrians, Europeans-into a new Trinidadian whole. It is true that the divisions in Trinidad have
not gone as far as in British Guiana, where Mr. Sidney
King's sensational proposal for racial partition during that
colony's recent election showed the depths of Negro-Indian
mutual hatred. It is true, too, that the established occupational differentiations of the Trinidadian social structure,
founded upon the traditional economic subserviency of
the Indian labourer and the traditional iocapacity of the
creole for trade, are beginning to break down as, first,
the middle-class Negro is getting away from the bias in
favor of the "older" professions luch as law, medicine
and the civil service and, two, the creolisation of the Indian proceeds apace. As a result of all this, there II much
to place on the credit side of the ledger. A completely
racialist "ticket" has become a serious hazard, so both
parties sponsored a racially mixed list of candidates. The
PNM ran the personally popular Saied Mohammed 10
Sao Fernando West, the DLP ran Negro candidates lib
Peter Farquhar in Polote-a-P1erre and lames Kelly 10 Barataria; and the fact that this might be regarded as a slatemaking tactic in a multi-group electorate does not detract
from its significance. Dr. Williams urged upon hIa followen tho truth that an Indian friend 10 the PNM WBI better
than a Negro enemy in the DLP. The attempt of the
African National Congress to emulate the Garveyite "black
nationalism" of the Millard 10hnson variety in lamaica
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fell on stony ground, if only because the "Back to Africa"
slogan meant little to a Trinidad that has traditionally been
an importer rather than an exporter of people. To the
degree that it is possible to correlate the voting statistica
with the 1960 Population Census figures put out by tbe
Central Statistical Office in Port of Spain, it seems likely
that the PNM Indian candidates in the three predominantly Indian constituencies of Couva, Chaguanas, and
Caroni East polled minority returns higher than the Negro
ratio of the population, while Mr. Mohammed in Barataria
almost certainly pulled large numbers of Indian voters into
the PNM column. On the other hand, the narrow margin
of the DLP winner in the Fyzabad constituency reflected
rather faithfully the racial composition of that almost
equally divided Indian-Negro area; nor did the PNM
strategy of running an Indian standard-bearer in the heavily Indian Pointe-a-Pierre constituency prevent the majority of its voters from supporting the DLP Negro candidate. Much of the Indian sense of alienation towards the
Trinidad society has been the result, of course, of heightened cultural identification with India since 1947. It was
therefore astute of Dr. Williams, to say the least, to head
a government mission to New Delhi during the election
year and to celebrate the centenary of the Indian poetphilosopher Tagore with a learned disquisition, in his private capacity III scholar and historian, on the significance
of that great humanist spirit for the modem nationalist
movement both in India and the West Indies.
Yet, when all is said and done, this was a beginning only.
The hard, inner core of the voting pattern was undoubtedly
racial loyalty. The very failure of a group like the African
National Congress could be seen, indeed, in a negative
rather than a positive light, for if the Trinidadian Negro
vote did not divide along intra-Negro lines between "brown
man" and "black man" elements, as in Haiti and Jamaica,
the resultant Negro unity could be explained simply as
the closing of the race ranks against a felt Indian menace
that does not exist in either of the Greater Antillean
societies. That probably explains why, so far, race align-
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ments seem more pressing than class alignments, why,
for example, the social and economic division between
the "barefoot brigade" and what Dr. M. O. Smith has
aptly styled the "motorised salariat" has not taken on a
political expression in Trinidad III it has done in Jamaica.
It is suggestive, to make another point, that the DLP staff
organisation did not deem it worthwhile to enter an Indian candidate in any of the four Port of Spain districts,
and that not even the most ardent PNMite would have
considered a Negro to run the gauntlet in the solid Indian
territories of Naparima or Caroni East. It is probable,
again, that the Chinese group voted DLP, with exceptions
like the business family from which Senator Ronnie Williams comes, although it would be interesting to know
how many of them voted PNM in resentment against
Dr. Capildeo's threat to depose the Trinidad-Chinese Governor, Sir Solomon Hochoy, should the DLP win the
election. Habit, said Plato, is everything. The notorious
clannishness of the Indian, based, historically, upon his
cultural isolationism, will take a long time to disappear.
There are many PNM members, again, for whom, underneath the thin veneer of their ideology, the word "Indian"
is still a word of opprobrium. Nor were there wanting signs,
in the heat of election, of anti-white, anti-apatriate feelings on the part of the PNM common man, certainly an
unhappy fact when it is remembered that there were enclaves of pro-PNM sentiment both in the managerial
echelons of the oil companies and in the faculty of the
old campus of the Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture
at St. Augustine.
Class-race feelings, clearly enough, are in a state of flux
in the Trinidadian boiling pot. How far the present situation will change III class loyalties have a chance to replace
race loyalties in a rapidly changing socIo-economic struc:ture is problematicaL There are signs, at least, that the
old creole ruling elements will turn to the DLP III their
fears of PNM social radicalism swell (the entry of Sir
Gerald Wight into the governing councila of the party
is a straw in the wind); just as, in British Guiana, there
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are signs that elements within the East Indian business
groups and more wealthy rice producers appear to be
forgetting their racial affinity as their apprehensions about
Jaganite "communism" increase. Economic rationalism,
along class lines, if this process continues, would begin to
supplant racial nationalism. H that turns out to be the
case, the remedy may well turn out to be as potentially
as explosive as the disease it seeks to exorcise, for the hatreds of class are no more pleasing than the hatreds of
race. It is at that point that the all-inclusive nationalist
credo of parties like the PNM would receive its most
formidable challenge. Be all that as it may, the gospel of
an all-Trinidadian racial solidarity remains, as yet, an aspiration rather than a reality. Negro self-respect, admittedly, bas won out, after the sentiment of the calypsonian:
Soon, in the West Indies,
It will be Please, Mr. Nigger, please.
But it will surely be some time before the race-mixture
theme of Koon Koon Street Arima
They could say ah crazy or ah mad
But ah love Arima bad,
It have some Indian mix up wid nigger
Calling me to plant sweet cassava • • •
becomes equally sovereign in the Trinidadian communal
psychology.
The issue of the West Indies Federation, and its place in
the election, merits a special note. The election was held
in the shadow of the impending dissolution of that unfortunate experiment precipitated by the Jamaican secession:
a secession, incidentally, tbat gave added piquancy to the
cbapter of Mr. Murray's early volume of 1912 on A
United Wen Indies entitled "Reasons for Excluding lamaica".tO It is not exaggeration to say that Trinidad in
tOC. Gideon Murray, A United West Indies (London: The
West Strand Publisbing Company lJd., 1912), Ch. I, "Reasons
for Excluding Jamaica".
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1961, like the border states in the criaia of the American
federal union in 1861, held in its bands the power to
make or break the Federation. .As a consequence, the
brooding omnipresence of the Trinidad Government's docision, one way or the other, to end it or mend it. coloured
the whole electoral campaign. Early on. the PNM decided,
in convention, not to make the matter an electOral issue
but, rather, to make it a subject of special enquiry once
the election was over. The Opposition, In addition to the
DLP group of federal parliamentarianl whose Interest
in continued Trinidadian membellhip was KIf-evident
enough, sought unsucceufu1ly to compel the government
to break its Kif-imposed silence. For the PNM strategy
was surely prudent in the Hght of the grim price that the
PNP Government in lamaica had had to pay for injecting
the federal question into local poHtics; while the small
audience that attended Dr. Elton Richardson', "federal
forum" at Queen's Hall during the election indicated that
there was Httle popular demand behind the DLP viewpoint. The PNM decision to leave the Federation was thus
left for the General Council and a apecial convention to
announce in early 1962. It bas been said that the decision
should have been referred to a popular referendum vote.
But a referendum frequently fails to denver a decisive vote
on a controversial issue, as the Jamaican ref~um itself showed. .As a device, it is profoundly alien to the
British-West Indian constitutional tradition, which has
never accepted the idea of the formal mandate as a guide
to governmental poHcy. And, in any case, the proper answer to the critics is that, if the desirability of a referendum
be granted, it should in all logic have been held on the
federal level and prior to, and not after, the adoption of
the federal constitution, following the example of the Australian federal case balf a century earHer."
Three things are noteworthy about the Trinidadian decision, disappointing as it was to those, like Dr. Arthur
11 Resolution of tho General Council of tho People'. Nadonal Movement. Fun text reprinted in Tiu Nation, January
IS, 1962. The Report of tho Special Convention of tho People'.
National MovelllCnt, reported in Tiu Nation, February 2, 1962.
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Lewis, who had urged continued Trinidadian membership

in a truncated Eastern Caribbean Federation. In the first
place, it showed, if further proof were still needed, the
utterly artificial character of the federalist sentiment. That
sentiment, in the Trinidad populace, has really been fed
primarily by Dr. Williams' own educational efforts following his resignation from the Caribbean Commission,
and that he could kill it as easily as he could create it
was evident in the fact that, Mr. Andrew Rose's proFederation motion excepted, the party convention accepted
the new policy without any real dissenL "Federation mash
up": there was little of regret in the colloquial Trinidadian dismiasal of the experiment. In Trinidad as much as
in Jamaica, then, the spirit of patriotic nationalism has
won out over that of federal unionism. Nor was that PNM
sentiment alone, for Mr. Ashford Sinanan of the DLP,
like Mr. Robinson of the PNM, reaigned his federal seat in
order to run as a local candidate. It is doubtful, looking
back. if the federal sentiment ever penetrated below the
level of the middle-class professional and civil service
groups who were prepared, as was the federal establishment itself, to accept the Federation as an instrument
representing British sentiments and following (as the federal constitution showed) the predilections of a British
constitutional tradition that has never really understood
the workings of the federal principle because it has never
experienced them. For only those predilections could havo
been guilty of arguing, as they did in the Rance Committee
Report of 1949, that there would occur a quiet and tranquil transfer of unit government powers to the federal
centre, when in fact all modern federal experience elaowhere forcibly suggests that such a process of centralisation of powers is always accompanied by bitter and prolonged struggle.
In the second place, the PNM attitude was therefore not
so much anti-federal in basic principlo as it was against
continuing membership of what it viewed as a farcical and
not a genuine Federation. It was critical, from the outset,
of a Federation in which, to use Bagehot'. famous diI-
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tinction between the dignified and the efficient elements of
a constitution, the dignified elements were exaggerated
and the efficient elements played down; so that the Federal Government's public image centered upon the Federal Governor-General (an imported party Whip from
the Westminster Parliament), the comings and goings of
the Federal ministers, the aping of House of Commons
ritual in the Federal house, rather than upon regional
economic planning and developmenL The PNM saw that
in order to meet the clamant neoda of an "underdeveloped"
colonial economy the region required a strong federal
government endowed with the necessary legal and financial powers to integrate the economy, fatally decentraIised
as it was; and such a program was set out in the exhaustive studies sponsored by the Trinidad Government: The
Economic8 of Nationhood, The Case for United Kingdom
Assistance, European Integration and Wen lndiD" Trade,
in addition to monographs on the comparative cases of
Puerto Rico and Nigeria. Yet the Federal Government
never looked like undertaking such a scheme at any point;
even more important, the British Government and Parliament utterly failed to guarantee the sort of continuing
economic aid that West Indians surely had a moral right
to expect after three centuries of colonial exploitation.
There was little to suggest, indeed, that in 1962 British
leadership had in any way changed its view, set out in an
infamous passage of the Rance Committee Report, that
economic aid saps the "self-respect" of a politically independent people, penned at the very moment (1949) when
Britain itself Was receiving massive economic aid from the
United States without any visible effect upon the "selfrespect" of the British people. In the light of all this, Dr.
Williams and his colleagues clearly felt that it was not
the historic function of Trinidad to take over obligations
in the grant-aided economies of the Leeward and Wmdward Islands that were inescapably the responsibilities of
the British people and the British OovernmenL
Thirdly, and finally, then, the Trinidad attitude was
at onco negative and positive. Negative, in that the PNM
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modernising ollgarchy were unwilling to give time and
energy to the creation of their kind of federation with
the remaining units, for everything about the "small island" mentality strongly suggested that such a course
would have meant another prolonged fight for the acceptance of their ideas. The period 1956-61 had witnessed
an ene"ating and wasteful struggle between the TrinidadHamiltonian thesis of a strong central government and
the Jamaica-Jeffersonian thesis of a weak federal centre.
Trinidadian leadership of an Eastern Caribbean Federation would quite certainly have meant another such struggle with "small island" leaderships jealous of their costly
and top-heavy governmental structures. It is true that tho
decision was a harsh one, harshly worded, and an undeniable retreat from the earlier magnanimity of PNM
attitudes: the General Council resolution setting out its
reasons concentrated almost entirely on the economic
aspects of Federation and said little about its moral and
sentimental aspects. Yet those who have been perturbed
by this have perhaps insufficiently appreciated that in the
power-struggles of a nascent federal form appeal to sentiment rarely triumphs over the vested interests of insularist
unit governments.
On the other hand, having said all this, the PNM decilion had its positive elements, in that it did not turn its
back utterly, as had done Jamaica, on a future federal
endeavor. For the decision to "go it alone" did not preelude, in the convention', language, "the future association in a unitary state of the people of Trinidad and
Tobago with any territory of the Eastern Caribbean whose
people may 10 desire and on terms to be mutually agreed,
but in any case providing for the maximum possible degl"ee of local government"; and, beyond that, a willingness
on Trinidad's part "to associate with all the peoples of the
Caribbean in a Caribbean Economic Community and to take
such action as may be necessary for the achievement of
this objective". Trinidad was thus taking one step backwards in order, later, to take two steps forward. If, for
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the present, that means, to put it brutally, desertion of the
small and poorer islands-as, indeed, it il-the Trinidadian
offense is at least mitigated by the fact that the desertion
was initially that of a Jamaican leadership devoid of any
real federal civic sense and of a British officialdom that
permitted Jamaican secession, when secession, as a right,
was unknown to the federal constitution. The Caribbean.
as a whole, clearly lacks as yet the kind of bold leadership that is ready to risk all in the se"ice of a peat
principle.
A final word is in order on the international implicatioDl
of the election. West Indian elections, until only yesterday,
concerned themselves in an insular fashion with what
Adam Smith contemptuously styled "the paltry rafIle of
colony faction". That is no longer possible nor desirable.
The gl"owth of a Pan-Antillean nationalism, the Cuban
Revolution, tho changing economy of the region and its
emergent status as a cockpit of international rivalries:
all conspire to bring the world and its problems to the
doorstep of even the smallest island. The political Balbnisation of the area-of which the breakdown of the Federation is yet another sign-aggravates all of that, lince
it has created, and continues to create, a political vacuum
that encourages inte"ention by outside forces. Hence the
notorious vulnerability of the Caribbean: politically, because there has been no indigenous Caribbean force capable of resisting that in~tion, ever Iince it atarted
with the Papal Donation of 1492: and economically, because imperial mercantilist policies have condemned it
to the prnduction of food and extractive commodities for
outside consumption and over the price and sales structure
of which there has been little local control.
It is within this general context that Trinidad, like Jamaica, embraces sovereign independence, with full responlibility for all of the complex problems of defense and
foreign affairs hitherto looked after by London. The gl"im
hazard of the enterprise was already underlined during
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the election period by, one, the British immigration control
bill and, two, the British application for entry into the
European Common Market. For both of those acts revealed
a Britain turoing her back on her Commonwealth ties and
responsibilities in order to safeguard her own vulnerability
in the face of an integrating European economic community. The migrant bar, as PNM pointed out, would
have the effect of diverting small island migrants from
Britain to Trinidad itself, thereby causing a fatal strain
upon the local embryonic social services. The trade bar,
even worse, could perhaps cripple the West Indian sugar,
cocoa, coffee and citrus products market, protected at the
moment by the system of imperial tariff preferences; for it
is unlikely that the Rome Treaty members would accept
terms of entry for Great Britain which would involve the
possibility of privileged West Indian products crossing the
Channel, once they were in the UK economy, to compete
unfairly with ECM commodities. The only alternative would
be for the West Indies dependencies to be accorded Associated Overseas Territories status (already enjoyed by the
neighbouring Dutch Antillean economies), whereby they
would obtain free entry for their products into the whole
of the Common Market area but, of course, would have
to face the competition on even terms of the other Associated Overseas Territories. All this explains why the PNM
strove to draw voter attention to these problems, so much
more urgent and potentially dangerous in their possible
consequences than the usual diet of territorial elections.
It explains, too, why the long-term aim of any Trinidad
government must be, increasingly, the attainment of full
and equal representation, as a government, in all of these

international agreements that presently control the price
and marketing structures of those commodities-aJllee,
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Since, too, in cases like coffee and cocoa the most important consumer is the United States, it means, in addition,
adequate representation in Washington. It remains to be
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isolated Jamaica, will be strong enough to survive in
that \dnd of international environmenL12
The implications of all this are enormous' and it is
doubtful if the average man in the West In~ street baa
e~en be~ to compr~hend them. In terma of independent
dipl?matic representation, economic and technical. advisory
serviCes, foreign service missions overseas, the establishm~nt of small but adequate defense fon:ea-perbapa something on the model of the United States National Guard
system-it means an immediate pressure on resourcea and
manpower of no mean proportions. 'lbe recent Jamaica
Ministry Paper on the establiahment of a .Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Commonwealth Relations and of FOreign
Service Missions overseas indicates the size and character
of the problems. The foreign policy problem aIooe is formidable; for, at the least, It means the aean:hlng out of
new friends to put in the place of Britain', betrayai-aa
West Indians see it-of old and long ties of affection and
esteem. For that reason alone, a heavy premium will be
placed upon friendly relations with the United States; and
the 1960 US-West Indies agreement on leased bases proved
that the Trinidad PNM leadership is willing to permit the
continuation of American-held bases so long as it is
founded upon fair and open agreement between equals.
The cry of "anti-Americanism" baa been heard. But no
one who knows Dr. Williams closely, and his pungent sense
of practicality, is likely to believe that he would be willing
to subject Trinidad to the type of massive economic embarrassments faced by Cuba, let alono risk the destruction
of his own political career, by any sort of serious collision
with the American power. Nor should it be overlooked,
in that respect, that there has always been a tendency for
West Indian politicians of the old school to concentrate
upon attacking the U 't d States th th
d
OJ e
ra er an evoting
themselves in the PNM manner to (for them) the less
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12 Britain In Ihe European Common MorbI: How II May
AtJ!CI the Wul Indies, memor~um prepaued by the West
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congenial task of analysing the internal problems of their
own economies; with the result that, as even a leftwing
French socialist like M. Ou6rin has pointed out in his
recent volume on The Wen Indies and Their Future,
they tend to make America into a scapegoat for whatever
goes wrong in the Caribbean. Yet it is not enough to be
against something, however justifiably. One must also be
for something. ll
That is why-to proceed to the final point-political independence must be accomplished by a positive patriotism, a new national psychology, at bottom, that is
appropriate to a society that seeks to stand on its own
feeL For the legacy of cultural imperialism has been the
dependent colonial mentality of the Caribbean mind, what
Mr. Ansell Hart, in the Jamaican case, has called the social
religion of "Anglolatry", the habit of looking always to
England and English ways for guidance. Here, more than
anywhere else, perhaps, is the real PNM revolution, the
appeal to a new West Indian pride in the hitherto repressed West Indian culture, fixed upon Captain Cipriani', dictum at the historic Dominica Conference of 1932
that "The Englishman has taught us that his home is his
castle. We have learned the lesson well, and we must make
our home our castIe", West Indians will have to emancipate themselves, in their innermost selves, from the London psycho-complex; and no one who has seen how difll.
cult it has been for Puerto Ricans, over the last two
decades, to rid themselves of the Washington psychocomplex will be likely to underestimate the magnitude of
the challenge, for it is always easier to change ideas than
to give up feelings. Accepted and mastered, however, the
challenge could be made into the foundation for a new relationship between the new world and the old. West indians would cease to be passive recipients only of events
and become active agents in their creation. They would
contribute their own gifts to world civilisation in a relationship of full equality with others. Charles Kingsley saw
llDaniel Ou6rin, The Wen Indies and Their Future (LondOD: Denis Dobson, 1961), P. 172.
__
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something of that possibility in the thoughts that were suggested to him, some seventy.five years ago, as he watched
the Negroes of Port of Spain perform their tom-tom
dances in the Belmont hills. "Oreat and worthy exertions"
he wrote, "are made, every London Season, for the con:
version of the Negro and the Heathen, and the abolition
of their barbarous customs and dances. It is to be hoped
that. the Negro and the Heathen will some day show their
gratitude to us, by sending missionaries hither to convert
the London Season itself, dances and all; and assist it to
take the beam out of its own eye, in return for having
taken the mote out of theirs". i t It is possible that the time
for that reversal of historic culture-roles has now arrived.
i t Charlel Kinssley, A t Lost: A Chrlnnuu III the Wen 111dks (London: Macmillan, 1887), p. 308.
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British West Indian Federation-A
Critique
W. A. Domingo

Some West Indians, concerned that their territories might
lack viability as independent states, have sought to combine
autonomy with inter-island association. The historic urge
toward union, culminated in the creation of the sbort-Iived
British West Indies Federation (1958-62). The federal
venture Is seen here through the eyes of a Jamaican nationalist who opposed it as more likely to impede Jamaican
independence than to advance it. Writing just before the
federation began, he found little popular sentiment for it
and argued that Jamaica was too distant from the other islands to derive any tangible benefits from the connection.
He envisaged Jamaica as burdened instead by caring for
a number of small impoverished associates who would be
unable to stand on their own feet, yet were liable to outvote Jamaica. These objections proved prophetic, going far
to explain Jamaica's decision to withdraw from the federation only two years after its inception.

With practically no opposition in the territories c0ncerned, the British Caribbean Islands, with the exception
of the Vugin Islands, will be federated in 1958. The conditions under which this result was accompllsbed hampered
the emergence of an informed opposition. Public discuIsion, the necessary prerequisite of political action in democratic communities, was virtually absent wben the question
of federation was considered. Supporters of federation
had the "dice loaded in their favour" and refused or
appeared unwilling to challenge dissident views. They assumed an attitude of lofty disdain for any opinion not in
harmony with their own and ignored the mutterings of
dissent which arose at a late stage. From the start the
federationlsts had the press and other media of publicity
and propaganda on their side. These were either controlled
by them or were generally favourable to the proposition
that it was imperative for the British Caribbean territories
to form some sort of a political union.
In one instance, the federationists went so far as to
characterize some feeble last-minute questionings as c0mmunistic, implying that arguments and ideas are not to be
assayed for their intrinsic worth but on the basis of their
source.
Writing in his column In Public Oplnlon, a Jamaican
weekly newspaper, a few months before the signing of

W. A. DOMlNoo, a Jamaican nationalist long resident
in New York, was a journalist and political activist who
joined other emigr6 Jamaicans during the 1930s and
19408 in urging greater Jamaican autonomy.
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the document which committed the islands to federate.
Mr. Michael Manley, journalist and prominent trade union
organizer, son of Chief Minister Manley of Jamaica, admitted with what seemed to be a touch of doubt as to
the wisdom of federation, that the demand for a federal
union had no mass basis; that it was sponsored by politicians, and when finalized will have been imposed by
them. He deplored the fact that the bulk of the people
to be affected knew very little about the subject and were
indifferent. In effect, the inhabitants of the islands were
being led, or driven, like sheep.
Because of these circumstances the British West Indian
populations have been confronted with a fait accompli.
How serious the result might be to them in the years ahead
is shown by the reply given by Chief Minister Manley, as
reported in Public Opinion of April 28, 1956. Asked if
a unit could secede if it became dissatisfied with the workings of the federation, Mr. Manley answered, ". think
not". In other words, the principal arclIitect of federation,
an able and experienced lawyer, regards the union as indissoluble. No provision is made for a trial period of even
25 years to test the value of the union to each of its disparate unitsl
Although the die has been cast, final ratification is yet
to be made by the various legislatures, so an antI! mortem
should be in order. It might be possible even at this late
date for some of the legislators who accepted the idea
without appearing to have given it any critical study or
to have made an appraisal of its possible effects on their
own country, to stop and take that "sober second thought"
considered important in personal affairs. Nothing is perfect and above critical examination. It should never be
too late to correct a mistake.
West Indian proponents of federation at no time, in
Jamaica at any rate, invited, courted or engaged in any
full dress discussions in which the pros and cons of the
subject were carefully assessed and the full play of controversy brought into operation. There was no careful,
Stllfish, if you will, scrutiny or evaluation of the question
from the point of view of the special interests of each
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colony. Public debate on the desirabillty or wisdom of
Jamaica entering the federation was discouraged and even
resisted. The pros had a field day. Seemingly having long
decided that some sort of union must Ipso '«to be beneficial to every unit, including their own, they proceeded
with what was evidently their pre-determlned plan.
From an unknown source this writer received a copy
of "Freedom News Letter" from Jamaica by mail. In it
is reported what purports to be the exact answer given by
the Chief Minister of Jamaica to the question: "Don't you
believe your Government enjoys sufficient prestige and
goodwill to allow the people to decide by referendum
whether we join such a federation without achieving independence first?" Mr. Manley is quoted as saying, "We
can do anything but will not permit a referendum".
The quoted reply was made at a public lecture by Mr.
Manley under the auspices of the Jamaica Manufacturers'
Association at the Carib Theatre in Kingston on April 22,
1956. It leaves no conclusion but that it was his irrevocable
intention to foist federstion on Jamaica. Implicit In tho
answer to the question, which challenged tho wisdom of
Jamaica subordinating its own struggle for the fullest Stllfgovernment In favour of federation, is the fear that public
discussion, the necessary, salutary and Inevitable c0ncomitant of a referendum, might upset plans that already
had been formulated. It Is a sad, disheartening and revealing commentary on the trend of Jamaican politics.
From time to time this writer persistently, but vainIy,
tried in the Jamaican press to lure Jamaican federationists
into a debate on the topic. Apparently ventilation of tho
subject was tabooed by them. It was not to be publicly
examined in all its aspects, least of all from Jamaica'.
special point of view. It appears to be a case of, "We have
spoken; there is no further discussion; the case is clOStld".
Failure to provoke open discussion leaves one alternative-analYStl the arguments and try to discover the m0tives and influences which appear to have Induced Jamaican federationists to include their country in tho
nascent union.
At the outset it must be made crystal clear that thoro Is
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no intention of imputing or ascribing self-serving or ignoble
motives to anyone. Nor is there any purpose of applying opprobrious terms, such as "tory", "traitor", "Communist", "reactionary", etc., to the defenders of federation. Cold war epithets will find no place in this critique;
but cold, dispassionate arguments will. It is only fair to
assume that everyone acted and is acting in good faith.
The attitude of Jamaican federationists, in the light of
available evidence, cannot be regarded as based on a
respect for and acceptance of the aenerally observed principles governing the adoption of a programme or a course
of action likely to profoundly affect a country and its
future population. Facts, logic and the conclusions legitimately derivable from them appear not to be considered
of the highest importance. This was demonstrated when
Mr. Manley declared to a group of Jamaicans in New
York last winter, shortly after he had signed the document
in London which committed Jamaica to be a member of
the burgeoning federation, that opponents of his action
had "logic, arguments and common sense" on their aide,
but lacked "faith". The inescapable inference is that Mr.
Manley and his supporters possess an abundance of
"faith" but are perhaps destitute of sound logic and good
arguments for their cause.
"Faith" is said to be necessary in matters of religion,
but it is hardly a safe guide for political action of the
IOrt envisaged by federation. A famous American orator
defined faith as "belief without evidence".
The more Weat Indian federationistl, especially Jamaicans, defend their position for an over-all federation, the
less convincing their arguments become. These questions
naturally arise: Wby should the islands federate? Should
Jamaica and British Honduras, situated as they are geographically, be part of the federation? Should federation
of any 1Ort, even if considered desirable, take precedence
over the attainment of self-government by each political
unit of the British Caribbean? Should federation, at best a
dubious political grouping, be equated with or linked to
self-government, a fundamental political and human right?
The usual glib answer is that unity means strength; that ___ ..
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the units are each too small In area or population to be
Important in world affairs; that the inhabitants are "one
people".
It is not true that unity necessarily increueI Itrength.
It can seriously weaken lOme of its components. A chain,
as is kbown, is as "strong as its weakest link". It does DOt
become stronger by adding some "strong" Hob. The argument about size is indeed novel and will be dealt with
later.
Is it true that West Indians are one people? The majority
of them are of Negro ancestry with varying degrees of
admixture with other races. Among these divene peoples
exist many sharp and ominous cleavages of class, colour
and race. It is impossible to wish this fact away. But even
if the population was bomogeneous to the ultimate degree
in each colony, or in the colonies as a whole, that would
not be a convincing reason for them federating with their
far and near, insular and continental, neighbours in the
area.
The French, Germans, Italians, Poles and Spaniards
occupy the same European land mass and are of the same
race, meaning that by and large their observable physical
resemblances are greater than their dissimilarities, but this
"oneness" is not regarded by Europeans as a compelling
reason for federating their nations. Similarly. the inhabitants of China, Mongolia and several Asian countries 0ccupy the same land mass and look 10 much alike physically
as to be virtually lndistlnguisbable from one another, but
neither geographical proximity nor physical aliItenea is
regarded as constituting a substantial basla for uniting the
several nations into one nation.
Geographical contiguity and similarity of language and
customs, as in the cases of Canada and the United State&,
and Mexico and Guatemala, not to mention many countries of South America, are not rational grounds for Individual nations agreeing to obliterate their Independent
national existence.
If being of Negro descent in the Caribbean Is justification for federation, Haiti and the French West Indies with
their heavy Negro populations, eminently qualify for In-
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clusion in any sucb union I The patent absurdity and unreality of this type of argument condemns it completely.
Race is not a legitimate ground for federating nations or
territories.
The British and American Virgin .Islands are in the
Caribbean and the inhabitants are mostly Englisb-speaking
Negroes, but they will not be in the federation, the former, although British, as the result of their own free
choice.
To insist that race or language should be the basis of a
federation is to accept the dangerous and discredited Hitlerian doctrine of "race and nation", a Nazi concept which
repudiated the principles of democracy and was itself
repudiated in a bloody holocaust. It is unbelievable that
any sane person, cognizant of the history of Latin America, where onenesa of religion also exists, would seriously
suggest that these nations sink their national individualities
and federate. As a matter of history, be it noted, the Central American Republics were politically united in their
early existence, but national characteristics and conflicting
interests developed, resulting in defederation.
What, then, is the discernible driving force that actuates
West Indian politicians? That force seems to be the long
connection of the territories with Great Britain. It is significant that of all the Caribbean peoples it is only among
the British-controlled ones that there is any agitation for
regional federation. Limitation of the agitation to one segment of the peoples of the area excludes any other conclusion than that the special attitude is primarily due to
their peculiar conditioning.
An understanding of the psychological aspects of the
question offers the only feasible explanation why colonies
as far apart as 1,000 miles, separated by water, as are
Jamaica and Trinidad, were urged by their leaders and
encouraged by the British Government to federate. The
motivation could not be cultural or historical for there is
no uniform culture, if any special culture at all, in the
British West Indies. As for a common history there is none
except insofar as the islands are the colonial possessions
of England.
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Dominica, St. Lucia and Orenada have been under
French rule and until this day the inhabitants. as well as
of Trinidad, commonly speak a French piJloil and retain
vestiges of French culture and customs. Bvery island or
colony bas its own history with which the inhabitants are
naturally familiar; but only a few outside scbolars-spociaJists-are likely to be interested enough to study individual insular histories. Ignorance of Jamaica is as profound among Trinidadiana as is ignorance of Trinidad
among Jamaicans.
Identity of economic interests does not exist among the
units. On the contrary. they produce practically tho same
primary agricultural commodities and _k the same
foreign markets, thus in reality they are competitors. Bach
wants, because of understandable intemal reasons, to increase its production. Competition, or the effort of each
unit to sell more goods to the same customers. ia likely
to be intensified.
It is the natural aim of each colony to industrialize to
the limit of its resources; but this normal and laudable
objective will pose serious problems which must ultimately
lead to friction inside the union. It _ms, therefore. that
the urge for federation which will lOOn be effectuated by
West Indian politicians, rests on no firmer foundation than
the fact that the colonies have been tied to Britain, their
political "motherland". for a long period of time.
There are several federations extant. The United States,
Canada, Australia, Switzerland, are notable examples of
such political arrangements. In each of these cases the
component units occupy tho same land mass and are contiguous. There ia no separation by water. Wherever islands
are or were federated the distance between one island and
its nearest neighbour in the union is relatively insignificant.
This is true of the W'mdward and Leeward Ialands in the
British West Indies.
For centuries there has been considerable inter-islaDd
trade and travel between the two island-federatiODl. Movement of peoples in and between the two groups of illands
and, for that matter. in the eastem sector of the British
West Indies, bas been practically unhindered. On the other
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hand, Jamaica and British Honduras, situated far to the
west, are virtually isolated from the eastern colonies, continental and insular.
There is little travel or communication between the two
sectors, consequently few family ties exist hetween the
peoples of the two areas-east and wesL Because of their
proximity to each other, and the movement of peoples
within the eastern colonies, numerous family connections
exist. Thus a Barbadian may have close relatives who were
born in Trinidad, SI. Lucia and British Guiana. Jamaican
family ties are with Cuba, Central America and the United
States.
The British Government realistically recognized the ineluctable fact of geography when it federated the Leeward
and Windward Islands separately, although at one time
they were federated together. The federation had the distinction of being logical and practical It was not synthetic.
It facilitated, as was doubtless intended, administration.
The second realistic recognition of the physical facts
of the area was when Colonel Oliver Stanley, then Secretary of State for the Colonies, sent a Despatch to the West
Indies on March 14, 1945, stating the willingness of the
Imperial Government to support some sort of federation.
In the document, the Colonial Office suggested consideration of one federation to ioclude all the colonies or two
federations-one, western, presumably composed of British Honduras and Jamaica, the other obviously consisting
of the colonies in the east, including the mainland territory
of British Guiana.
By advancing the idea of two federations the British
Government clearly suggested that an over-aIl federation
might not be desirable or be the best means of achieving
unity. Obviously the British Government is not likely to
sanction, unless compelled by the determined action of
the inhabitants of an area, any type of political union
Iik.ely to weaken the economic grip of Bngland on her col~
nies. England's policy, motivated by intelligent self-interest,
moat naturally is to make concessions, when they are inevitable, with the objective of reduciq as much of her
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financial responsibility as possible, while retaining the maximum economic and political advantages.
It is significant that West Indians at home and abroad
completely ignored the suggestion for the creation of two
federations. They argued with disarming simplicity that
"the bigger the area. the better". They contended and atill
contend that a "new nation" of approximately 3,000,000
people is capable of cutting a more important figure in
world affairs than two "new nations", each with a population of less than 2,000,000.
Only an incorrigible optimist who is oblivious of the
realities of the present-day world can exaggerate into a
faith the future of any small and weak nation, whether
it has ten or three million people. The irrefragable fact is
that a small nation can hope to make an impression on
world affairs only through the skill of its stateamen or if
its territory contains products vitally needed by mankind.
Bvidently the leaders and perhaps the peoples of the
two mainland colonies have not been impressed by the
logic or wisdom of joining the federation. Neither race,
language, culture nor political attachment to England hal,
up to now, had much weight in deciding the conduct of
British Guiana and British Honduras. How long this aloofness will continue is problematical, for the British Government and the units to be federated are exerting maximum
pressures on the two recalcitrant colonies in an effort to
have them reverse their position.
Nothing better illustrates the indifference of West Indians in America regarding the political future of their
islands than the damning fact that apart from the Jamaica
Progressive League of New York there is no organization
of West Indians in the metropolis dedicated solely to the
task of securing self-government for any section of the
British Caribbean.
There are cricket, literary and social clubs, religioUi
and fraternal groups a-plenty, but only one political organization in a population of over 200,000 West Indiana ill
the United States.
The Jamaica Progressive League was founded in 1936
by a group of Jamaicans in New York at the instance of
,
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W. Adolphe Roberts, poet, historian and novelist, a Jamaican by birth.
The objective of the League was clearly stated in its
Declaration:
"Firmly believing that any people that bas seen its generations come and go on the same soil for centuries is,
in fact, a nation, the Jamaica Progressive League pledges
itself to work for the attainment of self-government for
Jamaica, so that the country may tale its rigbtful place
as a member of the Britisb Commonwealth of Nations."
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Nothing is said about federating with any other colony
or island in the Caribbean. The Declaration is a forthright
statement of intention. Nothing in it is opportunistic, equivocal, apologetic or conditional The establishment of Jamaica as a self-governing Dominion with all its attributes
was the aim. For this purpose tbe League worked and
sacrificed. Its many early drives for funds to help the
People's National Party in Jamaica were unconnected with
anything not contained in the Declaration. Campaign and
organizationa1 funds were collected and sent to Jamaica
for that specitlc purpose.
At this point it should be instructive and profitable to
examine the Ideas of West Indians in the United States
who favour federation-one federation.
The subject was not new in the eastern islands. It bad
often been bandied about. Discussion and advocacy of federation was a distinguishing feature of the politics of the
area. That this should be 80 is understandable. The existence of the already-federated is\anda made the subject a
foremost part of the political tbinlting of tbe sector.
Jamaica manifested little interest in the controversy.
Relative remoteness gave no urgency to the matter in the
two western colonies, so they took no active part in it.
Paradoxically, one of the high priests of federation was a
Jamaican, Dr. Louis Mei1t1e, who wrote a rambling and
incoherent book on the subject lOme fifty years ago. Dr.
Mei1t1e had spent part of his early life in the United States
at a time wben annexation of tbe islands to the United
States was being mooted for American strategic reasons.
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Appalled by the prevailing racial situation in the United
States, he expressed his opposition to annexation by advocating federation. Dr. Mei1t1e spent the last years of his
life in Trinidad.
The question of federation was for the first time definitely projected on the Jamaican political seeDC by Hon.
T. Albert Marryshow of Orenada as part of a speecb be
delivered in Kingston in 1945. An accomplished orator,
Mr. Marryshow's speech, couched in sentimental terms,
evoked some emotional response, but local indilference
soon reasserted itself. Mr. Marrysbow had long crusaded
for federation in the columns of bis weeldy newspaper,
The West Indian, which circulated almost entirely in
the eastern islands. He had also frequently toured those
islands and British Ouiana to lecture on his favourite
topic. The few Jamaicans wbo heard of federation in
their island did 80 only in a vague manner. To them
it was remote and unrelated to their destiny.
It is beyond successful contradiction that in the islands the inhabitants, as a general rule, regard themselves
as Trinidadians, Barbadians, Jamaicans. Antiguans, etc.,
not as West Indians. This is particularly true of J amaicaos.
Separated from the other colonies under the Union Jack
by relatively large stretches of water, as are Jamaica and
British Honduras, development of a genuine regional
national feeling was next to impossible. At belt the term
"West Indian", even wben restricted to the British insular
possessions, is geographical, not mona\.
Britisb Caribbean immigrants in the United States. II
well as Bahamans, Bermudans, Ouianese and Hondurans,
are called West Indians. The last four groups of immigrants protest tbe designation as inaccurate, but the American majority fixed the pattern, 80 most of the immigrants
sensibly accept the term, even though they know that
Puerto Ricans, Haitians and Dutch and French Caribbeans
are, geographically speaking, West Indians.
This lumping together of all Eng\isb-apeaking Can~
beans in the United States has had the effect of creating
a loose, superficial unity-an artificial oneness. The newborn and synthetic oneness generated an emotional IUP-
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port of federation. Many Jamaicans, who never heard of
federation in their island, becoming "West Indians" in
the United States, have been psychologized into accepting
the new political concept without scrutiny. They seem to
reason, if they reason at all, that since they are ''West
Indians", not Jamaicans, in America, it would be ideal
if all the islands were united under one government.
Leadership of New York federationists is in the control
of individuals from the eastern islands where the issue
has been alive for generations. Many of these leaders hail
from an existing federation. For the most part their islands are small (even in West Indian terms) and without
any significant mineral resources. Only Trinidad, largest
of the group, has any mineral wealth. Smallness of temtory and lack of mineral potentialities tend to imbue the
people with a sense of frustration and hopelessness. They
can see no future for their countries unless they are attached to richer and larger units-hence their vehement
advocacy of federating not only their closely-ilituated islands, hut all the British Caribbean colonies, seems necessary and logical to them. They see in federation a source
of borrowed strength and the means of easing popUlation
pressures through emigration to the other islands, thereby
effecting their own insular improvement and salvation.
A British Colonial OftiC&05ponsored Conference met at
Montego Bay, Jamaica, in 1947 to discuss West Indian
federation. Representatives from all the Caribbean colonies attended. New York federationists sent a statement
to the gathering setting forth their views on the question
at issue. The document contained the theory, aims and
strategy of its sponsors.
The gist of the thesis Is that federation and selfgovernment are indivisible. According to its authors, federation and complete self-govemment-Dominion statusare inseparable and should be achieved rimulttl1leously.
Federation is defined as the political union of several units
with the Federal Government enjoying independence.
Without independence, it is argued, federation is a cruel
and obvious fraud.
An examination of this view is in order. It is idealistic,
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but fallacious. Federation does not operate In a vacuum
and is not determined by a special or strained definition.
In the world of actuality, federation means the organic
combining of several units for common purposes which it
is believed, will be mutually advantageous. To this ~nd
each unit loses some of its sovereignty to the Federal Government. Independence is neither connoted nor inherent.
Federations are either voluntary or imposed. The United
States, Canada, Australia and Switzerland are elUUllples
of fede~ations which were created more or less voluntarily.
"J?e umts of each nation. had previously enjoyed sovereign
nghts to a great degree. Malaya, and the Leeward Islands,
on the other hand, were federated by the British Imperial
Government for colonial administrative purposes. Both
types of federation are functioning realities regardless of
how they came into being.
It is manifestly ridiculous to contend that the Leeward
Islands are not federated because they are a Crown Colony
and, therefore, not independent. Such an argument belongs to the limbo of illogicality and is an egotistical disregard of reality. It is a patent reductio ad absurdum.
The present writer, a Jamaican, passionately believes
in self-government and democracy. He regards them as
synonymous. He strongly disapproves Jamaica's inclusion
in an over-all federation as artificial and fraught with the
possibility of disaster for the island, especially When it is
recognized that with 59% of the temtory and 53% of the
population Jamaica is to have only 38% of the seats in
the Federal ParliamentI In other words, with over half the
area and the population Jamaica will have less than tw~
fifths of the .representation! Jamaica is penalized, it seems,
because of Its size and the fecundity of the population I
Few Jamaicans visit or migrate to the eastern colonies.
There is nothing to attract them to those temtories. Most
important, considering the politics of the area it must not
be forgotten that Jamaicans successfully, through hard
work and personal and financial I8criJ1ces, led the fight
for British West Indian democracy as expressed in unlversal suffrage and unitary self-JOVernment. History, honestly written, will show what part the writer played in the
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political drama in shaping policies, suggesting the raising
of badly-needed organizational and campaign funds in
the United States (funds, without which, as leaders of
the People's National Party have frequently publicly testified, victory would have been impossible or long-delayed);
besides speaking and writing for yean in Iamaica and the
United States for the cause nearest to his heart-the extension of democracy in the British West Indies through winning complete autonomy for Iamaica.
Without federating with any country Iamaica singlehandedly secured an advanced constitution. It is no exaggeration to claim that the success of Iamaica in wresting
political concessions from Great Britain inspired other British colonies, even in far-off Africa, to accelerate or make
demands for national freedom. After the 1944 Iamaican
constitution was won and published, members of the
British Parliament, as wen as the English Press, frequently
atated that the results achieved in Iamaica would haw
important effects on the future of the British Colonial
Empire. They did.
It is generally conceded by observers of the British
Caribbean scene that Iamaicans are politically more advanced, alert, aggressive and progressive than their fellowislanders. Existence of robust political parties in 1amaica
in contrast to the absence of such a phenomenon in the
other colonies, is striking proof of the vitality of Iamaican
politics.
But for the forensic skill and deft negotiating of Mr.
Manley at the Conferences in Trinidad and London, federation would have been a dead issue. Conflict of intereata-eustoms Union, inter-island immigration, tariff, etc.was very much to the fore. Mr. Manley succeeded in having settlement of some of the most vital and controversial
issues that will affect individual units of the "new nation"
postponed. These important matters are to be decided
AFTER the union has been in existence for FIVE years.
A heavy responsibility rests on Mr. Manley. The future
of his country has been largely determined by him. It is
true that the Iamaica Labour Party, led by Alexander
Bustamante, eventually endorsed federation, but no one
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wbo knows the glaring limitations of the erratic labour
leader would credit him with the ability to negotiate anything requiring first-class intellectual resources. However,
it must not be forgotten that Mr. Bustamante's support of
federation was not consistent. At one time he was against
it, later he changed his mind, seemingly as he wu moved
by the spirit. At first he described federation as the federating of poverty and conditionally opposed it. Subsequently, with the announced ambition of becoming the
first Federal "Governor General", a dream he boastfully
expressed, he supported the idea.
Mr. Manley's influence on Iamaica has been powerful
and largely benign. His countrymen look to him for leadership. Few care to disagree with him or to criticize
him publicly. A prominent coloured American, Rev. G.
HaWkins, who visited J amalea recently, stated from the
platform at a mass meeting also addressed by Mr. Manley
in New York City in April, 1956, that he had noticed in
Iamaica that Iamaicans mentioned Mr. Manley'. name with
"awe". Unquestionably Iamaica owes a debt of gratitude
to Mr. Manley and the devoted army of humble organizers
of the People's National Party. They roused the people out
of political apathy and passivity.
The programme of social, political and economic reforms for Iamaica initiated by the People's National Party
should prove of lasting benefit to the island. Its rehabilitation should be quickened. The devotion, integrity, patriotism and experience of Mr. Manley and his associates in
the Government should result in an improvement of the
conditions of the masses.
For the first time since the 1944 constitution Iamaica
has a "clean" Government. So far, unlike its predecessor,
it has been untouched by scandals of graft or ineptitude.
No longer are Iamaicans embarrassed or chagrined by
acts of official buffoonery and venality. Iamaicans can now
be proud of their young nation.
The attitude of this writer on West Indian affairs has
never been one of "narrow, insular chauvinism". On the
question of federation he has endeavoured to be realistic
and sensible. He believes it is naive and absurd, to use
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polite terms, for anyone to have thought that the British
Tory Government would grant independence and favour
federation simultaneously. The uneven political develop.
ment and status of the units provided the Imperial Government with an ideal excuse for blocking or delaying autonomy. Any demand for both objectives to be obtained together invited failure and revealed a lack of elementary
political sagacity. Experience has shown that only when
pressed by more than mere words has the British Government been willing to make far-reaching concessions to any
colonial possession.
The British Government, naturaIly thinking in terms
of its national interests, can be expected always to act in
a manner consistent with the protection of those interests.
Federation of any sort, especially among peoples of diverse
political levels and experiences, will be used to bind the
area to the British as long as self-government is withheld.
Once this is underatood it should be obvious, to use a
much-abused word, that the twin goals of federation and
self-government were not likely to have been attained at
the same time.
It might well be asked: If you oppose Jamaica's inclusion in the federation, do you oppose federation as such?
What is your alternative for Jamaica? Reasons of a general
character answering the first question have been already
presented.
The firat goal of every colony should be to obtain maximum self-government for itself, whether it is called Dominion status or some other name. Terms are immaterial.
The primary democratic and national desideratum is
that each unit control all of its own affairs. On this there
should be no compromise. Self-government is the essence
of democracy. It should never be conditioned by or linked
to a demand for federation. It is the peak of unreality to
make the dual demand, even assuming federation to be
the panacea some people appear to think it will be. Freedom, independence or autonomy is the prescriptive and
indefeasible right of all peoples whether their territory or
population is large or small
As they are now governed, the British Caribbean col-
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onies consist of seven units, including two on the mainland. Geography and history determined this arrangemenL
However, being under British control it was inevitable
that several types of uni ted regional activitiea would be
encouraged or imposed. The important fact to bear in mind
is that each colony is administered uptll'tltely.
Some of the islands are semi-feudal and this condition
is reftec~ in their politics. As a consequence, some of
the colomes, even some of the islands in a colony, are
more advanced than othera. For administrative efficiency
as already stated, the Imperial Government at some ti~
federated the Leeward and the Windward Islands. It did
more, it attached the Cayman and the Turks and Caicos
!slands to Ja.maica, and Tobago to Trinidad. Proximity
influenced this procedure which can be regarded as an
example of British realism.
Considering the foregoing facts and the relative remoteness of Jamaica and British Honduras from the neareat
islands of the eastern sector, it does not appear to be in
the best interests of the western colonies to enter the
fe~eration. Such an important step should follow presentation of the most convincing arguments and evidence
demonstrating that joining the union would be advantageous to them. At any rate it should not be capable of
adVersely affecting the units politically or economically or
of retarding their individual forward march towards complete autonomy-the goal of all virile peoples. If union
there be, it should be probationary, not virtually indissoluble.
Federation is no cure-all. Its most enthusiastic champions admit this. Even the most ideal federation can offer
no guarantee of prosperity. Sir Hilary Blood, former Governor of Barbados, made this clear in a public statement in
England.
The fallacy of the thoughtless optimism that federation
will bring inter-island and big commercial benefits to Jamaica was neatly illustrated by Mr. Vere Johns in his
column in the Jamaica Star. The ofticial figurea for
the first three months of 1956 showed that Jamaica bought
£227,000 of goods from the other islands While they
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bought only some £2,()()(H)dd from Jamaica. In other
words, Jamaica spent with them roughly £100 to every
£ 1 she sold to them.
Federation should not be based on emotion. Nothing
but cold, hard facts and logical arguments showing tho
definite unitary advantages possible should influence the
adoption of any such policy. Searching scrutiny should
precede decision. There should be no sentimental or romantic approach about helping "smaIl brothers". Only
the reaIly rich can afford to be philanthropic in international affairs, not the poor.
HistoricaI\y, federation was unpopular in some of the
eastern islands. In 1876 the attempt of the British Government to federate Barbados with the Wmdward Islands
caused the "Federation Riots" during the regime of Governor Sir John Pope Hennessy. The loss of life and property was greaL
Observing how other British colonies obtained their in.
dependence, West Indians, if they are a virile people seeking what some of the most backward and illiterate peoples
of Asia, Europe and Africa have gained or are about to
gain, should not imagine that through some peculiar undemonstrated superiority they can evolve a new technique
or tactic for becoming free-if they reaIly desire freedom.
The experience of former colonies and the geographical realities of the British Caribbean suggest the practical
strategy of forthrightly struggling, without deviation, for
the major goal of self-govemmenL With each colony en.
joying self-government, federation, if shown to be necessary and capable of promoting general improvement, could
be considered seriously.
Concentrating on obtaining federation or equating It
with self-government obscures the real issue-the right of
every colonial people to seek and win control of their p0litical life. Juxtaposing the two ideals or goals is bad or
self-defeating strategy for it balances a fundamental national and moral right with what is at best an artificial and
dubious political grouping. Self-government is not depend-
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ent on federation. Each can exist alone. One Is fundamental; the other adventitious-aynthetic.
Acting on the principle of fighting for the basic rights of
their countrymen, the Jamaica Progressive League of New
York, in 1936, initiated the propaganda that mushroomed
into a mass movement in the Island and brought great
changes in its constitution. The campaign conducted in
Jamaica by the People's National Party from 1938 to
1943, considered daring and fantastic at first (and was
opposed vigorously by Alexander Bustamante who formed
his Labour Party after the New Constitution was proclaimed), caught the imagination of the people and today
it would be impossible essily to deprive them of any of
their hard-won rights. As the result of the struggle, with its
sscrifices of time and money and the imprisonment of some
of its active participants, Jamaica made significant democratic gains. The example acted like a catalyst and spurred
other colonies to seek for themselves a similar relationship
with Great Britain. The friendly competition among the
Caribbean units proved beneficial and sbould be given
credit for their recent rapid political progress.
It is fair to assume that if Jamaica had continued its
battle for full self-government and had not been lured or
thrust into the extraneous issue of federation, using the
past as a guide, the island would in a short period of time
have won Dominion status (the goal set by the Jamaica
Progressive League) and furnished another example of
political progress for the sister colonies to emulate.
On the point of each colonial unit obtaining selfgovernment, some exponents of putting federation before
or along with self-government make much of tbe size of
some of the islands. They persistently misrepresent the
arguments of their opponents by claiming that the demand
for self-government of each colony is tantamount to asking that every island or islet in the British Caribbean become a Dominion or an independent political entity. Such
a manifestly distorted presentation of the views of their
opponents is naked dishonesty. No responsible person interested in the future of the Islands has ever made such
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a demand. There is an obvious difference between a "colony" and an "island". A colony. as in the case of the
Leeward Islands Federation. may consist of several ialands.
Failure to grasp the simple difference between colony
and island. the first a political status subject to change. the
second, a permanent geographical fact, should be attributed to obtuseness. confusion of mind. or a deliberate attempt to befuddle the issue by making a straw man and
claiming a great forensic victory by destroying it with
senseless epithets and laboured sarcasm.
The size of a country has nothing to do with its right
to be self-governing. Singapore is demonstrating this truislD
by demanding Dominion status. It sent a delegation to
London for that purpose at about the same time the West
Indian delegation was there negotiating for "federation".
not for political freedom.
Singapore is only 225 square miles in area (about onetwentieth the size of Jamaica) and a half mile distant froID
the Malay Federation. but neither fact deterred the population from aiming at a separate political existence for
their island. It is conceivable that a self-governing Singapore. guided· by national or regional self-interest, might
later decide to be organically linked to Malaya.
The negotiations failed. but it is significant tbat the
British Colonial Office did not repudiate the right of Singapore to be self-governed because of its size. The reason
given was that the territory is needed for British Imperial
security and as a vital part of Western military defence.
Implicitly the British Government recognized the inherent
right of Singapore to have an independent political existence.
When it comes to Jamaica and other Caribbean colonies there can be no legitimate objection based on military necessity. The islands are far removed from the centres
of Communist ferment.
The difference between the attitudes of the people of
Singapore and those of the West Indies lies in the nature
of their conditioning and their history and traditions.
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West Indians have no traditions or ideal of independ-

ence. Their histories, which begin with slavery or more
precisely since Emancipation a little over 100 yean ago, is

not calculated to inspire them with a strong deahe for
colonialliberatinn. Long colonial subjection and Indoctrinalion have developed in them a feeling of dependency on
outsiders. In the main. they seldom look to themselves for
1eadership and representation in their relations with the
world. This is 80 because of no innate reason. It is the
result of their conditioning.
The argument has been made with pontifical finality
that it would be difficult, if not impossible. for each
colony separately to win self-government. The contention
~o~ the spirit of the age and the lessons of history.
Within the last three decades, especially during and since
World War n, several new nations have come into being.
Some are large in area but amall in population; others are
relatively large in population but ama1l in area. Some are
rich in natural resources while others are poor. Some are
largely illiterate; others fairly literate. Size of population
or area, wealth or poverty. education or illiteracy, is no criterion for denying self-government to a people demanding
it.
The United Nations created Libya, a huge and desper_
ately poor desert-nation. It created Israel which lives to
a large extent off the largesse of JOWl In other parts of
the world. Iceland, until recently linked to Denmark, has a
comparatively large area, very little cultivable land, and a
population of 155,200 in 1954. 1iny Luxembourg baa long
been a nation. Soon SomaliIand, another aparsely p0pulated desert, will be given its independence. Mentioa need
not be mado of the other new and old, amaIl and poor,
nationa In existence.
When Hitler threatened England with defeat in 1940,
the United States Government prepared and circulated a
document which foreshadowed the independence of each
European colony in the New World In ten years In the
event of a Nazi conquest of England, then the only undefeated bel\iaerent European colonial power. Nothina
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in the document hinted that federation of the Caribbean
colonies should be a condition of their becoming free nations. 'That kind of stipulation seems to be peculiarly West
Indian in concept.
If Jamaica or any other colony, through struggle or
negotiation, had first gained Dominion sta~ .it would
have inspired the other colonies to demand a SImilar status
for themselves. England gave freedom to rich Burma,
India and Pakistan and is in process of conceding Dominion status to Nigeria and Gold Coast.
.
It is a gross repudiation of the rules of logIC, an affront to common sense, an ignoring of recent history, and
a cynical disbelief in the proclaimed official British policy
to grant independence to colonies, to ~~t th~t Great
Britain, having relinquished control of Its nch ~I~ p0ssessions and about to concede independence to Nlgena and
Gold Coast, both abounding with natural resources, would
deny self-government to West Indian colonies. These territories have been often described by the British themselves as financial liabilities, so it is to be assumed that
England would be more than happy to rid herself of the
burden.
The West Indian islands are of no strategic value to
England today. Whatever protection they may need from
foreign attack will be provided by the United States-tho
most powerful nation in the world-through the Monroe
Doctrine and subsequent inter-American Declarations
which obligate the 21 American nations to defend the
entire conlinent.
Latin America has frequently gone on record supporting the liquidation of colonialism in the W~tern He~
sphere, so there already exist powerful inlluences m
favour of autonomy for the colonies.
As independent nations in the Western Hemisphere the
West Indian peoples would be able to by-pass the racial
inequities of the McCarran Immigration Law which do
not affect the citizens of the autonomous nations of the
American continent.
Many islanders support federation because they believe
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It will facilitate emigration from the densely populated
islands into British Guiana and British Honduras. Apart
from the indisputable right of the two continental coloDiea
to control their demographic character, it ahould be clear
that mass migration will DOt be easy and may be fraught
with misunderstandings, friction and disappointments.
Large numbers of people do not voluntarily move into
less developed areas (even of their own country) unless
It is to escape religious, racial or political oppression. They
do not go into strange and undeveloped countries and
endure hardships unless they are attracted by exceptionally high economic rewards. The belief and hope that
the total British Caribbean Federation will provide outlets
In the mainland for "surplus" populations may wen be
illusory-a chimera.
Conceivably, the Federation of 1958 may result in floodIng less densely populated islands, like Jamaica, with immigrants from the more populous areas. Trinidad realized
this and baulked at unrestricted inter-island immigration
at the Trinidad Conference.
The glorious and inspiring struggle of Jamaica to rid
Itself of the humiliating bonds of colonlaliam indicates
what can be done in the West Indies by determined and
courageous indigenous nationalists. By deviating from the
goal of self-government fixed by the Jamalca Progressive
League and becoming entangled with federation, Jamaica has retarded, not accelerated Caribbean freedom.
Internal self-government of Jamaica is, admittedly, a
long step in advance of what existed until recently, bnt
die objective of colonials in this century should be for
complete autonomy-control of every aspect of national
ICtivity. Less than this shows moral weakness and cowardIce and reveals a sense of dependency, if not of inferiority.
The French North African possesaions of Morocco, AI&eria and TunisIa are contignous. Their populationa are
more or less aimilar in race, religlon. language and
c:ulture. At no time have the peoples of the reglon baaed
their right to freedom on federation of their territories.
Each nation fought for its own liberation. Economic con-
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aiderations, no matter how alluring, have never induced
North Africans to give second place to their human dig..
nity and rights. Imbued with the ideal to be men among
men in a world of really "free nations", they fought,
and still fight and sacrifice, to secure their individual national autonomY-i:Omplete control of all their allairs.
Ceylon, the model of some federationists, has shown
the way. Only about fifty miles from India, the Ceylonese
people never agitated for union with their racial and relIgious brothers of the sub-continent. They never compromised their right to a free political existence. Today
they are a completely independent state. Federation will
hamstring or make more difficult the fight of the more
progressive West Indian colonies for full control of their
aIIairs-domestic and foreign.
Federation plays into the hands of the metropolitan
power. The union may benefit some of the eastern islands,
but this does not necessarily make it politically and economically desirable for Jamaica, British Honduras or British
Guiana.
Inclusion of Jamaica is a great disservice to the country.
Federation fosters an illusion of greatness, size, wealth,
Importance and freedom. Sooner or later it will intensify
insular jealousies and differences. Friction seems inescapable.
"Big Brother" Jamaica can easily be out-voted with only
17 out of 45 seats although on the basis of population
and area it is entitled to at least 22 seats in the Lower
House of the Federal Parliament. Obviously the Jamaican
delegates to the London Conference in accepting the
arbitrary and unfair distribution of voting power were c0ncerned more about federation than about their own country. With them it was federation, not Jamaica first. Federation, not colonial liberation, was their obsession, hence
the amazing, dangerous and unwarranted voting concessions.
West Indian delegatel apparently went to the Conferences on Federation not primarily to secure extension of
the national and democratic rights of their countries, but
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to ensure continuation of ephemeral advantages now enjoyed in the British market. For some time the agricultural exports of the islands, especially Jamaica, have cost
m.ore to produce than similar articles in competing countries. As a consequence, British West Indian sugar, bananas and citrus fruits have had to depend on British subsidies, direct and indirect.
This fact seems largely responsible for the decision of
the Jamaican delegation to join the strange and unnat~ federation. Economic opportunism, not moral prin~ples, was the dominating motive. Markets, not human
rights, were the incentive. West Indians have the unfortunate habit of mixing political and economic questiona
in their relations with England. They attach greater importance to economic questions, even though the arrangements are subject to change, than to eternal moral and
political principles, hence they subordinate the basic human rights of their people to be autonomous and temporize with open or veiled colonialism.
Seemingly they find it difficult to differentiate between
moral values and opportunism. Freedom should be the
nncompromising goal of subject peoples. Gained, national
freedom provides its possessors with the indispensable tools
for effecting their economic rehabilitation.
In concluding this analysis of the theory and possible
effect of federation on Jamaica, it should be useful to
qnnte from The New York Time, editorial of February
22, 1956, entitled,· "Caribbean Federation";
A new natio,! is taking form on our doorstep, one of the
strangest nations, geographically apeakiog, in the world.
• . • It will be a remarkable nation, stretching over
1,000 miles of water, which Is the distance that divides
Jamaica and Trinidad, the two main units. • • • The
islands compete against each other with the same produc~-rum, sugar, bananaa, citrus fruits, tobacco and

Spices.

There can be little disagreement with the terms
and "remarkable".
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Federation in the Caribbean: An
Attempt That Failed
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The federation failed partly because the attitudes Domingo
articulated were also held by the Jamaican majority. But
the urge toward association had been powerful, especially in the eastern Caribbean. The growth of federal
sentiment, the progress toward regional understanding, the
birth of the federation, and its decline and break-up are
described here by a Barbadian, himself an architect of
the federation. Causes of the federal failure are multiple,
stemming from the disparities of size and strength among
member states, the distances that separated them, and the
political exigencies that permitted small-islanders to dominate the federal governmentHUGH W. SPIUNGER, born in Barbados, took an Oxford
degree and became a barrister, returning to the West Indies
to play major roles, first in Barbadian politics as leader of
the Barbados Worker's party and later in Jamaica II
registrar and chief administrative officer of the University
College of the West Indies. Sir Hugh subsequently became
Chief Liaison Officer and then Director of the Commonwealth Education liaison Office.
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Ever since World War n the United Kingdom baa been
engaged in the process of withdrawal from the Caribbean
-indeed the beginnings were made before the war endedThe clearest and most recent evidence baa been the advance of Jamaica and Trinidad from colonial statua to
Independent membership in the British Commonwealth
and the United Nations. But this was not qpito what had
been intended. The aim originally bad been to make oDO
federal union of all the British colonies in the region. The
attempt, however, failed. British Guiana and British Honduras withdrew from the scheme at an early stage, and
the federation of the islands foundered after a four-year
period of trial
Up to the middle of 1962 the British territories in this
area were contained within or along an arc stretching
from British Honduras in Central America, through
Jamaica and the Leeward Islands. to British Guiana on
the northern boundary of Brazil, and embracing (to the
lOuth of the Leeward Islands) the Wmdward Islands, Barbados, Trinidad, and Tobago. They were among the oldest,
I and some of them during the eighteenth century had been
the most valuable, of Britain's possessions overseas.
\ lrltenUltional Organizatiorl, Vol. 21, No.4, Autumn, 1967
I pp. 7S8-7S. Copyright 1967, World Peace Foundation
Massacb.usetls. Repriuted by permilsion of tho pub&ber 8Dd
the author.
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Faced with the problems of administering these small,
numerous, and widely scattered islands, the British government had for centuries toyed witb the idea of unifying
them. They were, of course, dealt with as a group in the
Colonial Office, but the further idea of unifying their
administrations on the spot had considerable attractions.
Little was achieved, however, chiefly for two causes; firstly,
the practical difficulty of communications between the islands, and secondly, insular jealousy, itself partly a
consequence of the former. Governors were often shared
by several islands, but the only unified government of a
group was the weak and ineffective federal govern~eDt
of the Leeward Islands, which lasted from 1871 until It
was abolished in 1957 in order to allow the islands to
enter separately into the short-lived West Indies Federation of 1958-62'Ibis federation of the British West Indies was something
of a tour de lorce. The group comprised ten island administrations with a gross population of 3,100,000 on a total
of 8 000 square miles. One island alone, Jamaica, contain:d 1,600,000 people on 4,400 square miles of land
and was 1,000 miles to the west of the otbers. Among
these Trinidad with a population of 826,000 on 1,980
squ.:c miles, ';"as as dominant as Jamaica was in the
whole group. Among the rest, Barbados with 232,000
people had one-third of the remaining population on 166
square miles-one-tenth of the remaining land. The Wmdward Islands with 314,000 inhabitants and the Leeward
Islands with 123,000 people completed the picture. The
federation was made practicable by the development of
air travel during World War n. Until then, facilities for
travel between Jamaica and the eastern islands, a thousand miles away, were virtually non-existenL ?nIy Jamaicans abroad, when they came into contact WIth other
West Indians as students, soldiers, or emigrants and re~g
nized common characteristics and experiences, shared With
other West Indians the community of feeling which engenders national sentiment. The menace of enemy s~b
marines during the war also made it necessary to orgamz.e
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the procurement of supplies and the movement of goods
~n a regional basis, ~d this was achieved through cooperation between the temtories themselves as well as between
the United Kingdom and the United States. Moreover the
recognition of the need for a dynamic policy of econ~c
deyelopment-which had been emphasized by disturbances,
strikes, and riots in the British territories during the 1930'.
-led to the setting up (with headquarters in Barbados)
of the Development and Welfare Organization recommended by the Royal Commission of 1938-39.
This recognition, together with the experience of c0operation in the war effort, brought into existence the
first international agency in the Caribbean, the AngloAmerican Caribbean Commission (with headquarters in
Trinidad). Soon France and the Netherlands joined the
Commission, and its name was changed to Caribbean Comn?ssion. In 1944, the activity of this organization was significantly expanded when at a meeting in Barbados a series
of West Indian conferences was inaugurated, in which
the representatives of the territorial governments played a
principal parL With the progress of decolonization during
the postwar years, the Caribbean Commission was even~y .succeeded in 1961 by the Caribbean Organization,
to which the governments of the territories in the region
have taken the place of the metropolitan governments.
The Development and Welfare Organization and the
Caribbean Commission contributed indirectly to the creation of the West Indies Federation of 1958-62. The Comptr:o~er for. Developme~t and Welfare had a sta1f of speaallSt adVIsers, who ID their reports and in their many
consultations with political leaders, senior civil servants,
and leaders of commerce and industry invariably placed
the problem under discussion in the regional context; their
example was not without its effect on those they dealt with.
The Development and Welfare Organization also performed indispensable functions during the period between
the agreement in principle to federate, made at the Montego Bay Conference in September 1947, and the coming
into effect of the federal constitution in January 1958.
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During those ten yell1'll this organization supplied head·
quarters, and often chairmen and secretariat as well, for a
number of pre-federal regional activities. Beginning with
the Standing Closer Association Committee which drew up
the first acheme for a federal constitution, these activities
included the Regional Economic Committee (which played
an important role In enabling the several governments to
arrive at colllDlOD policies and courses of action in ec0nomic matters) and the Standing Federation Committee,
which served, within prescribed limits, as both constitutional convention and federal parliament between 1956
and 1958.
The Caribbean Commission, In its own somewhat different way, also helped to promote a regional outlook. Its
operation was less close and intimate than was the Development and Welfare's in the British territories. But
whereas the emphasis of Development and Welfare was on
development, the regional point of view being incidental
and limited to the British parts of the region, the Commission was regional In both name and avowed purpose,
and its scope embraced all the territories at that time flying
the ftag of Britain, the United States, France, or the Netherlands. Its most effective contribution to the integration of
the region was probably through the work of its Research
Council and its Information Service. Its West Indian conferences also played their part in encouraging Interest in
regional cooperation and produced. if not a sense of belonging together, at least a wider recognition of the existence of potentially friendly neighbors. Now that the federal union of the British islands has foundered, it may be
that the Caribbean Organization will be called upon to play
a different role, and a more important one than it would
otherwise have played, In the ultimate unification of the
Caribbean lands.
But the contribution of these organizations to the creation of the West Indies Federation was merely instrumental or ancillary. The federal movement owed its origin to the smallness and poverty of the territories and the
recognition of these facts by both the Colonial Office and
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the local political leaders. Some form of unification was
the obvious answer. In the circumstances of the West
Indies, this form had to be federal, since the territories
were numerous and widely separated by sea, and most of
them were accustomed for centuries to making decisions
about their own alfairs without consulting their neighbors.
The further aim of using unification as a vehicle for na.
tional independence was determined by the local upsurge
of nationalist feelings In the 1930's, combined with Britain's change of colonial policy during the war.
1. H. Proctor, In discussing the functional approach to
political union, cited the West Indies as an example of
functional cooperation making a substantial contribution
to the cause of federation. 1 He wrote before the West
Indian Federation had come Into actual existence, but at
a time when it seemed certain to do so, and when its prospects seemed good. He could not have foreseen the restiveness that lamaica would exhibit from the start nor
the decisions of political leaders which would lead to the
break-up of the federation just after the first set of difllculties had been ironed out by eighteen months of study
and discussion. But even from his point in time, it was
clear that functionalism played the minor role and the
political effort he calls federalism played the major one
in bringing about political unification.
The Montego Bay decision was taken at a conference
of delegates from all the island governments and from the
mainland territories of British Guiana and British Honduras. At the conference there was a full and frank exchange of views with the Secretary of Slate for the Colonies, Arthur Creech 10nes. Some of these delegates had
just been attending a conference in Kingston of the Caribbean Labor Congress (CLC) (which embraced the p0pular political parties and trade unions that had come Into
being to harness the flood of political energy released
l1esse Harris Proctor, lr., '7be Functionsl Approach to
Political Union: Lessons from the Effort 10 Federate the Brit·
ish Caribbean Territories," International O,ganlVJtion, VoL
10, No.1 (February 1956), pp. 35-48.
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by the disturbances, strikes, and riots of the 1930's). These
two conferences thus signified that the decision to seek
national Independence for the West Indies through federal union had been arrived at both by the government of
the United KIngdom and by the peoples of the West Indies
themselves.
1be labor movement In the West Indies had become
the vehicle for a nationalist spirit which had been gaining
form and strength since the tum of the century and especia11y after the First World War. This nationalist spirit, originating largely abroad (in the reaction of West Indians
to their shared experience as an unprivileged minority)
readily assumed a West Indian character In the eastern
Caribbean where there was Intercourse between the islands at all levels; but In Jamaica nationalist feeling was
confined within the sbores of the island.
In 1945, however, the Jamaican labor movement became linked In part with that of the eastern group when
the People's National Party, led by Norman Manley, became affiliated with the CLe. Although the other half
of the movement, led by Alexander Bustamante, bad at
this time no 1inb with the eastern Caribbean parties or
unions, Bustamante at Montego Bay, representing the government of Jamaica, gave his approval to the principle of
federation-quaIified, however, by his Insistence that a large
financial subvention from Britain was essential to the success of any such scheme.
Manley, although present as representative not of his
government but of the Caribbean CoIJUDission, expressed
eloquently the sentiments of the majority of the delegates
present. He appealed to "men who were unwilling to give
up any local root of power for the creation of a larger
centre of power" to "drop out of their minds their own
aecurity, real or apparent, and the years of power and
position In their own lands, and see that this larger objective opens our horizons and gives a wider opportunity
for all." He concluded with the challenge: "If we won't
leave our little boats and get Into that larger vessel which
II able to carry U8 to the goal of our ambitions then I say
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without hesitation that we are damned and purblind and
history will condemn us."2
The Montego Bay Conference marked the high point
of West Indian unanimity and emotional fervor. It recommended the appointment of a committee of representatives of the West Indies governments to work out pr0posals which might form the basis of a federal government
leading to West Indian Independence; this recommendation was immediately implemented by the appointment
of the Standing Closer Association Committee. Other com~ttees and commissions were appointed to consider specml problems. Indeed the period between September 1947
and January 1958, when the federal constitution came
into force, was a period of meetings, commissions, reports,
and resolutions-a period during which the West Indian
leaders, Instead of being involved In the unifying activity
of demanding independence from Britain, found themselves engaged In long drawn-out and self-regarding negotiations with one another. 1be enthusiasm of 1947 was
displaced by calculation; ten years later only momentum
carried forward the unifying forces.
This was the case everywhere except In Trinidad. 1bere,
in September 1956, Bric Williams, at the head of the newly
formed People's National Movement (PNM), in one p0litical campaign swept not only into parliament but into
power. A former professor of political science Williams
j~tified the case for federation by argument and appeal to
history. He contrasted the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, when small states were the rule (when England
and Scotland were with difficulty united In 1707), with
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, when the industrial revolution and large«ale production on the one hand
and the improvement In methods of transportation and
communication on the other initiated trends toward larger
units of government:
Look around the world today and try to find a community of 700,000 people of the size of Trinidad and
2 Conference on the Closer Asaociation of the British West
Indian Colonies, Part 2, Proceedings (Loudon: H.M.s.O.,
1948), Col. 218, pp. S7-62.
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Tobago playing any Important part in world affairs.
There is none. There can be none. Tbe units of government are getting larger and larger. Whether federation
is more costly or less costly, whether federation is more
efficient or less efficient, federation is inescapable if the
British Caribbean territories are to cease to parade themselves to the twentieth century world as eighteenth century anachronisms.'
But Williams' enthusiasm evoked no response. The general
attitude n:mained that of unemotional acceptance, accompanied in some cases by hardheaded bargaining for unit
advantages. During the two-year regime of the Standing
Federation Committee, its memben seemed to be united
chiefly in their determination to clip the wings of the federal government that was to succeed them. They were
particularly ungenerous in depriving it of the modest financialleeway that the 1956 conference had left to iL
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The course of events that led to the disruption of the
federation began almost with its inauguration. The Jamaica section of the federal elections which wen: called
for by the Governor General, Lord Hailes, soon after be
took office on January 3, 1958, ended disastrously for the
Federal Labor Party with which the people'. National
Party (PNP), in common with the ruling parties in most
of the other islands, was affiliated. Of the seventeen seats
available for Jamaica the PNP secun:d only five. This
n:suIt was due in part to the fact that Norman Manley
had not found it possible to stand for election. He was the
elected Leader of the Federal Labor Party and bad been
generally expected· to become the fint Prime Minister of
the West Indies.
This distinction fell to Sir Grantley Adams, Premier of
• Eric Williams, lecture delivered at Woodford Square OD
January 5, 1956, in Federation, Two Public Lecture8 (Trinldad: people', National Movement, 1956), pp. 11-12.
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Barbados and one of the veteran leaden of the labor
movement in the Caribbean, who had been President of tho
CLC at the height of its in1Iuence in 1947 and was now
tint De~ty Leader of the Federal Labor Party. He took
o~ w~th a very a1im majority, and had to exerciIe all
~ constderable political and parliamentary skiU to keep
his • government from defeat during the tint anxious
1es510n.
I?~ this fint session the Federal Parliament took a
d~81on that led to a n:view of the constitution being
~tiated bef?re the federation was two years old. Ken
~ a Jam81can member of parliament from the oppositi~ party, moved for the appointment of a aelect comDIlttee to take such .te~ as wen: necessary to achieve
~lf-government and dominion status at the earliest pelt~ble m~enL The proposal was prompted by dissatisfaction WIth the "colonial" limitations contained· th
federal constitution, especially certain reserve
the Queen and certain discn:tionary powen of the Governor Gene~ Th~ae were transitional provisions, but,
since the major unit governments had achieved internal
self-government, the transfer to the new federal government of reserve powen formerly attached to the units exposed the federal government to the Imputation of beina
more "colonial" than its units. The logical remedy
for the Federation to move on to independence wi'=
delay.
This logic ~ppealed strongly to the Pn:mier of TrinIdad,
Dr. Eric ~illiams: and be and his party, the PNM, took
the lead m pressmg for an early advance to dominion
status. Jamaica, on the other hand, was beginning to have
second thoughts about its position in the Federation and
WIll more urgently concerned about lessening the powers
o~ th~ Federal Government in n:lation to Jatnaica than
WIth IDlProving the status of the Federation.
A .forum for debate between these points of view wu
provided by an intergovernmental conference convened
by the Federal GovernmenL The Federal Government
had succeeded in carrying an amendment to Ken Hill',
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motion by which it was agreed tha~ ~ead of. a select
committee being appointed. a constitutional revIew conference should be summoned under Article 118 of tho
constitution, "in order to achieve the goal of self government and Dominion status within the Commonweal~ at
the earliest possible date." The Government ~~ deCIded
to summon the unit governments to a preliminary conference. This conference met on September 28,. ~959.
By this time the opposing positions of Tnmdad B?d
1amaica had been fully and publicly deve1~d. The Tnnldad government had published a paper entitled The Economics 01 Nationhood, in which the case for a strong
federal government was argued. It should have powers of
taxation in all fields and the final word in legislation on
all matters of planning and deve1opm~t. The ~mmon
purpose was to build a west Indian ~on; an~ smce tho
first objective of the nation was to build a national eco~
omy, the national government must be enabl~ to do ~
by being given "complete command of ~ Its matenal
and other resources including its perspective for the future."4 The Trinidad proposaJs were debated in the legIslature, and the delegates to the intergovemmen~
conferenCe were given a mandate to secure a strong independent federation vested with appropriate powers and
responsibilities.
The warmth of Trinidad's support for a powerful federal center is perhaps surprising when we consider its rel.atively strong economic position as a unit. Of all the !Slands it was the one most capable of going it alone.
Moreover Bric Williams had only recently gene~ted a
wave of Trinidadian nationalist feeling on whi~h ~
PNM had swept into political power. But these nationalist
feelings did not at first come into ~~ct wi~ the a1re~y
existing West Indian sentiment. Trinidad, unlike 1amatc ..
by reason of its geographical position was well accuato.med
to being one of the West Indic:s islands, ~d the habit of
intercourse with the neighboring islands m many areas
4 Economic. of Nationhood (Port-of-Spaln, Trinidad: Office
of the Premier and Minister of Finance, 1959), p. 3. .
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and at all levels was of long standing. Moreover, the fed.
eral capital was not remotely situated but on ita own
soil. Nevertheless, Trinidadian nationalism had become
strong, was growing stronger, and, as we shall ace, after
Jamaican nationalism had seized the opportunity given to
it of plucking Jamaica from the Federation, Trinidadian
natiOnalism, flushed with a second great victory at tho
polls, asserted itself and followed suit.
The 1amaican proposals were also the subject of debate in the Jamaican legislature, and the Jamaican delegates were given a unanimous mandate to press them upon
the conference. Jamaica insisted that the power of tho
federal government to intervene in Jamaican affairs should
be severely limited. In particular, the constitution should
be amended to exclude the power to control industrial
development and to levy taxes on income and profits. The
Jamaican delegates demanded that representation in the
house of representatives be on the basis of population
(instead of the compromise by which Jamaica's 1.5 million people had seventeen seats; Trinidad's 750,000 had
ten seats; Barbados' 230,000, five seats; and the other
islands, with populations ranging from 50,000 to 80,000,
two seats each, except Montserrat whose 13,000 inhabitants had to be content with one seat). The Jamaican representatives agreed to a customs union but insisted that
its implementation should not be hurried. Trinidad's demand for a strong federation without delay raised no new
issues of principle. But tbe 1amaican proposals would alter
the character of the Federation.
How had Jamaica's change of attitude come about? The
chief cause was the improvement in its economic position
since 1947. DurIng the ten-year period, agricultural production and income had increased. Tourism also had expanded continuously, so that by 1958 it was contributing
almost as much to the national income as sugar. Bauxite
production had begun in 1952, and from one million tons
in 1953 had risen to nearly six million in 1958. lamaica
was also achieving an encouraging measure of success in
the promotion of secondary industries. Whereas in 1947
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but instead was aimed againat tho new menace that had
arisen in the dim and distant regiona of tho eutern Caribbean-dlo federal government.
The realization that tho federal government was a ~
arato entity whose adiona c:ouId affect Jamalc:a was a
Ihoc:ting experlenc:e for a largo number of Jamaic:ana.
Outside the small c:irc:le of thole involved in the making of
government poJic:y, serious thought about tho implicatiolll
of federation for Jamaica.. politic:a1 position began with
the Prime Minister'. reference to retroactive tuation. Until then the Federation bad been ac:c:epted as aomething
external, and it bad been assumed that nothing in Jamaica'. position would be changed.
The reaction therefore was ODO of ahoc:t, and the laoguago used to upreaa it was sometimes violent. Robert
lighthoume, one of the Jamaican members of the opposi_
tion, introduced a motion in the federal House of Representatives, c:a1Iing for the Immediate revialon of tho federal
constitution in order to eliminate the power of retroactive tuation and of lntederence with tariJf atruc:tures
without Jamaica'. c:onsent, and to provide for representation in the Howie on the basis of population. The substance o~ this motion, .. we have seen, became eventually
the llDlIDID10us mandate from tho Jamaican Honse of Re~
resentativea to the Jamaican delegates to the intergovernmental conference in 1959.
Tho conference duly opened on September 28, 1959,
but its dellberationa were DOt concluded untO May 1961.
Tho 1Irst session 1aated ten da,. aad resulted only in agreement in principle that population WBI to be the b....s of
representation in tho e1ec:tecl houao of the federal par1iament. The method of application of this princ:iple, .. wen
BI the other c:onatitutional c:lJanges and po1itic:aI and ec0nomic arrangements which were implied by the IDDWI to
dominion Itatua, were referred for detailed consideration
to two committees of ministers aaaisted by wortiq putica
of olBc:ials.
It was now clear that the continuance of the federal
union would dopeud on the poaaibility of the unita com-

its economic position bad been IUCh that union with the
eastern Caribbean territories, including oil-rich Trinidad,
IeelDed tho best, if not the only, avenue to ecooomic
improvement, by 1958 the position bad changed and Jamaica c:ould hope with lOme c:onfldence to achieve on ita
own the self-sustaining economic growth that would lead
it eventually into the I1Ulks of the "modernized" and "developed" countries.
In this situation it was easy for tension to arise between
the west Indies federal government and the government
of Jamaica, where West Indian sentiment was a plant of
new and tender growth and not well nourished. The federal capital was a thousand miles away in Port of SpaiD.
Tho Primo Minister was not a Jamaican. Owing to tho
poor showing of tho PNP candidates in tho federal
elections, the Jamaican members of the federal cabinet
were not persons of eminence. The relationship between
the roles of Sir Grantley Adams as federal Primo Minister
and Mr. Norman Manley as Leader of tho Federal Labor
Party (and at the same timo Premier of Jamaica) was not
an easy ODO for either of the two men.
Bven a primo minister who bad not just experienced
a decade of political supremacy in Barbados, as Sir Grantley bad done, might have been irked by the position of
financial stringency and helplessness in which the federal
government found itself. Sir Grantley'. reaction was to
hint publicly that the government, as soon as it had tho
power to impose tuation on inc:ome and profits, might
do 10 with retroactive effect. The fact that the next general electioDl in Jamaica were probably leas than a year
away almost certainly intenaifled tho aharpneaa of the public reaction to these veiled threats. Certainly Bustamante
and his opposition party seized on them (as they did on
10 harmleas and nec:esaary a measure as the federal Compulsory Land Ac:quiaition Act) to embarrass the Government party. Jamaican nationaliam, encouraged by the PNP
in the late 1930's and early 1940', but dormant sinc:o
1947, was now awakened and had become a force onco
more. It was, however, no Ionser directed againat Britain
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Ing to terms with JamaiCL Manley returned from the
Intergovernmental conference In a hopeful mood, and at
the PNP annual conference a fortnight later, he desa1bed
the party'a policy on federation In the· following words:
"We conc:eive that In the long ron there are real and great
advantages In Federation but these advantages cannot be
acc:epted at the price of anything that would destroy or
Injure us in a fundamental respect."1 He took thla stand
in the House of Representatives also, when he Introduced
his government's report on the Trinidad meeting In a
speech on November 3, 1959.- He recalled the reasons
why the political parties In Jamaica had agreed "over a
period of nine years, in eight full-scale debates-and on
every occasion unanimously-that federation was a desirable move." In his view "the basic reasons • • • were
soundly conceived and IUbject to certain quailllcations
• • • would be IOUDdly conceived today."
11mes had changed, however. The beginning of the
federation "baa coincided almost with the climax of the
combination of activities which have been undertaken by
Jamaica with a view to a tranaltion to a higher level of
economy." For thla reason, "the Federation must proceed more slowly than other Federations have proceeded
in the past. Jamaica," Manley said, "baa the highest perc:entage of unemployed of any country in the West Indies
••• consequently there is DO part of the West Indies in
which any disruption of the forward progress could be
more damaling and disastrous; and not alone for Jamaica, • • • but also for the whole future of the Feder&tion." He believed Jamaica could become a dominion on
ita own, but "I know she would not have the significance
In the world that the West Indies would have."
While the Intergovernmental committees and working
parties were doing their work behind the ac:enea, the Jamaican government did two things which later proved to
101_ (KiDpton, Jamail:a), Oc:tober 26, 1959.
• Jamaica, Proce~ 0/ 1M HOII# of ReprufllllllliW6,
1959, pp. 95 If.
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be important for the future of the Federation. In January
1960 Mr. Manley led a delegation to LoDdoG to uk the
Colonial Secretary what were the minimum requirementa
for dominion &tatua and whether Jamaica could hope to
IIChieve that status on ita own. 1be answer to the latter
question was In the afIIrmative, and thla COII8iderably
strengthened Jamaica's barpining position In the forthcoming discussions with the other West Indian governmenta. It was a sign of the times that no one expected
Britain to intervene to save the Federation. though some
hoped for thla. In earlier epochs Britain'. influence played
an important part in leading New Brunswick and British
Columbia into the CanadiAn federation and In preventing
western Australia from seceding from the federal Com.
monwealth of Australia. But In our time the government
of the United Kingdom baa evidently not regarded it as a
British Interest that West Indian unity ahould be preIeI'ftd.
Ita attention baa been deeply engaged with more preaIna
problems in other plllCea, and perhape we ehould not forget that the Monroe Doctrine was Invented In Britain,
and that geographically the West Indies belong to the
Americas.
The other thing that Mr. Manley and his government
did in thla connection was more difficult to explain. At
the end of May 1960, the Jamaican government decided
that the iasue of Jamaica's remaining In the Federation
or not was to be submitted to a referendum of the people.
This decision was an immediate reaction to the withdrawal
by Bustamante and the Jamaica Labor Party (JLP) of their
candidate from the federal by-election In St. Thomu, declaring that henc:eforth they were opposed to federation.
In an ofBcial statement Premier ManIey gave the followIng reason for his decision:
The official decision of the Jamaica Labour Party to
oppose Federation baa created a new situation In JamaiCL When both parties were IICting toaetha' it was
right to aaume that they repl'Clellted the voice of the
people. Now that one party, the 1amaica Labour Party.

I
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has officially resolved to oppose Federation, it is right
that it should come before the people for decision.f
This statement is to be contrasted with Manley's stronl
rejection of the lunemon of a referendum in his lpeech
to the House of Representatives on November 3, 19S9.
He had said on that occasion:
There are men who say today, "10 to the peopletake a referendum." Maybe it will come to that, but not
now. It would be a betrayal of respollll"bility to do that.
Let me repeat. It would be a betrayal of leadership and
a betrayal of responsibility to do that now.
The people did not put UI here to 10 bade and ask
them what to do. The people put UI here on a stated
policy, to fight to achieve certain ends. When we fail to
achieve those ends, that is the time we are to go back
to the people and lay, "Loole, it cannot be done, do you
thinIt we should tum back?" That is the time. s

\

1

The intergovernmental conference was resumed in Port
of Spain on May 2, 1961, and was followed by the conference for the review of the constitution which began
in London on May 31. AIl might have been foreseen, the
threat of secession enabled Jamaica to win agreement
from the other units on all the conditions which its legislature had unanimously required for continued membership in the Federation.
The conclusions reached at the London conference were
to be put before the island legislatures. They were undoubtedly acceptable to the Jamaican legislature, but the
ultimate decision had now been placed beyond its reach.
The referendum was held on September 19, 1961, and
resulted in a vote of 46 percent in favor and S4 percent
against Jamaica's continued membership in the Federation. The question whether Trinidad would join in a fedT Gle4ner.

June 1. 1960.

IJamaica,

Procudlng~

19$9. p. 102.
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oration with Barbados, the WIndward IIlaDda, IDIl the
Leeward Islands was aett1ed in the following January, in
the negative.

m
Kenneth C. Wheare has obsened that In the CIIeI of
the United States of America, OInad., Switzerland, IDIl
Australia. the desire for a federal union was accompanied
by six fac:ton, and he conc:luded that the desire for fed·
eraI union was un1iItely to arise unless these facton or
most of them were preaent. Wheare'. facton were:
(1) a _
of military insecurity and the consequent need
for common defense; (2) a desire to be independent of
foreign powers, and a realization that only through union
could independence be secured; (3) a hope of economic
advantage from union; (4) some poUtic:al .l8Odation of
the communities concerned prior to the federal union,
either in a loose confederation, as with the Americ:an
states or the Swill cantons, or as partI of the _
empire. as with the OInadian and AUltralian colonies; (5)
geographical neighborhood; and (6) aimilarity of political
Institutions.' They fall readily into two cluses, which I
shall call (a) predisposing conditions and (b) inducements. PreviOUl political uaociation, geographical neighborhood, and similarity of political institutions may properly be described as prediaposin, conditions. The sense
of need for common defenae, the desire for indepeDdence,
and the hope of economic advantage are in the c1au of
inducements.
If we take the prediapoaing conditions first, and beain
with simihlrlty 01 political organIuUion, we find that even
the crown colony constitutions which before the war were
found in every territory except Barbados, were pariiunentary in type; the postwar conatitutiona, liIte the traditional
• Kenneth C. Wbeare. Federal Goyemment (Ollford: Oxford University Press, 1946), P. 37.
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Barbados one, were modeled on the British parliamentary
retained it. In the cue of Jamalca, sreatly increued insystem.
come from traditional agricuJture, expandina tourism, and
Geographical neighborhood is not a precisely definable
~ new. and rapidly expanding mining of bamite comconcept. On the one hand, it seems safe to say that, if the
bmed WIth a lucx:esaful start in the process of generating
West Indian communities had been adjacent in a continIeCOIIdary industry to raiIo the question whether federal
uous land mass, federation would probably not have
union was economicaiJy mOte advantageous after ail than
seemed the obvious way of bringing them under one govdevelopment as a separate COUIItry. Trinidad, richer and
emment. Three million people on 8,000 square miles of
lon~r in~Olved in the active process of economic moderniland do not malte a big country. On the other hand, in
mtion, IDIght well have entertained the same doubts. But
the West Indies of actual fact, distances by sea between
It was not yet fully moved by the laIand nationalism which
WIUI c:ven then gatberiJJg fon:e; 1DOteOVer, long aseociation
the units varied from the few miles between one Leeward
or Windward Island and another to tbe thousand miles
and mtercourse with the Deighboring iaJanda had made
that separates Jamaica from Barbados or Trinidad. Some
her more deeply committed than Jamaica to West Indian
twenty years ago the advent of alr travel put Jamaica for
IIIltionhood as the political goaL
the first time within reach of the eastern Caribbean. The
The second inducement, the derire for llukpendenu
condition of geographical neighborhood may therefore be
is, in practice, closely associated with the preceding
said to have been present during that period, though
lince economic viability and independence are interc:oohardly before.
nected. The desire to be Independeat of the Colonial 0tIice
The third predisposing condition, previous political Q800
was sti11 general in 1958, but It had been CODaiderably
lociation, may be said to be present mainly in the literal
weakened in some quarten by the achievement of comsense that the islands were all "parts of the same Empire."
p1ete or almost complete internal self-government. But the
There never was a center of authority or government for
eource of pressure toward independence, nationalism, was
the whole of the West Indies as Lagos was for Nigeria
DOW no longer always a unifyina factor. Ialand nation8Jism
and Delhi was for India. The nearest thing was the ReI tended to take priority over West Indian nationalism and
gional Economic Committee (REC) (1951-56), whicb
: where it did the conviction that ooly through union ::OWd
was composed of representatives of the governments of
i independence be achiewd had grown correspondingly
ail the territories and maintained a secretariat in Barbados
,weaker.
at the beadquarters of the Development and Welfare OrI The third "inducement,.. the _d for c:ommon del_,
ganization. But the REC, as its name implies, deaIt with a
did not operate as a motiYe for bringing the West JndieI
limited range of problems, and it had no decision-maJting
I together. When West Indiana have tbouaht at aD about
power.
' the problem of defense, they haw tIIadecl to IIIIUIIIe that
All three predisposing conditions, then, are present, but
the military might of Britain and the United States would
DOt always in great strength.
~ys be available in time of need. It was of course recogWhen we corne to the inducements, which. I suggest,
IIized that an independent federal nation must have deare the operative factors, we shall find that they are prestense forces, and provision was made for them in the
ent intermittently. weakly, or not at all. In ascending orfederal arrangements. But there was DO _
of immider of importance the first is the hope 01 economic adDeIIt danger.
vantage from union. This hope was shared by a l l : L t h
!t e
~ ~c:n that a country about to enter a federal
islands in 1947, but by 1958 oniy the smaller islands fIrmlY
IIDiOn IS inhibIted by a strong psychological barrier that
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can be overcome only by something like what I have
called the inducements among Wheare', UDifying facton.
It aecma further, to judge from the known cases, that the
sense of need for common defense is at the head of the
list. the desire for independence and for common economic
advantage being second and third with a close link boo
tween them. Common defense was the chief motive in
the creation of the United States of America; fear of the
United States united the Canadian provinces; fear of German expausionism in the Paci1ic was a UDifying motive
in the Australian case; and fear of Russia baa been a
decisive factor in tho integration of Europe.
Fear Perhaps is the only certain inducement. It i. probably true that communities will 8OnII!tinll!8 unite with oDO
another for economic advantage or because of the urge
to independence, but that they will alway8 unite if they
believe that uniting will ensure their survival. Even if it
is sua::essfully initiated without the sense of danger, federal unity is di1Ilc:ult to preserve without it. as can be seen
not only from the West Indian case but also from other
postwar federations that have been created out of former
empires of European countries. There baa been a tendency for their component units to fall apart. as in the
case of French West Africa and French Equatorial Africa.
Stresses and strains have shown themselves in India and
in Nigeria. If the tendency to disintegration baa been up
to now more marked in Africa than in Asia, this may
well be because tho countries concerned in Asia are more
direc:tly exposed than those in Africa to the threat of external aggression.
But the federalizing proc:esa does not end with the creation of tho federal system. Carl Friedrich and others have
empbaaized that tho creation of a federal state is not an
event but a proceu, and is therefore subject to "tho permanent give and tab between the inc:luaive community
and tho component communities • • • [which] is a uni·
versal principle of political organization."lO Thus in tho
lOCad J. FriedrIcb, in A. W. Macmahon, ed., F~eralimt
Mature aM Emergent (Garden Oty, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1955),
pp. 513-14.
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United States the widening of the sphere of aovemment
in the area of the social services, tho centralizing tendency
induced by the imperatives of economic atabilizatioD and
control, and the requirements of national defense have
led, over a period of time. to changes in tho relatioD between the federal government and tho state governments.
In important areas of activity "dualism" baa been inc:reaaingiy replaced by "cooperation," in which tho states supplied the local knowledge and the personnel, and tho center supplied the funds.
In the I8IDO vein, Eo B. Haas, writing about the early
progress of tho movement toward European integration,
observed that the federalizing proc:esa was facilitated by
the pressures of political parties and other interest groups
(e.g., business and labor). 1bae tended to spill over into
the federal sphere and thereby added to tho integrative
Impulse, since they sought to obtain common benefits by
uniting beyond their former national boundaries. Even
national governments in tho long run brought themselves
to defer to federal decisions, lest the example of their Iec:alcitrance act as a precedent for other governments.
Haas thougilt that an external threat was a helpful but
"by no means indispensable" inducement. In his view,
The proc:ess of community formation is dominated by
nationally conatituted groups with spec:ific: interests and
aims, willing and able to adjust their aspirations by turning to supranational means when the course appears
profitable. • • • A larger politic:al community can be
developed if the crucial expectations, ideologies and behaviour patterns of certain key groups can be refoc:uased
on a new set of central symbols and institutions.

He adds a warning to the effect that these geneiaUzations
only apply to societies where similar operative fac:ton are
to be found, where key groups exist in a auflic:iently doveloped form, with identifiable, and competing leaderabip, and where there is a sufficiently well-eatablished tradition of democracy and constitutionalism.u
11 B. B. Haas, The Un'''ng 01 Europe (StallIon!: Stanford
University Press, 1958), pp. xlli-uv.
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These ronditioDli exist in the west Indies, though to a
lesa advanced dqree than in western Europe; and over
the period since 1947, when the federal arrangements
began to be di.scuaaed. appreciable progress baa been made
in the process of integration. This progress has taken place
in the areas where opportunities have been provided for
rooperation or rivalry. Manufacturers from Trinidad have
sought to capture a share of the Jamaican market and
vice versa; unit governments and rommodity associations
have rooperated with each other and with the federal
government in the marketing of crops. Further opportunities of cooperation bave been provided by the rommon services operated by the federal government-tho
defense forces, the meteorological services, regional shipping, regional civil aviation control, and the university.
Professional associations, trade unions, sporting organizationa. agricultural, industrial, and commercial associations
all have formed appropriate groupings at the federal leveL
Finally, the federal government itself exerted a unifying
influence both in the thousand little ways resulting from
its very existence. and also by reason of the controversies
excited by the customs union rerommendations, the Federal Land Acquisition Act, and the Prime Minister's veiled
threat of retroactive taxation. Through these means the
fact of federation was finding an increasing measure of
acceptance even while the federal government was being
criticized. But the process was interrupted.
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ural reluctance to accept subordination to a central JOYomment.
Another part of the explanation may be that the c0untries in question in the west Indies and elaewbere still
rontinue to look to their fOI1llef metropolitan countries
for the eronomic and technical asaistance they need if
they are to survive and make progress. They do not for
the moment see romparablo advantages to be derived from
closer association with similarly dependent countries, while
they do see without enthusiasm the lou of • measure of
control of their own affaira to a federal aovemment that
is new and inexperienced and with which they have not
yet rome to identify themselves.
With the transition from the pbysical romforts of rolanial status to the rolder and harsher realities of the world
of independent nations there may well come the rerognition that weak nations need to look to one another for
mutual support and assistance as well as to the greater
powers. In the prevailing state of national Interdependence
this amounts to saying that for smaller and poorer countries the chances of help from the larger and wealthier
rountries will be greater if they rombine.
Factors favorable to amalgamation do continue to operate in the West Indies. Some of the common aervic:eafor example, the university, the shipping service. the meteorological service, and regional agricultural reaearc:hhave survived the break-up of the federation. On the ec0nomic side, the need of all the islands to maintain markets
and favorable prices for similar products (none of them
easy to sell in the world market) is a motive for c0ntinued cooperation. The need for united action may be
expected to be more keenly felt as. with independence.
the former colonies are exposed to increasing economic
danger without the protection and special privileges that
were the reverse side of colonial status. The probable
entry of Britain into the European Common Market is
ODly the first example of this kind of danger.
The motive of defense, whose absence from the origlnl
of the recently diasolved federation we have DOted. may

IV

I have used the word "interrupted," because I beliew
that the world trend in the direction of larger rather than
smaller entities will triumph in the long run. It is a paradox that in present day circumstances of production, trade,
and rommunications, amalI rountries should remain separate or amalgamations disintegrate. The explanation suggested 80 far baa been the absence of a pressure or
inducement suftlciendy rompelling to overrome the nat-
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yet enter the picture after independence. There exist several possible causes of friction between Trinidad and Venezuela; and the danger of possible subversion will continue
in lamaica for some time to come. Indeed, thoughtful and
fanighted 1amaicans began to recognize this possibility
ever since the federal controveny arose in 1958 when
people began to tbinIt seriously about the implications for
lamaica of being in the Federation. S. G. Fletcher, the
Managing Director of the Gleaner, Iamaica's leading newspaper, called attention to it as early as Ianuary 14, 1959,
in an article in the Gleaner entitled, "Recheck on Federation" in the course of which be wrote:
A smaIl unit on its own, under self-government, can
easily become a dictatorship-witness Dominican Republic, Haiti, Nicaragua, even Cuba. A Federal Government, a Federal Army and a Federal Police Force
will be a safe-guard against local dictatorship in any
Unit and an influence in maintaining the rule of law.
A Federal dictatorship is hard to visualise in our islandhopping context.
The editorial of December 31, 1960, in the Gleaner
refen to lamaica as being "no longer an isolated island
in an archipelago of peace" but "now vulnerable in the
sea of contention. • • • lamaica is next door to Cuba, the
focus of the Communists' entry into the new world. • . ."
And the writer goes on to stress the need for a strong
security force. The sense of this danger continues. Sir
Alexander Bustamante, whose party was returned to
power in the general election of April 10, 1962, announced
on April 12 that he would seek a defense treaty with the
United States "to protect us from foreign invasion."
It seems likely that any regrouping brought about by
considerations either of defense or of economic advantage would extend beyond the limits of the former British
possessions. This would almost certainly be the case if
United States requirements for Caribbean defense we,ra,
to mw it necessary to press for the integration of the
region. And the idea of a common economic community
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the entire Caribbean area, which West Indiana
have sometimes discussed as a distant prospect, baa re, ccntty been adopted as policy by Eric Williams and the
, PNM.12 We should, however, recognize that the glamor
of representation in foreign capitals and of participation
, in international activities will create vested interests in the
continued separate existence of every independent nation.
I
lamaica and Trinidad have shown by their postwar dei velopment that with a reasonable amount of luck they
are capable of achieving self-sustaining economic growth.
, For the other islands some form of unification would seem
to be essential-to a less extent for Barbados than for the
, Wmdwards and Leewards. Barbados baa always paid its
way, and the size of the market it requires for its two
, main exports-sugar and people-is smaIl enough to be
assured indefinitely, given a reasonable amount of good
, will on the part of its traditional neighbors and trading
I

: partnen.

For the Leewards and Wmdwards SODle sort of unifl: cation is necessary. Proposals for a federation of these
: islands with Barbados are being discussed by the governI ments of Britain and the islands concerned. H the discus: lions end in a unification of the "Little Eight," the reduction of political entities in the British group from ten
to three may be regarded as useful progress in the direction
of regional unification.
12 Resolution on Independence passed by People's National
Movement Special Convention in Port of Spain, Trinidad, January 27-28, 1962. See also Eric WilliamI, S~ed on ltui..
petuiellCe (Trinldad, 1962), p. 22.
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Following the Jamaican, Trinidadian, and Barbadian withdrawal from the federation, the smaller islands of the eastern Caribbean sought to regroup on their own. Beset by
offen of amalgamation from Trinidad, by economic dependence on Britain, and by quarrels and rivalries among
~lves, their efforts failed. Excerpts from the painful
history, told here by the St. Lucia-born educator who led
effOrb to salvage the federal craft, illuminate both the diftIculties of WJ.ion and the perils of insularity.

The Agony of the Eight
I W. Arthur Lewis
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DR. W. ARTHUR LI!WIS, a renowned economist who has
specialized in the economic problems of developing coun-

tries, taught at Manchester and then served as ViceChancellor of the Univenity of the West Indies for
aevera.I yean before returning to biB own discipline at
Princeton. A determined West Indian federalist, Sir Arthur
~ues ~ play a major role in West Indian regional
aft"1W'I as Director of the West Indies Development Bank
and as Chancellor of the Univenity of Guyana.
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U common sense were to prevail, the departure of Jamaica
would be hailed as a chance to build a atrongly centraliaed
federation, to which most of them [the other islands] had
at lOme time been committed. But common _
does not
flourish in an atmosphere where everybody is angry with

everybody else.
This is a peraonal chapter. On the night of the referendum I recalled Dr. Williams'. statement that if Jamaica
left the federation, Trinidad and Tobago would aIao leave.
I therefore decided to go and see him immediately, and
try to penuade him that the nine would make a nice federation, without Jamaica.
Dr. Williams and I are old friends, who have known
each other since we were both ltudents 30 yean ago. We
admire and respect each other, and each of us knows that
he can call on the other'1 talents in IUpport of national

eauses.
Dr. Williama _ in a very bad mood. The goinp-oo
at Lancaster House atiJ1 rankled, and he _ absolutely fed
up with moat of the principal characten. Fortunately be
had already decided to lie low. and say nothing for the
time being. It _ clear that if folWd to apeak, he woukl
limply announce that Trinidad too was coming out of the

l

The Agony of the Eight (Barbados: Advocate Commerdal
Printery, 1965), pp. 10-39. Reprinted by pcrmiAioa of tbo
publisher and tbo author.
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federation and seeking its independence. I hastily agreed
that his decision to keep ailent waa much the more desirable.
His mind was not yet made up. He would have nothing
whatever to do with the Grantley Adams federation; that
must pack up and il3 leaders disappear. Thereafter he waa
attracted to the idea of a unitary state.
Part of this attraction was political. The federal government bad been handicapped by the absence of organised
party support, since the ao-called west Indian Federal
Labour Party waa just a collection of diverse local groups.
In a unitary state there could be a unitary political party,
the PNM, functioning throughout the territory. He did not
relish the prospect of miscellaneous island parties, lOme
of doubtful purpose, in forming a new federal government.
On the other hand, a unitary atate between luch diverse
ialands, cut 011 from each other in 10 many aenaea, is both
impossible and undesirable. Each of these islands haa il3
own problema. and fears, correctly, that if it were governed from lOme other ialand, its problema would be neglected.
AIao, aalaries and the cost of living diller greatly. A
unitary state has to have uniform salary scales. Civil BerYants in all the islands would have to get Trinidad aalaries,
at an extra coat which, in 1961, would have come to about
W.I. $13 million a year. A federation avoids moat of this
coat, since only the federal officials have a uniform aca\e.
The aame applies to economic and aociaI policies. In a
unitary state the stsndards of education, hospitalisation,
roads and such would have to be raised everywhere to
Trinidad levels, and the COlt of this would faD on Trinidad
taxes. Much song and dance is made about having 10 many
MinisteIs, and 10 on. But the posts which a unitary state
would aave come to leas than two per cent of the budget,
which is negligible in comparison with what a unitary Itsto
would coaL
A unitary atate is a fine lOunding idea, but neither Trinidad nor the other ialands could afford it. When Grenada
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opted to join in a unitary atate with Trinidad, the financial
arithmetic stood out as a major obstacle. Multiply by eight,
and the thing is clearly impossible.
I urged on Dr. Williama that the idea of a unitary state
waa a non-atarter. The nearest we could get to it would be
the kind of federation outlined in "The Economics of Nationhood."t Now that Jamaica waa out, this proposal
could be revised. Did he atill stand by it? If 10, I would
tour the islands to find out bow close the remaining leaders
now were to agreement on this basis.
Dr. Wtlliams replied affirmatively. He atiII believed in
"The Economics of Nationhood," and be would welcome
my tour, on the clear understanding that he was not now
committing himself to any line, and would make no decisions or announcemenl3 until after the elections of December 1961.
So I set 011 touring all the islands, selling -tbe Ec0nomics of Nationhood." This waa a mistake. At that time
"The Economics of Nationhood" was already impossible.
In that document Trinidad bad offered to bear an en0rmous proportion of the coat of running the islands.
The mood in which such generosity waa possible bad
long since evaporated. I waa in the position of a aaleaman
taking orders for a product which the company bad already discontinued.
Selling the product waa easy. I began with Mr. Bird. I
bad never met him before, and had been warned that he
would prove extremely difficult. Actually, we got on together like a bouse on fire.
Since I did not believe in a unitary atate, and fully accepted his contention that Antigua would be neglected if
the localleadera were deprived of the initiative in economic
and social matters, we were talking the aame language. I
accepted lOme of his poinl3 and be accepted BODIe of mine.
The main framework of "The Economics of Nationhood"
remained intact, on the basis that the federal government
would not monopolise initiative in economic and aociaI
t Port-of.spain, Trinidad, omce of the Premier and Ministry
of Finance, 1959.
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matters, but would share it with tho island governments.
I conteived an immense affection for Mr. Bird, which
was for a time reciprocated. In the next two years we
worked toaether very closely. 1bia warmth has never
diminished on my aide.
Then what I had been told proved true: any federal
aeme which you can sell to Mr. Bird, the others will
also buy. When I returned to Trinidad I was able to teU
Dr. Williams that the main framework of "The Economics
of Nationhood" was acceptable to all the eight. and I had
no doubt that a conference could reach easy agreement
on a new federal constitution.
But the atmosphere of the two previo\J8 years was not
to be cleared away so easily. From the time of the Antigua
pact with Jamaica, Trinidad and The Eight had been
anarling at each other.
Practically all Dr. Williams's cloae associates were fed
up to the teeth with the amall island leaders; wanted to
have no more to do with them; were urging that Trinidad
should go on to independence alone. "The Economics of
Nationhood" stood absolutely no chance.
The reason for my mistake was ignorance. As head of
tho University College I had kept scrupulously out of poli.
tics; had played no part in the federal wrangle; and did
not know how deep the hatreds were.
Had I known better I would have tried to stay with Dr.
Williams before going on tour, and to work out first lOme
now scheme tDOre acceptable to his close associates. I
would probably still have failed, in that angry atmosphere,
but it would have been a better try.
By the end of 1961 Dr. Williams had stated repeatedly
that the existing federation m\J8t be wound up, though he
remained ailent on what should take ita place. The Secretary of State for the Colonies, Mr. Maudling, accepted
this position. and announced that he would visit Trinidad
and .tart discuasions with political leaders on January 16,
1962.
The Trinidad decision was published on that morning.
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Trinidad would go on to independence, taking with her
any of the islands which would join her in a unitary Itate.
The Federal Cabinet was meeting that morning with the
Chief Ministers of the eight. Neither Mr. Bird nor Mr.
Barrow was present. but having spent the previo\I8 day
with them in Antigua, I was able to report that their p0sition was that, if Trinidad would not play, tho eight ahould
form a new federation. 1bia proved to be the l1n a nitDOll8
opinion of the Chief Ministers, 10 the Cabinet was authorised to report this to Mr. Maudling that same afternoon.
Mr. Maudling was astonished, and angry. He seemed to
have expected the ia1ands to be willing to become a unitary
state with Trinidad, though he did not say 10. He resisted
the idea of a federation for several days, but wu 1inaIIy
persuaded before he left.
One fact which persuaded him was the obvi0\J8 cin:umstance that there was no love lost between the leaders of
Trinidad and the leaden of the eigbL Trinidad might refer
in passing to a unitary state, but in day-to-day ne~ODI
this seldom entered their thinking. U there was no willingness to talk federation, there was even less buia for a
unitary state.
It was th\J8 easy to see that Trinidad and the eight MU8t

be allowed to go separately; but was federation the answer
for the eight?
The preferred alternative, as the Colonial Office saw it,
would be a unitary atate of tho eight. But this was a nonstarter, for reasons we have already seen.
It would ca\J8e too much frII8tration, and would alao
cost too much, since all the other islands would have to be
levelled up to Barbados. at the expense of Barbados. The
answer must be federation, or else continued direct relationship of each island with the Colonial Office.
The latter was unattractive. for several reasons. FiISt,
the Colonial Office was fed up with the West Indies, especially after the islands had made such a mess of federation. It wanted to aet rid of them u soon as possible.
Secondly, the maintenance of good government requirea
a federal structure. In a amall ia1and of SO,OOO or 100,000
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people, dominated by a lingle political party, it is very
difIIcult to prevent political abUle. Everybody depends on
the government for something, however amalI, 10 most are
reluctant to offend it.
The ciYilacrvants live in fear; the pollee avoid unp1euantness; the trade unions are tied to the party; the newtpaper depends on government advertisements; and 10 on.
1bia is true even if the political leaden are absolutely
honest. In caaea where they are also corrupt, and playing
with the public funds, the situation becomes intolenble.
The only safeguard against this is federation. U the govemment in ia1and C misbehaves, it will be criticised openly
by the citizens of island Eo The federal government mlllt
be responsible for law and order, and for redress of financial or other abuses.
Thus the Colonial 0fIic:e could not in good conscience
mate each little island independent on its own. To do 10
would be to betray the liberties of the West Indian people.
1bia point was not just academic. At that moment the
Colonial 0fIice was investigating alleged financial irregularities in four of the islands, and was appm·nting commissions of enquiry. A federal framework was clearly
needed to ensure good government.
Another argnmcnt relatccl to the staffing of the public
service. In these days there is a world-wide scarcity of good
professional people, such as engineers, architects, docton,
agricultural specialists, statisticians and other technical peapIe. A ama1I island of 80,000 people finds di1Bculty in Iecruiting such people, and still more difticulty in holding
them, since it has DO ladder of promotion to offer. Service
in a federal organisation ia much more attractive.
The islands also get better service; federal services can
hire more apec:ia1ised people; duplication can be avoided;
and technical services can be streamlined.
Then there is the argnmcnt of international financial 81-
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cipal agencies which give aid have indicatccl their willinaness to support generously an Eastern Caribbean federation; and their equal unwillingness to become involved with
each island separately.
The same goes for borrowing power. Who will lend
money to a little island of 80,000 persons, subject to no
financial controls? The ability of the little islands to attract
finance depends on their hanging together, and guaranteeing each other's fiscal integrity.
1bia may not seem 10 obvioua today, when bananas and
the tourist trade are booming. For the moment there is no
• end of financial braggadocio. Unfortunately in the West
Indies, as elsewhere, booms tend to vanish away as rapidly
as they come.
A wile government looks ahead to see who will befriend
it when the lean times come again.
The decision to support a new federation of the eight
was not taken lightly. The Colonial OfIice was reluctant to
start a new federation, when the old bad done 10 badly. It

I

took Mr. Maudling several days to see that there was no
other solution.
And it then took him several months to penuadc his

colleagues back home in the British Cabinet. The idea of a
little eight federation was not forced on the islands by the
British Government; on the contrary, the British Government resisted it until the facts could no lonler be ignored.
The fundamental issues are law and order, control of
the police, the independence of the ciYil service, the magistratea and the judiciary, financial integrity, the ability to
recruit and hold good technical staff, and the ability to
attract external grants, loans and investments.
The political leaden take it for grantccl that anything
they will do is democratic and right, 10 they tend to ignore
these issues.
aistance.
They make federation a question of cuatoms unions,
These islands, taken individually, are too amall for atfreedom of movement, exclusive lists, concurrent lists and
lention by the World Bank, the UnitccI States Aid agencies,
the like. All this is secondary.
and other lOurces of international aaaistance._~_~e. prln-~The fundamental reason for federating these islands is

-
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that it is the ooly way that good government can be ...
lUred to their peoples.
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The real problem which Barbados presents to the other
iseven
is the opposite of a deaire to dominate. Three hundred yeara of strongly insular pride make its people someI
I

Mr. Maudling aaw the point. A unitary state, with or
I what indifferent to what happens outside their tiny parawithout Trinidad, waa neither possible nor desirable. Fed.
; dise. A series of baseless accusations tends to produce a
eration with Trinidad waa the obvious solution, but if
I reaction of weariness. "If the other seven do not want 111,
Trinidad would not play, it would have to be a federation
: let them go their own way" has become a common atof the eight.
i litude.
Barbados waa a special case. This island had always been
This can be fatal to the others. For a federation without
: Barbados would not seem aa stable politically and ftnan1Inancially independent; UDder the constitution financial
irregularities could not arise; its secondary education was
I ciaJly to the outside world as a federation which included
so far advanced, and the numbers returning from uniI Barbados. In truth, all the eight need each other.
versity education were so large, that it had no difficulty ,in
So before leaving Trinidad at the end of January 1962,
recruiting and keeping a technical service.
,Mr. Maudling asked the eight to prepare a plan for a federMost of the arguments for federating the other islands
" aDon of the eight and submit it to him.
could not be applied to Barbados.
This waa done at a conference of the eight held in BarIn recent months people have been aaying that Barbados
! bados in March 1962. Thia waa a good meeting. I had been
wanted to set the other islands into a federation so that it
II uked to prepare papers, and had done so in some detaiL
could dictate to them and exploit their markets. Nobody
could aay this who took part in these discussions in 1962
I The Ministers took the point about law and order. They
I agreed to federalise the police, the magistrates and the
and 1963.
: judiciary.
Mr. Barrow waa dragged into the federation of the eight.
The problem arose within six weeks of his becoming PreThen they argued about what .houId be on the exmier, when his mind waa preoccupied with setting hold
:. elusive or on the concurrent lists, and what services ahould
of Barbados affairs. He would have liked to postpone the
be transferred at once to the federal government.
whole question.
I
In my eyes this argument about lists waa secondary.
He came along because of a long-time friendship with
Federations begin with limited powers. They grow stronger
some of the other leaders, especially Mr. Bird, as wen as
as the people get used to looking to a common govembecause of a life.long devotion to West Indian federation.
ment, and as experience shows that some problema can
The people behind him were equally lukewarm. The few
be solved only by the common government.
potential industrialists welcomed a customs union, which
Given the preservation of law and order and financial
might benefit a few manufactures. But tourism win proprobity, I would never make the issue of federation turn
vide as much income apd employment in Barbados as
011 whether this or that matter la on the exclusive or the
mannfacturing industry, and tourism does not depend on
concurrent list.
federation.
Ministers also took Mr. Maudling's financial point: paIt suits Barbados to be the capital of the eight. But if the
Iitical independence must carry an auDrllllCe of financial
leven Windward and Leeward Islands preferred to federate
Independence. The grants-in-aid towards recurrent expendby themselves without Barbados, this would make littie
Iture must come to an end. They agreed that tbeae
difference to the economy of Barbados.
....... L : O u l d taper off within five yean, on condition that
II

!
i
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an equal sum wu paid into a capital fund for economic
development.
Thus the islands would not lose financially from independence, but at the same time tbe recurrent budgets
would cease to be subsidised.
The conference of Marcb 1962 provided a firm basis
for a new federation. Papers were sent to London. In due
course tho Britisb Cabinet wu persuaded tbat federalism
was the right anawer, and Ministers were summoned to a
London conference in May 1962.
~ London conference also went smoothly. Small consessiOns were made here and there, but essentially tho
framework of Marcb 1962 wu preserved. The constitution
then agreed wu publisbed as Cmd. 1746.
The constitution agreed in May 1962 was an excellent
foundation for a new federation. This does not mean that
it was perfect. Any federal constitution embodies a wbole
series of compromise agreements. Any theorist can do
better.
The question to uk is: Does tbis constitution provide
the essentials for a good start? The answer is that the constitution of May 1962 would bave made an excellent beginning. What then held it up?
Money. The British Treasury wu not yet willing to
agree to the financial formula, whicb would guarantee tbe
islands the same amount of aid for the next five years as
they were then receiving. It therefore played for time.
The Colonial Office announced that before this constitution could be adopted there must be furtber studies-a fiscal
study, a civil service study, and an economic study. Heavens abovel All these matters bad been studied ad nauseam
in recent years. Tho only purpose of further studies was
to get the Treasury off the hook.
This error is the main reason wby the islands are not
already federated. Twenty-one months later the Treasury
gave exactly the undertaking wbicb it bad refused to give
in May 1962. But by then this wu no longer adequate.
Ministers were frustrated and angry, and now wanted
more.

i

For want of a littlo common eeose at the Treasury, the
chance of federating on excellent termI wu lOlL

i

I

May 1962 wu the high water mark of the federal
scheme. From the moment the Treasury refused to play,
i the situation began to deteriorate.
FllIt came the Grenada election. The pro-TrinIdad party
• offered accesa to the riches of Trinidad', oil welb. ,The
i pro-federal party offered: notbiD.. sinc:e the Treasury
would not talk. The pro-Trinidad party woo.
!
The defection of Grenada was not of groat moment to
: the others, except on aentimental grounds. It raised the
fear that St. Vincent might follow, and thus the chain
i unravel. But both parties in St. Vincent held firm for
j federation.
: It wu more of a blow to the people of Grenada, who
were thus launched on years of frustration, whoae end
is not yet in sight. A unitary Bllte ia very expensive; to get
this off the ground is virtually Impossible.
More dangerous to the federation was the vacuum c:rolied by postponement. The Brat montha of 1962 were •
cbaUenge to Ministers, to which they had risen nobly. Jan, nary had found them abandoned by both Jamaica and
Trinidad. Mr. Maudling had promised to support them if
they came up with • reasonable acheme. Putting aside inlularities and petty jealousies, they had indeed come up
with a scheme which Mr. Maudling himself endorsed u
, reasonable. Now they were told to go away and wait, with
I no end to the waiting in sight.
Men can live at a high emotional level only for limited
periods. If they have striven and have achieved notbina,
they cease to atrive.
I
So Ministers, in the long waiting period which fonowed,
began to have second thoughts. In the excitement of defederation they bad hung together, and conceded many
of their powers to the proposed federation. AI the weary
I months dragged on, with still no word from the Treuury.
I

i
I

i
1

I
I
I

I
I

j" ~and

frustration succeeded to co-operation ancI cro-
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ativity. Feeling sold, they began to be in a mood to take , This reduced decisions of the Regional CouncIl of Miniaback some of what they had given.
, ten to the lowest level: only the most innocuous measures
~e Commissionen came and went. Their reports were
could be agreed to. This would prove to be fatal to attempts
published. All but one merely dotted i's and crossed t'l.
to secure a strong federal constitution.
The one exception, a report by Dr. O'Loughlin, sent the
By the spring of 1963 the Commissionen had all reblood racing.
ported, and it was time to go to London again. The LonMi~ O'Loughlin had been asked by the Colonial Office
don meeting was set for June, but in order to reduce the
to estimate how much the seven islands would "need".
time spent in London Mr. Nigel Fisher, Under Secretary
Her answer was that they would need $215 million over
of State for the Colonies, came with advisen to preside
the five yean 1964-68, or a total of $300 million over the
over the meeting of the Regional Council of Ministen
10 yean 1964-73.
i held in Barbados in May 1963.
.S?tce the Treasury had just refused to guarantee $75 I The atmosphere of this conference wsa terrible. First
million for the fir~t five yean, this Colonial Office sponthere was a long wrangle over the timing of independence.
sored report, showmg a need for $215 million was heady
Jamaica and Trinidad had both achieVed independence the
wine. Dr. O'Loughlin became the heroine of the Seven.
previous August. The Seven had always sald that they
. Ministen adjusted their sights upwards. Why be content
wanted the federation to be independent from its inception,
With as much for the next five yean as in the preceding
while the British had always sald that the federation would
five, ~hen the Colonial Office itself had published a report I need some time to run itself in before becoming indeshOWing that the need was three times as great?
pendent. The British had their instructions, and would not
When in February 1964 the Treasury at last gave the
budge.
J!U.Uantee which it had refused to give in May 1962, it was
A conference in the West Indies with a junior Minister
rejected out of hand, as an insult to intelligence.
is bound to be a mistake. His authority to negotiate is
Meanwhile the pre-federal organisation had also got 011
limited. He digs in his heels on what seem to the West
Indians to be negotiable points. His obstinacy irritates,
on the wrong foot. The London conference had decided
to ~reate. a. Regional Council of Ministen, consisting of the , and tempers lIare.
Chief MinIster of each island, with the Governor of BarConferences with the British should always be held in
bados in the chair. Meeting regularly, Chief Ministen would
London.
get to know each other's way of thinking, and thus preThe atmosphere deteriorated rapidly when the conferpare for an easy transi tion to a federal cabinet.
ence moved on to review the proposed constitution. By
o d.~sions set this back. At the fint meeting several
now Ministen had recovered from the sbock of the JaChief Mmisten turned up with other Ministen to funcmaica referendum and the Trinidad decision, which had
tion as their advisen. Instead of becoming a Cabinet, the
encouraged them to seek cover onder their own federal
Council became a conference. Instead of seven memben,
umbrella. The Treasury's refusal to talk was also irritating.
as many as twenty persons might tum up.
They now began to pick at the structure which had been
agreed on the previous May. 1bo police and the magis.When seven members were expected it was feasible to
say that decisions must be unanimous. When this became
trates were removed from federal control, and restored to
a meeting of up to twenty persons, the unanimity rule bethe units. The administration of Income Tax was also taken
came a nightmare, since each Chief Minister had to satisfy
away. Then the conference tripped up over the Antigua
his other Ministen before he could cast his vote.
i Post Office.
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which removal could be made only by invoking the procedure for amending entrencbed clauses.
The West Indians did not care much about the proposal
one way or the otber, but it inflamed the British. The;
made it an issue of pr~ciple .. Who had ever heard, they
asked, of a country which did not control ita own post
offices?
Tempers flared; names were called, and the conference
broke up without issue. The proposed visit to London was
postponed till "some time in the autumn", from which it
was again postponed till April 1964.
It bas not yet taken place.
At this point relations with London were at rock bottom.
Fr.om the moment of the Antigua Pact, Ministers of the
Wmdward and Leeward Islands bad worried about finance.
this loomed larger in their minds than any other
They had been willing to buy the May 1962 constitution
if the Treasury would guarantee the next five years. Instead, they seemed to be getting the run-around. More
reports, and more dispatches from London: but not one
word about finance.
It was decided to put a spoke in London's wheel. Ministers agreed amongst themselves tbat they would not go to
London until they had previously reached unanimous
agreement in the West Indies. Thus London would be faced
with a united front, and be unable to dictate.
This may sound a good idea; but it is actually an error
of the first magnitude. How are twenty Ministers to agree
unanimously on something so essentially full of compromises as a federal constitution?
Agreement is difficult enough in London, where it is
subject to pressures of various sorts, including the clock,
and the prospect of a Treasury grant. To decide not to go
to London without unanimous agreement was virtually to
decide not to go to London at all.
Besides, this gambit could not work. Independence con-
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I ferences in London are attended by both the govemina

Mr. Bird proposed that postal services remain with the

uni~, at least initially. He proposed a five-year stay, after
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and the opposition parties; whereas the Regional Council
of Ministers excludes the opposition. Even if the Miniatem
were unanimous, the Colonial 0fIk:e could reopen any
issue to please an opposition party.
To get unanimous agreement before going to London,
one must frame a constitution so weak that it is hardly
worth baving. Then, with the opposition parties in London,
the whole subject is back on the table. Nothing is gained.
but the chance of framing a good constitution is losL
Ministers met again in Barbados in September 1963.
From bere on the proceedings can be followed in the
i White Paper which was issued earlier this year.
The September meeting was good. The Secretary of
State produced an acceptable formula for independence.
Nobody made an issue of tbe Antiguan Post Office. Ministers would not go to London during the winter, but they
i
would be ready in the spring. Meanwhile Barbados would
produce a new draft, based on current thinking, and Dr.
O'Loughlin and a committee would produce a new budget.
In due course the London meeting was fixed for April
1964.
The Barbados draft was ready by April 1964, but Ministers had not yet had time to ltudy it, 10 the meeting was
postponed again. The Regional Council of Ministers did
not return to the subject until ita meeting in October
1964.
One reason for the delay was the political crisis in St.
Lucia. Mr. George Charles lost his majority in the Legislature, and in a general election was defeated by Mr.
Compton, who became the Chief Minister.
The arrival of a newcomer to participate in negotiations
which have been going on for years, is always fraught with
danger, save in well-run countries, where foreign relations
do not depend on who has won the last election. To the
newcomer, a document which bas emerged from years of
compromise is obviously absurd: bow can be he expected
to accept such nonsense?
To Mr. Compton, the position reached by his fellow
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Ministers in the middle of 1964 seemed obviously inadequate. The point that all federal constitutions are compromises, and that all compromises are inadequate, did not
register.
He was ready to start all over again. In a moment of
extravagance one of his Ministers tore up the Barbados
draft in a session of the Legislative Council.
But this is running ahead The Regional Council of Ministers studied the Barbados draft at its meeting in October
1964. The meeting made good progress. The draft was
generally liked, but there were reservations. Ministers created four technical committees to which the document was
referred.
These committees met at the end of 1964, and reported
early in 1965. All seemed to be going well. The draft was
now quite some distance from the agreed constitution on
May 1962. The police and the magistrates had gone from
federal control The power of the federal government to
intervene to correct financial malpractices of island governments had been whittled away almost to nothing. The
number of services to be transferred was down to the
barest minimum.
Still, the document represented a start on the federal
road. Since there is no other solution for the islands, any
start is better than none. Experience will prove that the
federal government needs more power, and it will get more
power as it goes along.
At this point everything was suddenly halted again by
Antigua's Post Office. Mr. Bird intensely dislikes interference from London.
He has worked an economic miracle in Antigua, developing the tourist trade to the point where the island's
budget has been able to liIispense (defiantly) with grantin-aid. An oil refinery is being built in the island, and a
deep water harbour is not far 011.
He is rightly proud of his achievements; sees Antigua
as on the verge of self-sufficiency, and is in no mood to be
dictated to.
One of the reservations to the federal draft was made by
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Mr. Bird. It states that the federal government aha1I administer such services as are agreed to at the inception of
the federation, but may not take over any new service
from a unit without the consent of the unit concerned. So
Antigua may keep its Post Office forever if it wishes to.
This is a large hammer with which to crack such a small
nut. Normally federal constitutions can be amended only
if a substantial majority of the units agree. Now Antigua
was proposing a new category which could be amended
only by unanimous agreement.
Had the matter been left to the other West Indian Ministers, it would not have blown up into a major issue.
Reservations fly back and forth; negotiations occur; new
compromises are made.
But the Secretary of State was asking for documents to
be published, and was propoaing to comment, for publication, on the documents. And so, as in some weird story
by Gunter Grass, the Post Office was destined to become
the locale of a major confrontation.
The Regional Council of Ministers was due to meet
again in April 1965. The reports were all ready, and final
agreement was in sight. The independence conference was
set for London on July 1.
All this was shattered by the crisis over Antigua's Post
Office. Mr. Bird's reservation demanded that the Federal
Government have no power to acquire new services
without unanimous consent.
The Secretary of State, in a despatch dated March 22,
1965, objected to this reservation: "I should find it very
difficult to agree."
Well then, says Mr. Bird, since you and I are not talking about the same kind of federation, there is no point
in my attending any further conference on federation.
Well then, retorts the Secretary of State, we will go a1oo,
without Antigua.
Oh no, says Mr. Bramble. Antlaua and Montserrat must
stick together. so it will have to be a federation of five.
Thus, when the Regional Council of Ministers met in
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April 1965, the seven were down to five, for reasons
which the five could not understand, since they had no
doubt whatsoever that any differences between themselves
and Antigua could be resolved somehow.
Mr. Bird had made his reservation, and they had come
prepared to discuss it with him, only to find that in the
course of exchanges behind their backs, Mr. Bird had
disappeared.
Progress could hardly be expected.
St. Kitts, Dominica and St. Vincent reiterated their
desire to go forward with federation as soon as possible
with whatever number could come.
Barbados and St. Lucia fell to quarreIling with each
other. So the meeting broke up without issue.
Now (August 1965) Mr. Barrow has produced a White
Paper.
As could be foreseen, what he says in effect is: "Enough
of all this. Since London won't talk money and Mr. Compton doesn't understand the difference between a federation and a unitary state, let us wash our hands of the
whole business. Barbados will go forward to independence
alone."
This is indeed a low state to have reached, but it need
not be the end.
Mr. Barrow is a reasonable man, and a West Indian
patriot.
He knows the advantages of federation. Neither is Mr.
Bird an obstacle; he has heen working for federation for
14 yean; the other West Indian leaders would have no
difficulty in coming to terms with him once they sat round
the table.
These islands did not start on the federal road in a fit
of idleness. They started because it was clear that a federation is the oo1y possible solution of their problems.
Federation is the oo1y framework which will guarantee
law and order, good government, financial stability, the recruitment and retention of good technical staff and tbe
ability to attract financial assistance from outside, includ-
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ing the power to borrow, and including also the kind of
stability which atlracta private investment.
H each little island goes off on its own, its people must
suffer.
Barbados comes nearest to being able to ataDd by itself
in these respects.
But even Barbados is too small to go off by itself, and
its people know this. They have consistently supported
this federation, ever since it was mooted.
Ministers of these little islands feel overconfident now,
because their economies are booming, but booms tend to
vanish as fast as they come; and how will they feel then?
Other schemes besides federation are mirages.
A unitary state, with or without Trinidad, is much
costlier than a federation, much harder to achieve, and
simply not on the cards.
Union with Canada is not a serious proposition in Canadian circles.
Union with Britain, on such terms as Puerto Rico's
union with the United States, or Martinique', with France,
or Surinam's with the Netherlands, would have made excellent sense for these amaII islands, but the moment for it is
past; it stands no chance in London.
In any case, a prior federation of these islands woo1d
be a necessary prelude to union with any other country.
Ultimately West Indians will come together again in
political association, but oo1y after the present generation
of leaders is dead.
Jamaica is out forever; should never have been in, since
sentiment for federation was never strong in that island.
But it is the inescapable destiny of Trinidad, British
GuIana and the other British islands to lint their fortunea
together.
No doubt it will begin with confederation. rather than
federation; a common nationality, a common currency,
and common representation abroad. Once estabUahed, the
Iinb will grow like ivy. Associations should always start
on a limited basis, and grow slowly with time.
The eight-or seven or six-must enter such an associa-
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tion as a unit, equal in numbers to the other units, and
able to speak with a single voice.
The disparity in size between Jamaica and Trinidad on
the one band, and tbe eight on the other, was one of the
obstacles to amooth working of the defunct West Indies
Federation.
Meanwhile, the fact that it is obvious that the eight
must ultimately unite with Trinidad and British Guiana
in confederation aerves to disrupt, rather than to integrate.
At the moment Mr. Burnham and Dr. Williams are
not on speaking terms, so their two countries have to
outsmart each other.
Instead of helping the eight to come together, each of
theae larger units fishes among the smaller islands, promoting disunity, and endangering the smaller federation.
Trinidad olIers a unitary state, but when the olIer is accepted by Grenada, stalls indefinitely.
Common decency suggests that this poor deluded island should now be releaaed if Trinidad is not prepared
to go abead.
British Guiana fishes for Barbados and Antigua, in a
Free Trade Area, thus promoting confusion, jealousy and
disunion with the other islands.
Must the eight also wait until the preaent generation of
leaders is dead before they can take an obvious step?
The biggest obstacle has been the continued silence of
the British Treasury.
London has contributed nothing to federal discussions
except a string of irritating pconouncements.
This is the moment for a firm statement of precisely
what help it is prepared to give, and on what terms.
The other main obstacle to progress is fatigue.
These discussions have now gone around and around
for three and a half years, always waiting for London
to break its silence.
Ministers are frustrated, and tend to vent their anger
on each other.
In this atmosphere, the proposition that agreement must
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be reached in the West Indies before Ministen go to London is deadly.
A new initiative can come only from outside. But MiDisters must be in a frame of mind to receive it.
There is no fundamental obstacle in the way. All the
existing leaden, with the exceptions of Mr. Compton and
Mr. Blaize, have been committed to this federation for the
past three and a half years.
There are no insuperable differences between them.
The position on March 21, just before the Secretary of
State wrote his despatch, was that they were in broad
agreement with the reports which their technical adviaen
had produced; that they expected to reach agreement In
Barbados in April 1965, and were planning to be at an
independence conference In London in July 1965.
No new issue has arisen since February which interferes with this basic agreemenL
The Free Trade Area with British Guiana, when extended to the whole federation, is an accession of strength.
Anyone of these leaders can break the preaent deadlock
by initiating quiet talks with the others.
Have we not this much statesmanship left In these little
islands?

.L.--
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West Indian Nationhood-Myth, Mirage
or Mandate?
S. S. Ramphal, S.C.

west Indian regional cooperation requires compromises
and sacrifices by all participants. Another eminent regionalist, a Guyanese of East Indian descent, here describes
the progress made in the economic arena and warns that
only integration will enable the West Indies completely
to shake 01I the imperial presence. A case in point is Anguilla, which after four years of rebellion was permitted
to sever itself from the Associated State of St. Kitts-Nevis
and to revert to full colonial status. How far the selfdetermination of small islands should prevail against wider
West Indian interests is the heart of the West Indian regional problem.
a. s. RAMPHAL, s.c., Attorney General and Minister of
State in Guyana, was also Assistant Attorney General in
the former West Indies Federation. He plays a major
role in such regional agencies as the Caribbean Free Trade
Association (CARlFTA).

I submit that the time Is at hand • • • for III to commence a dialogue 01 unity in which we shall explore aU
the possibilities of achieving a realistic West Indian fIIItioMood. And in our perspectives for the Caribbean let
us anticipate that dialogue and fix on the hori:,on, tD a
distant light that beCkOM us-The Republic of the West
Indies. Let this be our vision of the future.
I like to think that there may be a moral in the fact that
in delivering the opening lecture in this forward looking
series I have come back after 12 years to this hall of the
Trinidad Public Ubrary where I bad last spoken in 1959.
The year before, we had inaugurated the Federation of
the West Indies and I was apeaking in a series that bore
the title "The Federal Principle". After 10 years of discussion at Conferences and in Parliaments, of negotiation
with Britain and between ourselves, the aspirations of a
generation of political leaders. and of some of their people,
found expression and, we believed, fulfilment in the new
State we had established with its Capital here in Port-ofSpain. In the circumstances, that series of lectures in 1959
on the "Federal Principle" was, not surprisingly, an occasion for looking back. We bad arrived at unity, at any

A 1e<:tl1R at the Public Library, Port of SpaIn, Trinidad, OD
Wednesday, May 26, 1971; subsequently published by Guyana
Ministry of External Mairs, Georgetown, JIIIIO 1971. Used by
permission of tho author.
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rate we had established the institutions of unity, and we
were recalling the journey-the 300 years of groping loward effective regional constitutional arrangements, years
of experimentation and of frustration with experiments
that failed, but years that seemed to be moving the Caribbean toward an inevitable destiny of oneness, and we were
recalling also the great federal precedents, the constitutional forms that we had opted to make our own, looking
into the experience of the United States, of Canada and of
Australia for guidance and for encouragement as we began our own federal undertaking. How long ago now
seems that moment of high expectation-for a moment,
alas, in the wide span of history, it was to be-and yet,
how like yesterday it is in relation to all that has happened sincer

TOWAllD IlEALISTIC PRo.J1!CTIONS

As we attempt in this series to establish our perspectives
for the seventies and beyond it is both wise and necessary
to draw upon the primary lesson of the Federal experience
which is, to me, that we must never again mistake the
forms of unity for its substance and that, by the same
token, we must never dogmatise about those forms lest
they become our masters and cease to be responsive to
our needs and our situations. If we have learnt that lesson
well we shall be better able to preserve our perspectives
from distortion. But we must also seek, in more positive
ways, to get our perspectives right; and it is here that
our experience during the years of separatism between
1962 and 1966 and the years of regionalism between 1966
and 1971-the totality of this experience-must be drawn
upon to help us make realistic projections for the years
ahead.
From this experience I select three factors as those
that should control our Caribbean perspectives. I do not
assert that they are only factors; nor do I deny that they
may be differently combined. Out of the abundance of
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history there are any number of variables from which to
select our precepts. All we can do at any moment is to
identify those that seem to have a special relevance to the
principal needs of our time and our circumstance. Theae
are the three factors I would choose:
first, the fact of independence in the four larger territories between 1962 and 1966 and the phenomenon of
Associated Status between 1966 and 1967;
secondly, the experience of independence and of Msociate<! Status amid the realities of contemporary international existence; and
thirdly, the experience of functional co-operation in
regional and hemispheric terms between 1966 and 1971.
Of these three factors, the first relates to the psychological
climate for unity in the post-independence period while
the second and third are factors of a more practical kind
which influence contemporary attitudes to unity and which
must condition our perspectives-whatever our orientation.

nIB PSYCHOLOOY OP INDEPENDENCB

At the London Conference of 1961, May 31, 1962,
had been selected as the date for the Independence of the
West Indies. Even as we ended that cheerless Conference
we were conscious that it was an independence that Inight
never dawn; and so, indeed, it was; for that day-the last
day of May in 1962 which sbould have seen the beginning
of the new West Indian Nation-was to be the last day of
the dissolved Federation. Hard on the heels of the dissolution-some thought indecently soon after the funeral rites
of the dismembered Federation-Iamaica embraced independence. Less than one month later, Trinidad and Tobago.
pursuing an inexorable subtraction, followed suit. Four
years later-years marked by bitterness and lost opportunity
-Barbados moved 00 to independence, leaving the Leeward and Windward Islands to an uncertain and problematical constitutional end. lust six months before Bar-
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bad08' independence, my own country, Guyana. which bad
choeen to stand aside from the Federal experiment, with
that smugness which is often the mask of indecision, itself
moved on to independence-estranged in no small measure from tho Caribbean it had deserted. Belize, meanwhile,
was steadily proceeding toward self-determination, bearing
on its back the burden of an intractable boundary dispute; and the Commonwealth of the Bahamas had itself
begun to move toward truly representative Government
and a new West Indian identification.
The constitutional scene of the seventies is thus a complete transformation of that in which federalism had
emerged in the fifties as the possible answer to improbable
local self-government. The island nationa1isms that had
been burgeoning since the thirties and that ultimately destroyed the Federation in its assertiveness have found fulfilment in the independence of the larger States. In the
Leeward and Windward Islands what was attainable on
an island basis was, of course, less than immediate independence, and found expression in the phenomenon of
Associated Status. But it was characteristic of the prevailing mood that this new constitutional form should have
been widely celebrated throughout the Region as the
achievement of self-determination; indeed, in one State,
it was officially proclaimed as "Independence in Association". The Bahamas is now poised for independence in its
more conventional form; as, also, is Belize. In each case
it is a matter of timing; and the timing is in the hands of
the local leadership.
It may be the case that West Indian unity can only
emerge in an effective and permanent form out of conscious sacrifice; and that, therefore, it cannot be achieved
in these terms until that autonomy which must in part
be sacrificed is itself secured. Perhaps, this was why a federated West Indies which was accepted in Montego Bay
in 1948, when it seemed to be the only means of satisfying the local national ambition, was no longer supportable
in 1961 when it could be presented as frustrating that
narrower nationalism. Now it is all differenL What was
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attainable as separate States has been achieved. We have
been equipped with the conventional form of independence. We have acquired what Professor Gordon Lewis calls
"the paraphernalia of sovereignty", and have done tho
fashionable and the necessary things. ADd to a aubatandal
degree this Is as true of the Associated States as it is of
the rest of us.
To the extent, therefore, that we have needed tho
psychological reassurance of independence before creating
that unity which Norman Manley so perceptively described
as "a wider field for ambition", that need has been fulfilled. Our flags, our anthems testify to our independence.
Our votes in the United Nations, our separate Embassies
abroad, proclaim our sovereignty, as they do our separateness. Hereafter, the decisions are our own and we alone
shall be responsible for the regional implications of those
decisions that we ta1te-aa we alone shall be responsible for
the local implications of those decisions that we fail to take.
To those who accept a Freudian analysis of the failure of
federalism in the sixties we can present today a new West
Indian released from the inhibitions of a thwarted Island
nationalism and well equipped, or at least better equipped.
to adjust to the need for a more mature West Indian
nationhood. Tbe psychological environment of the West
Indies of today must, to this extent, be more propitious for
the growth of an effective and a lasting unity and the acceptance of a regional Identity based upon iL

DJ!.COLONllIA'I10N Nor ENOUGH

The next factor which I see as contributing toward
West Indian nationhood is the actual experience of independence and of Associated Status. How satisfyins. other
than in psychological terms, has been the new status? Let
it be said, straightaway, that there has been a aubstantial
area of satisfaction. 1be processes of nation building which
have been at work throughout the Region and which have
given the West Indian a new spirit of self-reliance and
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fostered a new confidence and self-respect could never
have been invoked save through the forms of selfdetermination. Whatever may be our particular assessments of the pace and quality of change no West Indian
will seriously deny that important adv~ have been
made in the social, political and economic fields in the
post-independence period in all our States, and that they
would never have been made under Colonial auspices.
The changes have, of course, been more fundamental
in the independent States than they have been in the &IOCiated States or in those, like Belize and the Bahamas,
that are not yet independent. In all, however the new
constitutional status has been an effective ~ent of
change.
But the new status has made a contribution also of
another less direct kind in that It has dispelled Illusions
that self-<letermination, by whatever name called, provides
a .magic key to a ~tter life for our people. Side by side
With the psychological lift that the new status has given
~d the new opportunities for practical change it has proVided, comes the acknowledgement, however reluctant, that
decolonisation Is not enough; that the reality of independen~e ~e~ves not from constitutions but from strength; that
~hile It IS good to possess the right of. choice It profits us
little when we are faced with barren options-when both
our freedom of choice and our range of choice are conditioned by external forces which we are powerless individually to inftuence, much less to control. and which we
would be foolhardy to Ignore. It Is ironic that while we
may have bad to fragment in order to satisfy a primal instinct for freedom, independence in Isolation has served
to emphasise our need of each other. It Is paradoxical that
we may have to contribute sovereignty in order to pin
economic independence.
.

1m! MllTROPOUTAN PlU!SBNCB

In this respect the experience of Assoclated Status has
been si.miIar to that of independence; but there Is an as-
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pect of the former which Is peculiar to that status and
which raises considerations that need to be examined with
greater particularity. I refCl" to the metropolitan presence
in the Caribbean that AlIOCiated Statehood at the moment
ensures. "The concept of statehood in usoc:iation with
Britain represents an attempt to weld the principle of seIfdetermination into the geographic and demographic reaIjties of the Leeward and W"mdward Ialands taken separately. Let It be conceded at the outset that the resulting
constitutional formula satisfies the basic criteria of selfdetermination by placing in the hands of the Slate the
option for independence as well as the machinery by
which that option may at any time be exerdsed. True
enough, there are built into that machinery procedural
devices, such as special majorities and referenda, which
Impose restraints on the exercise of the option; but these are
familiar devices whose object Is to secure consensus within
the State rather than consensus with the metropolitan
power. A challenge that they amount to a denial of the
option for independence to the people of the State could
not easily be sustained. Thus, in the Fourth Committee of
the General Assembly and in the Committee of 24, West
Indian delegations have taken the position that these arrangements, novel, indeed, exotic though they be, fulfil
the requirements of the Assembly's resolution on selfdetermination.
Yet it remains the case that so long as the option Is
not exercised Associated Status, for all ita potential for
self-<letermination, provides c:onstitutiona1 cover for an essentially metropolitan presence in the Can"bbean. We cannot, therefore, be content with reliance on the potential
so 10Dg as that potential remains unfulfilled. We cannot
be content as a Region with the power to bring to an end
the British metropolitan presence in the Caribbean so long
as that power Is not used. While the option for independence remains unexercised responsibility for the defence
and extemal affairs of each Aasociated State rests with the
British Government-as, apparent1y, does the right to determine whether a particular matter falla within the reserved category. These are subataDtial conceasiona to
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colonialism and for so long as they remain a part of the
West Indian constitutional scene they win represent a challenge to regional ambition.
The problem is, of course, that those very realities of
geography and demography that forced the compromise
with immediate independence that Associated Status represents act as an effective restraint on the people of the
Associated States in their exercise of the options for independence. The most ardent nationalist among us must
pause before promoting independence in isolation for any
of the Associated States. When communities of millions
with ancient traditions of sovereignty feel it necessary
to combine in order to survive, communities whose populations must be counted in tens rather than in hundreds
of thousands must inevitably pause before entering the
international jungle clad only in the loin cloth of notional
independence. How then shall we evaluate the experience
of Associated Status as a factor shaping our Caribbean
perspectives?
The answer surely must lie in the frank acknowledgement that its potential for self-determination will remain
unfulfilled unless and until it can be realised on the basis
of such a consensus for unity among the Associated States
or between them, ·or some of them, and the independent
States as can make a living reality of independence. In
short, independence will not be achieved, the metropolitan
presence will not be ended unless, within the Region, there
is reached such a measure of agreement on political association that the exercise of the separate options for independence by each Associated State will produce a West
Indian community that not only meets the theoretical requirements of self-determination but is capable of sustaining effective independence. The challenge of nationhood is as clear as it is inescapable. But in responding to
that challenge there are still further factors of which the
Region must take note.
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THB RATIONALB OF ASSOCIATED STATUS

I believe it is sometimes thought that the rationale of
Associated Status is the inability of each State to exercise
responsibility for its own defence and external affairs, and
that this is why these subjects are reserved as the responsibility of Her Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom. If these responsibilities were the only impediments
to the independence of each Associated State they would
hardly justify the restraint of its Government and people.
So far as utemal affairs are concerned, the problems,
though serious, would not be insuperable. So far as defence is concerned, although we are still a long way off
from achieving an ordered international society in which
defence is an acknowledged responsibility of the world
community, we have made sufficient progress for the international legal system and international political realities
to exercise a substantial deterrent on external aggression.
There would be few States in today's world of nuclear
weapons and inter-continental missiles to deliver them that
would qualify for independence if one of the criteria for
it were a defence capability equal to the tast of sustaining
national sovereignty in the case of external aggression.
Defence capability in these terms is not a vaIid criterion for
Independence in the nineteen seventies. The truth is that a
need to leave responsibility for defence and extemal atfairs with Britain is not the reason for the formula of
Associated Status; that reservation is the result of a decIsion taken on more general grounds against the viability
of independence for the islands separately. It is important
to our perspectives that we appreciate this essential fact.
In no respect is this more critical than in relation to
regional security. Whatever may be the case with defence,
what is indispensable in any State is a capability to maintain the State intact against forces making for fragmentation and to maintain within the State peace and lawful
government. Let me say at the outset that I do not spealt
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he~ of a cap~bility for repression or even imply qualifl.
cation of the nght of dissent Protest movements anywhere
have I~ to fear from a strong democracy than from a
weak ~Ii~chy. What I speak of is that capability which is
~ntial if ~tates are not to degenerate into anarchy or
dlSlDtegrate mto as many fragments as there are ambitious
~en. How much truer is it not the case that what stands
m the way of the exercise of the option for independence
by each Associated State is an often unspoken anxiety
about the needs of internal security rather than of external
defence? And are these considerations not relevant even
to the independent States?

THB DANGBR OF FRAGMBNTATION

In the Caribbean, as in every democratic State there
always will be political dissatisfaction with the policies of
Governments. But the geography of the Caribbean introduces two special factors. In the first place, it increases the
probabilities that separate communities-which are island
c?m~uniti~ within the State-will have peculiar areas of
dISsatisfaction. In the second place, it makes it more likely
that these differences will exert fissiparous tendencies as
they .become m~re acute. In an archipelago, the search for
801~tions to political problems all too readily turns to separa.~m. and finds expression in secessionist movements. To
D1JDlmJSe these tendencies and to prevent the further fragmen~ti~~ of the Region must surely be a primary respo~bility of Our time. The Wooding Commission on
~guilla has rendered a valuable service by drawing attention to the consequences of further fragmentation in the
Region. It is good to remember what they said:

Fra~tation would make the subversion of lawful
authonty. on any. one island easier; it would make the
preservation of Its sovereignty more difficult· and it
would ~~e the task of providing an acceptabie standard of livmg for the population of the islands beyond
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the capacity of most. Moreover, the West Indian territories are geographically within easy reach of the great
and expanding economic giants of the Anlerican mainland and for this reason are exposed to the risk of being
overwhelmed by them and 80 losing the opportunity for
political and economic self-fulfilment. This risk is increased when tiny islands, lacking the resources to support even administrative structures capable of meeting
their own needs, seek to create or maIntain an independent existence.
The Commission recorded the manifest concern over
fragmentation and its consequences that they found among
the Governmenta of the Region. But they also found that
this expression of concern had not yet been fonowed by
detemlined efforts to guard against the consequences. Unless Commissions of Inquiry into secessionist attempts are
to become an annual ritual in the Caribbean it is time that
we undertook such efforts and pursued them with resolution. In doing so, may I suggest two prerequisites to success. First, a regional acknowledgment that political differences and dissatisfactions do not provide justification for
the overthrow of lawful government or for the disintegration of States through unconstitutional action. This is in
the area of ideas. Governments, political parties, groups
involved in public affairs and the people of the Caribbean
generally must articulate the concept 80 that it becomes
a part of the political ethic of the Region. Let us at least
immunise ourselves from a facile romanticism that
equates secessionist movementa with the pursuit of selfdetermination and makes an appeal to the Charter of the
United Nations ignoring the specific declaration of the res0lution on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Territories and Peoples that "any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and territorial
integrity of a country is incompatible with the purposea
and principles of the Charter of the United Nations".
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our separate existence and, with this awareness, to heighten
our sense of Region. RespoJlSive to this experience baa
come a truly remarkable flowering of regionaliam Iinoe
1965. Who could have envisaged in those depressing days
of 1962 as we went through the processes of disintegration at what came to be known as the "Dissolution Conference" (despite our efforts to hide the realities under the
title "Common Services Conference") that within another
decade we would have devised and implemented a programme of co-operation which in its impact upon the
Region, no less than in its range and depth. would far
exceed anything actually accomplished during the life of
the Federation itself. Today, this post-federal regional effort presents an impressive record of functional c0operation.
Let us survey this record for a moment. At the Common Services Conference what was salvaged from the
regional wreck was the University of the West Indies and
the Shipping and Meteorological Services. Little else remained to mark the passing of the gallant ship or of its
captain and its crew. Today. we have already celebrated
the third anniversary of the Free Trade .Area that ap8JlS
what was the Federation and includes, as well, Belize and
Guyana. Today. we have already held the First Annual
Meeting of the Board of Governors of the Regiooal Deveiopment Bank. an institution that includes among its
regional members all the Member States of the Free Trade
.Area together with the Bahamas; one that Is controlled
by the Region and charged with special responsibilities for
advancing its economic development. Today. we have at
work, as it baa been for aeveral }'earl, a regional bureaucracy in the form of the Regional Secretariat administering
the Free Trade Area, co-ordinating the agreed pr0grammes of co-operation and preparing the plaJlS for those
upon which agreement is being canvassed.
And what a diversity of programmes in fact existl On
the occasion of the Seventh Meeting of the CARIFTA
Council, Member Governments signed no less than six
Agreements relating to such diverse subjects as legal edu-
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e second pre-requisite is that, within the Region, and
a~ailable to every State, must be the means by which the
violent or otherwise unconstitutional overthrow of governm~nts, whether through secessionist movements or otherwI~e, can be prevented. This calls for the creation of machine~ of practical co-operation in matters of security. In
short, It calls for the creation of machinery for regional
~acekee~ing. If it be the case, as I suggest it to be, that
It would unpose an intolerable burden on the Associated
States to carry separately a physical capability necessary
for the main~nance of the State's territorial integrity the
only alternatives are recourse to assistance from outside
the ~egion ~ times of extremity and crisis or regional
8eCUnty. machinery. The former is, of course, not a real
altern~tive for such assistance will always carry with it
the stigma, and the danger, of external interference. But,
by the same t~ken, if w~ reject that course and do nothing
about assembling a regional alternative we merely pander
to the forces of fragmentation and invite the dethronement of coJlStitutionalism in the Caribbean.
It is, I suppose, conceivable, although it will surely be
extremely difficult, for regional security machinery of the
kind I have mentioned to be created on the basis of our
present separatist political arrangements. What is obvious
is that such machinery will function best if assembled
under the roof of regional political unity; if, In fact, it
were seen as one of the attributes of Caribbean nation-

hood.

THE POST-FEDERAL RECORD

In all these respects, therefore, the experience of inde-

~ndence and of Associated Status has served to emphaSISe
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not so much our separateness as the inadequacies of
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cation, a technical assistance programme, interchange of
p~blic service personnel, new arrangements for marketing
oila and fats, the Headquarters of the Secretariat and the
legal capacity, privileges and immunities of the Association. And these are but the latest recruits to an established
regiment that includes among its Members health, plant
quarantine, medical research, the blind, mass media,
census, veterinary control, and, of course, the University,
meteorology and shipping. Hardly a month passes but that
our circumstances dictate the need for further regional
efforts. We are about to conclude agreement on a Common Examinations Council and just this week my own
Government bas been considering the establishment of a
regional centre for testing the pharmaceutical standards
of marketed drugs. The point of all this is that the experience of independence and of Associated Status bas
impeDed us into a major programme of regional c0operative endeavour. But what of the experience of £uno.
tional co-operation itself? How should it inftuence our
regional perspectives?
To answer these questions we need to look closely at
that experience or, rather-aince I could oot inffict such an
exposition upon you tonight, even assuming I were qualified to deliver it-at some of its relevant highlights. Successes there certainly have been. The Free Trade Ass0ciation bas made an effective start. Regional trade has been
libera1ised and West Indian products have taken the places
of non-regional products on the shelves of our supermarkets and in our department stores. Whether it be matches
or paper bags, fruit juices or frozen foods, garments or refrigerators, we are increasingly buying CARIFTA. We
have enlarged the domestic market for our manufacturers
and in some, although all too few cases, we have lowered
the price to our consumers. The Regional Development
Bank has quickly established a reputation of banking integrity and is beginning to make available new financial resources for development especially in the Leeward and
W'mdward Islands.
Perhaps, above all, an almost constant interchange of
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information and ideas through regular meetings of Ministers, of officials and of private sector personnel and the
increasing regionalisation of our communication media
have created an environment of intimacy and of understanding. U we seem to disagree more often than hitherto
it is primarily because we have more to do with each other
over an ever-widening area of accord. We have come, I
believe, to respect each other more as we do busineat
across the table from month to month; almost, from
day to day. We have grown less doctrinaire in our respective policy-positions and more understanding of the
social, political and economic factors that inftuence national policy. We have developed a new sense of Region
throughout the area and strengthened a regional identity
among our people.

FAILURES AND OMlSSIONS

These are substantial gains; but it would be indulgence
in delusion for us to engage merely in self-congratulation.
There is much that we have not done weD, and there is so
very much more that remains unattempted. Some of our
failures are obvious. In general, the full benefits of the
creation of a larger domestic market have not been passed
on to the West Indian consumer in the form of a better
product or a lower price. Too many manufacturers, some
still enjoying tax exemptions, misread the objects of the
Free Trade Association as being limited to business expansion and enhanced trading profits. All too few have
been enlightened enough to recognise the need to bring
the employment benefits of expansion and diversification
to those areas within the expanded market that have not
hitherto attracted industry.
Governments, too, have failed in not ensuring the effective operation of the Agriculture Marketing Protocol
whose objectives are to bring to the primary producer of
the Region, and more particularly to its farmers and market
gardeners, benefits comparable to those which the
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CARIFfA Agreement brings to the enterpreneur. In the
result, the benefits from CARIFfA have been unevenly
distributed throughout the Region-not that uneven distribution was not inevitable in the early years; but enough
has not yet been done in respect of the operation of the
Agreement itself and the ancillary developments that
should have followed to give confidence, or even hope,
to the depre88Cd areas of the Region that this imbalance
will be redressed.
Let us remember that the freeing of trade was never
an end in itself. If all we had set out to do at Dickenson
Bay in 1965, when the Agreement was first signed by
Antigua, Barbados and Guyana, was to provide a larger
market for our secondary industry producers we would
have little to our credit. We saw this, certainly we in
Guyana saw this, as the first step in a proceas of economic
integration-leading us, that is, to making of our scattered
region at least an economic community. Much, therefore,
was intended to follow. Little was spelled out as we took
those first tentative steps, but by 1967 when the pebble
we had thrown from the shore at Dickenson Bay had
produced ripples of dialogue throughout the Region it
was possible to articulate a programme, and this we did
at that important Conference of Heads of Government of
the Commonwealth Caribbean countries which was held
in Barbados in that year.
The preamble to the CARIFfA Agreement had itself
set down as our goal the ultimate creation of a viable ec0nomic community. The Resolution of the Conference in
which the Governments of the Region committed themselves to membership of the Free Trade Association
charted the course toward that goal. Studies were to be initiated immediately on the common external tariff; the principle of regional industries was accepted-that is, the principle of coordinated action in relation to those industries
which would require the whole or a large part of the entire
regional market on a protected basis if they were to be
established at all. It was agreed that a regional policy of
incentives to industry should be adopted as early as pas-
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sible. A location of industries policy was accepted in principle designed to establish more industries in the lea developed countries. We agreed to maintain and improve
regional carriers within the Region. These were to be the
sign-posts along the road to a West Indian economic c0mmunity. The CARIFfA Agreement was merely the starting point of the journey.
Much work has been done on paper in pursuit of that
Resolution. Many studies have been undertaken and some
of them have been completed. However, on no single item
in that programme which I have just mentioned has there
been agreement to act. We have not agreed on a common
external tariff. We have not even agreed that we are ready
to discuss the Report on it. We have not reached agreement on regional industries or on a location of industries
policy. We have not reached agreement on the harmonisation of fiscal incentives; we have failed singularly to establish a regional carrier of the Caribbean, much less to maintain and improve it. It would have been surprising if we
could have completed all the necessary studies on all of
these matters and had them discussed and agreed upon at
a regional level and put into operation by the third anniversary of the operation of the Free Trade Association.
. What is disappointing. what is disturbing, is that there is
not good reason to believe that agreement will be reached
on any of these matters within the foreseeable future. This
is a serious indictment of us
and it is not one that I
make lightly. I should be surprised, however, if any Minister, indeed, if any official, who has sat, as I have 18t, at
each of the eight meetings of the Council of the Free Trade
Association or at the annual conferences of Caribbean
Heads of Government that followed the 1967 meeting in
Barbados, would dispute that prognosis.

an.

1HB TECHNICIANS ABSOLVED

Let me absolve the technicians of the Reglnn from any
responsibility for this. They have served the Resion weD.
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Those responsible for the preparatory studies, like the
economists at our Universities, like our colleagues in the
Economic Commission for Latin America, have done all
we have asked of them and are still at work. Our tireless
and dedicated public officers in the Regional Secretariat
have laboured long and devotedly in implementation of
the Barbados Resolution. The irresolution has been the
responsibility of Governments. Some, of course, bear this
responsibility to a greater degree than others; but few of
us are free of any part of it.
At one end of the scale are Governments who give the
impression of being well content with the present benefits
of mere free trade-of being unwilling to face even the
possibility of sacrifice so that those benefits may be more
evenly distributed through a progressive implementation
of the Barbados Resolution, through moving on, that is,
from merely opening our markets to each other's products
to an integration of our economies. At the other end, territories that should be the recipients of benefits under some
of these developments have grown sceptical of the programme of integration on the basis of their experience of
CARIFrA itself. Some of the scepticism is understandable.
Thus the Associated States may legitimately ask what is
there in it for them when there is no machinery that distributes to them, directly or indirectly, the benefits of the
freeing of trade which accrue to the exporting countries
of the Region.

AN IDEOLOGY OP IU!CIIONALISM

If all this is so clear, why is it that we have not made
IDOre progress or that we cannot at least hold out a reasonable expectation of progress? I suggest that the explanation lies in the fact that while we have passed resolutions
that promise integration, some of us have made no national
commitment to it. We have not made that commitment
because we have not developed an ideology of regionalism.
Pragmatism and expediency have their places in national
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and regional affairs; but there is a level of collective endeavour-whether at the level of the community, of the
State or of the Region-tbat needs to be supported by belief and by faith; for it is only out of such belief, out of
8uch faith, that will come the type of commitment that
produces fundamental change. What we have lacked is
that ideology of regionalism and until we develop it, or
until those among us who profess it are prepared to act
in its pursuit, we will fail to come to grips with the essentials of the programme of integration.

CAIlIFTA: UPWARD NOT ACROSS

So far I have talked of our failure to move CARIFrA
upward from the Free Trade Area toward an economic
community. The picture is, however, much worse than
that. It would be bad enough if all we faced was delay,
however avoidable, in moving upward to a more intimate
economic association; but we face the real possibility that
while we delay we may be encouraged to take steps that
would render vertical development impossible, or at least
utterly improbable. Already it has been suggested that what
we should be doing is to expand the Free Trade Area horizontally-that is, to broaden its membership by going beyond Commonwealth Caribbean countries. There is more
I wish to say later about our relations with Latin America.
Suffice it to say at this point that in moving in a direction
which dilutes the intimacy of the Association, by introducing at this formative stage States that bring to it totally
different social, political and constitutional norms, a new
language, a new culture and new methods of operation,
we must in the nature of things enormously increase the
difficulties of securing consensus for our joint progress upward toward an economic community. Here, certainly, is
an important matter for open debate in the Region-for
that dialogue on fundamentals which should be the very
essence of regionalism.
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JU!TBNTION OF nIB BANJ::'S CHARACfEll

A not dissimilar problem has arisen in the very early
life of the Regional Development Bank. Here, proposals
for enlarging the regional membership of the Bank by including among its borrowing members Latin American
States bordering on the Caribbean raise questions of profound importance to the character of the institution. We
are at long last developing with the Republics of the Hemisphere those relationships that geography and history ordained but which colonialism denied Wi. At the United
Nations where we work together as Members of the Latin
American Group, in the Economic Commission for Latin
America where we plan together the development of the
Region, and, for those few of Wi who are within the Organisation of American States and have access to the InterAmerican Development Bank, in those institutions we are
constantly getting to know each other better and to work
out programmes of effective co-operation. We will be
better and more effective partners in Latin America, however, if we first strengthen our unity and consolidate those
institutions designed to promote it. It is unthinkable, certainly it is to Wi in Guyana, that we could contemplate
arrangements for enlarging the Regional borrowing membership of the Bank in ways that would ensure or even
facilitate a situation in which West Indian Governments
would cease to have that majority control of the Bank
which was a cardinal feature of its establishment. Latin
America will respect us more if we demonstrate pride in
our own institutions and resolution in retaining their basic
character.
Nor is this an inward looking philosophy. There should
be room in the Caribbean Development Bank for Latin
American States. We believe there is already lucb room;
but, certainIy, new accommodation could be made if it
were needed to enable Latin American States to participate
in the Bank on acceptable terms. We would be false to our
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history and blind to our future if we provide a preferred
place to Britain and Canada in this Bank and deny access to
friendly Latin American States. But, we would be false to
ourselves and blind to the social, political and economic
realities of the West Indies if we did not insist, when we
make non-regional membership of the Bank more representative, that the Bank should retain its fundamental character as a West Indian institution and as a West Indian
institution committed to the cause of West Indian economic
integration. Likewise, I suggest, our Latin American
brothers would think us lacking in self-interest, to put it
no higher, if we did not seek to ensure that their participation in the Caribbean Development Bank should be on a
basis of reciprocity that allows access to the Inter-American
Development Bank for all Commonwealth Caribbean States.

THB DISMANTLING OF SBPAllATISM

I have suggested earlier in relation to the Free Trade
Area that one of the impediments to progress toward integration is the absence of an ideological commitment to regionalism. But the difficulties I have alluded to-whether
they be our failure to agree on a regional air carrier or to
come to grips with the common external tariff or to take
decisions on fiscal incentives, or whether they concern such
organic issues as the membership of the Free Trade Area
and of the Bank-all these difficulties, have their origins in
the realities of separatism. These realities are forever contending for supremacy over the needs of regionalism and
eroding our regional commitments as fast as they are
made. There is only 80 much that can represent a common
factor of advantage in regional arrangements. Beyond that
point-and it is a point that we may well be close to-beyond that point, if commitment to regionalism is to prevail,
we shall have to dismantle the realities of aeparatlsm. Wo
cannot reach our goals of integration, much less of nationhood. if each of us must weigh every regional enterprise
in the scales of local self-interest. It is not, for example,
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that an "open skies policy" may not promote the local
interests of a particular island; it is that what will best
serve the interest of the West Indian community should
prevail. It is not whether an enlargement of the Free Trade
Area would not assist industrial expansion in another; it
is that what maximises the benefits of free trade for the
entire Region and advances us to our agreed objectives
should predominate. But so long as our governmental
structures are separatist so long will most Governments
feel obliged to make local self-interest the touch-stone of
regional action. Here again, with the Bank as with the
Free Trade Area, there is need for us to be guided by an
ideolOgy of regiona1ism. I believe that ideology will develop if we can secure more effective dialogue at all levels
within the Region. In our perspectives for the seventies
the provision of such opportunities for dialogue and the
creation of the institutions for regional decision-making
pursuant to dialogue must occupy a prominent place.

THB UROENCY FOR CRANOB

Nor can this be a leisurely pursuit. To all but those who
will not hear, the Caribbean today reverberates with a

clamant demand for social and economic change. These
voices will not be stilled while West Indian Governments
indulge the semantic luxuries of innumerable conferences
and commissions. They will not be hushed while those who
are resistant to change protract the dialogue in an interminable 1llibuster. For the truth is that the challenge of
change which our generation faces is itself that challenge
of nationhood and it is important that we should understand the plea for unity in these terma. Not for the first
time in West Indian history is this plea sounded in the
cause of social and economic justice-it is at one with Marrysbow's cry in the nineteen thirties that the "West Indies
must be West Indian". Now, as then, it rises up out of a
ground swell of disaffection with the system and of resentment of its inequities.
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Today, the demand is for economic independence at the
community level and for social and economic justice at
the individual level. That demand is bound up with such
questions as ownership and control of West Indian resources-whether these be on or beneath our soils or in or
below the waters adjacent to our coasts, our right to be
more than primary producers for the industrialised s0cieties of the world, our access to world markets on just
terms for all our products, the terms of bilateral and multilateral aid in redress of our legacy of underdevelopment,
and, in the end, the quality of life of all our people. Amid
the harsh realities of contemporary international existence,
economic integration, regionalism, and West Indian nationhood maximise our all too slender chances of lucc:ess-give
us some hope, perhaps our only hope, of meeting the legitimate demands for change that lie behind the protest movements of the Region. The urgency for change is our mandate for unity.

INVOLVBMENT OP THB PEOPLB

Nor must the dialogue of unity be limited to Governments; for if nationhood is to be real and lasting, indeed,
if it is to be achieved, the people of the Region must themselves be involved in laying the foundations. Already much
work has been done; for the people have been active in
the cause of regiona1ism. Quite outside the range of functional co-operation between Governments, West Indiana
have been coming together in the conviction that common
endeavour is essential to the achievement of their common
objectives. Through this process of natural, almost spontaneous, co-operation has emerged a miscellany of regional
non-governmental associations which, together, span a remarkable cross-section of West Indian life and activity.
Our trade unions were perhaps the pioneers in this pursuit
of strength through regional action. Today, they have been
joined by many othen-by our commercial and manufacturing communities, by our teachers, by Our public serv-
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tions nor confederations nor unitary states will provide
satisfactory models for us. Nor should we merely think in
terms of super-structures-it may well be that we ahaII
have to dismantle before we can rebuild. I am satisfied that
we have in our midst all the talents we need for this creative work; its beginning awaits only our inspiration.

ants, by our engineers, by our lawyers, by our nurses, by
our cane farmers, by our clergymen, by our musicians,
by our sportsmen, by our writers, by our broadcasters, and
now, in the year of ''Women's lib", by our women. And
this is by no means an exhaustive catalogue for DO list has
yet been compiled, so natural and uncontrived has been
the growth. No less significantly, on the other side of Governments, our radical, reformist and protest groups have
themselves sought coordination and joint action in pursuit
of their "new world". The foundations of nationhood are
truly being laid by the people of the West Indies themselves; they have much to contribute to the building of the
mansion in which we must all dwell

UNANIMrry NOT ESSENTIAL

In saying this I am conscious that not all our Governments, not all our States, not all our people, have the same
commitment and that therefore it will not be simple, and
may not be possible, to achieve unanimity In the Region
on the need to move beyond functional C(H)peration. But
unanimity, while devoutly to be wished, is not essential to
progress. CARIFfA would never have been, had we
waited for unanimity. Nor should a decision of one or
more of our brothers not to proceed at the same pace be
the cause of annoyance and antagonism. We have already
seen that out of the experience of independence and Ass0ciated StatU&, as well as out of the experience of functional
co-operation, has come a closer understanding of each
other. Along with this understanding must come a tolerance of a different point of view, and we must be capable
not merely of acknowledging a brother's right to disagree
but of respecting his judgement in so doing. Differences
between us, therefore, on either the pace of the journey
toward nationhood or of the journey itself must neither
deter those of us who feel committed to it nor allow it to be
marred by recriminations at its start.
Have we not reached a stage in our relationships in the
Caribbean where we can say to each other with frankness
and with mutual respect just where we stand in relation to
political unity and whether we can proceed on the basis of
such consensus as exists, leaving no doubt as to the welcome that awaits any West Indian State that is unwilling
to proceed with us from the beginning? Unless we can be
as frank as this with each other, not merely can we not

POLmCAL ASSOCIATION A NEClISSITY

But on Governments must fall the major constructive
task. The time, I submit, has come for Governments to
build-to examine again a restructuring of our governmental arrangements so that the decisions that are important to the Region as a region are informed by the interests
of the people of the Region and not merely of its separate
parts. If our developing ideology of regionalism is to be
translated into programmes of practical endeavour, it is
necessary for us to create a governmental environment
which will be more propitious to regional decision-making
than our present arrangements. In short, I IUggest the time
has come for us to face the reality that without political
association of some kind we may not be able to carry our
programme of regionalism very much further. What
forms that political association should take is a matter we
shall have to examine closely in the light of all our experience of working together; but especially in the light of the
federal experience. We need to approach this creative task
unencumbered by stereotype constitutional forms. The
uniqueness of our clrcumstancea may well demand new
techniques and new systema. Let us not be afraid of novelty
or of experimentation; for it may be that neither federa-
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proceed further, or, at best, at the pace of the slowest, but
our existing relationsbips will begin to be marred by new
frustrations and our present efforts to be stultified by a
constant process of wrangling over responsibility for our
failures.

A VISION OP nIB PlTI1JlU!

I submit that the time is at band-and with so many national elections now out of the way and others soon to be,
that the time is specially propitious-for us to commence a
dialogue of unity in which we shall explore all the possibilities of achieving a realistic West Indian nationhood.
And in our perspectives for the Caribbean let us anticipate
that dialogue and fix on the horizon, as a distant light that
beckons us-tbe Republic of the West Indies. Let this be
our vision of the future. Some will say that our three
hundred years of inconclusive association establishes West
Indian nationhood as a part of our mythology-a myth in
the folklore of the Caribbean. Others. grown cynical with
the frustrations of the past and the particular disillusionment of the federal experiment, will urge that it is no
more than a mirage, a unity that will forever be in sight
but yet ever out of reach. I suggest to you that West Indian
nationhood can be both real and attainable and that to
make it 80 has become a mandate of history to our generation. To the carrying out of that mandate we must
bend our energies now-without dogma, without preconditions, without unalterable formulae, without nonnegotiable positions, with a willingness to search for the
right means, with patience in persuasion and with tolerance where we fail to persuade, but with a clear and unyielding commitment to the creation of a West Indian
Nation.

IT ON BEING A WEST INDIAN

11.

West Indians and Africansl
Frantz Fanon

For many West Indians the search for identity involves continual sbifts of focus, if not of allegiance. Writing in the
late 19409, Frantz Fanon describes the French West Indian
transition from identification with Europe and whiteness
to Africa and blackness. 1bia shift, earlier and more emphatic in the French Caribbean than elsewhere. owed
much to the towering presence of the father of nJgrltude.
Aim6 C6saire. and to the close association of French West
Indians with Africans as students in Paris and as colonial
officials in Africa. Fanon also notes the repetition of the
West Indian dilemma-seeking acceptance first by Europe
and then by Africa and being rejected by each. The last
thing many West Indians have wished to be was them-

Two years ago I was finishing a workll on the problem of
the colored man in the white world. I knew that I must
absolutely not amputate reality. I was not unaware of the
fact that within the very entity of the "Negro people"
movements could be dilIcemed which. unfortunately, were
utterly devoid of any attractive features. I mean, for example, that the enemy of the Negro is often not the white
man but a man of bill own color. 1bia ia why I IUggeated
the possibility of a study which could contribute to the
dissolution of the affective complexes that could oppose
West Indians and AfricanL
Before taking up the diaculIsion we should like to point
out that this business of Negroes Is a dirty business. A business to tum your stomach. A businesa which. when you
are faced with it, leaves you wholly disarmed if you accept the premilel of the Negro-baiten. And when I uy
that the expression "Negro people" Is an entity, I. thereby
indicate that, except for cultural inBuenceI. nothing Is left.
There is as great a di1Ierence between a West Indian and a
Dakarian as between a Brazilian and a Spaniard. The object
of lumping all Negroes together under the clesisnatiou of

selves.
A noted Third World lpokesman, PRANTZ PANON was
bom in Martinique, became a psychiatrist in Prance, and
served in Algeria during the French North African rebellion. His role as a prophet should not obecure the analytic
acuity of his observations and his scom for purely romantic identifications as "solutions" to probleDll of racial and
national identity.
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Toward the African Rnolut/on. New York, 0r0Ye Press,
1967, pp. 17-27. Copyright @ 1967 by Monthly Review Press;
reprinted by permission of Monthly Review Preas.
1 Fint pob\lsbed In !be review Erprlt. February 1955.
2 P~au noire ~t nuuque. bl4nc. [Black Skin and While
Masksl. EditioDll du Seuil, Paris.
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amount of melanin that the akin may contain, there Ia •
tacit agreement enabling all and sundry to recognize one
another as docton, tradesmen, workera. A Negro worker
will be on the aide of the mulatto worker against the
middle-class Negro. Here we have proof that questlona of
race are but a superstructure, a mantle, an obscure ide0logical emanation concealing an economic reality.
In Martinique, when it is remarked that this or that
person is in fact very black, this is said without contempt,
without hatred. One must be accustomed to what is called
the spirit of Martinique in order to grasp the meaning of
what is said. Jankelevitch bas shown that irony is one of
the forma that good CODIICience assumes. It is true that in
the West Indies irony is a mechanism of defense against
neurosis. A West Indian. in particular an intellectual who
is no longer on the level of irony. discoven his Negritude.
Thus, while in Europe irony protects against the existential
anguish, in Martinique it protects against the awareness
of Negritude.
It can be seen that a study of irony in the West Indica
is crucial for the sociology of this region. Aggressiveness
there is almost always cushioned by irony.'
It will be convenient for our purpose to distinguish two
periods in the history of the West Indies: before and after
the war of 1939-45.

"Negro people" Is to deprive them of any possibility of
individual expression. What is thus attempted is to put
them under the obligation of matching the idea one bas of
them.
Is it not obvious that there can only be a white race?
What would the "white people" correspond to? Do I have
to explain the difference that exists between nation, people,
fatherland, community? When one says "Negro people,"
one systematically assumes that all Negroes agree on certain things, that they share a principle of communion. The
truth is that there is nothing, a priori, to warrant the assumption that such a thing as a Negro people exists. That
there is an African people, that there is a West Indian
people, this I do believe. 8 But when someone talks to me
about that "Negro people," I try to undentand what is
meant. Then, unfortunately, I understand that there is in
this a source of conflicts. Then I try to destroy this IIOUlCe.
I shall be found to use terms like "metaphysical guilt,"
or "obsession with purity." I shall ask the reader not to
be surprised: these will be accurate to the extent to which
it is undentood that since what is important cannot be
attained, or more precisely, since what is important is not
really sought after, one falls back on what is contingent.
This is one of the laws of recrimination and of bad faith.
The urgent thing is to rediscover what is important beneath what is contingent.
What is at issue here? I say that in a period of fifteen
yean a revolution has occurred in West Indian-African relations. I want to show wherein this event consists.
In Martinique it is rare to find hardened racial positions. The racial problem is covered over by economic
discrimination and, in a given social class, it is above all
productive of anecdotes. Relations are not modified by
epidermal accentuations. Despite the greater or lesser

BEPOiIl! THB WAIt

Before 1939, the West Indian claimed to be happy, or at
least thought of himself as being 8O.a He voted. went to
school when he could. took part in the processions, liked
rum and danced the beguine. Those who were privileged

'See. for example. the Carnival and the lOngs c;OIIlpOIIed on
thla occasion.
6 We might say: \ike the French lower middle cl_ at thlI
period, but that is not our point of approach. What we wish to
do bere Is to stndy tbe change in attitude of the West Indlan
with respect to Negritude.

• Let us say that the concessions we have made are fictitions.

Philosophically and politically there i. no such thing as an
African people. 1bere Is an African world. And a West Indian
world as well. On the other hand, it can be said that there Is a
Jewish people; but not a Jewish race.
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to go to France spoke of Paris, of Paris whicb meant
France. And those wbo were not privileged to know Paris
let themselves be beguiled.
There were aIso the civil eervants working in Africa.
Through them one aaw a country of aavages, of barbariBDI
of natives, of eervants. Certain things need to be laid
one is to avoid falsifying the problem. The metropolitan
civil servant, returning from Africa, bas accustomed us to
stereotypes: sorcerers, makers of fetisbes, tom-toms, guilelessoess, faithfulness, respect for the white man, backwardness. The trouble is that the West Indian speaks of
Africa in exactly the aame way and, as the civil eervant is
not only the colonial administrator but the constable, the
customs officer, the registrar, the soldier, at every level of
West Indian ~ety an inescapable feeling of superiority
over the Afncan develops, becomes systematic, bardens.
In every West Indian, before the war of 1939, there was
not only the certainty of a superiority over the African,
but the certainty of a fundamental di1Ierence. The African
was a Negro and the West Indian a European.
Theee are things everyone gives the impression of knowing, but whicb no one takes into accounL
Before 1939 the West Indian wbo volunteered in the
Colonial Army, wbether be was illiterate or knew bow to
read and write, served in a European unit, wbereas the
African, with the exception of tbe natives of tbe five territories, eerved in a native uniL The result to whicb we wish
to draw attentioo is that, whatever the field considered.
the West Indian was superior to the African, of a di1Ierent
lpecies, assimilated to the metropolitan. But inasmuch as
externally the West Indian was just a little bit African
since, aay what you wi1I, he was black, he was obliged~
a normal reaction in psychological economy-to harden
his frontiers in order to be protected against any misapprebension.
We may aay that the West Indian, not satisfied to be _
perior to the African, despised bim. and while tbe white
man could allow himself certain liberties with the native,
the West Indian absolutely could noL This was becauee,

if
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between whites and Africans, there was no need of a reminder; the difference stared one in the face. But what a
catastrophe if the West Indian should suddenly be taken
for an AfricanI
We may aay aIso that this position of the West Indian
was authenticated by Europe. The West Indian was not a
Negro; he was a West Indian. that is to aay a quaslmetropolitan. By this attitude the white man justified the
West Indian in his contempt for the African. The Negro,
in short, was a man who inhabited Africa.
In France. before 1940, when a West Indian was introduced in Bordeaux or Paris society, the introducer always
added, "from Martinique." I aay "Martinique," becauseas people mayor may not know-Guadeloupo, for some
reason or other, was considered to be a country of aavages.
Even today, in 1952, we hear MartiniqUBDI insist that they
(the natives of Guadeloupe) are more aavage than we are.
The African, for his part, was in Africa the real repreeentative of the Negro race. As a matter of fact, when a
boss made too great demands on a Martiniquan in a work
situation, he would sometimes be told: "If it', a nigger you
want, go and look for him in Africa." meaning thereby
that slaves and forced labor had to be recruited elsewbere.
Over there, where the Negroes were.
The African, on the other hand, apart from a few rare
"developed" individuals, was looked down upon, despised,
confined within the labyrinth of his epiderm. As we see,
the positions were clear-cut: 00 the one hand, the African;
on the other, the European and the West Indian. 1be West
Indian was a black man, but the Negro was in Africa.
In 1939 no West Indian in the West Indies proc:laimed
himself to be a Negro, claimed to be a Negro. When he
did, it was always in his relations with a white man. It was
the white man, the "bad white man," who obUaed him to
assert his color, more exactly to defend iL But it can be
affirmed that in the West Indies in 1939 no spontaneous
claim of Negritude rang forth.
It was then that three events occurred mccesaive1y.
The first event was the arrival of ~saire.
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For the first time a 'yde teacher-a man, therefore, who

was apparently worthy of respect-was seen to announce
quite simply to West Indian society "that it is fine and good
to be a Negro." To be sure, this created a scandal. It was
said at the time that he was a little mad and his colleagues
went out of their way to give details as to his supposed ailment.
What indeed could be more grotesque than an educated
man, a man with a diploma, having in consequence understood a good many things, among others that "it was unfortunate to be a Negro," proclaiming that his skin was
beautiful and that the "big black hole" was a source of
truth. Neither the mulattoes nor the Negroes understood
this delirium. The mulattoes because they had escaped
from the night, the Negroes because they aspired to get
away from it. Two centuries of white truth proved this
man to be wrong. He must be mad, for it was unthinkable
that he could be right.
Once the excitement had died down, everything seemed
to resume its normal course • . • And cesaire was about
to be proved wrong, when the second event 0CC11Il'ed: I
am referring to the French defeat.
The downfall of France, for the West Indian, was in a
sense the murder of the father. This national defeat might
have been endured as it was in the metropolis, but a good
part of the French fleet remained blockaded in the West
Indies during the four years of the German occupation.
This needs to be emphasized I believe it is essential to
grasp the historic importance of those four years.
Before 1939 there were about two thousand Europeans
In Martinique. These Europeans had well-defined functions, were integrated into the social life, involved In the
country'. economy. Now from one day to the next, the
lingle town of Fort-de-Prance was submerged by nearly
ten thousand Europeans having an unquestionable, but
until then latent, racist mentality. I mean that the sailors
of the Blam or the Emile-Bertin, on previous occasions In
the course of a week in Fort-de-France, had not bad time
to manifest their racial prejudices. The four years during
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which they were obliged to live shut in on themselves, inactive, a prey to anguish when they thought of their families left in France, victims of despair as to the future, allowed them to drop a mask which, when all is said and
done, was rather superficial, and to behave as "authentic
racists."
It may be added that the West Indian economy suflered
a severe blow, for it became necessary to find-again without any transition-at a time when nothing could be imported, the wherewithal to feed ten thousand men. Moreover, many of those sailors and soldiers were able to send
for their wives and children, who had to be housed. The
Martiniquan held those white racists responsible for all this.
The West Indian, in the presence of those men who despised him, began to have misgivings as to his values. The
West Indian underwent his first metaphysical experience.
Then came Free France. De Gaulle, in London, spoke
of treason, of soldiers who surrendered their swords even
before they had drawn them. All this contributed to convincing the West Indians that France, their France, had
not lost the war but that traitors had sold it out. And where
were these traitors, if not camouflaged in the West Indies?
One then witnessed an extraordinary sight: West Indians
refusing to take off their hats while the M arseiUaise was
being played. What West Indian can forget those Thursday evenings when on the Esplanade de la Savane, patrols of armed sailors demanded silence and attention while
the national anthem was being played? What had happened?
By a process easy to understand, the West Indians had
assimilated the France of the sailors into the bad France,
and the Marseillaise that those men respected was not their
own. It must not be forgotten that those sailors were racists. Now "everybody knows that the true Frenchman is
not a racist; in other words, he does not consider the West
Indian a Negro." Since these men did so consider him,
this meant that they were not true Frenchmen. Who
knows, perhaps they were Germans? And as a matter of
fact, the sailor was systematically considered as a German.
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But the consequence that concerns us is the following:
before ten thousand racists, the West Indian felt obliged
to defend himself. Without Cesaire this would have been
difficult for him. But Cesaire was there, and people joined
him in chanting the once-hated song to the effect that it is
fine and good to be a Negrol . . .
For two years the West Indian defended his "virtuoua
color" inch by inch and, without suspecting it, was dancing
on the edge of a precipice. For after all, if the color black
is virtuoua, I shall be all the more virtuous the blacker I
amI Then there emerged from the shadows the very black,
the "blues," the pure. And Cesaire, the faithful bard,
would repeat that "paint the tree trunk white as you will,
the roots below remain black." Then it became real that
not only the color black was invested with value, but fiction
black. ideal black. black in the absolute, primitive black.
the Negro. This amounted to nothing less than requiring
the West Indian totally to recast his world, to undergo a
metamorphosis of his body. It meant demanding of him
an axiological activity in reverse, a valorization of what
he had rejected.
But history continued. In 1943, weary of an ostracism
to which they were not accustomed, irritated, famished,
the West Indians, who had formerly been separated into
closed sociological groups, broke all barrien, came to an
agreement on certain things, among others that those Germans had gone too far and, supported by the local army,
fought for and won the rallying of the colony to the Free
French. Admiral Robert, "that other German," yielded.
And this leads ua to the third event.
It can be said that the demonstrations on the occasion
of the Liberation, which were held in the West Indies, in
any case in Martinique, in the months of July and August
1943, were the consequence of the birth of the proletariat.
Martinique for the first time systematized its political consciousness. It is logical that the elections that followed the
Liberation should have delegated· two communist deputies
out of three. In Martinique, the first metaphysical, or if
one prefen, ontological experiment, coincided with the
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flnt political experiment. Auguate Comte reprded the proletarian as a systematic philosopher. The proletarian of
Martinique is a systematized Negro.

AFn!ll nIB WAR

Thus the West Indian, after 1945, changed his values..
Whereas before 1939 he had his eyes riveted on white
Europe, whereas what seemed good to him was escape
from his color, in 1945 he discovered himself to be not
only black but a Negro, and it was in the direction of
distant Africa that he was henceforth to put out his feelers.
The West Indian in France was continually recalling that
he was not a Negro: from 1945 on, the West Indian in
France was continually to reca1I that he WIU a Negro.
During this time the African ponued his way. He was
not tom; he did not have to situate himself simultaneously
with reference to the West Indian and with reference to
the European. These last belonged in the asme bag, the
bag of the starven, of the exploiters, of the no-goods. To
be sure, there had been Ehoue, who though a West Indian, had spoken to the Africans at the Brazzaville conference and had called them "my dear brothers." And
this brotherhood was not evangelical; it was based on color.
The Africans had adopted Eboue. He was one of them.
The other West Indians could come, but their pretensions
to superiority were known. But to the Africans' great astonishment, the West Indians who came to Africa after
1945 appeared with their hands stretched out, their backs
bowed, humbly suppliant. They came to Africa with their
hearts full of hope, eager to rediscover the source, to suckle
at the authentic breasts of the African earth. The West
Indians, civil servants and military, lawyers and docton,
landing in Dakar, were distressed at not being aufficiendy
black. Fifteen yean before, they said to the Europeans,
"Don't pay attention to my black skin, it's the sun that has
burned me, my soul is as white as yours." After 1945 they
changed their tune. They said to the Africans, "Don't pay
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attention to my white skin, my soul is as black as yours,
and that is what matters."
But the Africans were too resentful of them to allow
them so easy a turnabout. Recognized in their blackness,
in their obecurity, in what fifteen years before had been
sin, they resented any encroachment on the West Indian's
part in this realm. They discovered themselves at last to
be the possessors of truth, centurieIHJld bearers of an incorruptible purity. They rejected the West Indian, reminding him that they had not deserted, that they had not betrayed, that they had toiled, suffered, struggled on the
African earth. The West Indian had said DO to the white
man; the African was saying no to the West Indian.
The latter was undergoing his second metaphysical experience. He then suffered despair. Haunted by impurity,
overwhelmed by sin, riddled with guilt, be was prey to the
tragedy of being neither white nor Negro.
He wept, he composed poems, sang of Africa, of Africa
the hard and the beautiful, Africa exploding with anger,
tumultuous bustle, splash, Africa land of truth. At the Institute of Oriental Languages in Paris he learned Bambara.
The African, in his majesty, rejected all approaches. The
African was getting his revenge and the West Indian was
paying •.•
If we now try to explain and summarize the situation,
we may say that in Martinique, before 1939, there was
not on one side the Negro and on the other side the white
man, but a scale of colors the intervala of which could
readily be passed over. One needed only to have children
by someone less black than oneself. There was no racial
barrier, no discrimination. There was that ironic spice, so
characteristic of the Martinique mentality.
But in Africa the discrimination was real. There the Negro, the African, the native, the black, the dirty, was rejected, despised, cursed. There an amputation had 0ccurred; there humanity was denied.
Until 1939 the West Indian lived, thought, dreamed
(we have shown this in Black Skin, White Masks), composed poems, wrote novela exactly as a white man would
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have done. We understand now why it was not possible
for him, as for the African poets, to sing the black night,
"The black woman with pink heels." Before asaire, West
Indian literature was a literature of Europeans. The West
Indian identified himself with the white man, adopted
a white man's attitude, "was a white man."
After the West Indian was obliged, under the pressure
of European racists, to abandon positions which were essentially fragile, because they were absurd, because they
were incorrect, because they were alienating, a new generation came into being. The West Indian of 1945 is a Negro.
In Cahier d'un retour au pays Mtal (logbook of a return
to the native land) there is an African period, for on page
49 we read:
By dint of tbinlting of the Congo
I have become a Congo humming with forests and riven
Then, with his eyes on Africa, the West Indian was to
hail it. He discovered himself to be a transplanted IOn of
slaves; he felt the vibration of Africa in the very depth of
his body and aspired only to one thing: to plunge into the
great "black hole."
It thus seems that the West Indian, after the great white
error, is now living in the great black mirage.

12.

On Afro-West Indian Thinking
Kerwyn L. Morris

The transition from European tutelage to an awakening
pride in African heritage, earlier described by Fanon, is
also the theme of this essay by a young British West

Vincentians like many other West Indians aufter from •
very dee~seated European orientation. An orientation that
is historical in origin and reflects a negative relationship.
A relation that we do not want to be reminded of_ relationship between slave and master.
Such an orientation can do no good for us as AfroWest Indians. I say Afro-West Indians for that is what wo
are. We are a people basically of African stock whether
we want to accept this or nolo But it is no direct fault of
ours that we, a black people, are European in our orientation. Our orientation is the product of slavery and the deliberate doings of those British imperialists who, in drawing
up our education syllabuses refused to include any mention of great black West Indians like Toussaint L'Ouverlure, Marcus Garvey, Sylvester Williams, George Padmore,
and C. L. R. James, to name but a few. We were never
told of these men, 10 that in our search for heroes as
youngsters we found our men in imperialists like William
the Conqueror, Benjamin Disraeli and Winston ChurchilL
Further we were never told of the true history of the
land whence we were brought-Black Africa our fatherland. We were never told that Black Africa was more
civilised than Europe throughout history and 10 we were
robbed of the black pride that our forefathers brought
with them when they arrived in chains. We were never

Indian. The author contends that efforts to evoke West
Indian pride in African identity are being thwarted by a
colored middle class still devoted to white and European
standards.
KJ!IlWYN L. MOlllllS, a graduate of the University of the
West Indies, returned from Jamaica to teach in his home
island, SL V"mcenL

Flambeau (Kingstown, SL Vincent). No.4. April 1966, pp.
12-30. Reprinted with pcrntission of the author•
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told that it was as a result of contact with Europeans that
the glorious path of African development was altered. We
were never told that centuries before the Europeans discovered the world was round our fathers made their pilgrimages to Mecca crossing the Sahara Desert from the
ancient empires of Ghana, Mali and Songhai in West
Africa, using the stars for guidance. We were never told
of the black kings and queens whose armies defeated
early European attempts to capture us. But instead, to
facilitate and prolong our subservience and oppression, to
this day we were told that we were cannibals and savages.
Had we been exposed to Garvey and had our parents been
more attentive when he spoke at our library in Kingstown,
they might have followed him up and learned from him
that "when Europe was inhabited by a race of cannibals,
a race of savages, naked men, heathens and pagans, Africa
was peopled with a race of cultured black men, who were
masters in art, science, and literature, cultured and refined." And as Garvey also said and which unadulterated
anthropological history proves true,
Out of cold old Europe these white men came,
From caves, dens, and holes, without any fame,
Eating their dead's flesh and sucking their blood,
Relics of a Mediterranean flood
So that our black fathers were once great and proud
men but we shall never be as great or as proud of our&elves as they were of themselves until we learn to think
independently. Until we learn to think as Afro-West Indians as we truly are and not as Euro-West Indians. As
Garvey further said "We have a beautiful history and we
shall create another in the future that will astonish the
world. .. West Indians need to discover their long lost black
pride which was so systematically removed by the same
people wbo have us in colonial bondage up to this day,
10 that there is not the remotest possibility of asserting
one', West Indian personality while embracing a European
orientation. The latter must be dispensed with.
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There is in our midst an abundance of hypocrilel and
black Uncle Toms who very often cannot _ any further
than their noses. These are the most dangerous elements
of our society and the greatest obstacles to change. The
lO-C8lIed middl~1aaa or black bourgeoisie II their breeding
ground. They flourish there. Lately these elements have
been brandishing lip-aervice to West-Indianisation yet they
are found to be more European than the Europeans themselves. They make their frequent trips to their "Mother
Country", then stand aloft on the Swiss Alps next door
and look down with disdain upon the IIIlISII of black humanity. They become white like the surrounding mow for
a momenL For them the well-dressed West-Indian is one
who chokes himself with a tie (the symbol of and replacement for the chains that once squeezed our neeo) and suffocates in a jackeL To further express my disgust with this
manner of dress and terms of reference, I shall quote a
poet from French Guiana, Uon Damas who in his poem
called "Balance Sheet" said:
I feel ridiculous
in their shoes, in their dinner jackets,
in their stiff shirts, their paper collars,
with their monoclea and their bowler hats.
I feel ridiculous
with my toes that were not made
to sweat from morning to evening,
in their swaddling clothes that weaken my limbe
and deprive my body of its beauty.
The same reactionary elements because of their orientation and its accompanying shortcomings and pettymindedness are thus rendered grossly incapable of recognising the true and full value of a succeasful Afro-West
Indian when they are presented with one. However, I ask
those wbo are weathering the ItOnn "to bold attain" fOi
it would not be long before othen return to join ill
the struggle against these black middJe.cl_ humbugsthe enemies of progress. Progreaa for them ..... the
usage of foreign personnel in preference to nationala whell

,
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nationals are available; the fools and idiota have never
been taught to value anythin8 of their own origin.
AI the elec:tiona draw nigh there is talk of West Indianiaing St. Vincent through the uae of text-books with a
West Indian orientation. This may be adequate for th080
people of ac:hool age and those out of ac:hool who could
actually read. But what about those who cannot read, how
are they to be West-Indianiaed? It will have to be by action
rather than by spoken or written word and I am afraid
there is no half-way measure where action is concerned,
for action knows no compromise. How can we talk to them
of West·Indian orientation and at the same time leave the
dry-rotten faded out portraita of European Governors,
queena and kings in our livingrooms? How can we go to
Victoria Park and present arms to the British National
Anthem and still talk of West Indianisation to these pe0ple? The very name of the park mnat be changed, the
anthem must be discarded for it was never intended to
save us from damnation but only the sovereign. Can't we
see it calls only for our continued subjection-"long to
reign over us?" Can't we see that this is inviting continued
oppression and subservience? Imagine the sona and daughters of Britain's slaves singing "Rule Britannia . • • • Britona never shall be slaves I" Are we out of minds or something? Britain never shall be enalaved we lustily sing, while
we are still held in colonial bondage by her. And we are
proud to sing this for the reward of a heavy-bread and a
hot sweet-driDk? Poor usl Brass medals must be returned
or refused or given to the 'yeah-yeah' boys, and there must
be concerted efforts aimed at dispensing with the Queen's
Birthday Parade. The island must be renamed Hairoun,
ita original name. I strongly feel that it is only by methods
such as these that mass mobilisation and complete West
Indianisation can be achieved. Are we prepared to uae
these methods? West Indianisation c:alIs for positive action now rather than idle words.
To old colonial stooges this stinb with disloyalty and
disrespect, but they must know that the concept of loyalty
was one of the tools that forged a aucc:ess out of colonial__
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ism. The more loyal you are the more colonised and subservient you are. Are we content to remain colonised and
subservient? Nol There is thna a cboice to be made. One
cannot remain colonial minded and be truly WestIndianised at the same time, and since the c:boic:e Is for
the latter then the former mnat take ita exit and the sooner
the better. We can never a.uert our true selves under a
colonial mentality. If we want to be true Afro-West Indians then down with colonialism and all ita symbols and
stooges.
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13.

By the Light of a Deya
K. V. Parmasad

This essa~ by a young Trinidadian of East Indian descent
co~terpoJSes the previous article. While basicall
thetic to the reformist and e-Iltarl.
y sympaBI It
IS....
an II1.mlI of the current
ac P~wer movement, the author denounces black
: a t In~ w~ slight or ignore local expressions of
t ~ Identity. In hia view. it is absurd to expect
East Indi~
re~ themselves as "black," when black
~nnotes African; he feels that East Indians can contribute most by emphasizing their cultural
.
and spiritual virtues.
UDlqueness

'?

1/ YOIl are an Eost Indian
And yOIl want to be an African
lust shave yuh head just Uu me
And nobody would guess your nationality
Lord Brynner. "our" Independence calypso King. in his
winning calypso. suggests a very simple and convenient
way for Indians to become Africans. He suggests that we
simply shave our heads as bald as his, and no one would
be able to guess our "nationality".
Though most unsatisfactory and naive. this Ia one 110Jution to the problem of identity in our IOdety. And, in
spite of its superficiality. this Is in DO way contradictory
to the belief commonly shared by many in this society.
There are those who harbour the hope. the expectation
and the foregone conclusive belief that Indians are the
ones who must strip themselves clean of all traces of their
identity-cultural. social, religious and oth~d submerge themselves unhesitatingly. in a aocial order that
refuses to recognise and Ia openly hostile towards patterns
of thought and behaviour. not in keeping with those patterns established during the colonial period.
Since the Africans, for historical reasons too well
known, are the direct inheritors of this colonial order.

r
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Brynner'1 IOlution is understandable. But this does not
make it acceptable to the vast majority of Iodians. For
DO IOlution to 10 noble a quest tbat COIllel 10 easily can
be truBted to stand the ravages of time. Because identity. in
the broadest sellSe, hu to do more with how a people
~ than how they look. It bas to do not with masqueradwg as someone else but discovering and revealing the
true Belf. Especially. it hu to do with how a people regard
the~elves in their society and the world; the particular
their relationships individually
way w which they _
and coUectively. in the cosmos.
To bout of a national identity here. is to live in a world
of make-believe. To claim that we are aU one is to ignore
the stark realities of the prClent. To ignore the presence
o~ anyone group is to lOW the seeds of future conflict,
discord and chaos. And the future society can afford none
of theBe. This is why the quest must go on relentlessly.
Even more 80. this is why we must channel and direct our
energies along such lines 80 tbat the total result of aU our
efforts would reflect the unified consciousness of aU our
peoples.
Even though we realise the inevitability of human
gr?Vps learning from each other. and the necessity for
this to be 10. our intention is not to "Indianize" anyone.
Far from itl Likewise. we will not tolerate any attempt
to "ize" us in any form or fuhion not in harmony with
our "native selves". We will resist everlutingly. any attempts by others to deny us this sacred right of selfasBertion by attempting to force us to the point of "selfdenial".
Our out-moded politicians, hunting for votes through
deceit and deception, trying hard but in vain to impress
the hungry masses, are in the habit of speaking of the
"new natinnal identity of Trinidad and Tobago". But what
national identity can we. Iodians. be proud of when the
culture of 40% of our people is denied its rightful place
and recognition it deserves; when the vast majority of our
people exist on the fringes of society and are considered
81 possessing nothing more than nuisance value?
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The established order in this lOCiety belongs to a dyinl
era; an era during which IodilUll were pushed into the
backpound of our social life and were recoplsed only
when it wu convenient and advantageous for others to do
10. Even then it was, and ,tiD is, more in the form of t0kenism than genuine regard. But this never worried the IPdiaD
to any great extent. 10 the meantime be hu been workinl
bard and building silently but steadily from the crude
earth with his bare hands. He \mows overnight 101utiona
wiD never work. this quality hu been imbued in him by
his culture. Sacrifice. self..ac:rifice. is a corneratone of
Hinduism. And he is stiD building in spite of the odds
deliberately placed in his way.
The entire IOCiaI system W8I geared. and stiU is, 10 81
to keep the Iodian out, unless of course be W81 prepared
to strip himself of his name. his religion. his culture. his
language his history and become what the system demanded":'that is. Christianized. Westernized. colonized.
dehumanized. Many feU, unsuspecting victims of circumstance. Many. many more stood firm, prepared. to
fight in their own inimitable way. the tensions and straiDS
created by the established order.
Today. this struggle stiD goes on amon~ the D18SI of the
Indian population. Out of this struggle wiD emerge a new
order in this land. Those who think that the Governmental,
ofticial and administrative response to the upsurge of
black (African) consciousness is the making of a new s0cial order are sadly and traaicaUy mistaken. No new order
wiD ever'emerge so long as the lOciety faiia to come to
terms with the fact of the Indians and 10 long as it refuses
to deal them equaUy the rights as citizens of this country.
The new society will only come when Indians are recognised and accepted for what they are rather than for what
others would want to make of them.

-- ...L

Every group has a part to play in forsinl this new id~
tity and every group must be recognised fo~ the part It
plays. This is the level at which we must begID. Hawncr.
countless occurrences every day. on an individual and
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national plane provoke doubts as to whether we have
started at this level.
Merle Hodge (writing in Tapia of August IS) strikes
a vital note when she comments upon the "gross disrespect
and bad manners" openly displayed by members preaent
at the recent Chaguaramaa Conference on Education when
"an intrepid Indian Trinidadian thought fit to preface his
co~tribution with a prayer of his religion". According to
Miss Hodge, the grand majority of those very people who
felt justified in parading their prejudices in the public but
who, "when the various Christian clergy prayed on Our
behalf, bowed their heads and made their signs of the
Cross, were registering their allegiance to more than religion".
But she goes still further and sounds the beart of the
matter: "Officially, the society still recognizes only the
norms of the White Western 'Christian' world, that ill
the norms overlaid on the SOCiety by its colonizers. Those
wbo do not necessarily subscribe in toto, that is, at least
40% of the society_t a modest estimate-are here on
~erance, or at best occasional, condescending rceogmUon".
Thill truth is so obvious that any deviation from the set
pa~rn ill considered abnormal and out of place. When
Indians stand up and demand their rights they are branded
"racists". For fifteen years they have been totally neglected
by !he government, yet, whenever an attempt is made by
Indians to belp alleviate the sufferings of Indians we are
branded "separatists". But anyone can speak about bettering ~e lot of the "black man"-meaning African, ask
Wooding, not any of those advocates of "blackness" wbo
find it convenient and expedient to say that Indians are
included~thout being a racisL But the moment one
speaks in favour of the Indian be ill confronted with a
wall of bate, suspicion, indifference, contempt, bostility,
antagonism and open, brass-faced racism and discrimination.
So mucb so that there are Indians in this society. Who.
are POSSessed by the erroneous conviction that being_ _as_;:_J

little Indian as possible and being as much Afro..Saxon,
Afro-American or any other thing is being truly "Trinidadian". But this blatant denial of self is what creates the
"mimic-man". Too often we think that to discard, condemn and ridicule unthinkingly and indiscriminately, every
characteristic of our "native selves" is a sure sign of pmgress. This is not a quality of the mind that is "free and
articulate". On the contrary it is an unmistakable sign of
self-delusion and cultural onanism.
But let us not be disheartened and fall easy prey to the
ever-present and provoking temptations that conspire
against us every day, to lure us on unsuspectingly and to
make us strangers unto ourselves. Let us not be too quick
to discard, condemn and consider irrelevant, the religion
and culture of our foreparents. Let us be sure that we do
not discard the good along with the bad in exchange for
something worse. Let us instead give the culture of our
parents an equal chance in our lives, let us begin to atudy
the religion of the Hindus before we feel qualified to pass
judgement upon iL Let us not be fooled by the immediacy of the West that leaves us hollow inside.
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No one is advocating that we return to India. But it is
necessary that we, the Indians of the West-West Indians
in the truest sense-sbould come to terma with what we
have bere, not discard iL We must dig deep into the farthest recesses of our conscioumess as a people and discover our true selves, tapping if DeCe"ary the limitless
reaerve at the source of our culture. We cannot and must
not deny the future social order, this, our most laating
and significant contribution in the creation of the new
society.
In spite of the innumerable obstacles that will baulk our
p!'ogress; in spite of the open and UDotDcial statesanctioned racism practised against us. this fair land will
feel and respond favourably to the full impact of Indian
culture and civilization-for its own good and future progress. Time-tested virtues and idea1a that have shaped the
lives of so many of the greatest souls that have walked
this earth, through countless ages, will aink their roots deep
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into our soil and fill the air with the fragrance of beautiful
lIowers. Christiana will learn from us, Hindus, the much
needed tolerance that they do not sbow to others wbo do
not worship God as they do.
There is the belief among some Indiana that we must
protect what we have while we are unsure of what we will
"get". While it is necessary and vital that we preserve and
~rotect wbat we bave it is no less important that our actlO~ are the results of positive, not negative, motives.
Indians must no longer be satisfied merely to accept what
others throw at us. We must discard the idea of "getting".
Our task must be to set out and create bere a culture that
we can identify with in some meaningful way. It is only
when we fail to take up the cballenge and refuse to face
up to this vital task that we can speak in terms of what
we are going to "get".
We must make of this land and its still unformed cuIso~thing th~ our children will be able to identify
WIth WIthout pawnmg their souls in the process. To wait
submissively on what we will "get" is a defeatist position to
assume. Then we will have no one but ourselves to blame
if wbat we "get" is not what we desire. The weak are
aiways the vanquished and Indian culture forbids us to be
weak. The culture of our fathers has outlived the stresses
and strains of thousands of years. Whereas other ancient
cultures have disappeared under the weight of time (In
Egypt only the Pyramids stand), Indian culture lives on
~d as Gandhi said, "thougb ancient it is yet not old". We
In this land are the inheritors of this culture, we are the
transporters of this way of life to these parts. We must
not fail to nurse this land with nourisbment that our infant
nation hungers for.
Indians, especially the young, must take up the urgent
task of re-dellning their positions in this society-on all
fronts. For too long have we had our positions defined
for us, aiways to our disadvantage. Witb the quickening of
time, if this task is not pursued witb purpose and dedication, tomorrow will be worse than today. Traditionai areas
of involvement have to be critically re-examined and ,

strengthened and new areas have to be explored with
purpose. No aspect of our lives, colJective and individual,
must be spared the rigour of criticism and examination.
We are extremely fortunate in that we have an unbroken
and continuous 1I00d of culture from the earliest up to
the present time, from which we can draw our inspiration
and strength.

tu.re
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If this society must be a more humane one, the coloniai
and materiaiistic systems of thought and vaiues of the decaying and decadent West must be re-adjusted. Christianity
has been the religion of the colonizers and has stained its
hands with the blood of our peoples. It identified itself with,
shut its eyes to, upheld and propagated many of the very
values that we are now striving to shed. The Christian
Cburch in these parts can change its garb but not its history. More and more the West is awakening to the universality, profundity and relevance of Indian religion, philosophy and culture. We are fortunate to have here the
largest single group of Indiana in the Weat. "Ibis makes our
responsibility even greater yet and so abo must be our
in1luence.
To fail in this task is not simply to fail 0UIIdvea, but
to fail the future West Indian peoples. We cannot fail;
we must not fail, if the future society is to be strengthened
not weakened by our presence in these parts. Wo have a
sacred obligation towards the future society. To abscond
is to commit a grave injustice which posterity will find it
difficult to forgive.
It is customary, I know, to refer to this society as a
Christian one. But this is understandable since the establishment has aiways been Christian and the Olurch always
identified with tho establishment. But this is as much an
untruth as the dogmatic belief colJllllDDly held by those
who like to consider themselves Christian, that an noDChristiana are heathens, pagans and what you like and
are therefore doomed to everlasting helL
This 1lagrant lack of tolerance, this narrow-mindedness
~ and even this open contempt shown by professed CIris-
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tians, is reftected not only in the sphere of religion but
also, more importantly, by those wbo administer the business of the State. But this makes the task even more urgent.
Our lOCiety is not a Christian one and non-Cbriatians
have a significant role to play in ironing out the gross inconsistencies that hinder the evolution of a more bumane
order.
In a wider perspective ours is the struggle of the entire
lOCiety. The struggle of the Indians is against an already
deeply entrencbed baccbanalian culture. What we must
ensure is that we are not lost in it beyond recognition but
that we contribute fully and fundamentally in the creation
of IOmething new, relevant and meaningfuL
We must not deny the future order, the grace, the
strength, the elasticity, the depth, the bumility and tolerance, the wisdom, spirituality and timelessness of the culture our parents transported to these distant shores. Neither must we preserve and foster Indian culture for
ourselves alone. Then it becomes useless, for one lifetime is
sbort and fleeting and another migbt take us to some
other shore. But lOCiety continues even after we bave lived
this life and man will still live on and will always seek the
light.
We Iigbt our deyas not only in our bomes but also in
the public squares. So wben we illumine our lives with the
culture of our fathers, the society is illumined too. And
with just one lighted deya we can Iigbt a million more.
So to deprive ourselves of this Iigbt is to deprive our s0ciety of that extra light that it needs to illumine the difficult
paths at night.
I bave often beard it said that Indian culture bears little
relevance to this SOCiety. But this statement comes more
out of the depth of ignorance than unbiased conviction.
I can understand if sucb a statement is made in terms of
our education system, our economics, our politics, etc.,
but dellnitely and emphatically not wben referring to Indian culture; not wben more than 40% of our population
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are of Indian origin and relate meaningfully and unwaveringly to the basics of Indian cultll!C.
Our religion and culture must be the supreme revolutionary force in our lives. Ours is a revolution that must
begin from within our minds based on Ilrm convictions
and clear insights. From there it will make itself manifest in
the wider society. Nothing, not even guns, can stall our
peoples' marcb to liberation, if Ilrst our minds are liberated through a deep and purposeful understanding of self
and an elevation of conscioumess. This must be our aim.
The quick, now-for-now attempts at liberation that we
see around are dangerous, not because of the violence,
but because it instills in the minds of the 1II&IIeS, false
values. It makes us believe that the change of the Head
of State, the change of external structures and formulas is
the answer for a better world. It tends to remove the emphasis from within ourselves and makes the external, material tools the prime movers for cbange and progress. Or,
it tbrows too beavy a burden, too suddenly upon our unaccustomed shoulders, a burden whicb we are unable to
bear comfortably for too long.
This is wby sucb attempts at instant liberation invariably replace the order that it IOUght to expel by an order
that is equally vicious if not more 10. Liberate the mind,
and external liberation follows as inevitably as the day
follows the night. Liberate the externals Ilrst, and the enslaved mind will continue to apply old patterns of responses to new stimuli and the rot remains, no less stinking
than it ever was.
The role of the Indian is not to deny the future society
the innumerable virtues of Indian culture but to ensure
that it carries unmistakable traits of the Indian character.
Africans in the West are engaged in the frantic but the
vitally necessary quest for their forgotten roots. Who
among us can justly and sincerely suggest that the Indian
sbould cut his roots or be the sacrillcial lamb in this quest
for a bigbly elusive national identity? Who can rightly
demand of us what they would not demand of themselves?

_ .L
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On Being Different
W. Arthur Lewis
A constant theme in today'l West Indies is that we Ihould
stop imitating other peoples, and do our own thing. We
should be different, and West Indian. It II an attractive
theme; has indeed become almost a bandwagon theme;
every other public speaker takes the chance of reconIinJ
his adherence to iL I too want to get into this popular
stream, but I am also a little more anxious to find out
just what it is all abouL Obviously West Indians cannot be
different from other men in everything. since we all belong
to homo SlIp/ens, 80 one has to ask where we should draw
the line; in what respects should we be the same as other
peoples, and in what respects should we strive to be different?
My only qua1i1lcation for talking about this subject II
that I have probably thought about it more than JIIOIt other
West Indians. Since no job was available for me here when
I graduated, I have had to spend most of my life out of
the West Indies. And in striving to earn my living In the
great wide world I have had to try to master the highly
competitive skills of my profession. In the process I have
become what is now caIIed in the West Indies an Afro..
Saxon. The term is meant to be abusive, but what in practice it seems to mean is a black man who can hold his
own in competition with white people on their own ground.

'Ibis easay, the 1970 graduation address at the Barbados
campus of the University of the West Indies, views the
search for a special West Indian identity as often fruitless
or misguided. While sympathizing with the desire for
identity, Professor Lewis concludes that whatever may be
uniquely West Indian is not worth celebrating, except, perhaps, in the realm of the arts. He argues that West Indians
will do better to model themselves after what they find
best in each aspect of their multifaceted heritage.
W. ARTHllJ!. LBWlS

is identified on page 214.
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Univenity of the West Indies JI1lduation address, Febrnary
1971, Cave Hill, Barbados. Used by permission of the

author.
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Facing this difficult challenge, I have had to ask myself
over and over again over the past thirty years what sort
of person I ought to be trying to be. West Indian, yes, but
just what does this mean that is intended to distinguish
us from other human beings?
Obviously one must not take to its extreme conclusion
the proposition that West Indians must live differently
from other men. If so, it would be wrong for Barbadians
to play cricket, which is an Englishman's invention; or if
Barbadians do play cricket, they should make their own
special rules. Taken to the extreme, the proposition would
prevent Trinidadians from playing in steel-bands, since the
steel from which the instruments are made comes from
iron ores which are not found in Trinidad. Trinidadians
should make music instead exclusively from bamboos,
which grow luxuriantly in that island, and which make
splendid musical instructions.
I do not wish to make fun of the proposition that we
should be different, which, as I have said I accept: I am
merely emphasising the fact that the proposition is not as
universal as some make it out to be. There are people
who worry at the level of the commodities we use, and
insist that it is wrong to use imported materials, or to eat
imported food-which to me seems an economic question
rather than one for nationalist emotions. Other people are
het up about the clothes we wear, or about our hairstyles,
which seem to me to be trivial and ever-changing phenomena which are hardly worth the glance of the philosopher or statesman, even though I recognise that difference in these respects gives emotional comfort to a great
many people: men have fought bitterly about the wearing
of a turban. That we should be different seems to me a
good proposition, and yet one which is easily nonsensical
or trivial, unless one defines rather carefully what it is we
are to differ in.
Before I tackle this question let me first note that the
ground is not entirely occupied by Afro-Saxons and the
advocates of an exclusively West Indian culture. We have
in our midst a third group who advocate that we should
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model ourselves on the Africans. since Africa is where
most of our fathers came from some two centuries ago.
I will leave aside the complication that there are more
Indians than Africans in Guyana and nearly as many Indians as Africans in Trinidad-and follow the proponents
of this idea in arguing as if West Indiana were all descended from Africa.
Even with this fatal simplification, the proposition is
hardly meaningful, and always bemuses Africans who
make its acquaintance. In the first place, Africa is the most
diversified of all the continents in terms of strictly indipnous institutions, languages, food patterns, clothes or any
other index which you care to choose. 1bere are hundreds of tribal and national groups, very different from
each other, so there is no unique African model that West
Indiana could imitate. In the aecond place Africans themselves are trying bard to get into the modem world, and
are in the process of shedding a great number of the characteristics which they developed in isolation. The idea that
we should choose as models what they are discarding seems
to them a little quaint. To use the popular jargon, the
Africans are having as big a crisis of identity as we are.
In stretching out to them we shall find sympathy and
understanding, but hardly remedies for the condition in
which we both find ourselves.
However, let me come back to my theme, the proposition that we strive to be ourselves, not Englishmen or
Africans or Indians or Chinese, but West Indians.
Different in what ways? Since we are not racists, we are
committed to the proposition that we are essentially the
same as other men. Societies differ not in the underlying
humanity. but in what they make of themselves and of
their environment. What differs is the human achievement.
So when we say that West Indians are to be different, we
mean that they must make something different-our
achievement must be unique.
In framing the problem in this way I am automatically
ruling out what is in practice the most obvious difference
between peoples, namely their manners and customs, ea-
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pecially their clothes, language, accent, mannerisms and
food. Here for instance is a standard anthropological problem. When you meet your friend should you shake hands
with him? The traditional answer is: If he is an American,
Yes. If he is an Englishman, No. If he's a Frenchman,
shake hands with him every five minutes. When we say
that a man is typically German, or Chinese, or that we
can always recognise a West Indian on the streets of Harlem, it is to these superficial characteristics that we refer.
Inevitably, manners have strong local roots and differ
from place to place. Inevitably the local manners are menaced by foreign importations, and inevitably local conservatives and local revolutionaries get very excited with every
new importation. Traditionally it used to be the most
highly educated and well travelled who were least identifiable by these local mannerisms, since they tend to follow
the precept that when in Rome one does as the Romans
do; but today, thanks to records, television and films, it is
the masses of the population who seem to be quickest
in adopting the new international life styles of the world's
young adults, and the whole world is now coming to look
and sound alike.
No doubt West Indians will and should evolve their
own ever-changing systems of manners, but this is not
what we have to examine. The charge against the MroSaxon is not that he does not dress like a West Indian or
speak with a West Indian accent, but that he does not
think like a West Indian. Hence our question has to be:
how should West Indian thinking differ from other thinking? And to answer it we have to look at the whole realm
of human thought, and to ask what opportunities it offers
for national characteristics. This is a very appropriate
question for a university community, since thought is our
stock in trade.
The human achievement is all the product of thought,
applied to work. It is rather small. Man has existed for a
million years, but it is oniy within the last 5,000 years that
we have made significant progress. This is because nature is
hard and cruel, and has had to be fought every step of
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the way. The fight has not been led by any one nation;
nations have had very little to do with it, and nati?~
has been more often destructive than helpful. Individuals
of many nations have contributed, each bui1ding on the
work of his predecessors from many different nations at
many different times. What has resulted from this is a body
of knowledge which is now the heritage of all mankind.
This knowledge divides into three areas-fint, knowledge
of how phenomena work, which includes the natural and
social sciences; secondly, moral knowledge. or If you like,
opinion as to how human beings are to behave to,,:ards
each other if human society is to be tolerable; and thirdly
aesthetic knowledge, or how to be creative in the arts.
Each of these three kinds of knowledge combines elements
of universality with some opportunity for differences ~
tween national groups.
Let us take first science, natural and social The evolution of natural science was delayed for a long time by
prejudice, or as we would now say by lack of objectivity.
Indeed the very notion that science should try to be objective was bitterly resisted, by those who thou~t that ~
should accept oniy results which seemed consistent WIth
what was already revealed about God. Science was to
serve religion, or as we might now say, to
the purpose of history. The social sciences are fighting
~e
struggle today against those, including many SOCIal SClenlists, who not oniy deny that social scientists can be .objective, but also argue that they should not try to be objective, since their science should serve the p~ of
history. If they are right, social scien~ would ~er from
society to society; but they are not nght. Genwne social
scientists, gathered together from all parts of the world,
have no difficulty in understanding each others' concepts,
and in my profession of economics we have found that
any tool which is illuminating in one part. of the wor~
like monetary theory or linear programnnng or the discounting of future returns-is equally illuminating everywhere, whether in the Soviet Union, or the U.S.A. or
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I am of course talking ahout theory. The applied part
of any science is naturally environment-related. Any scientific group is bound to contribute more to the study of its
own environment, or its own history, than will be contributed by other groups elsewhere. Every colony has had
to fight the battle to have its own curriculum in its schools
and colleges. This is obviously right, but is also easily overdone. We make progress in science not only from studying
the local environment, but also from elaborating our basic
theory. This kind of theoretical elaboration frequently
derives from wide comparison. Particularly, if you want
to be a revolutionary in science, achieving some great
new breakthrough, you have to understand the existing
s}'ltem which you wish to overthrow better than it is
understood by its supporters, not less so. Keynes was able
to invent a new economics because he thoroughly understood the old. If any new ph}'lics or sociology is going to
come out of the West Indies it will be from people who
have mastered the old physics or sociology, and not just
from people who have rejected the old without really
coming to grips with it.
In sum, we will make our special contribution to applied
science, but we must first master the basic universal theoretical principles of the disciplines we use. And our chance
of contributing to those basic disciplines will depend very
largely on the excellence of our secondary schools and
the respect accorded to basic theoretical studies in our university colleges. In this respect West Indians will not differ
from other men.
I have dwelt somewhat on this point because there is a
strong current of thought that West Indians should study
only things West Indian. This is an egregious error, and
a danger to the young. The old are not so easily moved,
since we have learned each to go his own way; but the
young are very conformist, and are easily bulldozed into
acting against their better judgement.
Let me turn now to the second area of human thought,
that of morals, or of what behaviour towards each other
should be. This itself divides into two parts, personality_1
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and social structure. Mannen could also be included here.
but I have already dealt with this topic.
There is a distinct West Indian personality, marked by
ita aggressive nature, which in turn derives from the insecure family life in which such a large proportion of our
children are reared. Not all West Indians are aggressive,
but it is the quality we most admire in our leaden. 1bis
aggressive personality has some advantages; it is the chief
reason wb y West Indians figure dis proportionately in the
black leadership of the United States. But it also has its
disadvantages. For example, as Sir 10hn Mordecai's boot
on the breakdown of our federation shows, the chief reason was the inability of our three leaden in the samo
federal political party to maintain normal personal relations, and compromise with each other. We also mate
rather poor business men, compared with say the Nigerian
Ibos, because unlike the Ibos we are spendthrift, and not
very reliable in keeping our commitments punctually.
On the whole I do not think that it is an advantage for
West Indians to have a distinct personality of our own.
Philosophen and religious thinken have meditated for
five thousand yean on what ideal human beings should be
like, and there is no reason to believe that these ideals
should differ from one country to another. For my part
I think our aggressive personality makes us inferior to our
African brethren, who bring up their children in warm,
stable and secure family situations, and who therefore
produce a stable personality. If we must imitate the Africans, this is what I would urge our countrymen to imitate.
Also, if we continue to be unbusinesslike and spendthrift,
our society will have no long term future, since it will not
survive in this Darwinian world.
In the moral area we have also the subject of social
structure-family relations, the political s}'ltem, class, ec0nomic relations and so on. There is an immense variety of
social structures, as one moves from place to place. None
embodies perfection, and all change nowada}'l with unprecedented rapidity. Men have imagined and written for
five thousand yean about every kind of socia1 l)'ltem,
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and it seems highly improbable that West Indians will
come up with some new kind of social structure which
has never been heard of before; this is why those of us
who do not like our existing structures find ourselves having to import our ideas from abroad instead of trying to
invent some unique West Indian social system. H perchance we did invent something new of our own (which
is admittedly possible even though unlikely) and it proved
to be good, it would soon be widely imitated elsewhere,
since what was good for us would be equally good for
many other social groups. For my part, I believe in the
open, egalitarian, raceless society which we do not now
have, but to which most of our leaders are committed.
But when we get there we shall find ourselves in company
with many other nations.
In sum, in the area of human relations, national difference is either trivial, in so far as it relates to manners,
or undesirable in so far as relates to personality or to social
8tructure. This is because the underlying principles of
ethics are of universal validity; what is good for one s0ciety is likely to be good for every other. It would be nice
if West Indians could have a better community life than
other nations, but there is no reason to expect our strugaIes to be easier than anybody elsc'L
Finally I come to aesthetics. Music. literature and art
are as important a part of the heritage of mankind as are
science and moraIL They differ from science in that they
do not represent what is, but are products of the creative
imagination. They have therefore infinite scope for variation. And yet they tend to be distinctively national in
character. This is because artists live in colonies, like ants
or porpoises. Some great artistic figure attracts other artists to his school; they see or hear alike; they help and
criticise each other. And their product is clearly distinct
from that of other schoolL
It is thus of the very nature of the game that as aesthetic
activity burgeons in the West Indies, our art Bnd music
and literature will be clearly distinguishable from that of
other peopleL We shall have our own schools of painting
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and music and poetry and drama and the rest. ThIs is
the essential and most valuable sense in which West Indians must be different from other peoples. This is the
contribution which above all others we know we can make
to the common human heritage.
I stress the word common to avoid misunderstanding.
The human heritage includes Chinese art, European art.
African art; Hindu music, which is quite different from
Ashanti music, which in its turn differs from the diatonic
structure of jazz and the European classics. This is our
common heritage, because the civilized man learns to appreciate as many of these different styles as he can, just
as he learns to like French cooking and Chinese cooking
and Malay cooking, which are essentially different. For
any person to wish to exclude himself from any part of
the human artistic heritage, in favour of his local nationalism, is simply boorish. And what is one to say of the
incident in South Africa last year where three African
pianists were turned away from a Beethoven competition
on the ground that Beethoven is not part of African culture? Beethoven belongs to all of us.
We must also note that it is true of the arII, as it is of
science, that one learns most by comparison. Our writers
must 8tudy other writers--not just in Engliah but in other
languages-when they are young, in order to have a basis
for developing their own Ityles. Difference must be
grounded in wide knowledge and not in ignorance of all
except the local e1Iort.
Fortunately we have a1ready established the beginnings
of an artistic heritage. In literature we have had the great
explosion of novels since the 1950'8. In art, starting also
in the '50's, a steadier pace has been maintained. but we
have already reached the position of having establiahed
artists who manage to make a living just by selling their
works. In music we are still far behind, since despite our
great contributions to popular music. we have a dearth
of wen trained musicIans, and especially a dearth of the
string players needed to maintain a symphony orchestra.
The principal handicap is of course that there are 10
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few people who understand and enjoy the creative arts
in our communities, that our artista, musicians, writers,
actors and so on, have too small a market. So they have
to go abroad and scatter instead of making their little
colonies here, at home, which would be very much more
productive. The smallness of the market is the fault of
our secondary schools, which fail to develop this part of
our children's personalities. A society without the creative
arts is a cultural desert. I would commend to our statesmen
that they put a lot more money into the creative arts departments of our secondary schools.
To conclude, as I look ahead at the evolution of the
West Indies, I see many respects in which we should strive
to be like other peoples-like having a well rounded personality, or scientists and scholars of world repute-and
many respects in which we will be different-like having
some distinctive manners and customs, our own curricula
in schools, our own applied science, natural and social,
and our own musical and other artistic achievements. The
main point that I would leave with you is that our chance
to make something good of our own depends on our studying carefully what other peoples have done, and learning
from their mistakes and their aucceaaes If we are going
to close our minds in a box of pure West Indianness, we
shall achieve nothing worthwhile.
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and proselytization; splitting with the group, be founded
his own organization and oewapaper, Tapia, in Trinidad,
where he is also Lecturer in Economics at the University
of the West Indies.

15.

Political independence in the Commonwealth Caribbean
is virtually achieved, but independence has not resolved
local dissatisfactions. Nor, as we have seen, has it given
most West Indians a strong sense of national identification.
Frustration over these dissatisfactions has led to confrontations between rich and poor, expatriate and local, and
rulers and ruled aU over the Caribbean. Particularly significant, in its being a largely unexpected occurrence in
what was generaUy supposed to be the most progressive
West Indian state, was the Trinidad black-power revolution of 1970, described here by a West Indian academic
partisan. This revolt pitted modem West Indian radicals
against the rule of Dr. Eric Williams, who only a short
time ago himself symbolized the defeat of colonial authority, as his Marl4 Day DOM (see first selection above)
makes clear.
LLOYD BEST, born in Trinidad, took his degree at Cambridge University. He has been on the staff of the Department of Economics and the Institute of Social and
Economic Research in the University of the West Indies,
lamaica, and at the Centre of Developing-Area Studies at
McGill University in Montreal. Subsequently he became
a leader of the New World Group, devoted to promoting
West Indianization and social change through publication
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The February Revolution
Lloyd Best
I don't know what kind of society each of you has wanted
to build in the Caribbean, but I know that all of us here
this evening have dreamt of something different from the
order which has existed there since the days that Columbus launched the Enterprise of the Indies.
We have in the Caribbean a kind of social order in
which many of our highly trained people don't feel able
to live. They don't feel they can express their creativity
and humanity in that situation; and they have dreamt of
a new order. And I think the significance of the last three
months in Trinidad and Tobago is that, for the first time
in the last 30 years or so, large numbers of people came
into the streets of the country to try and mash up that old
order and put something new in its place. And that is what
the crisis is about
We could start the story on another ordinary afternoon
of February, February the 26th, when I think the crisis
began or the conftict assumed crisis proportions, culminating, of course, in the confrontation of April 21st 1970,
when the Government imposed a state of emergency and
called the troops out with consequences we know. Or we
could begin, and we have to begin as well-the story-on
a day in October 1968 when Walter Rodney was deSpeech to !be West Indies Federation in Toronto, publisbCd
in TapitJ, No. 12, December 20, 1970. Reprinted with permislion of Tapia House Publisbioa Company, Tunapuna, Trinidad,
and of tho author.
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barred from Jamaica-and that is a critical date as we ahall
see. Or, we could take the story further back yet, to a
fateful December evening in 1960, when WtlJiams...-uot Sir
George, Sir Brie-had had the nerve to aooounc:e to the
people of Trinidad and Tobago that he had clinched a
deal with the Americaus over Chaguaramu for SS 1 million. Or we could take the story still further back yet, to
the year 1629 or thereabouts when the political system of
the West Indies was established. And each of these dates is
significant for the story which we have to tell and for an
interpretation of what we are now calling "The February
Revolution" in Trinidad and Tobago, 1970.
Let us begin at the end as it were, and take the story
from February the 26th, when 200 students and friends
from the Univenity of the West Indies-mainly students
--embarked on what had become a routine political activity. They went into Port of Spain to hold a solidarity
march with the students involved in the crisis at the University of Sir George Williams in Montreal. And they paraded around the town. They assembled on South Quay
(I think it was), went to the Canadian Bmbassy in the
Furness Withy building or somewhere about (I was out
of the country at that time, I didn't actually see it); and
they went up town, up Henry Street, across Park Street
to the Royal Bank of Canada, back down in town to the
main branch. They milled around denouncing the regime,
denouncing Canadian imperialism and so on, and some
of them decided to take a reat in the Cathedral on Independence Square. And that was like a match in a tinder
box. The entire thing exploded. But not immediately; it
took a few days.
It took, first of all, the sc:ufIIe that ensued with the police
and then the arrest on the next day of 12 chaps for ....
sembling in a place of worship and for other charaea for
which purpose the Attorney General reactivated a piece
of legislation which, significantly, had been passed in the
days just after emancipation to control the Queen's exslaves. And the country took. note of that The issue of
the church and the intervention in the Cathedral, of course,
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ripped aside a lot of the veils with which the lOciety had
been hiding ill past and disguising the old order; it introduced an element of anxiety into the situation.
The next week-that February 26th was a Thursday
afternoon-the men who had been arrested were due to
be tried. And on the Tuesday afternoon, I think it was,
the leaders of those 200 students determined to have a
solidarity march for the men who had been arrested. And
10 and behold 200 students were suddenly transformed
into 10,000 and the country immediately stood up and
took notice. And Geddes Granger, the leader of those 200
students and of the National Ioint Action Committee which
had organised the thing, a man of a certain platform flair,
decided to take the movement into Shanty Town. And
that is exactly what he did. They began, of course, with
only a few hundred and the thing that astounded the country is that those 200 became 10,000 in a matter of minutes,
as they marched to the outskirts of the city. And that,
Sisters and Brothers, introduced an altogether new chapter
into the history of Trinidad and Tobago and the West Indies, though some of us did not know that for another
week and a half or so.
In the course of that week and a half we had for the
flnt time the emergence of popular cocktail parties, with
a difference-Molotov cocktails. We also had later in that
second week early in March a demonstration which went
from Port of Spain to San Iuan in the east aod which,
according to the conservative press, drew 14,000 people
and which, according to the Express, the national paper,
drew 20,000. And if the country had had any doubt
about the signiflcaoce of what had gone before many of
its doubll were now dispelled. These marches revealed
a number of importaot things. One, they revealed the
existence in the country of a whole series of organizations
of which few people had known before. Organizations
appeared from San Iuan in the east, from St. lames in
the west, from San Fernando, from Penal, from Mount
Lambert, from behind the bridge, from Belmont, from
every conceivable part of the country, a whole series of
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organizations suddenly appeared on the political atage.
Then UMROBI in San Fernando, Pine Toppers from behind the bridge, etc.
It revealed that the country had been thinking about a
whole range of issues: Inequality, unemployment, metropolitan domination, Afro-Indiao relations aod so on. In
the very first week it had become clear that we had
reached this new political stage. However, a whole series
of incidents raised a certain scepticism in the minds of
some people aod opened an opportunity for some people
to drive the movement back. The molotov cocktails aod
the arson, which appeared quite early in the game, resulted
in the burning down in the first week of the Kirpalaai
store in San Juan. And the reactionary elements in the
country, led by The Nation, the P.N.M.'s paper, immediately took the opportunity to interpret this as an anti-Indian
act on the part of the movement which had as its banner
-for reasons I shall come to later-"Black Power". And
here again, the particular flair which the leadership of the
Nationalloint Action Committee undoubtedly commaods,
led the movement to resolve this issue by a march. Granger
proposed to his followers-by now many thousands-that
they go back to the country and rally their districts and
bring the people out to a march to the Indian area to
establish the fact of Afro-Asiao solidarity.
Everyone knows that the basis of the old political order
in the West Indies is racial division, and in Trinidad aod
Tobago and Guyana in particular, racial division between
Indians and the Africans, the major population groups.
On the Caroni march with the aid of a number of fortuitous developments established the movement as a signiflcaot political force in the country beyond any doubt.
It took place exactly three weeks after the February
26th incident, on a Thursday afternoon. Some 10,000
people at least, were engaged on that march. 28 miles,
ending in Chaguanas, and culminating in a massive meeting in the half light in downtown Couva, with a signiflcant
number of the local population participating. On the way,
the Indian population had welcomed the marchers with
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Iced water and orange juice and every manner of greetin
and no .untoward incident had taken place. And the con!:
try zealised that wo were back in the 1930'a in the senao
~ there w. . . acaIe of political protest in tho COUDtry
which opened the way to a new reaime in tho way that
the demonatratioDl and riota of tho 1930'1 in Trinidad,
~t. Kitta, Jamaica and aD over the nation. had ushered
m ~ age of decolonizatlon starting with adult suffrage in
Jamlllca in 1944, and ending in some CIIIeI with independence.

J
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order. And then when he could wait no more, Williams
ultimately spoke on March tho 23rd. And when he spoke
it was a major event in the development of the political
situation in Trinidad and Toblgo because for tho first
time large numbers of people in Trinidad and Tobago actually saw through the frll1ldulence of the regime which
had governed them for 14 years.
Many people had suspected that the regime was bankrupt, larger numbers still knew that the regime was corrupt-they could see the evidence everywhere-they knew
that it had not been delivering any goods for a long long
time; but we had invested so much in it in the beginning
and we trusted ourselves so little that many of us declined
to draw the inferences. Many would say, "The men
around him are empty, but the doctor is a boss." But when
Williams spoke on that evening of the 23rd of March, with
the nation on the height of crisis, a bigger crisis than wo
had had for 30 years, they knewl For what did Williams
say?
Williams said that he had a feeling that people woren't
aware of aD the things that tho Government had been
doing for the country. He said many people were talking
a lot of rubbish about petroleum and sugar, but could
we cut our nose off to spoil our faces? he said. The
country was saying: "If we cut our noses to spoil our
faces, is we that cut it offl" And that u what the issue was.
Williams said that what we needed to do was to find
more oil and more gas. He argued that it took time in
the Parliamentary process; the democratic system which
we had established involved a great deal of delay in the
implementation of projects, and wo couldn't run before
we could walk. All, thorefore, he could propose, w. . . tax
to yield 10 mUlion doUars and to push tho revenue up
from 386 million to 396 tnillion doUars, the 10 million
doUars being put into a special fund to create work for the
population in mending roads and sweeping streets. And
the country drew the appropriate inference and resolved
that this regime had to go. And that ushered in the third

That Caroni march established the movement .. a serious political force and concluded, in my interpretation.
the first of four pbuea in the development of the February
Revolution. 1bo second phue which came after that inVOlved.• wait on the part of the country to ace what the
Establishment would now do. How would tho Big Doctor
respond? How would tho little King take it? What would
the "p1ll8Ollal nonarch" do?
Everybody waited. They had noted, very early in tho
development of tho crUis, his responses. He had said on
tho aecond or third day of tho thing that he would have
no truc~ with hooligans who had no respect for church
and society. The day after that, I think, he had declined
to go to a routine opening of a conference which he had
to attend at the Univeraity of the west Indies and tho
country had noticed the sign of weakness. And later on,
he h~ talked about 'upstart&'; and the country made its
own JUdgment about tho significance of these statements
and waited to hear how he would move to cope with thia
new development which w.. obviously, at thia point.
aerious. There is one more intereating thing that the country had to note: He began to build a waD ten feet high
around his house.
Anyhow, for a long time he stood cowering behind
these waDs. And Parliament wu no dillerentl I think It
met on two occuIona during thia period, and declined to
note that thousands of people wore walking up and down
the atreets of Port of Spain, that they had taken over tho
public square and wore everywhere denouncing the old
_',c
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phase of the February Revolution which lasted for about
a month.
In this third pbaae it was quite clear, or it became crystal
clear as the days passed, that the new movement was looking for a confrontation to bring the regime down 81 quickly
as possible. There is no question about thatl The strategy
did not appeal to me, not because • did not agree with
the objectives of course, or because • did not support the
movement; but it is important to know what resources
one has.
You can't provoke a revolutionary situation if you don't
have revolutionary resources to take the power-and we
did not have them, as we aball see. Nevertheless, I think
this is the moment when the movement became intoxicated by its own succeas. It began, first of all, to radicalise
the country-marches everywhere-in Penal, in Mayaro,
a weekend in Tobago, a "holiday" weekend in Tobago of
a kind that you would hardly imagine, four days I think
it was, the biggest meeting in Scarborough ever, up and
down the land terrorising the old regime, activating the
population. Children were shouting "Power, Power to the
People." Old women were involved, buying political papers. I myself was selling papers in Port of Spain, one
hundred and twenty an hour. People were saying, ". don't
know what Black Power is, but I am for it." Because pe0ple bad reached a atage where it could not go on any
longer. The regime had to go. Up and down the country,
these young. Five, ten, fifteen, twenty thousand people,
up and down, "Power to the People," everywhere I
And the high point of this, of course, was tho funeral
on that afternoon of April19tb. And then the thing began
to escalate almost to a point of hysteria. Let me see if
I can identify the incidents that led up to the final thing.
The funeral of Davis toolt place on the 9th April and
shortly after that the impending visit of Stokely Carmichael
was announced; and people began to think of that as perhaps the opening for the final grand confrontationwrongly, I thought, and 10 did Tapia at the time. Nevertheless it is indicative of the mood of the age.
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On that same Thursday afternoon, the market vendon
in Port of Spain declared their intention to throw their
lot in with the Black Power Movement. Then came the
weekend-that was the Thursday-and the police began to
call up their reserves, the army began to call up volunteers, and the steelband threw their lot in with the movoment. In other words, the country was beginning to polarise for the confrontation. Declare where you standi
Goddard went to the People's Parliament-Goddard who
for many years had been thought to be a retainee in the
stable of the establishment-went into the public square
and denounced WJlliama and the regime.
On the Monday moming, Robinson, for whatever reaIODS, I don't think I would like to explore them, resigned
from the Cabinet and pushed the political temperature
higher. That was the 13th of April. On the Wednesday,
the Govemment exacerbated the situation by warning
the airlines against even allowing Stokely to pass through
Trinidad. On that same day, work stopped among the
daily-paid workers at the Water and Sewerage Authority.
All of this, of course, with a chorus of arson and violence
in the background.
On the Thursday, the governments of the region further
exacerbated the situation and forced the temperature still
higher. Barbados banned the black power leaders.
At home, the government, for its part, began DOW to
make some vague concessioDL Specifically, it conceded
to the market vendon, hoping to bring some of the opposition back to the side of reaction. But on the Friday
the W.A.S.A. stoppage extended itself to the DIOnthly-paid
workers, and the Transport Worken Association announced that on the Tuesday following, it would bring
its worken out on the streets of Port of Spain in a solidarity march•
. On the Saturday the NJ.A.C. organised a whole serieI
of marches-quiclt marches throughout the couotryCedros, Mayaro, Tobago, all over, whipping up its political support. Obviously the movement and the country were
moving toward lOme kind of political confrontation.
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And the Sunday, the critical development took place,
just as it had taken place in 1965 when Williams had
declared-had introduced-the Industrial Stabilisation Act.
Sugar cracked-sugar on which so much of the Carib~an history is built and which engenders so many passions on the part of all the constituent groups in the region.
Sugar cracked on that Sunday; 600 people stopped work
-remember that strikes are illegal in Trinidad-600 people stopped work at Brechin Castle. The D.L.P. responded
to that-seeing the crisis toward which we were heading
-by calling for a national government. And everybody
knew that we were in for trouble. Either the regime would
fall, or the regime would impose its will on the popUlation.
On the Monday morning, a development in sugarl
Granger marches with a thousand workers from Couva
to the factory in Brechin Castle and Williams, historian
and politician that he is, and understanding the significance
of this development which is building up to a crescendo,
and understanding the significance of bringing sugar workers into Port of Spain in this political climate, determined
to go for the confrontation himself. And that's exactly
what he did, with a kind of historical irony that is brutal,
when one considers it. Because on the morning of April
the 21st 1970, ten years almost to the hour after he had
organised his own march to put the Americans out of
Chaguaramas, he had to pick the telephone up and call
the American Ambassador and ask for troops.
And the confrontation had come, ladies and gentlemen I
The country had been talking for many weeks about
the army. Anybody who knows about the social structure
of Trinidad would know that the people who are in the
army are no different from those who come from behind
the bridge or from the townships around San Juan or
Tunapuna or Marabella or what have you, or who are in
the University of the West Indies; and that we could not
alford to make the same assumptions, fortunately or unfortunately, that are made in Europe.
There is no ruling class in the army, there is no ruling
officer class and the country had been considering that.
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What would be ita lipillcance if the confrontation
came? And I think it is indicative of the extent to which
the Government was cut off from information and from
the population. that everybody was expecting the army
to go along with the movement, everybody aupt the
Government.
And on the morning of April 21st Wi1Iiama lent the
police into the homes of the leaders of Blaclt Powerthey swooped down at half-past four in the morning; he
declared a State of Emergency and placed the army under
the control of the police hoping to coerce the country
into quiescence. And the army introduced a slight qualification.
The question we have to ask ourselves is. What is the
meaning of all of this? Where does it leave us now? It is
here that I must go back to the second date of the four
that I identified at the start. For the events that I have
just described to you very briefly, and very superficially
in some way for lack of time, were merely the culmination
of a long confrontation that bas been going on in the
political and social system of the West Indies from the
very start.
And I think the important date to take second was
that fateful December evening in 196O-1n what was then
the University of Woodford Square where luckily I happened to be present though I was not living in the country
at that time. And you will remember on that evening
Williams announced his plans for a Cbaguaramas aettlement. And for the first time in his political history he was
talking and the population was not listening. And it was
then that ho launched the attack on Sir Gerald Wight,
which ultimately led to his statement "Massa Day Done".
because he felt the break in communication and had to
leave his prepared text and whip up support on that evening.
But the significance of it is that Williams, at that point,
threw the popular movement into disarray, threw it into
disorder, and lost, as a result, his own self-confidence, if
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he had had any. And in the years between 1960 and 1970
we can chart a progressive degeneration of the regime.
"Massa Day Done"-quite unwarranted in terms of
what Williams was in fact doingl The Commission of Enquiry into Subversive Activities in an attempt to smash
the union leadership I It is interesting that on that occasion
I was invited to appear before that Commission although
I ~ ooly been i? Trinidad for six weeks and had only
wntten a few articles in the paper (I had no political
connections then). One of the interesting things is that
the statement which I gave was subsequently published
~ a thing called "From Chaguaramas to Slavery" which
IS exactly the road which we have being plodding in the
years past.
Commission of Enquiry into Subversive Activities' the
imposition of restrictions on C.L.R. James; the Iod~trial
Stabilization Act; the banning of literature; the banning of
people including Stokely Carmichael.
One sees the regime developing along the typical Caribbean road of caudillismo: Batista, Machado, G6mez,
Marco Perez Jimenez-the whole lot of them-terrorising
the Caribbean people into submission.
But Williams could be seen, looking back in retrospect,
charting the road milepost by milepost from 1960 because
he began systematically to fall back on external resources.
Chaguaramas raised the issue for him Are you going
to repose the future of the people of Trinidad and Tobago
on the resources that we have in the country? Or are
you going to pursue the policy of what we have called
"industrialization by invitation"?-relying on external resourCes for capital, for aid, for technology and driving
away from the country any person with any creativity,
any sense of independence, because they live in a regime
in which they are ooly rubber stamps of imperial decision.
He had to make that decision in 1960. That is what
Chaguaramas meant for him. And to do it of course, it
was quite clear that if we were going to take a road of
independence, what he called the "Independence Highway" as distinct from the "Dirt Track of Colonialism,"
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he had to integrate the country. That WlII the task facing
him. Because you can't build Trinidad and Tobqo, or
Guyana or the West Indies, uoless you bring topther the
elements that constitute that population. And WilliamI
was faced with that talk in 1960 and he bacbd out; he
put his tail between his legs and he kowtowed before the
imperialists, and it sent him on that road right down the
line-Commission of Enquiry, C.L.R. James, Industrial
Stabilization-right up to the present day.
And in those yean, we had, first of
the retreat of
the Indians which came very early. The thing boiled up
for a moment at the election in 1961; the popolation
ftirted with Capildeo in the hope that he woold do 10_
thing-be did notbing-60,OOO people in the Savannah, biJgest meeting ever. Tho Indians retreated. Williams won a
racist thing. He put race on the center of the table in
1961 to start with, right in the spotlight.
The Negroes next were demobi1ised. The teacben that
put him in power began to boil down; the civil eervanta
began to reaIise that this movement didn't have what
they'd hoped for it; and we see progressively over the
years a descent of the movement into a alate of apathy, except for the uolooa or the militant unions, especially the
Oil Workers' Union and the Transport Union.
And the issue of those years was an attempt by the
Government to smash that last remaining bastion of popular protest. The uniona were the only group rich enough
and organised enough and numerous enough, and forced
by the circumstances of their existence to stand up against
the iniquities of the regime. And he tried to smash them
over those years.
And then the third important date camo-October 1968.
And the significance of October 1968 is that counter attack which the unions, the militant uninna, bad been trying
to launch unauccesafully in the yellS since the C0mmission of Enquiry into Subvenive Actlvities-the counter
attack was now reinforced by the emergence of the University as an important locus of political protest for the
first time.
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Rodney touched it off in Jamaica, in Barbados, in Guyana. But it was in Trinidad that the consequences were
most serious. The first ever political march on the part
of students I And that was the first of a whole series of incidents which constituted an overture to the symphony
that we heard on February 26th 1970. Rodney in October,
Michener in February-the first of the Sir George Williams'
incidents. The Governor General went down there and
they blocked him: at which point Granger founded the
N.J.A.C. and gave it some institutional shape: then Santa
Flora, Five Rivers.
Come April, the transport strike-a kind of trial run.
All ~e opposition forces gathered in Joe Young's den,
considered the problem how to deal with Williams. I remember one evening that we had a meeting there at the
high point of that crisis and most of the people there
determined to confront Williams in much the same way
that we were to confront him in April, and I suggested to
them that we put the meeting off for one night to talk
about it.
I remember opening the meeting the next night and
talking for an hour and outlining the options available
to the country and arguing that we couldn't knock Williams out with the resources that we had. We weren't
organised, we did not have a medium of communication
we didn't have the resources-military or civilian-to do i~
And I suggested that we had to win on points, to get the
organisation in place. The fenows voted me down, 57 to
3 on the occasion. 60 people voted. And they confronted
Williams next morning. Six o'clock they went down town
to throw themselves under the buses, you will remember.
And we didn't learn the lesson that you have to organise
in order to deal with him.
Anyhow, the transport strike was a kind of trial run.
It boiled up; the population alerted itself for a few moments or a few weeks, considered the possibility and decided that we didn't have the resources to do it. And we
lost, on the occasion: but it contributed to the development of the counter attack-April 1969.
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And then during the course of that year, the N.I.A.C.
was organising everywhere in the way it organises-not
grass roots in the sense that I understand it-but stirring
up the people to a certain kind of political awareness, valuable in its own way, if limited.
Allover, a whole series of organisations began to I»come very active. Pivot, which had started in the late days
of New World began to become more active in the same
way, to put out a mimeograph business. Moko was on the
road articulating in a certain way, subsequently joined
by Tapia. And a whole lot of organisations, as we were to
discover subsequently, began to spring up in the communities: Pine Toppers behind the bridge, the African Liberation Movement in St. James, in Champ Fleurs a similar
thing. in San Fernando. up the road by me there in
Arouc&, in Sangre Grande, everywhere these organisations
-people beginning to organise themselves and think about
the political system in that kind of political climate.
And then we had another trial run. In October of 1969,
we had the political extravaganza of the Camacho funeral,
when 7-or-8.000 people were brought into the University of the West Indies for our first political funeral. They
buried him on the campus and there was a quality of
oratory on that occasion that the country will never forget.
It escalated the sense of contlict in the country. But Camacho was not a considerable person in my opinion and a
lot of people who had supported him knew that. Camacho
had been in the country for 20 years. He hadn't made
any impact on thought in the country. But people were
so disgusted with the regime, they were so at the limit
of their patience, that they were prepared to take any issue
that appeared to threaten the stability of this regime. And
Camacho presented that case; and the students, some members of the Faculty, and the hommes politiques in the
country used the occasion to declare another attack on the
regime. That was October.
Then came the St. Francois incident when Donald
Pierre went personally to the school to chase throe girls
out for smoking "pot": and that was another incident. Then
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80 on, it gave the fellows a banner to mobilize. So they
took "Black Power"1 F"U'Il thing, Bannerl
Second thing, organization of a certain kind. Organization of the kind that hrings people into the public square.
NJ.A.C. was founded at the juncture of Michener.
Thirdly, regional solidarity is built, because the thing took
place at the University which is a regional institution,
difficult to handle. Automatic repercussioul all the time.
It was like playing that pin-ball thing, just bouncing off;
Guyana, Cave Hill, Mona and so on; every little incident
helping along in mobilising this new force.
Next, the articulate organisations and papers-Tapia,
Molo, PllIot, Etut Dry River Speaks-all of them coming
on the streets. We started selling, 14,000 TapUu in Trinidad. Everywhere in the country people buying it. Old
women, young women, everybody buying political papers.
So this critical 18 months really developed the conditions necessary for the confrontation of the two months
or the two and a half months. Because in addition to that,
people learnt a lot of political tricks. Every incident that
produced a march taught people something about the p0lice, about the kinds of iaauea to which the population responded and &0 on, and it taught the population something
about the political climate, in Trinidad and Tobago and
in the rest of the region. Everybody learnt. Trial runs.
Camacho, Transport strike and 80 on; and everything
boiled up and it was ready in February and the whole
blasted thing goes up as they touched it off in February.
And we came through that two and a half months up
to the 21st of April The confrontation came, and the
movement did not succeed. And the question is Why?
And for that we have to go back to the fourth date
before we finish off. 1629, when James, King of England,
gave letters patent to the Earl of Carlisle to establish a system in the Caribbee islands. And he establishes a system
in which he places a Governor to take care of his interests
in the colony; and the Governor appoints a Council in
which he appoints men that he could control And they
establish a politica1 system which has nothing to do with

the Country Club thing about that time, inBaming the
racial climate. Two black Americans come down to the
country, staying at the Hilton hotel The practice is for
people who are staying at the Hilton to go to the Country
Club and play tennis. And here they are, two black people
attempting to do this and they are barred for all kinds of
wishy-washy reasons. And the country notes the significance of that. Fourteen years or 13 years of P.N.M. in
power and black people can't go to places in Trinidad and
Tobago. And the political climate is affected. The thing
builds up. That was January.
February-Carnival. And they say that we are a Carnival
people. But the Jour Ouvert of Carnival this year was a
political ocCasion. There appeared on the public stage,
the Pine Toppers-denouncing the regime in everything
that they do. Placards of every kind denouncing Williams,
racial discrimination, church hypocrisy, every conceivable
thing. Political carnival at that time. The thing revealed
that the people of Trinidad and Tobago are not precisely
what they are thought to be. They were ready for something. February; that was early in February. And then
that afternoon on the 26th, 200 students.•.•••.atarting the
ball rolling on South Quay. And that was a kind of
Serajevo. Tmderbox; they ignite it, and we are on the way.
What does it mean? What does it mean? You see the
movement of history from 1960 through the Williams attack on opposition up to 1968. You see the counter attack, the students joining, Weekes and Young and The
Transport Union. The thing building up. Trial runs. Those
last 18 months provided a banner, because it was in that
period that the movement got the banner of Black Power
which had its limitations, bu t had the important advantage
that it had media appeal; and the fellows-the political
fellows-saw the significance of that and took it as their
banner very early in the game. Sir George Williams helped
in that sense; it was not important, it was not really material to the developments in Trinidad; but by internationalizing the issue and by bringing the foreign press in and
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the interests of the large mass of people living there. It is
run from outside, it is legitimated from outside. Over the
next 100 yean or 10-160 or more than that-the planters
succeed in forcing the system back just a little. They establisb Assemblies in which freeholding planters are represented, but they never conceive of the idea of embracing
the whole mass of the black population there.
So we grew up during our political life as a people,
not knowing or not being allowed to know for a long
time that our participation counts, and that organisation
in the constituencies, solid permanent organisation, is 1mportant to the political process to limit the abuse of power.
The 19th century comes and the British Government
imposes its will on the assemblies in order to emancipate
the slave population, for whatever reasons, and they· reestablish a political system not markedly different from
the one which King James had established with the Earl
of Carlisle in 1629. It makes the Governor the King-pin.
C.L.R. James has called it "'Three in one and one in three";
Father, Son and Holy GhostI
And we go through, speaking roughly now for the whole
region, 100 years or so, of our existence, with this kind
of political system. But even when the black population is
freed and is trying to create an independent society in
which we could live as men, the political system continues
to be sometbing that is imposed upon ns from outside;
and we adopt a strategy_ politIcaI strategy-of beating
the system by aa:ommodating to it. by achieving mobility
for our brighter sons.
And we do this by eatablisbing ourselves as labour leadera where we could as in Barbados, Antigua and St. Kitts.
producing Bird and Bradahaw and a whole generation
of leaders that we Dow of. In Jamaica, the same phenomenon; Bustamante. Or we improve ourselves by education-a in Trinidad and Guyana; Burnham, Jagan,
W'dliamL
This is a strategy that denies what we are because the
power in the hands of the colonizer is so great we didn't
think we could beat it in direct confrontation. Instead, we
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would beat it by accepting its rules; by the churcbing, the
education; by becoming what we call Afro.Saxona; by taking over the European culture and imposing it on the
Africans; and by exercising our inftuence in the profesaions, in the civil service, and so on. And the significance
of this of course is that it doesn't put any high premium
on popular organization and it produces a certain kind
of charismatic leadership.
This is what I have called "doctor politics" in the Trinidad case-of bright individuals who act as the messiahs.
They beat the system-Williama first in the first class, Capildeo out-einsteining Einstein; and Manley is the third
best lawyer in the world (black men can't be flrat or second); and so on. And you have a whole range of these
charismatic figures coming either through the church like
Bradshaw and Bird when they don't get the chance, and
I call these Sunday school doctors; they learn the rhetoric
of the bible and so on; they learn to speak with beauty
and power and so on; and they organise their people
to beat the system in a certain way without accepting it.
And you have the public school doctors like Manley, where
the peasants succeed and have some sense of elegance;
they have their public schools and live with a certain
grace to produce the kind of perIOn Manley was-a patrician figure. Or you have the grammar-echool type of
Burnham and Williama and Jagan in his own way, who
are really offering their technocratic excellence as men
who are brighter than the fellowa on the metropolitan
stage in some way.
But you have this charismatic phenomena of leaders who
do not repoaetheir politica1 organization on what people
are doing in the constituencies for themaelveI, but are
offering rea1Jy an apocalypee, a messiah who will bring
the day of judgement-one of these days. And the Iipi1lcance of all this which 1 can't explore here--dIia is not the
place--is that Williama was really the leader of this movement. He was its ultimate expression because of the particu1ar excellence that he was thought to have or to haw
achieved-first in the first clasa, plenty doctor boob, and
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so on. And he comes onto the public stage in the 1950',
offering an apocalypse:-independence, federation, morality in public affairs, economic transformation, a better
dispensation for the people. And the population investa
in it, at least, the black population. Even the Indian population, suspicious and so on, but they themselves, sharing
the culture in a certain way, offer Williams the best commendation they could ever offer him by attempting to bring
Capildeo to imitate him. They believed in him in the same
way; that is why they wanted Capildeo-he is a doctor.
Brightl
So the population trusts this thing and hopes for change
without their own participation. That is not wholly true,
it's over simple because Williams stirred a lot of people
to action though he never really questioned the fundamentals of the 19th century strategy, in my opinion. I
saw it very early; I am not inventing my position for
now; I have held it for nearly ten years. But Williams
continues on this course and the people believe in him;
and they establish a new politics which hopes that Williams will somehow transform this order which we have
had in the region since 1500; an order that Enriquillo as
early as 1519 stood up against-a little Caribbean boywith some Indians and some runaway Africans, to fight,
very early; and hundreds of men along the line have
tried to break it up, unsuccessfully. And at last, people
said in Trinidad and Tobago, Williams was the man who
was going to do it.
And the crisis of the last two and a haif months arose
because people at long last appreciated that no such thing
was going to happen. That Williams could not deliver the
goods. And after many years of vacillation and hesitation
and unwillingness to draw the conclusion, the arrivai on
the stage of a large number of young people-if you look
at the population structure you win see it, 62 per cent
of the population are under 25-coming on the scene
and seeing this foolishness that's going on-the bankruptcy
of the regime, the incompetence, the corruption, the
way in which people are driven out of the country, people
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are driven into their shells, they don't know where to tum
or what to do and they say: we go mash up this blasted
thin
~d that is what happened. That is what the crIaia is
about.
But on April the 21st, we bungled it; we bunJled it
because the organisation and the apparatus were not there.
The work had not been done to make it poaible to deal
with Williams. But the population still holds ita position,
you don't go back on that. If you understand that the
regime is not going to deliver the goods, then it has to go.
It is now driven underground by the state of emergency.
Fact number one, we have learnt thatl
So there are two things we have learnt: one, that the
regime has got to go; and two, that we don't have the
organisation for it.
Third thing is that Williams survives, but be survives
on a different basis. Between 1956 and 1960 he enjoyed
the confidence of large numbers of the people, and the
confidence was mounting, it was growing. More people
were joining and people were gaining more confidence
than they had had. 'Then from 1960, right up to the present time the situation degenerated until 1970 when the
people ~gan playing for a confrontation and 10 was Williams playing for a confrontation. He was hoping that
the movement would overplay ita hand and, either in desperation or in exhilaration, provoke violence on such a
scale as to bring the population back, on the rebound, as
we say in Trinidad, back into tho arms of reaction. And
that is exactly what occurred.
And the population is DOW with him in a certain - .
large numbers out of fear. They don't trust the capacity
of the new movement to run tho country in peace and
therefore they are afrald to let it run it in war. 'The revolt
is from the threat of violence.
What is the aignificanco of this? It means that we DOW
have a typical traditional Caribbean regime in which you
have a Oeneralissimo-WJ11iams-who since be doesn't
have the moral authority, bas to fight with the troops and
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the police. And since he is not sure of what the population
would do, since he has seen that the population is prepared to entertain a movement that would sweep him
away in a quick surgical operation of a kind that we nearly
had in the past two and a half months, he can never be
sure. So he has now to be looking ahead of the game to
exterminate areas of possible organisation. And that is
what the State of Emergency is about.
Let us look at the facts. On the morning of the 21st
of April, he picks up most of the leaders of the militant
group: Darbeau, Murray, Nunez and so on. In the course
of the next few days he picks up the resL Granger was
somewhere in the center of the island. On the morning of
the 21st, the population assembles in the public square,
smashes up all the store fronts in Port of Spain, every
one, on Frederick, Henry, Charlotte, Independence
Square, Queen Street-a final grand romantic gesture,
finish, and go home.
No leadership left. All the terror in the system is police
terror, official terror. The police see a man riding on a
bicycle and they say "Ay boy, tum round." He ain't turn
around. Bang, they shoot him. Dead. And so on. All over
the place, terrorizing people. In the University, the police
were running the place. Every estate constable had the
power to deal with people without questioning. We could
be detained without charge; they could break up any assembly above three people, deem any publication subversive-a man was put in jail for having a copy of Moko
published the year before. They are doing these things,
I am telling you. It iJ a police state.
But there is DO terror on the part of the population.
There is no violent resistance on the part of anybody.
The situation is calm as the government has been saying.
There was a little incident, or a little difficulty. This iJ
looking at it from the government's point of view now,
I don't share this point of view. It iJ that a contingent
disappeared, it appears, among the civilian population.
We don't know where they are and there is a possibility
of a guerilla something there; this is what the government
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says, and there are rumours of Cubans In the billa. Trinidad lives by rumour. But conc:eding that there is a poeaibility of some danger in that diJtric:t. one can _ that
there should be a State of Emergency in an area where
there is an emergency. But no warrant whatsoever for a
state of emergency in the whole country.
Why do we have it?
I think the significance is that Williams knows that he
has now to live by terror and he can't afford to allow
any semblance of resistance to remain in the country. He
therefore bas to intimidate the organizations into putting
their tails between their legs. He wants to do it in such a
way that it will cost him as little as possible; and anybody
who is involved in political opposition, the more sane they
are, the more competent they are, the more he will need
to pick them up. And that is where we are now.
We have, in fact, shattered the Westminster illusion of
political democracy, and we have established a typical
Caribbean caudillo regime. The last question we therefore have to face, if you agree with my analysis, is "What
are we going to do about it? What are we going to do
about it inside Trinidad and Tobago In the daya to come,
starting tomorrow? What are we going to do about it in the
West Indies? In the nation? And what are we going to do
in the metropolitan centers where many of us are?" I don't
have the answers I must tell you to begin with. I know that
In Trinidad and Tohago we have to rally the population by
whatever means we can to stand up for its rights.
Franco and Salazar have bad states of emergency in
Spain and Portugal for over 30 years, and it is entiIely
possible that the population could become _tomed to
this way of life--curfew, no rights of assembly, 110 rights
to publish political newspapers. This is quite IItandard. It',
the norm in the world. The Westminster illusion that we
have a syatem like London, like Ottawa, and 10 on, is a lot
of foollsbneas. It is an illusion, it', not true, it', not the
norm at alL The world is not organised that way. In most
countries that', the way people live and they adjust to it
very easily. And if we want to save the political regime
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for IOmethlq more humane, something that opens the
possibility for us to live like people, like men, we have to
stop it early before we get accustomed to iL
Tapia has-I can only speak for Tapia-cDntinued to
publish material at great risk and will continue to do so,
and we have a whole programme of operations intending
to keep legitimate political opposition going; in fact, to
translate it into govemmenL So I think we ahall have
to tum our attention for the purpose of this evening to
what we do in the rest of the nation. In the West Indies
and here. And the answers1- I think tbat you have to
tell me.
But I want to suggest two things in conclusion.
One. and I have proposed this wherever I have been. I
have been to Britain and I bave been to the continent of
Europe; and I have been to Montreal, to Ottawa, and so
on. And I have made the same proposals everywhere. One,
that we should start some kind of defence fund. There
are over SO people in detention. some of whom are being
tried at the moment for sedition-Qvilians that is.
And then there are the military. That's something else
again. I think that under army regulations they are entitled to get defence. But we have to get money to defend
these chaps. They are going to be tried in the High Court
and so on for a long time, it seems, and I hope that you
will contribute what you can to such a fund; that people
will come forward to start a committee for that in collaboration with the other centres-I have the names of
other people in other parts of the world who have agreed
to do the same thing and if people here agree I can put
them in contact with those people, so as to build up a
significant fund to help. I don't want the fund to be a
Tapia Fund, I just want the fund to be a general fund for
all the people, not merely the four people who are associated with Tapia.
The second thin, which I suggest is that we found some
kind of Solidarity Organisation. What precisely it's goin, to
do over time, I don't know. It depends on how the c0njuncture develops. Prom here on, what happens to the
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trials, what happens to organisations like Tapia and so
on in the coming weeks. There will obviously be need
for demonstrstions of one kind or another, need for aU
kinds of acts of solidarity and certainly need for keeping
in contact with those people who feel that they have bonds
with the home society. More than that, I can't lay. I
have to leave it to you on the Boor to tell me what you
are proposing, depending on your individual commitmenL
All I would say is this. So far as I am concerned, the
dream of a more humane society in Trinidad and Tobago
has not in any way disappeared with what has bappened
in the last two months. In fact I feel that it bas vindicated
my own position which I have held for many years: that
it is possible in this part of the world, to build something
exceptional. My feeling that there will be a certain poetry
in attacking this civilization of SOO years from the Caribbean bas, if anything, been strongly reinforced by the
historic events of the Pebruary Revolution.
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The 1970 black-power confrontation in Trinidad ended
in the quashing of an army mutiny. The rebels were tried
by military judges brought in from Africa and Asia
and found guilty. Here a plea by a local barrister for
mitigating the sentence meted out to Lieutenant Raffique
Shah. a principal defendant, gives a remarkable insight
into the nature of Trinidadian society. He suggests that the
Trinidad "army" was a fiction, invented in mimicry of the
British system and intended ooly for pageantry; the mutiny took place in an evil fantasy world and the rebels
were in fact Dot traitors but reformers. The son of a
Trinidad East Indian cane-cutter, Lieutenant Shah waa a
graduate of Sandhurst who had previously been chastised
for various high-ji0k8, including the use of obscene language in the officers' mess. During Allum's speech, Shah
was rebuked by the court for laughing at his counsel's
analysis of the local Establishment. Shah waa sentenced
to twenty years in prison for his role in the Trinidad mutiny. This was subsequently reviewed and reduced to fifteen
years. He waa freed on appeal in January 1972, the
Trinidad and Tobago Court of Appeal finding that the
original verdict waa a miscarriage of justice.
Bom in Trinidad, DESMOND ALLUM received his legal
training in Great Britain and Is now a practicing barrister
in his Dative country. He is a member of the New World
Oroup in Trinidad and one of the founders of the political

journal Moko.

Legality vs. Morality: A Plea for
Lt. Raffique Shah*
Desmond Allum
You have now discharged according to your best lights
the first ~art of the two-fold duty arising out of the assi nment which y~u accepted to perfonn in our affairs. ..fou
have made a Judgment concerning the facts of this
and you have detennined that my client Lt. Shah is ~
of mutiny as charged. It is DOW your responsibility :r'o y
pass sentence upon him to make a most careful eval:
ation of the degree of culpability which can properly be
attached
. 1
h to Lt. Shah'. behaviour and dete·
nrune accord~g y w at punishment it is appropriate to order against
him. In your evaluation of the evidence of the case 0 n
the basis of which you came to the detennination that Lt
Shah waa gul·Ity 0 f mutiny,
.
the fact that you are strangers.
am~ng. ~ may not have operated very substantially aa
an lDhlbl~on o~ your ability to arrive at a correct verdict.
In dealing With the question of punishment however I
regret to say that you will inevitably find yourself ha
capped. by a great difficulty in coming to your
For. thiS reason. Every society must and does determine
for Itself what type of behaviour it is capable of tolerating
and the manner in which it will punish or deter acts or
conduct ~hich it considers that it cannot tolerate. The
laws. relating ~ mutiny which govern the present matter
prOVide you With the widest possible discretion. You are
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given a range of punisbment which it is within your power
to order, from a sentence of death on the one hand to
the mere suspension of departmental privileges on the
other.
So that the provisions of the law because they are so
widely discretionary and not at all mandatory do not of
themselves give you any assistance as to the severity or
lightness of sentence which would be most appropriate to
the circumstances of this case. In addition to this, our
jurisprudence has absolutely no previous experience of
how to deal with a person who has been convicted of
mutiny, so that in determining what punishment may be
condign in this case, you will not get any assistance from
an examination of precedents. For there are none. So that
you cannot avoid the necessity of examining meticulously
our local culture and I use this phrase in its widest p0ssible sense, with the intention of discovering by such an
examination the extent to which our society is capable of
tolerating the type of offence of which you have found
Lt. Shah guilty and of arriving at an evaluation of the
measure of disapproval which our society, not yours, would
wish to indicate in this matter. If you had an intimate and
extended experience of our way of life, of our values, of
those things which we hold dear and of those things
which we proscribe as taboos, in short, of our civilisation,
then the task which you now have to perform might be
possible of achievement but, I say this, mark you, with
the greatest respect, you do not have this experience so I
cannot frankly see how you can proceed to the proper discharge of this aspect of your assignment.
I use the word "assignment" advisedly in preference to
"duty" for to my mind one who accepts to perform a duty
must be accountable, in a measure commensurate with
the gravity of that duty.
For the manner in which he discharges it, and again
because you are mere visitors among us, I find it impossible
to pretend that you bear any measure of accountability
to our society. It was for this reason that those of us
who took constitutional objections to the composition of
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the .court when this trial began some monthe ago were
motivated to do so. The cynics who suggested that we
were merely playing for time clearly did DOt appreciate
what we meant by accountability.
The role which you have undertaken to perform in our
affairs may be judicial in form but the substance and
effect of it is so essentially political in nature that We feel
instinctively that it can only be properly discharged by
natives of this country who can be held answerable for
their performance not only in the immediate future by
our actual citizens but by generations to come.
It will be absolutely improper for this court, Mr. President, to import into this situation the cultural values and
norms of the societies from which you come. I make no
judgment on your societies and I imply no disrespect for
them but I must state categorically that they are not our
society and their values mayor may not accord with ours,
so I repeat Mr. President you have no c:hoIco but to attempt an evaluation of us, here, in Trinfdad and Tobago.
If. you. feel that you are incapable of c:omJna to terma
With this aspect of your assignment then it is your duty to
say so and renounce before it is too late the grave reapoasibility with which you find yourself at present 18dd1ed.
This in my view would be an extremely honourable coune
of action on your part.
As . ~ matter stands however, I see it now as my IespoDSlhility as an advocate in your court and as a native
of this country, to offer you what insights I can in an effort
to assist you in coming to a proper decision. 'Ibe range of
possible punisbments offered to you by Section 71 subsection (I> of the Defence Act No.7 of 1962, ~ you
to choose from among 8 alternatives, as follows:
(a> death;
(b) imprisonment;
(c) cashiering;
(d) dismissal from her majesty's service;
(e> fine of a sum not exceeding the equivalent of 90
days pay;
(f) forfeiture of seniority;
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(g)
(h)
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severe reprimand of reprimand;
stoppages

Let me say right away that never in our history, including our pre-independence history has any person ever
suffered death at the hands of the State for any offences
other than for the felonious killing of another person. That
is to say for murder. And even in the case of murder in
more recent times there are fewer and fewer executions
recorded so that we have reached the stage where although
the death penalty is still legally available it has not in fact
been imposed since April of 1970. The death penalty in
Trinidad and Tobago therefore Mr. President can perhaps be regarded as having already entered the first stage
of its obsolescence. Forward-looking people of a humanitarian disposition certainly foster this hope and I think
our civilisation can truthfully be said to have reached
the stage of development where it is revolted by and rejects the idea of the ritual killing of a human being by the
State. We are further reinforced in this belief by the fact
that at present there is established and at work a parliamentary commission charged with advising on the question
of the abolition of capital punishment altogether. I am not
uying that there are not still certain reactionary elements
in our society which would seek to oppose the abolition of
the death penalty but this is to be expected and the experience of other countries and other civilisations has
shown that sooner or later the death penalty will formally
be removed from our statute books. I said before Mr.
President that death sentences have only been carried out
against people who have been convicted of murder. Here
I think you have lOme kind of criterion which can properly
be applied to the present case.
In the course of the mutiny at Teteron no person was
either killed or wounded, in fact no bodily harm of any
kind was infticted as a result of the conduct of any of the
persons charged before this court. I would urge therefore
that by analogy it would be quite improper for you even to
consider a sentence of death as being appropriate to this
type of mutiny, and I suggest to you with great confidence
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that were it to be pasaed here, it would certainly _
to
provoke the revulaion and rejec:tion of all riaht thinking
members of our community and would in IIdditIoa alIIIOI&
certainly precipitate the type of crisis which all reapoosiblo
people, particularly at this time, must wort to avoid. It
might of course be argued on the other hand that the offence of mutiny in itself, even though no lives were lost in
its commiasion, ia auflicient to attract the eeverest of punishments. Even if this were not 80 at law, In order to IUStain
such a position, one would have to show that mutiny In our
society is an offence of auflicient gravity to juatify, regardless of the manner in which the mutineers conducted themeelvea. the severest reaction from the society. If this were
the case however, our laws would not have provided a
choice of punishments.
The persons who framed the Defence Act have by c:Jear
Inference admitted that the genua mutiny comprilee many
species, that there can be mutinies and mutinies is recognised. 80 that the gravity of each must be aepamely eva1uated. So let ua eumine what exactly mutiny means In our
army as an organ of this society. And perIIaps I might
emphasize here again that we are not coaaidering mutiny
as an offence In vacuum and unrelated to the 80Ciety In
which it is committed. Nor are we to consider the offence
of mutiny In relation to lOme society other than this.
F'll'IIt of all Mr. Preaident it ia Intereatina to note how
the offence of mutiny came to appear at all within the
body of our juria-prudence; the simple _ _ ia this: the
law relating to mutiny was drafted for ua by the Britiah
like 99% of the current laws of our land.
The military institution which this British coaceived and
drafted law of mutiny was intended to regulate, was itself
modelled for ua by the British. The etiquette of personnel
relations to be practieed and appreciated In our military
institution was British, the rules and regulationl were British, the idiom and phraseology were British, the uniforms
were British, the weapons and technology prior to the
declaration of the State of Emergency were British, and to
ensure that the whole operation was launched in the Brit-
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ish style the original officers appointed were British. In a
word the entire and total philosophy of the Trinidad and
Tobago Regiment embodied a fully integrated British conception of military life and organisation. Had we been
British or perhaps even good British colonials, there would
have probably been no flaw in this project, but of course
this was not the case. The men who were to live this myth,
who were to endure this counterfeit and to suffer it to
function in daily life were not British.
As a matter of fact they were not even Trinidadians in
the traditional sense; apart from the highest ranking, shortterm untrained officers, they were a new generation of
Trinidadians. They were the first proud, educated, perhaps
over-romantic, representatives of a new generation of
Trinidadians who flowered into emotional and intellectual
awareness with the absolute certainty that they wo:re not
British. They were if you wish, the sabras of our young
nation and in this they were a different quality of Trinidadians from their senior officers and most certainly a
different quality of Trinidadian from our country's policy
makers who do not, and indeed cannot reasonably be expected to share this passionate certainty that they are not
British. This prior generation, Mr. President, must at best
be ambivalent. I hesitate to say schizophrenic but I do 8ay
ambivalent for they suffered their emotional maturity and
their cultural indoctrination at the time when we were in
fact, historically a subject people, a British colony.
So try as they might they cannot slough 01I the skins
and markings of their growth in a colonial condition. They
may change their spots. They may mouth platitudes and slogans about independence and nationhood and sovereignty
and so on. But they cannot change their lily white black
skins. This is what the phrase "afro-saxon" means and this
is in essence the conflict from which the mutiny at Teteron
derived. It was a conflict between one generation and another, our colonial past and our future aspirations, it was
failure of communication between the two and a rejection
of each by the other. It was of course in detail many other
things as well but in essence it was a microcosm of our
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times and of our society. So that from start to flnisb Mr.
President, members of the court, we have spent the past
few months engaged in something more than a trial of
individuals for acts prohibited by a military law. This trial
bas been from start to flnish a political transaction and
I use this phrase without contempt. It has been an investigation into, and an exposure of the gap that separates our
generations and into which our public institutions have
fallen.
What occurred across the country in February, March
and April 1970 was incontrovertibly in our view, part and
parcel of the same disease which aJIlicted the army. S0ciety is an integrated natural whole. And all the various
organs and institutions which perform its separate fu~
tions, are merely convenient administrative groupings for
the management of the affairs of the whole. That you find
equal measures of dis-spiritedness, despondency and diaaffection in all sectors of the community at the same time
is no mere coincidence. It is not by mere accident that our
civil service is inefficient and unproductive, that our foreign service is demoralized, wasteful and inutile, that our
medical services are crippled by strikes and walk outs, that
our children cannot get into schools, that road transport is
strangled throughout the country by mismanagement and
that 35% of our labour force under the age of 25 is unemployed so that our young men and women roam the
streets dazed and maddened by marijuana and narcoticS.
It is no mere coincidence, Mr. President because the
medieval attitudes and snobberies, the bureaucratic tyrannies and injustices, the cynicism of the office bolden, the
corruption of practice and purpose that existed in the army,
the wholesale mismanagement and irresponsibility which
produced such a high measure of frustration among the
young officers in our army, was reflected identically
throughout the nation. And so in the early montba ot
1970, the people took to the streets, and there was vi0lence everywhere. This Mr. President was the state of the
nation at the time when a mutiny was committed in the
army.
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Had the entire nation at that time been subject to military law, I think you would have found yourself sitting in
judgment over lOme 70 or 80 thousand young men of Lt.
Shah's age for the offence of mutiny. It is in this setting
that you must ask yourself Mr. President to what extent
the offence of mutiny is to be prohibited in our society. I
have reminded the court that our army in all its essential
features was modelled on the British prototype. Britain
since the battle of Hastings up through the centuries,
through two world wars, through the invasion of Suez
right up to the invasion of Anguilla has been a warrior
nation.
Throughout her long history she has used her military
apparatus to "carry on her politics by other means", if I
may adapt the words of Clauaewitz. Her armed forces have
been an active and indispensable instrument of her foreign
policy, yet in her history we do not read that her armed
forces ever formulated her policy or seriously contributed
to her politics. The idea that certain vital organs within a
body politic should maintain a total political impartiality is
a peculiarly British conception 10 that we find that the British Monarchy and British civil service and the British judiciary and to lOme extent the established church in Britain
are al1 established on and to a greater or lesser extent
practice this precept. But of a11 these, it has been her armed
forces that were forced to remain thoroughly non-political
in character. I do not deny that this bas been a remarkable achievement. I do question however, not only the appropriateness but even the feasibility of attempting in Trinidad and Tobago to build a non-political public institution.
Let us consider bow the British managed to castrate the
political conscience of her armed forces and to malte
them the mindless instruments of her policy malters, a
condition eminently to be desired by a government seelting to use her army regularly for the pursuit of her political
objectives. One of the most effective methods, for the cultivation of military mindlessness was the system of laws and
sanctions to which a British IOldier was made subject.
Within this system the law of mutiny is perhaps the most
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~portant. U you are operating a war machine that you

~tend to use reSUbui.>'. in active combat as a primary
mstrument of your political objectives then you bad better
devise ways of ensuring the total unquestioning obedieoce
of the persons who constitute your armed forces. You
must develop traditions and schools where your oftIcen
are thoroughly brain-washed and you must have laws and
punishments which instil fear in your ranks. You must
have courts-martial, stockades and firing squads and you
must use them as industriously as you cultivate your myths
of courage and heroism. Your IOldiers may end up dehumanised, deprived of their critical faculties robots unable to perceiVe let alone evaluate their function in their
society and the world at large but they would be obedient,
they. would be like the Light Brigade whose thoughtless
herOICS were cele brated by Kipling, "theirs was not to wonder why, theirs was but to do and die". This is the type
of soldier that had to be created by the British to implement British expansionist policies and defence requirements over the years and in the case of Britain it might
wel1 be argued there was ample justification for the creation of an army along these lines: strict discipline, severe
sanctions for its breach, and inIIexibte forms of etiquette
and protocol which accorded so precisely, as Lt. Shah has
pointed out, with the class system so organic to the British
social Structure.
But to attempt to transplant such a model into another
country whose military traditions are non~xistent, whose
culture is hybrid, dynamic and above all, unaett\ed, is, and
bas been demonstrated to be, an exercise in futility. It is
to transplant a form without a content, a purpose or a
justification. Consider Mr. President here in Trinidad and
Tobago we have an army of 700 men in a nation of 1.000,000 souls. We have created an army not because any oDO
considered that we needed one, but because the British
insisted that we Ihould do 10 as a precondition to our independence. So we find ourselves several yean later and
several million doUara poorer with an army of 700 men
Whose only real justification is the relief of unemployment
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and whose only services have been the provision of a ceremonial guard, the making of music, and the maintenance
of its own morale by the playing of sport.
To the government of our country it was, like our foreign service, a juicy grassland to which its loyal party hacks
and useless senior civil servants, might comfortably be put
out to pasture on fat salaries, and generous fringe benefits.
And the prestige of resounding ranks and titles as consolation perhaps for egos, bruised by the withdrawal from
useful public service. The government of this country Mr.
President, judge for yourself could never seriously have
considered the creation of a genuine war machine as an
instrument with which to "carry on our politics by other
means". This never was nor ever could be the purpose of
the Trinidad and Tobago Regiment. Our regiment, let us
face it, was a regiment of toy soldiers, expensive toys it is
true and decorative but completely and utterly useless. The
young men who were sent to Sandhunt and Mons to be
trained as officers and gentlemen in the English fashion
were offered the prospect of a professional career in soldiering and could not be made to understand and accept
that this was neither possible nor intended, in the Trinidad
and Tobago Regiment They found a state of affain which
they considered to be immoral and cynical.
They found the army to be in shambles, they found discipline eroded to the bone. Favouritism and injustice
rampant Profiteering, theft and the conversions of government property openly practised. Night clubbing, gambling
and all manner of dissolution not only condoned but encouraged as a way of life by their senior officers. They
found a total lack of professional concern on the part of
the amateun who held the authority for reform and who
not only refused to exercise it but actively resented and
visited with victimization anyone who was unwilling to acquiesce in their manner of discharging their sinecures. This
was the atate of affain which existed in the army, Mr.
President, at the time when mass demonstrations and violence erupted throughout the nation in February, March
and April of 1970. And it was this army which was called
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in to control the national violence. How ironical Mr
President that the government which had blindly
and fostered chaos around it, whicb had mismanaged and
bungled the nation for 14 years, should call upon a mismanaged and bungled army to control that chaos. What
happened?
The high office holders in the army reacted predictably
to the~ masters' ~ f?r help. Accustomed and encouraged
to beheve that their Jabs were sinecures, they could not
face the challenge. So they abdicated. They simply could
not perform. CoL 10hnson, the commander of the cocktail
party circuit, Col. C~topher, a sheep in wolfs clothing,
DopweU, Spencer, VIdal, the ambiguous Captain Halfhide.
The army was leaderless in the emergency. Only the professionaUy trained soldiers who, in a sense we might say,
h~~ swaUowed the romance of the Light Brigade more uncntJcally than the rest, knowing intimately the condition
of the .ReginJent, and appreciating the impossibility of such
a Regiment performing in active duty had the courage
and initiative to act. So they took controL
And how tragically ironical that instead of being decorated for their public service as the deserters were, they
are charged and convicted for the offence of mutiny. Their
real ?ffence was that they took their training as soldiers
too hter~ly, that they were too young and idealistic to go
along WIth the game of make-believe. If only, Mr. President, they had been able to accept that our army was never
really intended to be an army and the career for which
they had been trained was never intended to be a career
in soldiering. Had they been able to accept the fraudulence
of their being trained and put into costumes only to participate as minor characters in a comedy of make-believe
then they might not have found themselves convicted
mutineers today.
I s~ggest to you Mr. President that not only was our
army Irrelevant to the needs of Trinidad and Tobago but
that the inevitable COnsequence of accepting the irrelev~c.e o~ the army is to accept the irrelevance of a mutiny
wIthin It For where its purposes are non-military and
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where the ambitious of the nation creating the army have
been precluded from ever being warlike by its immutable
smallness and its poverty and where the mere ceremonial
form of an army was adopted and the content was never
either introduced nor conceived of, then the solemn offence of mutiny must logically also lack a justification and
become a mere technicality; a mere legal pedantry-in
fact, a fiction.
But even 10 let us consider the manner in which our
mutineers conducted themselves during tho course of their
mutiny. Lt. Shah had not denied responsibility for his decision nor attempted to disavow the role he played. The
manner in which this control was exercised however is very
pertinent to the question of punishment for it throws very
considerable light on the motives and intentions of the
soldiers. When they were fired upon by the Bofors of the
Coast Guard vessel HMS Trinity, waddling as it was like a
sitting duck a few hundred yards off the coast, and irresponsibly overladen with civilians, they demonstrated a
generosity of restraint, a nobility of restrainL Never a shot
was returned. And sufficient fire power was available to
them and to spare, to blast the HMS Trinity to Kingdom
Come. Never a shot was returned even though the provocation was abundanL Their respect for the sanctity of human life was in the best military traditions. They behaved
like officers and gentlemen. When they held their senior
officers at their mercy they treated them with courtesy and
respect, careful even of their creature comforts, their behaviour here again was in the best military traditions. They
honoured meticulously the Bag of truce, whenever it was
flown. In their negotiations with the Government they were
entirely constructive in the proposals they put forward for
the salvaging of the army. All that they took by violence,
Mr. President, was the opportunity to present to the Government their views on organisational reform within tho
army. Throughout this I<H:8lled rebellion no person was
IIhot by, or at tho order of any of its leaders. Not only was
no violence done, none was offered. For none was intended. And there was such an overwhelming abundancy
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and variety of actual violence possible. The fact is that
military and political objectives they sought to achieve were
merely the opportunity to lead useful lives and to serve tho
community more constructively.
You have heard evidence from both sides, which lubstantially agrees, on what the soldiers' demands were at the
Chagacabana meeting, when tho soldiers were atill in complete physical control not only of the army, but of all the
nation's resources in violence and the skills to use iL These
were their demands:
The removal of the Minister in charge of the Regiment;
2. The re-instatement of Serrette as Commander of the
Defence Force;
3. The appointment of Shah and LassaIle as Co. Commanders;
4. A commission of enquiry into the Regiment;
S. The removal of Johnson as Commanding Officer,
and
6. Amnesty for the soldiers.
1.

These then were the revolutionary proposaIs of the
"rebels'" You may judge for yourself from these proposals
how innocent were tho purposes of the rebellion as far as
seizing political power in the country was concerned. These
proposals were related exclusively to the intemal affairs of
the regiment, and even hero they made, with respect to
themselves, tho most modest of assertions. Can you imagine
expensively trained officers, soured by frustration, finally in
total control of the army, asking merely that thoy be appointed company commanders? Mr. President, in a genuine revolutionary state of affairs there would, first of all
have been no demands at all. There would have been
simply seizure of power and the disposal of the governmenL But here wo havo BCH:aIled rebels in power who,
while fully in control virtually petition the Government to
effect minor reforms in their profesalonal IiveI and for
themselves they ask merely that they be confirmed ill
positioDl within the reorpniaed structure far lesa exalted
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than those that they effectively controlled at the moment.
And in any events, they were perfectly quaIified to hold
and aspire to these functions. I said that the young officers
in our Regiment were guilty merely of seizing the occasion
to have their case for reforms heard by the civilian authorities who had the constitutional power to effect such
reforms. In effect they were offering to the civilian authorities-the politicians-the opportunity to reform the nation's Regiment which it had always been the politicians'
responsibility and duty to do anyway.
They were offering to the lawful authorities an opportunity to remedy the derelictions which they had committed and accumulated over the years of neglect and mismanagement- And the ultimate irony of it all is that the
politicians, while prosecuting the soldiers for providing this
opportunity, have accepted and implemented in substantial
measure the soldiers' proposals. All, that is, with the exception of amnesty.
Johnson was fired. Serrette is restored. The minister responsible was fired, and the entire Ministry of Home Affairs dissolved and reorganized. Serrette did appoint Shah
and Lassalle to be c<H:ommanders when he himself was
reinstated. And a commission of Enquiry was established
to investigate the affairs of the army.
Now it is true that the nation and its leadership reacted
to the situation with panic and fear. The nation of course
could not be blamed for their reaction, they knew nothing
of the conditions in the army which had been closed off to
it "for reasons of security" and if there is any feeling
among people of Trinidad and Tobago that the soldiers
should be punished it is probably for precisely this reason:
that they precipitated a state of affairs that caused alarm
to a number of people. It must be a question for you Mr.
President to consider how seriously one should punish soldien who by their behaviour caused the population to go
into such a state of false alarm. As I said the nation could
not reasonably be blamed for their reaction for while foreigners and foreign military personnel were welcomed to
Teteron with almost unrestricted access to be entertained,
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and to be trained, but the local community was, as a matter of policy, excluded from viewing tho wastage to which
our scarce financial resources were being devoted.
So the local population, learning that control has been
seized by rebel oI&ers were ready in the context of the
general violence in the country at that time to believe the
worst. They were encouraged to arm themselves (quite
ilIega1\y, I must add) to form vigilante groups, to lock up
their wives and their children, and some sections of the
community I understand actuaI\y did so. But is it reasonable to blame the soldiers for this reaction? The members
of the Government on the other hand knowing as they
must have done where true responsibility for this dissolution in the army lay, quite understandably were petrified
by fear of the vengeance of the young officers and abused
"other rants" now that they seemed to have liberated
themselves. So they forgot their pride, their much touted
championship of non-intervention, their infiexible opposition to the Monroe Doctrine and Gunboat diplomacy and
cried like hysterical children for help to every nation within
ear-shot. But they did not know the young officers as individuals. To them they had always been mere cyphers
now become rebellious. It never occurred to them that all
that the mutineers wished, was the occasion to present their
case where it might count for organisational reform within
the army.
Wby then are these officers before you on tria1 for mutiny you might well ask. First Mr. President, they are on
trial because the country and the government require
scapegoats for the wave of troubles which broke over the
nation at large in the first quarter of 1970. Secondly the
government, after keeping the affairs on the regiment hidden from the population for years, reaIizeI now that this
policy is no longer feasible and by adopting a policy of
full disclosure, is using this trial as a form of public investigation with the hope that aufIk:ient political justi1Ication will emerge for further heads to roU. including I miaht
add, that of the now, temporarily triumphant, Brigadier
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Serrette, who now that he has lost all credibility as a witness is no longer a credible leader of men.
Another reason is that the Government judges it expedient to provide a diversion for the so-caIled "mob"-a diversion in the style of a Roman circus, that the people
should cease to focus their attention on their legitimate
grievances and be deluded into believing that the ills from
which they suffer can in some mysterious way be cured by
the sacrificial shedding of blood or by destruction of the
lives of these young men. And you honourable members
of this court have been brought here to do this job for the
Government For the Government is now without either
the moral authority or even the courage to act on its own
~half or through its own discredited personnel. In its cyni.
clSm the Government knows you enjoy the sympathy of
our people because you are black men from the third
world. Even this sense of solidarity which exists between
your people and oun is not too sacred for our leaders to
abuse.
The final reason why these men are prosecuted Mr.
President, is this: that having forced the government to
hear their proposals for reorganization in the Regiment,
having forced the government in effect to acknowledge tho
failure of its policy towards the Regiment, the government
is politically obliged to save its face by condemning 81
criminals, the men who exposed their mismanagement.
It cannot seriously be argued that severe punishments,
or for that matter punishment of any kind, wiIl have a
curative effect on the illnesses of Trinidad and Tobago
Regiment as an institution. The Mutiny unfortunately did
not occur as a result of any causes which you or this honourable court have the power to correct. While severe
punishment will be useless, indeed detrimental to the weakened conditions in which our country finds itself at this
time, leniency may weD have a healthful and healing effect
on the unstable, and nerve wracked condition to which our
society has been brought.
If you pass a sentence of death, Mr. President, as you
have the power to do, if you order the destruction of his
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useful life by ordering a long period of imprisonment, you
will have come to us 81 visitors and atruck a blow against
a generation which we can ill-afford to lose or deflect from
its task of salvaging us from our colonial past and the
wreckage of our immediate post-colonia1 mismanagement
And you and your brethren, unaccountable for what you
will have done, will leave us in an immeasurably more
desperate condition than that in which you found us. It
should not have been for you to have this awful responsibility. But you have it. If you were one of us, I would demand that you discharge it with a patriotic love for our
country. You are foreigners, and I can only beg of you to
use it with a great understanding and measure of care appropriate to the deep sympathy which exists between your
peoples and oura.
U Shah is a young man of 24 in an army controIled by
tired and cynical old men. On April 211t last he conceived
it to be his duty to adopt a course of action which carried
him fuIly into the teeth of the established order. He had
the courage of his convictions and he did what he felt be
had to do. Such a person does not readily compromise or
opt out or behave in a manner inconsistent with his manhood as so many of his coIleagues did. You may question
his judgment, Mr. President, but there can be no question
as to the honesty of his intentions or of the fact that his
behaviour was selfless and demonstrated certain qualities
of courage and of nobility.
He showed also a respect for the value of human life
and for the dignity of those who came under his control.
In considering your sentence it is proper to recognise his
very positive qualities which would be admirable in any
man, but in one so young as Lt. Shah are very rare indeed.
Mr. President, members of the court, in an army such
as oun, reduced to the virtual shambles in which it was, in
a country such as ours it is absurd and wasteful to consider punishing a man such as Lt Shah for having committed a mutiny such as the one for which you have found
him guilty. There may be legal justification for referring
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to his behaviour as mutinous, but there can be no moral
justification for punishing him for it. A verdict of guilty is
a matter of fact and of law. The determination and imposition of sentence is a matter of moral evaluation. For his
behaviour Lt. Shah does not deserve to suffer punishment.
He is morally entitled to be set free. Accordingly I ask and
require you to set him free.

17.

Nationalization is often considered the ultimate weapon
against physical and psychological dependence on or control by the former imperial power. National control of productive enterprise is more essential where, as in the Caribbean, white expatriates formerly owned almost everything
and local blacks almost nothing. In this selection, however,
a Guyanese economist finds his own government's steps
toward nationalization lacking in real efficacy. The takeover of the bauxite industry, heralded as a great step forward in national self-determination, hardly alters the underlying circumstam:ea that leave Guyana at the mercy of
expatriate decisions and .tandards. White expatriates may
be less visible and foreign profits less egregioUl, but Guyanese employees continue to absorb expatriate perspectives, and basic management decisions are made and profits
taken out, by the head offices of world-wide parent corporations. Ownership of economic resources no more
means control than political autonomy means true independence.
CLTVB Y. THOMAS took his undergraduate degree at the
University of the West Indies in Trinidad in 1967 and
subsequently became a research associate at the university's Institute of Social and Economic Research in Jamaica. He Is presently a member of the Faculty of Ec0nomics at the University of Guyana and is a founder of
the political journal Ratoon, in which this article first appeared.

Meaningful Participation:
The Fraud of Itt
Clive Y. Thomas
The most recent slogan which has been doing the rounds
Is "meaningful participation." All the manufacturers of
these slogans have no doubt anticipated, a .great ~al ?f
energy will be spent in simply arguing about It. .Arg~l1ng, .In
the simple sense, of either being for it or ag~~t It, wltb
little if any effort being directed towards ~ev~lDg a s~b
stantive programme for ending the economic dISposseSSion
of tbe Caribbean peoples.
However, although this has occurred, underlini?g many
of the comments I have heard people make on th~ slogan
can be detected a greater sense of urgency than ID many
previous discussions over other slogans. The reason for
this I believe is that participation-or rather the absence
of it-has bee~ the most fundamental factor in the history
of tbe Caribbean.
No one can effectively interpret and ~refore be. i~ a
position to devise a programme for meanmgful partiCl~a
tion in industry" unless it is first understood that the dnve
for meaningful participation in industry Is only one element, indeed is part and parcel of a drive by ,?e peopl~
of the region to have participation, on the basIS of th~1T
dominance, in all areas of their existence--~th matenal
and cultural. All of the institutions of the Canbbean have
Meaningful Participation in Industry: Meaning and Scope.
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been created on the basis of excluding the peoples' involvement. Non-participation is the characteristic condition of
the West Indies.
Some of you may feel that this is overstatement. However, if you look around you, you will observe that what I
have said is true of all the major institutions we take for
granted and, at the same time, assume to be "local." Take
for example the established "local" church. As an institution it functions simply to preach to the people. To tell
them what they must do to save their souls. Never to involve them in truly corporate worship. In other words, it
continues to operate on the same basis as that which led to
its initial establishment in the country, i.e., as a vehicle for
alien cultural penetration. In the process of ensuring this
it has sought to destroy all indigenous attempts to develop
a peoples' religion.
The same is also true for the institution of the political
party. During the 1930's and 1940's many of our most
outstanding and reVolutionary West Indians had hoped that
the political party would have become the indigenous institution for inVolving the people meaningfully in the Struggle
to emancipate the region. The result is common knOWledge, although we may not all care to admit it with the
same degree of frankness and realism. Having set its sights
only on formal political independence, the political party
has become essentially an electoral organisation which
springs into existence to contest an election and, after it
has won or lost, merely acts as an agency for excluding.
rather than inVOlving, the people in the decisions of government. As this has continued, inevitably the electoral
system has been transformed into a device for suppressing,
not expressing, the will of the people. In addition, the
eruption of corrupt voting practices and other irregularities has reduced the whole process to simply a means of
keeping the party in office-in office. A government created
in this way not only does not express the will of the people,
but the party and the government together cannot be a
vanguard agency in the struggle of the people for legiti-
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mate and meaningful participation in the life of the
nation.
The same also holds true for the institution clolcat to
many of you which accounts for our presence here !onight and
courses some of ~ou have atten~ during
the past year-i.e. the Trade UmOD. No one With a ICIISII
of history can deny the role the Trade Union. h~ played
as a vanguard institution in the struggle for bnngmg some
economic crumbs to the working class and some measure
of material progress. But equally, no one should deny that
as an institution, as it presently stands, the Trade Unions
have become, although perhaps not irretrievably, agencles
for excluding rather than Involving the people in participation in their work situations. Such a development is perhaps, for a number of reasons, endemic to ~e structure
of tho trade union system itself. The trade omon structure
does not include two categories of the labour force which
are, in terms of numbers, each as large as the working
force itself. These are the twenty per cent of the labour
force which are unemployed and the peasants. As a result,
the Trade Unions, embracing largely the working popula.
tion in organized industry, have become institutions of relative privilege. Certainly this is the perspective w~ch the unemployed man in the street holds. Moreover, m so far as
unemployment remains at the present inhuman level~ the
strength of the Unions vis-a-vis the employer is drastically
reduced. Concurrent with all this, the leadership, many of
whom grew up through the ranks of the Union, has become alienated. Isolated in the material environment of
the city, the air-conditioned office, the board room-the
Union leader becomes the agent of compromise and CODciliation. It is his fundamental task to pacify, to mollify
the workers, and not to involve himself in, and be a part
of their inevitable and uncompromising struggle against
~ employers. Where, as in Guyana, the capi~ are
largely foreign, the Union leader's alienated POSI~on In
the context of the institution he leads and the SOCIety of
which he is a part is cruelly exposed.
All of these institutions, the church, the party. the Trade
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Union, many of you would describe as I have done, as
being local. Yet we have observed their fundamental incapacities. These incapacities are most dramatically exposed in their foreign counterpart institutions and, in particular, its two most supreme forms, the plantation and the
multi-national corporation. It is through these two institutions that the fundamental foreign exploitation of our
material resources is organized. These institutions secure
foreign domination by ensuring two things, viz:
(1 ) non-participation of the Guyanese people in ownership of their resources.
(2) non-participation of Guyanese in decision making
on such crucial and fundamental factors of their
economic lives, such as markets, prices, output,
technology, investment, employment, wage rates,
etc.
Around this organization of our material lives has
grown up a cultural superstructure designed to service
these institutions-race, colour, authoritarianism, paternalism are all cultural traits with which you are familiar. In
essence, these basically express the exclusion of the people
as a condition of foreign exploitation and dependence.
In light of all this, it seems to me that the true meaning
and scope of meaningful participation in industry, must
be nothing less than that change in industrial organization
which comes about as an integral part of a comprehensive
political, social and economic revolution, which seeks to
place (and to create) institutions at the service of the
people. With the perspective of this interpretation, which
conforma to basic and scientific studies of the history of
the Caribbean. it is easy to see that strategies which are
based on anything less will end up like previous "local"
efforts-i.e., as another appendage of the non-participatory
system.
So far three basic strategies have been employed in order
to ensure meaningful participation in industry. The first
has been the Guyanization of the higher administrative
structure of the foreign owned plantations and multinational corporations. A great deal of pressure has been di-
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reeted towards getting these agencies to employ more and
more Ouyanese. And of course they have. since we are all
familiar with the fact of how quick these foreign institutions are to publicize. and to boast of. the number of Ouyanese in higher adminiotntive positions. Startin. from
small numbers, the rate of growth of Guyanese in higher
management looks impressive. But the basic situation is not
as impressive as the rates would suggClL The present lituation is. as the 1966 UN Manpower survey showed, that
there are 500 expatriates employed as professionals and
managers in the private sector. In the six laracst firma in
the country, 88% of the administrators and Managin. Directors are expatriate and also 58% of the IIUIIUlgell and
Senior &ec:utiftL
Despite this, the impression is a rapid replacement of
expatriatea by Ouyanese. The question however which I
am posing tonight is more fundamental. What does this
mean in terms of meaningful participation? AI more and
more Guyanese acquire higher managerial status, two
things occur. Firat, these Guyanese move into a particular
institutional structure. They are absorbed into Institutions
with their own ethos, values, life styles and patterns of
doin. thinga-aU of which are derived from the fuadamental fact that they are here to exploit our resources for
foreigners. No matter what a Guyanese may claim in this
situation, he cannot deny that the basic fact of his life Is
that he works all day, devotes all his IIIdJl and brains to
servicing an enterprile which exploits his people. This ia a
fundamental feature of his life. The result ia that he Is
driven to conform to the ya\ues and pattern of behaviour
of the enterprise. Instead of Ouyanese mating the enterpriae Ouyanese, they are themselves turned into an extension of the exploitin. corporation or plantation.
Of course, such deYelopments suit the owners and deciaion makers in these industries well. Indeed, I would 10
further and say that they have anticipated it and that Is
why they have been 10 responsive to the call for OuylUliution. They have a lot to pin. In the first place. as '"'
have seen, the Guyanese in higher manaaement often no
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threat to the system because of the socialisation process
which leads them to accept, and execute, the values and
functions of these institutions. Secondly, as this occurs the
companies can still reap the advantageous publicity of saying that they are becoming more local, more Guyanese in
their orientation, through simply pointing to the number
of Guyanese who work for them. Thirdly, these institutions
have arranged it so that the Guyanese on their staff become
exposed to the public and their labour force as a sort of
buffer. The white expatriate is no longer visible, only his
black Guyanese image. The workers direct their grievances
to the local man, and this it is hoped would divert their
attention from the expatriate owner. Thus it is not surprising that whoever makes the basic decisions about employment, wages, output, investment, conditions of work
and so on in these expatriate enterprises it is always a Guyanese who is exposed as the personnel officer, the front
line man, the cannon fodder in disputes with the workers.
The second process is equally fundamental and equally
undermines the significance of Guyanization. This process
can be described as organisational substitution. As more
and more Guyanese are taken on locally to fill positions
held by expatriates, so does the firm shift the decisions
which were made by expatriates back to the Head Office.
The Guyanese fill the posts, they empty it of any decisionmaking significance. We take the form. They keep the esIentiaIs and the substance. The result of this is that Guyanization as it has been practiced does not extend any
meaningful participation to the Guyanese people. It does
not contribute to expanding our knowledge of the operations of these industries at the higher managerial and professional levels. It supports the non-participatory system
by absorbing our skilled elites into expatriate plunder. It
creates a brain-drain which takes place before our eyes.
We do not lee it because we associate brain-drains only
with the crossing of the geographical frontier. As a conaequence we are actively supporting it. Guyanization does
not help to nalionallu the companies, it lerves to denatlonaliu the local bourgeoisie.
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The second strategy haa been to encourage the expatriate
industries to issue IIharea locally as a basis for developing
local ownership. There are a number of objectiona to this
procedure which should be noted and which would _
to indicate that such participation is equally meaningless.
First, the companies which go local often offer shares in
such quantities as not to put in jeopardy their control of
the Company. Often, the local share issue, when it is a
new company, is designed to raiae enough finance to pay
for the construction of the firm's operations. The rest of
the shares are purchased by the parent company in exchange for technical lervices, patent rights, etc. This means
that Guyanese money pays for the enterprise, but foreign
capitalists control through their parent company. In addition, despite the wide publicity of the share issue, much of
which is reaIly designed to build an image of being local,
the bulk of the local shares issued are either takeJl up by
a regular clique of IocaI businessmen who are offered
directorships, and who tend to specialize in what they
euphemistically describe aa partnering local and foreign
capital, or they are purchased hy institutional buyers, such
as banks, insurance companies etc. In both caaea tho broad
masses of the Guyanese people do not participate meaningfully.
A second ohjection is that in situations where the enterprise is already a going concern, i.e, aIready engaged in
local production, the money used to purchase any increaso
in their local IIharea also serva to provide the firm with
Guyaneae money for expansion, without any watering
down of their controL Also, when this money is raised
locally, it frees funds from the parent company for Investment around the world, in the same way as profits from
the local company are aVailable for investment around the
world.
Thirdly, it has always been argued that the virtue of
foreign capital is that it contributes resources to the c0untry. resources which are in ahort supply. But many of these
procedures of issuing local shares indicate that we create
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situations where foreign capital comes, woos local capital,
uses it, and controls it for foreign ends.
Finally, the clamour for going local has only been directed towards the foreign companies. This is understandable, since the bulk of our resources is in foreign hands.
But it must not be forgotten that many of our local firms
are tightly controlled within families and they also are
reluctant to dilute family control by going public.
The most recent strategy is meaningful participation
through government purchase of 51% of shares of the big
corporations. This of course has long been in practice in
many of the neo-colonial states around the world. It offers
no threat to foreign capital, and, as the Vice-President of
Chase Manhattan argued in his address to African industrialists, basically American capital should welcome this. It
ensures greater harmony between the governments and the
companies. It exposes both to each other's point of view.
The truth is that 51 % does not ensure control for two
basic reasons. One is, lacking adequate exposure to the
technical and managerial processes of the firm, 51 % has
to be counteracted by engaging in management contracts
with these enterprises, which only secure continued foreign
control of management. Secondly, the marketing and technological processes are secret, and the expatriate enterprise through this is able to further ensure that control is
not lost through a mere purchase of shares.
The problem with the 51 % proposition, and many others
similar to it, is a failure to understand the local expression
of a multi-national corporation. It is essentially a plant. It
is not a finn. It is true that there are titles such as Directors,
Managers, Managing Directors, etc. But the local expression of, say, Reynolds makes no decision as regards the
prices of bauxite, the output, the levels of investment, or
the markets. All these are done at the Head Office where
decisions which normally define a firm are made. The apparatus which exists locally is just a participation in a multiplant firm. Therefore, when we seek meaningful participation, it is not simply to acquire a share in the local
apparatus, but to ensure that inroads are made into the
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decision making centers, which exist in the North Atlantic.
It is for this reason that meaningful participation begins, and I insist begins, at the point of outright ownership.
It is only when we "tek all" that we are in a position to
develop a strategy of control. In other words, the histOIy of
these institutions precludes a divorce of ownership and
control. Foreign ownership means foreign control C0mplete local control can only come about through complete
local ownership. Buying 51% avoids the issue and doea
not confront it.
Some support for this view-point stems from the fad
that although throughout the Caribbean everyone is going
after 51 % ownership (and we have seen Williams recently
with the banks and lugar companies) not one of the pr0ponents of this view has taken the time or the effort to
involve the people, to educate them, to organize them to
struggle for it. How many of you know how bauxite and
alumina manufacture is undertaken? How many of you
know how the industry has developed? how the products
are marketed? and in what countries? how they are transported? and at what prices they are sold? If I know anything, it is only after a great deal of searching among
records, since nothing can be found in a well-publicised
government programme to win peoples IUpport on the
issues of life and death to the economy.
This brings us back to my earlier point, that meaningful
participation in industry is only one element in a comprehensive struggle to involve the people in decision-making,
ownership, and the functioning of the system. Anything
less is a perpetuation of the non-participatory system. Unless this is understood and digested, no proper scheme can
be devised for the new institutional frame-work to organize production, consumption, distribution, investment
and utilization of our resources. Thus notioDa auc:h as
worker-participation mean nothing, if you continue to run
a system where, through extensive unemployment, one
fifth of the labour force and their dependents do not even
participate in the economic life of the country through the
basic necessity of a job. Similarly, forms of administration
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mean little until we decide to start creating a governmental
apparatus which would provide for the people's participation.
In summary, then, meaningful participation means-"we
do not want crumbs we want tM whole breadl" It is not
an issue where our brains match theirs at a conference
table. It does not even begin with negotiations. It ends
there. The power we have is measured by the degree of
the people's involvement in what we are fighting for. It
is this which confronts the companies and not our "cleverness." If we understand this, why has nothing been done
so far to educate the people and the country over these
issues for which they must make sacrifices? A few political
statements by Big Chiefs are no substitute for education
and organization.

18.

Power to the Caribbean People
V. S. Naipaul

The West Indian penchant for fantasy and avoidance of
reality is the underlying theme of this selection by a famous Trinidadian novelist. N aipaul sees black power in the
Caribbean, otherwise imitative, as exemplifying the West
Indian theater of the absurd, an acting out of frustrations
engendered by smallness, isolation, and impotence behind
the fa~ade of an autonomy which can never be realized.
In such a context, Trinidadians take carnival seriously, but
view black-power revolt as a carnival.

The Trinidad Carnival is famous. For the two days before
Ash Wednesday the million or so islanders-blacks, whites,
the later immigrant groups of Portuguese, Indians, and
Chinese-parade the hot streets in costumed "bands" and
dance to steel orchestras. This year there was a twist. After
the Carnival there were Black Power disturbances. After
the masquerade and the music, anger and terror.
In a way, it makes sense. Carnival and Black Power are
not as opposed as they appear. The tourists who go for
the Carnival don't really know what they are watching.
The islanders themselves, who have spent so long forgetting the past, have forgotten the darker origins of their
Carnival. The bands, fiags, and costumes have little to do
with Lent, and much to do with slavery.
The slave in Trinidad worked by day and lived at night.
Then the world of the white plantations feU away; and in
its place was a securer, secret world of fantasy, of Negro
"kingdoms," "regiments," bands. The people who were
slaves by day saw themselves then as kings, queens, dauphins, princesses. There were pretty uniforms, fiags, and
painted wooden swords. Everyone who joined a regiment
got a title. At night the Negroes played at beina people,
mimicking the rites of the upper world. The kinas visited
and entertained. At gatherings a "secretary" might sit
scribbling away.

A third-generation Trinidadian of East Indian descent,
NAIPAUL is the most illustrious of the present galaxy
of West Indian novelists. Resident in London and Paris,
he has resolutely resisted being pigeonholed as a "regional"
writer, but from time to time returns to focus a bleakly
satirical gaze on the Caribbean, as in The Middle Passage.
His best-known novel is A House for Mr. Bi~QS. He recounts his failure to find comfort in ancestral India in An
Area of Darkness and explores facets of Trinidadian history in The Loss 0/ El Dorado.
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Once, in December, 1805, this fantasy of the night overHowed into the working day. There was serious talk then
of cutting off the heads of some plantation owners, of drinking holy water afterward and eating pork and dancing. The
plot was found out; and swiftly, before Christmas, in the
main Port of Spain square there were hangings, decapitations, brandings, and whippings.
That was Trinidad's first and last slave "revolt." The
Negro kingdoms of the night were broken up. But the
fantasies remained. They bad to, because without tbat
toucb of lunacy the Negro would bave utterly despaired
and might bave killed himself slowly by eating dirt; many
in Trinidad did. The Carnival the tourist goes to see is a
version of tbe lunacy that kept the slave alive. It is tbe
original dream of black power, style and prettiness; and it
always feeds on a private vision of the real world.
During the war an admiration for Russia-really an admiration for "stylish" things like Stalin's mustache and the
outlandish names of Russian generals, Timoshenko. Rokossovsky-was expressed in a "Red Army" band. At the same
time an admiration for Humphrey Bogart created a rival
"Casablanca" band. Make-believe, but taken seriously and
transformed; not far below, perhaps even unacknowledged.
there bas always been a vision of tbe black millennium, as
mucb a vision of revenge as of a black world made whole
again.
Something of the Carnival lunacy touches all these islands where people, first as slaves and tben as neglected
colonials, bave seen themselves as futile, on the other side
of tbe real world. In St. Kitts, with a population of 36,000,
Papa Bradshaw, tbe Premier. has tried to calm despair by
resurrecting the memory of Christophe, Emperor of Haiti,
builder of the Citadel, who was born a slave on the island.
Until they were saved from themselves, the 6,000 people
of AnguiUa seriously thougbt they could just have a constitution written by someone from Florida and set up in business as an independent country.
In Jamaica the Ras Tafarians believe they are Abyssin-_ .. '''ft' .... JlmN>rnr Haile Selassie is God. This is
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one of the unexpected results of Italian propaganda during
the Abyssinian war. The Italians said then that there was a
secret black society called Niya BinghJ ("Death to the
Whites") and that it was several million strong. 1be propaganda delighted some Jamaicans, who formed little Niya
Bingbi play-groups of their own. Recently the Emperor
visited Jamaica. The Ras Tafarians were expecting a black
lion of a man; they saw someone like a Hindu, mildfeatured, brown, and smaIL The disappointment was
great; but somehow the sect survives.
These islanders are disturbed. They already have black
government and black power, but they want more. They
want something more than politics. Like the dispossessed
peasantry of medieval Europe, they await crusades and
messiahs. Now they bave Black Power. It isn't the Black
Power of the United States. That is the protest of a disadvantaged minority which has at last begun to feel that
some of the rich things of America are accessible, that
only self-contempt and discrimination stand in the way.
But in the islands the news gets distorted.
The media cannot make the disadvantages as real as the
protest. F amoUi cities are seen to blaze; young men of the
race come out of buildings with guns; the black-gloved
bands of triumphant but bowed athletes are raised as in a
religious gesture; the handsome spokesmen of protest make
threats before the cameras which appear at last to have
discovered black style. This is power. In the islands it is
like a vision of the black millennium. It needs no political
program.
In tbe islands tbe intellectua1 equivocations of Black
Power are part of its strength. After the sharp analysis of
black degradation, the spokesmen for Black Power usua\Jy
become mystical, vague, and threatening. In the United
States this fits the cause of protest, and fits the white audience to whom this protest is directed. In the islands it fits
the old, apoca1yptic mood of the black masses. Anything
more concrete, anything like a program, might become
simple local politics and be reduced to the black power that
is already possessed.
Black Power as rage, drama, and style, as revolutionary
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jargon, offers something to everybody: to the unemployed,
the idealistic, the dropout, the communist, the politically
frustrated, the anarchist, the angry student returning from
bumiliations abroad, the racialist, the old-fashioned black
preacher who bas for years said at street corners that after
Israel it was to be the turn of Africa. Black Power means
Cuba and China; it also means clearing tbe Chinese and
the lews and tbe tourists out of lamaica. It is identity and
miscegenation. It is drinking holy water, eating porlc, and
dancing; it is going back to Abyssinia. There has been no
movement like it in the Caribbean since the French Revolution.
So in lamaica, some eigbteen months ago, students
joined with Ras Tafarians to march in the name of Black
Power against the black government. Campus idealism,
campus protest; but tbe past is like quicksand here. There
was a middle-class rumor, which was like a rumor from
the days of slavery, that a white tourist was to be killed,
but only sacrificially, without malice.
At tbe same time, in St. Kitts, after many years in authority, Papa Bradshaw was using Black Power, as words
alone, to undermine the opposition. Round and round the
tiny impoverished island, on tbe one, circular road, went
the conspiratorial printed message, cut out from a gasoline
advertisement: Join the Power Set.
Far away, on the Central American mainland, in British
Honduras, which is only balf black, Black Power had just
appeared and was already undermining the multi-racial
nature of both government and opposition. The carrier of
the infection was a twenty-one-year-old student who had
been to the United States on, needless to say, an American
government scbolarship.
He bad brought back news about the dignity of the
peasant and of revolutions based on land. I thought the
message came from another country and somebody else's
revolution, and wasn't suited to the local blacks, wbo were
mainly city people with simple city ambitions. (It was
front-page news, while I was tbere, that a local man bad
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successfully completed an American correspondence
course in jail management.)
But it didn't matter. A message bad come. '''Ibe whites
are buying up the land." "What tbe black man needs is
bread." "It became a phallic symbol to the black to be a
logcutter." It was the jargon of the movement, at once
scientific-sounding and millenarian. It transcended the
bread-and-butter protests of local politics; it smothered all
argument. Day by day the movement grew.
Excitementl And perhaps Ibis excitement is the only
liberation that is posSible. Black Power in these black islands is protest. But there is no enemy. The enemy is the
past, of slavery and colonial neglect and a society uneducated from top to bottom; the enemy is the smallness of
the islands and tbe absence of resources. Opportunism or
jargon may define phantom enemies: racial minorities,
"elites," ''white niggers." But at the end the problems will
be the same, of dignity and identity.
In the United States Black Power may have its victories.
But they will be American victories. The small Islands of
the Caribbean will remain Islands, impoverished and unskilled, ringed as now by a cordon 8IJnitalre, their people
not needed anywhere. They may get less innocent or less
corrupt politicians; they will not get less helpless ones. The
island blacks will continue to be dependent on the books,
films, and goods of others; in this important way they will
continue to be the half-made societies of a dependent pe0ple, the Third World's third world. They will forever consume; they will never create. They are without material
resources; they will never develop the higher skills. Identity
depends in the end on achievement; and achievement
here cannot but be small. Again and again the millennium
will seem about to come.
Fifty years ago, writing at a moment when Spain seemed
about to disintegrate, Ortega y Gasset saw that fragmented
peoples come togetber only in order "to do something tomorrow." In the islands Ibis assurance about the future is
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missing. Millenarian excitement will not bold them together, even if they were all black; and some, like Trinidad
and Guyana and British Honduras, are only half black.
The pursuit of black identity and the community of black
distress is a dead end, frenzy for the sake of frenzy, the
self-scourging of people who cannot see what they will
have to do tomorrow.
In We Wish to Be Looked Upon, published last year by
Teachers College Press, Vera Rubin and Marisa Zavallonl
report on surveys of high-school students in Trinidad they
conducted in 1957 and 1961, at a time of pre-independence
optimism. The students were asked to write at length about
their "expectations, plans and hopes for the future."

as any Shakespeare play; then I will return to India to
endeavor to become a genius in the film industry.

Black: I would like to be a great man not only in
music but also in sociology and economics. In the USA
I would like to marry a beautiful actress with plenty of
money. I would also like to be famed abroad as one of
the world's foremost millionaires.

Colored: I am obsessed with the idea of becoming a
statesman, a classical statesman, and not a mere rabblerouser wbo acts impulsively and makes much ado about
nothing.

Black: In politics I hope to come up against men like
Khrushchev and other enemies of freedom. I hope I
will be able to overcome them with my words, and put
them to shame.
Black: I expect to be a man of international fame, a
man who by virtue of his political genius bas acquired
so much respect from his people that he will be fully
capable of living in peace with his people.
Black: I want to be a West Indian diplomat. I would
like to have a magnetic power over men and a stronger
magnetic power over women. I must be very intelligent
and quick-witted; I must be fiuent in at least seven languages. I must be very resourceful and I must say the
correct thing at the correct moment. With these qualities
and a wonderful foresight and with other necessary
abilities which I can't foresee, I would be able to do
wonders for the world by doing wonders for my nation.
East Indian: I will write a book called the "Romance
of Music and Literature." I will make this book as great

East Indian: I want to develop an adventurous spirit.
I will tour the earth by air, by sea, and by land. I shall
become a peacemaker among hostile people.
East Indian: When I usually awake from my daydream, I think myself to be another person, the great
scientific engineer, but soon I recollect my senses, and
then I am myself again.
Colored (mulatto): Toward the latter part of my life
I would like to enter myself in politics, and to do some
little bit for the improvement and uplift of this young
Federation of ours.

While: I am going to apprentice myself to a Chartered Accountant's firm and then to learn the trade.
When I want to, leave the Firm and go to any other big
business concern and work my way up to the top.
While: I want to live a moderate life, earning a moderate pay, slowly but surely working my way in the law
firm, but I don't want to be chief justice of the Federation or anything like that. . . . Look around. Ail the
other boys must be writing about their ambitions to be
famous. They all cannot be, for hope is an elusive thing.
While: By this time my father may be. a share-~older
in the company, I will take over the busme5S. I Will expand it and try to live up to the traditions that my father
has built up.
Without the calm of the white responses, the society
might appear remote and backward. But the white student
doesn't inhabit a world wbich is all that separate. Trinidad
is small, served by one newspaper and two radio stations
and the same unsegregated schools. The intercourse between the races is easier than inquiring sociologists usually
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find; there is a snbstantial black and East Indian middle
class that dominates the professions. When thls 18 nnderstood, the imprecision of black and East Indian fantasydiplomacy, politics, peacemaking-can be seen to be more
than innocence. It is part of the carnival lunacy of a lively,
well-informed society which feels itself part of the great
world, but understands at the same time that it is cut off
from this world by reasons of geography, history, race.
The subtitle of Rubin and Zavalloni's book is "A Study
of the Aspirations of Youth in a Developing Society." But
the euphemism is misleading. This society has to be more
precisely defined. Brazil is developing, India is developing.
Trinidad is neither undeveloped nor developing. It is fully
part of the advanced consumer society of the West; it
recognizes high material standards. But it is less than provincial; there is no metropolis to which the man from the
village or ama1l town can take his gifts. TrinIdad is simply
smaIl; it is dependent; and the people bom in it-blaclt,
East Indian, while-sense themselves condemned. not necessarily as individuals, but as a community, to an inferiority
of skill and achievement. In colonial days racial deprivation could be said to be important, and this remains, obviously, an important drive. But now it is only part of the
story.
In the islands, in fact, black identity is a sentimental
trap, obscuring the issues. What is needed is access to a
society, larger in every sense, where people will be allowed
to grow. For some territories this larger society may be
Latin American. Colonial rule in the Caribbean defied geography and created unnatural administrative units; this
is part of the problem. Trinidad, for instance, was detacbed
from Venezuela. Thia is a geographical absurdity; it might
be looked at again.
A Latin American Identity is also possible for Guyana
and British Honduras. But local racial politics and colonial
prejudice stand in the way. The blacks of British Honduras,
in their one lazy, mosquito-infested town, reject "Latinization" without knowing what they are rejecting. Until
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Black Power came along last year, the black flag of protest
against Latinization was the Unioll Jack; and the days of
slavery were recalled with pride as the days when blacks
and their English owners, friends really, stood shoulder to
shoulder against the awful Spaniards. The blacks, at the
end of the day, see themselves as British, with British institutions; Latin Americans are seen as chaotic, violent,
without the rule of law.
There is an irony in this. Because in these former British
territories the gravest issue, as yet unrecognized, is the
nineteenth-century Latin America issue of government by
consent. These Caribbean territories are not like those in
Africa or Asia, with their own internal reverences, that
have been returned to themselves after a period of colonial
rule. They are manufactured societies, labor camps, creations of empire; and for long they were dependent on empire for law, language, institutions, culture, even officials.
Nothing was generated locally; dependence became a habit.
How, without empire, do such societies govern themselves?
What is now the source of power? The ballot box, the
mob, the regiment? When, as in Haiti, the slave-owners
leave, and there are only slaves, what are the sanctions?
It is like the Latin American situation after the breakup
of the Spanish Empire. With or without Black Power,
chaos threatens. But chaos will only be internal. The islands will always be subject to an external police. The
United States helicopters will be there, to take away United
States citizens, tourists; the British High Commissions will
lay on airlifts for their citizens. These islands, black and
poor, are dangerous only to themselVes.
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The Mighty Sparrow
C. L. R. James

19.

In contrast to the bleakness of Naipaul's view, his eminent
countryman c. L. R. JAMES here expresses his delight in a
uniquely West Indian artistic genius, the calypsonlan Sparrow. The folk tradition that Sparrow built on is a true expression of the general pattern of West Indian life and
also provides a critical gloss on elite and middle-class behavior and pretensions. Whatever West Indian society may
be, its calypsonians hold up a unique mirror to it. It is
most appropriate that the chronicler of the first successful
West Indian revolution in Haiti (see "The Slaves" in Slaves,
Free Men, Ci/iz.enr) should also be the celebrator of
those forces in West Indian life that limn the ferment arising from the ceaseless search for West Indian identity.
The author, born in Trinidad in 1901, has been teacher,
journalist, novelist, revolutionary, Socialist, pan-Africanist,
and cricket devotee. He played a major role in antiimperialist activities in England during the 19305 and 19405
and returned to Trinidad in the late 19505 to serve as editor
of the Nation, organ of the People's National Movement,
only to break with that party's leader a few years later. He
currently teaches in New York and Washington.

A NATIVE WEST INDIAN TALENT, BORN AND
BRED IN THE WEST INDIES AND NOURISHED
BY THE WEST INDIES. WHAT HE LACKS IS
WHAT WE LACK AND IF WE SEE THAT HE GEl'S
IT, THE WHOLE NATION WILL MOVE FORWARD WITH HIM; FRANCISCO SLINGER, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE MIGHTY SPARROW.
It is a great pleasure to turn to a personality analysis of
the most remarkable man I have met during four years in
the West Indies: Sparrow.
Sparrow is a Grenadian who lived as a youth in Grenada. Obviously he was born with an exceptional gift for
music, for words and for social observation. If he had
gone to America he would have sung (and composed)
American songs, like Brook Benton, Ben B. King, Sam
Cooke and many others. Not one of them, DOt ono, lorpasses him in anything that he does. He came to Trinidad
and found in Trinidad a medium, the calypso, In which
his talents could have full play.
Where have we won creative national distinction in the
past? In two spheres only, the writing of fiction, and cricket.
Cricketers and novelists have added a new dimension, but
to already established international organizatioDa.
Not 80 the Mighty Sparrow. and here he is Indeed

Party Politics in the Wut Indies, San Juan, Trinidad: Vedie
Enterprises, 1962, pp. 164-75. Reprinted by permissioa of the
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mighty. His talents were shaped by a West Indian medium;
through this medium he expanded his capacities and the
medium itself. He is financially maintained by the West
Indian people who buy his records. ~e mass of people
give him all the encouragement that an a~ist ~eeds: Although the calypso is Trinidadian, Sparrow IS haIled ID all
the islands and spontaneously acknowledged as a representative West Indian. Thus he is in every way a genuinely
West Indian artist, the first and only one that I know. He
is a living proof that there is a West Indi~ natio?
.
I do not propose any critical review of hIs musIC. TI;Us
is work for a trained musician. There is only one qualIty
which I wish to elaborate here.
In the famous "Jean and Dinah," Sparrow immortalizes
the attitude of the ordinary people to the Americans at
the base.
It's the glamour boys again
We are going to rule Port-of-Spain
No more Yankees to spoil the fete •

If that is not a political statement, then, after thirty years
of it, I don't know what politics is.
He relates how the Yankee dollars have brought some
ancient performers once more into the ring, and then:
But leave them alone, don't get in a rage
When a Yankee drunk he don't study age
For whether she is 24, 25 or 80
I am sure it would not interest a drunken Yankee
For when you drink Barbados Nectar it doesn't matter
How old she is
As long as the Yankee get what is his.
Sparrow is uninhibited about what h~ sees. He doesn't
get in a rage. But he views the world WIth a large detachment. His irony and wit are the evidence.
In strict politics he shows an extraordinary sensitivi',Y
to public moods, with the same ironical detachment; this
__
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time however, not merely as an observer but as one of the
people.
He begins by rejoicing at the victory of Dr. Wllliama in
1956.
For we have a champion leader
William the Conqueror
But he believes that the victory of PNM has railed the
taxi fares and the price of milk. He sings "No, Doctor. No,"
He pbilosophises on the curious behaviour of politiciana
in general but this verse was omitted in a later edition, 10
I shall leave it where it is. However, he says that he still
supports PNM though he will see how things go: he has in
reserve his piece of mango wood.
Then follows his superb "You Can't Get Away From
The Tax." He tells the public that they must accept. He
expresses popular resentment at "Pay As You Earn," but
in the end his father sells the revolutionary axe to pay the
income tax. Despite the pervading irony he Is performina
a public service. He is making the unpleasant palatable with
wit and humour.
Then Sparrow expresses perfectly the attitude of the
ordinary man to PNM in 1959.
Leave the dam Doctor
He ain't trouble all you
Leave the dam Doctor
What he do he well do
Not too long ago, Sparrow becomes aware that things
are not going well. He blames the Opposition. What II
notahle is his sense of the political confusion in the country.
The island as you see
Suffering politically
Because the present Government
Have some stupid opponent
Oh, Lord, man, they ignorant • •
Causing they own self embarrassment
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I believe here he faithfully reports public sentiment.
Things are in a mess and the reason is that the Opposition
are objecting to everything.
Finally there is his magnificent "Federation" calypso, a
triumph.
I was in the tent the night he returned and first sang it.
When it became clear what he was saying, the audience
froze. Trinidad had broken with the Federation. Nobody
was saying anything and the people did not know what to
think, far less what to say. At the end of the last verse on
that first night Sparrow saw that something was wrong and
he added loudly: "I agree with the Doctor." But the people
of Trinidad and Tobago only wanted a lead. Sparrow divined their mood, for henceforth he became increasingly
bold and free. When he sang at the Savannah he put all
he had into it and the public made a great demonstration.
They wanted, how they wanted somebody to say something,
and Sparrow said something. He attacked Jamaica and Jamaica deserved to be attacked. But Sparrow said what
people wanted to hear: "We failed miserably."
He went further:
Federation boil down to simply this
It's dog-eat-dog, and survival of the fittest
The scorn, the disappointment he poured into those
words did for the whole population what it wanted done
and could not do for itself. The response of the public was
greater than anything I have ever heard in the West Indies.
But Sparrow is a very clever man. Note the insoluble
ambiguity of the last verse. He was singing before a Trinidad audience for whom a political position on federation
had been taken.
Some may say we shouldn't help part it
But is Jamaica what start it
There he introduces the all-important question: was
Trinidad right to leave, and he saya that after all it was
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Jamaica which started this leaving business. He does not
comment himself, but he has registered that some Trinidad
people are against Trinidad leaving. Now comea a masterpiece of political statement.
Federation boil down to simply this
It's dog-eat-dog, and survival of the fittest
Everybody going for independence
Singularly
Trinidad for instance
And we'll get it too, boy, don't bother
But I find we should all be together
Not separated as we are
Because of Jamaica
What does this verse mean? I have asked a score of
people and nobody can say for certain. Let us look at it.
The dog-eat-dog includes everybody, and is savage enough.
Then the lines which say that everybody is "going for
independence iSingularlyi Trinidad for instance," can be
related to dog-eat-dog. But he says quickly that we in Trinidad will get it. Which does not modify the ferocity of dogeat-dog by a single comma. But Trinidad will get it. There
must be no doubt about that so he puts in an encouraging
"don't bother." Then comes the mysterious
But I find we should all be together
Not separated as we are
Because of Jamaica
It can mean "I think we should all, all of us in the British
West Indies, be together, and not separated as we are because Jamaica left us." But it could easily mean, "I think
that we who remain behind should all be together and not
be separated as we are because Jamaica left."
What do I think? I thinlt first that politicUly the Matement is a masterpiece. But I can go a little further. I C8IIDOt
ignore the savage contempt of dog-eat-dog. and I find the
musical tone of "Everybody going for independence 1Singularlyi Trinidad for instance" very revealing. U Sparrow
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liked that move politically, or if he thought that his public
liked it, he would have written and sung differently. There
I have to leave it.
There is more to Sparrow, much more. There is that
comic episode of the Governor who was crazy, and
changed the law for a lady, the lady in the short little shorts.
There is the same amused and ironical detachment as when
he is describing the social tastes of the Yankees.
At times he explodes. In "Leave the Dam Doctor,"
there suddenly stands out this verse:
They makin' so much confusion
But race riot in England
They should kick them from Scotland Yard
We have the same question in Trinidad
That can mean a lot of things.
Then comes this skilful and ferocious verse.
Well, the way how things shapin' up
All this nigger business go' stop
I tell you soon in the West Indies
It's please Mr. Nigger please
The ways of an artist are his own. You can only judge
by the result. lance told him that I thought his "Gunslingers" was a picture of violent and rebellious sentiments
simmering in the younger generation. He said he didn't
think of it that way. Everybody was going around saying,
"Make your play," and on that he built up the whole. This
is an old problem. 1 told him: "I accept what you say. But
that would not alter the fact that such a calypso would
spring only from a feeling that similar sentiments were rife
among the younger generation." He reflected a second
and then said, "I see what you mean." And I had no doubt
that he saw exactly what I meant: that an artist draws or
paints a single episode which he sees in front of him, but
that he has chosen it or shapes it from pervading sentiments
of which he is not necessarily conscious.
Another more pointed instance of his attitudes is his
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calypso on the marriage of Princess Margaret. It Ia ID08t
brilliantly done and for comic verse this one stands hi&h
on my list:
Long ago in England
You couldn't touch the princess' hand
Unless, well, you able
Like the Knights of the Round Table
If you want she real bad
You had to beat Ivanhoe or Sir Galahad
Mount your horse with your spear in hand
Who remain alive that's the princess' man
Again:
Some people real lucky
Take for instance Anthony
And again:
If the Princess like you
BOY, you ain't have a thing to do

That single word, "Boy," is loaded.
And here in my view is an example of the real social
val~e of Sparrow. I didn't know what he was getting at
until after conversations in Jamaica with ordinary citizens.
Now I have been a republican since I was eight years old.
An Englishman, William Makepeace Thackeray, taught It
to me. But the British people respect and some even love
the Royal Family, and we revolutionists don't make a fuss
about it. Wbat to my surprise I discovered in Jamaica
among the ordinary people was a deep regard for the British Royal Family, combined with nationalism. How widespread tbat is among the ordinary people in Trinidad I do
not know, but Sparrow's song on the marriage was the
song of a man whose inner conceptions of royalty had
received a violent shock.
For a young man he shows an exceptional maturity and
detachment in the way be views the life around him. As
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he grows older he can become a guide, philosopher and
friend to the public. Some of his songs are very improper,
but the West Indian audience takes them in its stride, and
I could mention some world-famous novelists who excel
Sparrow in impropriety. But what attracts and holds me is
his social and political sense, and his independence and
fearlessness. Such men are rare. At critica1 moments he
can say, to the people or on their behalf, what should be
said. Will Rogers was such a one in the United States. But
I am afraid for Sparrow, mortaIly afraid. Such a man
should be left alone to sing what he likes when he likes;
he should be encouraged to do so. But West Indian governments help those wbo praise them and can be as IIIlvage
and vicious as snaltes to those who are not helping them
to win the next election.
I used to listen to Sparrow before I came here and was
very much impressed with his records. As soon as I saw
and heard him in penon, felt his enormous vitality and
gathered some facts about him I recognised that here was
a man who comes once in fifty yean. In November 1959 I
was invited to spealt at UCWI on "The Artist in the Caribbean." I want to refer to how I approach the question. I
spoke of art in general through the ages, of cezanne, of
Shaltespeare, of Michelangelo; of the Oreek city-state, of
the cities of the Middle Ages. I made it clear that while
I spoke about Cezanne and Michelangelo, historical figures,
I was not going to express any opinions about West Indian
painters because I bad no qualification for doing so.
Then I moved straight to Beryl McBurnie and Sparrow,
West Indian artists playing for West Indian audiences. To
that university audience, after a passage on our novelists
and the need to get them home, I said finally:
"When our local artists can evoke the popular response
of a Sparrow, the artist in the Caribbean will have arrived."
Everything that I really tbinIt about the West Indies, not
only its art, is contained in that lecture and particularly
in that sentence.
Sparrow has it in him to go much further and take the
West Indian nation with him. He is fully able to carry a
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full-length West Indian show first all over the West Indies
and then to London and New York. He could write most
of it. words and music. Of that I am absolutely confident.
And if he were to spend some time in England his satirical
eye would not fail to add to the gaiety of nations. But that
undertaking is not one to be lightly embarked upon. And
I am yet to find any educated West Indians in the West
Indies who are educated enough to put their education at
the disposal of the Mighty Sparrow. At any rate Sparrow
knows those who do not like him and when he sings he
doesn't mince words about them. He knows that "they"
will do "anything." He sticks to the people. Let us hope
that, difficult as it may become, ho will continuo to be 1>0%
populi.
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